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P R E F A C E

W H E N I was honored by an invitation to deliver the A. W. Mellon Lectures in 
the Fine Arts, at the National Gallery in Washington, I proposed as my subject 
the psychology of representation. I was very grateful to the Trustees for agreeing 
to a field of inquiry that extends beyond the frontiers of art to the study of 
perception and optical illusion. For the mysterious way in which shapes and 
marks can be made to signify and suggest other things beyond themselves had 
intrigued me since my student days. In my book The Story of Art, I had sketched 
the development of representation from the conceptual methods of the primitives 
and the Egyptians, who relied on “what they knew,” to the achievements of the 
impressionists, who succeeded in recording “what they saw.” While thus making 
use of the traditional distinction between “knowing” and “seeing,” I ventured to 
suggest in my last chapter that the self-contradictory nature of the impressionist 
program contributed to the collapse of representation in twentieth-century art. 
My assertions to the effect that no artist can “paint what he sees” and discard all 
conventions were of necessity somewhat aphoristic and dogmatic. To clarify and 
substantiate them I had to re-examine the very theory of perception I had found 
so serviceable. This book is a record of this re-examination. It does not aim at 
upsetting the previous interpretation but at justifying and refining it in the light 
of contemporary work in psychology. The earlier book, in short, applied a tradi-
tional hypothesis about the nature of vision to the history of representational 
styles; this book has the more ambitious aim of using the history of art, in its 
turn, to probe and test the hypothetical framework itself. Thus I had to assume 
that the reader would know the main phases of representational styles which are 
described in the earlier book. No more specialized knowledge than that is re-
quired. Even less do I assume a knowledge of psychology, for in this field I am 
myself a layman and a learner. In stressing this fact, however, I do not want to 
sound unduly apologetic. As I see it, the great purpose for which the A. W. Mellon 
Lectures were founded was to keep the discussion of art in flux and to advance 
the subject. I believe we can do so only if we learn from the artists to shun the 
ready-made and to take intellectual risks. All I promised my understanding 
audience in Washington was not to play safe.
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The seven lectures I gave in the spring of 1956 were entitled “The Visible 
World and the Language of Art.” All of them are incorporated in this book, the 
majority with only slight changes (Chapters 1, in, x, xi). Of the remaining three, 
one survives in a considerably extended form as Chapter ix; the other two have 
expanded into several chapters and constitute sections of Chapters n and v, vu 
and v i i i  respectively. A good deal of supplementary matter also came from 
lectures on this general topic which I gave at various times during my tenure of 
the Slade Professorship at Oxford, at various institutions of the University of 
London to which I belong, during a visit to Harvard University, and at the annual 
congress of the British Psychological Society in Durham in 1955, where I out-
lined my program of research.

Such a process of expansion was probably inevitable as soon as the material 
here presented was released from the tyranny of the clock. Indeed, my main 
difficulty was to make the underlying argument sufficiently explicit without 
allowing every chapter to swell into a volume. Despite much recasting and 
rewriting, therefore, I decided to take advantage of the lecture form, which 
enjoys the privilege of leaving stones unturned and avenues unexplored. It also 
encourages the optimistic assumption that the reader will settle down in a chair, 
as the listener has to, and will follow the arguments and the illustrations in the 
sequence in which they are presented. For it should be clear by now that this is 
not a picture book with explanatory letterpress. It is reading matter with ex-
planatory pictures. The publishers have spared no effort to keep the illustrations 
close to the passage which they support. The arrangement of the notes serves a 
similar purpose. We don’t interrupt our lectures, as a rule, to bombard the 
audience with bibliographical data. I have kept the references out of the reader’s 
sight and assembled all the notes at the end, referring back to the pagination of 
the text and to the topic there discussed. Any reader looking for chapter and 
verse or seeking the way to further literature should find it easy to spot the 
relevant information. The full titles of books sometimes cited in a shortened 
form are listed at the end.

It was no lack of gratitude toward the authors I have used which made me 
thus remove the titles of their works from immediate view. On the contrary, I 
should like at this point to acknowledge my profound indebtedness to the self- 
denying work of those experts, who must have sacrificed years of their lives and 
much rewarding research to make their knowledge available to nonspecialists. 
The fact, for instance, that the notes contain some of the quoted passages in the 
original language and that I have sometimes used my own translations should 
not obscure my indebtedness to the editors and translators of the Loeb Classical
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Library. Nor should an occasional reference to individual papers in psychological 
periodicals hide my dependence on the books which stood on my shelf through-
out the time of writing: I have in mind such indispensable surveys as C. E. 
Osgood, Method and Theory in Experimental Psychology (1953), R. S. Wood- 
worth and Harold Schlosberg, Experimental Psychology (1954), and also the 
compact, small volume by O. L. Zangwill, An Introduction to Modern Psychology 
(1950). Among specialized studies of vision, M. D. Vernon, A Further Study of 
Visual Perception (1952), presents an admirable conspectus, while Wolfgang 
Metzger, Gesetze des Sehens (2nd edn., 1953), surveys the whole field from the 
point of view of the Gestalt school. I also owe much to Ralph M. Evans, An 
Introduction to Color (1948), but most of all to J. J. Gibson, The Perception of 
the Visual World (1950), which, I hope, prevented me from underrating what 
the author calls “the awe-inspiring intricacy of vision.”

Even closer to the fringe of my intellectual horizon I hope to have profited 
from D. O. Hebb, The Organization of Behavior (1949), Viktor von Weizsacker, 
Der Gestaltkreis (1950), F. H. Allport, Theories of Perception and the Concept of 
Structure (1955), and most of all, perhaps, F. A. Hayek, The Sensory Order 
(1952).

The enumeration of books representing different schools of psychology will 
arouse, in the mind of the specialist, the suspicion that my approach must be 
fundamentally eclectic. Up to a point this suspicion would be justified, but my 
selection was not without a bias of its own. If any student of the subject should 
wish to know at this stage what direction this bias took, I would refer him to the 
famous joint paper by E. C. Tolman and E. Brunswik, “The Organism and the 
Causal Texture of Environment,” Psychological Review, 1935, which stresses the 
hypothetical character of all perceptual processes.

It so happens that I saw this paper only after having completed my book. 
I do not mention this fact in order to claim originality; I rather want to empha-
size the part played by living traditions in the shaping of our selective interests. 
The paper was written in Vienna in 1934, at a time when I had some fleeting 
contact with Egon Brunswik, who kindly served as a subject in a series of 
experiments on the reading of facial expressions in art which I helped to organize 
under the direction of my late friend Ernst Kris. Above all it was Ernst Kris, the 
art historian turned psychoanalyst, who, during a friendship lasting more than 
twenty years, taught me the fruitfulness of a psychological approach. Our joint 
research into the problem of caricature first brought me up against the question 
of what is involved in accepting an image as a likeness. The basic results of our 
research are embodied in an essay in his book Psychoanalytic Explorations in
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Art (1952), on which I have drawn in these chapters. What the printed word 
can hardly convey was the passion and versatility of his ever-inquiring mind, to 
which I owe the conviction that the history of art will become sterile unless it is 
constantly enriched by a close contact with the study of man.

It was in the same years, before Hitler's occupation of Vienna, that I was 
fortunate enough to meet Karl R. Popper, who had just published his book The 
Logic of Scientific Discovery (Eng. tr., 1959), in which he established the 
priority of the scientific hypothesis over the recording of sense data. Any 
acquaintance I may have with problems of scientific method and philosophy I 
owe to his constant friendship. I should be proud if Professor Popper's influence 
were to be felt everywhere in this book, though naturally he is not responsible 
for its many shortcomings.

It was from Dr. Gottfried Spiegler, an X-ray physicist, that I learned to see 
the interpretation of all images as a philosophical problem. Professor Wolfgang 
Kohler generously gave me of his time in Princeton and reassured me that the 
complex questions encountered in the practice of art are still of potential interest 
to psychological research. Professor Richard Held, of Rrandeis University, 
elucidated several points and introduced me to the department of psychology at 
Princeton University, where I saw the Ames Demonstrations. Oskar Kokoschka, 
who invited me to speak at the “School of Seeing" at the Salzburg Summer Acad-
emy, convinced me that the mysteries of perception can still fascinate a great 
artist of our time. Conversations with Professor Roman Jakobson, of Harvard 
University, and with Professor Colin Cherry, of the Imperial College of Science 
in London, have given me tantalizing glimpses into the exciting fields of linguistic 
theory and information theory.

Naturally I cannot enumerate all my immediate colleagues at the Warburg 
Institute and the Slade School of Art of the University of London to whom I owe 
stimulation and encouragement. But I should at least like to mention those who 
kindly read the manuscript of this book at various stages and offered suggestions 
for its improvement: they are Professor Ian Bialostocki, Professor Gertrud Bing, 
Professor Harry Bober, Mr. B. A. R. Carter (who also contributed diagrams), 
Professor Philipp Fehl, Mrs. Ellen Kann, Mr. H. Lester Cooke, Miss Jennifer 
Montagu, Mr. Michael Podro, and Mrs. Ruth Rubinstein. Mr. William McGuire 
at the publishing end and my wife and my son Richard on this side helped 
nursing the book and its author.

For permission to quote in the text I acknowledge gratefully as follows: to 
Random House for a passage from a poem by W. H. Auden; to Dent and Sons 
Ltd. for a passage from the Ellis translation of The Romance of the Rose; to 
George Allen and Unwin Ltd. for extracts from The Works of John Ruskin; and
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to Phaidon Press Ltd. for extracts from the Mayne edition of Leslie’s Memoirs 
of the Life of John Constable as well as extracts from my book The Story of Art.

E. H. G.
January 1959

P R E F A C E  TO T H E  S E C O N D  E D I T I O N

CH ANGESi n  the body of the book are restricted to a few corrections of fact 
or of wording. Any major alterations would have thrown the careful layout 
which so successfully dovetails text and illustrations fatally out of gear. But 
I gladly accepted my publisher’s invitation to write a Preface to this second 
edition.

My first duty is surely to thank all those whose interest and understanding 
have made this reprinting necessary after less than a year. My second duty 
would be to take account of all criticisms and to remove all sources of misunder-
standing that these may have revealed. I cannot do this in a preface, but I can 
at least draw attention to a few of them. One such stumbling block is still the 
rash assumption that a book on the rise of illusionist art must want to set up 
fidelity to nature as the standard of artistic perfection. If my disclaimers on 
pages 7 and 8 did not suffice, my discussion of caricature and other nonillusionist 
aspects of representation should have saved me from this misinterpretation. It 
is an interesting and undeniable fact that many great artists of the past were 
fascinated by problems of visual truth, but none of them can ever have thought 
that visual truth alone will make a picture into a work of art.

Another group of readers have sought support from this book for the 
opposite vieW according to which the demand for fidelity to nature must always 
be meaningless since everybody sees nature differently. Actually I have tried 
to show (e.g., on pages 276 and 299) that the undeniable subjectivity of vision 
does not preclude objective standards of representational accuracy. A wax 
dummy can be indistinguishable from its prototype, and a view through a peep-
hole at a picture may look the same as the view at a solid object quite regardless 
of who does the viewing or whether he admires or despises the trick.

What may have caused this misunderstanding (apart from overstatements 
on pages 38 and 49, which I have now rectified) is my repeated assertion that 
ho artist can copy what he sees. There is no contradiction here, for the success-
ful trompe l’ceil no less than the striking caricature are not only the result of 
careful looking but also the fruit of experimentation with pictorial effects. The 
invention of these effects, as I have tried to show, was stimulated by the dis-
satisfaction which certain periods of Western civilization felt with images that
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failed to look convincing. It is the gradual modification of the traditional sche-
matic conventions of image making under the pressure of novel demands that 
forms one of the main themes of the book.

Here I should perhaps point to a less obvious difficulty, which should, how-
ever, not be too hard for the reader to overcome. As an historian of art I took 
the existence and frequency of such schematic vocabularies as my starting 
point without demonstrating their character in detail. It lies in the nature of 
this problem that it would need a disproportionate number of illustrations merely 
to show vast numbers of Egyptian servant figures, Chinese bamboo paintings, 
Byzantine madonnas, Gothic angels, or Baroque putti in order to prove what an 
attentive look at museums and art books will confirm—how narrow is the range 
and how subtle are the variations within which the craftsmen and artists of 
the past created their masterpieces. For the real purpose of this book is not to 
describe but to explain the reasons for the unexpected difficulty which artists 
encountered who clearly wanted to make their images look like nature.

I admit that this intention is not always easy to prove, and I am grateful 
to one of my painter friends, who helped me to formulate my problem afresh 
by asking me to tell quite simply what would be the opposite of the view I hold. 
It would be a state of affairs in which every person wielding a brush could 
always achieve fidelity to nature. The mere desire to preserve the likeness of a 
beloved person or of a beautiful view would then suffice for the artist to “copy 
what he sees.” Those would be right who regard all deviations from nature in 
non-naturalistic styles as intentional. This view looks plausible in our own world 
because most city dwellers have absorbed a great deal of knowledge of pictorial 
effects from posters and picture postcards. We have no right whatever to assume 
a similar freedom of choice for those who cannot pick up the trick at second 
hand. I recently came across an episode in the memoirs of a painter that illus-
trates this point. Brought up among orthodox Jews in Poland who did not admit 
pictorial representations, Jehudo Epstein tells in Mein Weg von Ost nach West 
(Stuttgart, 1929) how pathetically he failed when he tried for the first time to 
sketch a castle on a hill in his home town and what a revelation it was to him 
when somebody then lent him a textbook on perspective.

To explain this need of the painter to profit from the experiences of preced-
ing generations I had to investigate in my turn the working of pictorial effects 
and to ask how they relate to the way we normally process the information that 
reaches us from the visible world in which we live and move. In my treatment 
of this question, some philosophical critics from the neopositivist camp have 
objected to my equation of seeing and interpreting. They fear, I suspect, that 
this approach might undermine the faith in the reliability of sense observations
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and thus give aid and comfort to their enemies. I do not share their apprehen-
sions, but I am not wedded to any form of words. I would be ready to substitute 
another for the offensive term “interpretation,” provided it described the same 
process of trial and error by which alone we weed out illusions and test and 
revise our beliefs about the world, in perception no less than in science. Perhaps 
I should have been a little more explicit in the presentation of this hypothesis, 
since no critic has, to my knowledge, taken up the central arguments on pages 
272 and 329.

None of these discussions about perception will ever solve the mystery of 
art. I do not believe that any book that claimed to do so could be worth reading. 
The disappointment which a few critics seem to have felt when they discovered 
the limited nature of my problem reflects, I fear, the immaturity of the study 
of art as compared with the study of nature. Those who have made a little 
progress in the understanding of the metabolism of the heart are rarely re-
proached nowadays for having failed to solve the mystery of life. Whether or 
not this book represents such progress in the understanding of pictorial represen-
tation and its history depends on the validity of its arguments. And so I return 
to the great debt of gratitude I owe the many readers whose willingness to enter 
into these arguments and to join in their examination surpassed my boldest 
dreams.

E. H. G.
London, January 1961

N O T E  F O R  T H E  1 9 6 9  P R I N T I N G

It would be a task beyond my powers to bring this book “up to date” by taking 
account of all publications in psychology, in philosophy, and in the history of art 
which may have a bearing on its argument. But the reader may like to know that 
the conclusion of my central chapter, “The Analysis of Vision in Art,” for which I 
quoted an “aside” by Professor J. J. Gibson (p. 328), can now rest on the solid 
support of a closely reasoned book by that great student of perception, The Senses 
Considered as Perceptual Systems (Boston, 1966). I should also like to draw 
attention to an important article I overlooked and to which I should have referred 
in my attack on the idea of the “innocent eye” : R. Blanche, “La Vision du peintre 
et la psychologie de la perception,” Journal de psychologie normale et patho- 
logique, April-June, 1946, pp. 153-80. As for myself, I have reviewed some of 
the problems of this book from a slightly different vantage point in a lecture 
“Visual Discovery through Art” at Austin, Texas, published in Arts Magazine, 
November 1965.
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Not that there are no contradictions between these various approaches to 
the same problems. On the contrary, many of the most basic questions raised 
by this book still remain open. My colleagues know that I am still apt to pounce 
on them in a College Common Room or Refectory and make them look with me 
at some indifferent portrait of an academic worthy, not for the sake of its artistic 
merit, but to help sorting out what is going on when we look at such a painting. 
They may have to walk with me from one corner of the room to the other in 
order to watch the apparent shift in the sitter’s orientation, they may have to 
try to screen off the frame with their hands and report on the degree to which 
they “lose the surface” of the painting, they may be cross-examined about their 
capacity to remain aware of the picture plane while scrutinizing the make of 
the sitter’s gown or the expression on his face. Strangely enough there is no 
agreement about the way these experiences should be described, though I have 
not been convinced that my account is much in need of revision. I believe, more-
over, that some of these questions could be amenable to experimental investiga-
tion. Should I hear of any conclusive results I venture to hope that I may be 
able, one day, to refer to them in yet another Preface.

London, November 1967 e . h . g .

NOTE FOR THE 197 2  P RI NTI NG  
It was somewhat incautious of me to write in November 1967 that a subsequent 
Preface to this book might refer to “conclusive results.” One of the great attrac-
tions of a lively field such as the psychology of perception is precisely that few 
conclusions are likely to remain unchallenged for long. Happily, therefore, the 
problems raised in this book are still live issues. I am engaged in a friendly 
debate with Professor J. J. Gibson, to whose important work I referred in the 
last Note, and whose most radical formulations I first ventured to question in 
“The Evidence of Images: The Variability of Vision,” published in C. S. Single- 
ton (editor), Interpretation, Theory and Practice (Baltimore, 1969). Professor 
Gibson, in his turn, published an article, “On Information available in Pic-
tures,” in the journal Leonardo, rv (1971), pp. 27-35, where we continued the 
exchange on pp. 195-199 and 308 of the same year. Meanwhile, I also wrote 
“The 'What’ and the 'How’: Perspective Representation and the Phenomenal 
World” for R. S. Rudner and I. Scheffler (editors), Logic and Art: Essays in 
Honor of Nelson Goodman (Indianapolis, 1972), which I here cite because it 
deals once more with the old teaser of the apparent shift in the orientation of 
representations mentioned in the Preface to the Third Edition and offers an 
explanation which I certainly regard as an improvement on what I wrote in 
this book (pp. 276®.). Whether or not it can be called a “conclusive result” will 
be for others to say.

E H GLondon, December 1971
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a .d . P: Courtesy of the Committee for the Excavation of Antioch
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and Its Vicinity and of the Department of Art and Archaeology, 
Princeton University. Cf. Richard Stilwell, Antioch on the Orontes, 
Excavations, III (Princeton, 1941), pi. 55, fig. 119. 41

17 H a n s  Ba l d u n g  Gr i e n : The Fall of Man. 1511, woodcut. Metro-
politan Museum of Art, New York, Dick Fund, 1933; by courtesy. 42

18/19 Ha n s  Ba l d u n g  Gr i e n : The Fall of Man. 1511, chiaroscuro wood- 
cut (with detail). Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, gift of 
Felix M. Warburg and his family, 1941 ; by courtesy. 43/44

20 Ur s  Gr a f : Standard Bearer. 1514, pen and white ink on tinted
paper. Kupferstich Kabinett, Kunstmuseum, Basel, by courtesy. 45

*21 Cl a u d e  Lo r r a in : The Herdsman, c. 1655/1660. Samuel H. Kress
Collection, National Gallery of Art, Washington. 46

*22 Th o m a s  Ga in s b o r o u g h : Landscape with a Bridge, c. 1780/1788.
Mellon Collection, National Gallery of Art, Washington. 47

*23 J o h n  Co n s t a b l e : A View of Salisbury Cathedral, c. 1825. Wide-
ner Collection, National Gallery of Art, Washington. 47

*24 J.-B.-C. Co r o t : View near Epernon. c. 1850/1860. Widener Collec-
tion, National Gallery of Art, Washington. 47

*25 Cl a u d e  Mo n e t : Rouen Cathedral, West Façade, Sunlight. 1894.
Chester Dale Collection, National Gallery of Art, Washington. 51

*26 Sir  J o s h u a  Re y n o l d s : Lady Elizabeth Delmé and Her Children. 
1777/1789. Mellon Collection, National Gallery of Art, Washing-
ton. 54

*27 He n r i  Fa n t in -La t o u r : Portrait of Sonia. 1890. Chester Dale Col-
lection, National Gallery of Art, Washington. 54

*28 Ed ou ar d  Ma n e t : Madame Michel-Lévy. 1882, pastel and oil.
Chester Dale Collection, National Gallery of Art, Washington. 55

*29 Ho n o r é  Da u m ie r : Advice to a Young Artist. After i860. Gift of
Duncan Phillips, National Gallery of Art, Washington. 55

30 Gio v a n n i Pao lo  Pa n n in i : The Interior of the Pantheon, c. 1740. 
Samuel H. Kress Collection, National Gallery of Art, Washington. 56

31 J o s e ph  Bi e d e r : Poster. 1953. Designed for the National Clean-up 
Paint-up Fix-up Bureau, Washington, and reproduced by courtesy
of the Bureau. 56

32 Re m b r a n d t  v a n  Ry n : Thomas Jacobsz Haaring (The Young 
Haaring). 1655, etching. Rosenwald Collection, National Gallery
of Art, Washington. 58

33 Me in d e r t  Ho b b e m a : Village with Watermill among Trees, c.
1670. The Frick Collection, New York, by courtesy. 59

34 Jo h n  Co n s t a b l e : The White Horse. 1819. The Frick Collection,
New York, by courtesy. 59

35 Cim a b u e : Madonna and Child Enthroned with Angels and Proph-
ets. c. 1275/1280. Uffizi, Florence, p : Alinari. 6r
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36 Gi o t t o : Madonna and Child Enthroned with Saints and Angels.
c. 1310. Uffizi, Florence, p : Alinari. 61

37 Hastings. From the Bayeux Tapestry, c. 1080. Cathedral, Bayeux.
P: Phaidon Press. 64

38 Pa u l  Cé z a n n e : Mont Sainte-Victoire, c. 1905. George W. Elkins
Collection, Philadelphia Museum of Art, by courtesy. 65

39 Mont Sainte-Victoire seen from Les Lauves. Photograph by Mr.
John Rewald, reproduced through his courtesy. 65

40 Ge o r g e  In n e s s : The Lackawanna Valley. 1855. Gift of Mrs.
Huttleston Rogers, National Gallery of Art, Washington. 67

41/42 Mic h e l  Wo l g e m u t : Damascus and Mantua. Woodcuts from 
Hartmann Schedel, Weltchronik (Nuremberg, 1493)—the “Nu-
remberg Chronicle.” 69

43 An o n y m o u s : Castel Sant’ Angelo. 1557, woodcut. Wick Collec-
tion, Zentralbibliothek, Zurich, by courtesy. 70

44 An o n y m o u s : Castel Sant’ Angelo, c. 1540, pen and ink. Private
collection. P: Warburg Institute, London. 70

45 Castel Sant’ Angelo, Rome. Contemporary view. P: Gabinetto
Fotográfico Nazionale, Rome, courtesy of Mr. Ernest Nash. 70

46 Ma t t h a u s  Me r ia n , t h e  E l d e r : Notre Dame, Paris. Engraving
from Vues de Paris, c. 1635. 71

47 Cathedral of Notre Dame, Paris. Contemporary view. P: H. R.
Viollet, Paris. 71

48 Ro b e r t  Ga r l a n d : Chartres Cathedral. 1836. Engraving after a
lithograph from B. Winkles, French Cathedrals (London, 1837). 72

49 Cathedral of Notre Dame, Chartres. Contemporary view. 72
50 Test figure, “pickax.” From F. C. Bartlett, Remembering (Cam-

bridge, 1932), p. 19, by courtesy of Cambridge University Press. 74
51 Bartlett's transformations of a hieroglyph. Test figures, from same

source as 50. 75
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Bianchi Bandinelli, Organicità e astrazione (Milan, 1956). 75
53 The Symbol of St. Matthew, c. 690, from the Echtemach Gospels.

Bibliothèque nationale, Paris (Cod. lat. 9389). 76
54 Plants brought by Thutmose III from Syria, c. 1450 b .c ., lime-

stone relief from the Temple of Thutmose III, Karnak. p : From 
Walter Wreszinski, Atlas zur altagyptischen Kulturgeschichte 
(Leipzig, 1923-38), II, 26. 78

55 Vi l l a r d  d e  Ho n n e c o u r t  : Lion and Porcupine, c. 1235, pen and
ink. Bibliothèque nationale, Paris (Cod. fr. 19093). 78

56 An o n y m o u s : Locust. 1556, woodcut. Wick Collection, Zentral-
bibliothek, Zurich. 79

57 An o n y m o u s  I t a l ia n : Whale Washed Ashore at Ancona. 1601,
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engraving. F. Muller Collection (1160 c), Rijksmuseum, Amster-
dam. 80

58 Af t e r  He n d r ik  Go l t z iu s : Whale Washed Ashore in Holland.
1598, engraving. Muller Collection (1081), Rijksmuseum, Amster-
dam. 80

59 Al b r e c h t  Dü r e r : Rhinoceros. 1515, woodcut. P: New York
Public Library (Print Collection). 81

60 H e a t h : Rhinoceros of Africa. 1789, engraving from James Bruce, 
Travels to Discover the Source of the Nile (Edinburgh, 1790), V. 81

61 African rhinoceros, p : Emil Schulthess, from Du (Zurich), Sept.
1957, by permission of Conzett and Huber, Zurich. 81

62 Muscles of the neck, from Henry Gray, Anatomy Descriptive and
Applied, 18th edn., revised and re-edited by Edward Anthony 
Spitzka (Philadelphia and New York, 1910), fig. 300. 83

63 Ch ia n g  Ye e : Co w s  in Derwentwater. 1936, brush and ink. The 
Fell and Rock Climbing Club of the English Lake District, Kendal, 
Westmorland, p : From Chiang Yee, The Silent Traveller (London,
1937), courtesy of the artist. 84

64 An o n y m o u s : Derwentwater, looking toward Borrowdale. From 
Ten Lithographic Drawings of Scenery (London, 1826). Victoria
and Albert Museum, London. 85

65 Ed w a r d  Bu r n e -Jo n e s : Pygmalion and the Image: IV, The Soul 
Attains. 1878. Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery, by courtesy. 94

66 Ho n o r é  Da u m ie r : Pygmalion. 1842, lithograph. Rosenwald Col-
lection, National Gallery of Art, Washington. 94

67 Do n a t e l l o : “Lo  Zuccone.” 1423/1425, marble. Museo deir Opera
del Duomo, Florence. P: Alinari. 95

68/69 Le o n a r d o  d a  Vi n c i : Grotesque heads, c. 1495./Leda. c. 1509, 
pen and ink. Royal Library, Windsor Castle (cat. nos. 12490, 
12518). By gracious permission of Her Majesty the Queen. 95

70 (Attributed to) Le o n a r d o  d a  Vi n c i : Bacchus, c. 1508/1513.
Louvre, Paris, p : Giraudon. 96

71 Dummies of sticklebacks, from N. Tinbergen, The Study of In-
stinct (London, 1951), fig. 20, courtesy of the Clarendon Press, 
Oxford. 101

72 Fo u g a s s e  (Kenneth Bird, m .s .i .a .) : Accident or Design? From a
propaganda leaflet for the Council of Industrial Design, c. 1945. 
Courtesy of the artist. 102

73 P ie t e r  Br u e g h e l , t h e  E l d e r : Dulle Griet (Mad Meg). 1562.
Museum Mayer van den Bergh, Antwerp. 103

74 Pa b l o  P ic a s s o : Baboon and Young. 1951, bronze. Mrs. Simon
Guggenheim Fund, Museum of Modem Art, New York. 104

75 Rorschach inkblot. Plate V, from H. Rorschach, Psychodiagnostics
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(New York: Grune and Stratton, 1942). By courtesy of Hans 
Huber, Publishers, Bern, owners of the copyright. 105

76/78 The constellation Lion and its representations by a Miriti-tapuyo 
and a Kobeua tribesman. From Theodor Koch-Grünberg, Anfänge 
der Kunst im Urwald (Berlin, 1905). 107
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p : Caisse nationale des monuments historiques, Paris. With sketch
by Mark Hasselriis. 108
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81 Prisoners of Seti I. c. 1300 b .c ., relief from the Temple of Amon,
Karnak. P: Courtesy of A. Gaddis, Luxor, and the Oriental In-
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London, by courtesy. 113
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tikensammlungen), Munich, p : F. Kaufmann, Munich. 117
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From Paul Herrmann, Denkmäler der Malerei des Altertums 
(Munich, 1904), Ser. I, pl. 8. 132

93 The priest Kuy-Em-Snewy. c. 2400 b .c ., wood. From his tomb,
Sakkara. Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. 134
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94 Herakles slaying Busiris and his followers. From the “Busiris vase,”
Greek, vi century B.c. Vienna. Same source as 90: pi. 51. 135

95 Seti I attacks a town of Canaan, c. 1300 b .c ., relief from the 
Temple of Amon, Karnak. P: Courtesy of A. Gaddis, Luxor, and
the Oriental Institute, University of Chicago. 135

96/97 Alexander's victory over Darius, c. 100 B.c., mosaic from Casa del 
Fauno, Pompeii. Museo Nazionale, Naples. p : Fototeca Unione,
Rome. 136/137
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a .d . Museo Nazionale, Naples. P: Alinari. 138

99 R. B. Ta l b o t t  Ke l l y : Manx shearwater. From R. M. Lockley,
Birds of the Sea (a King Penguin; Harmondsworth, 1945), by 
courtesy of Penguin Books Ltd. 139

100 The Sacrifice of Iphigenia. Pompeian wall painting, 1 century a .d .
Museo Nazionale, Naples. P: Alinari. 140

101 Lioness under a palm tree. From the palace of Assur-bani-pal, 
Nineveh, Assyria, c. 650 b .c ., alabaster. British Museum, London. 142

102 Men pulling a rope. Relief from the mastaba of Ti, Sakkara, c.
2400 b .c . p  : Courtesy of Phaidon Press Ltd., London. With a sketch
by Mark Hasselriis. 143

103 The Emperor Justinian and his retinue. Mosaic, San Vitale,
Ravenna, c. 550. P: Alinari. 145

104 From Ar t h u r  B. Al l e n , Graphic Art in Easy Stages (London and
Redhill, 1940). 147

105 From Ra y m o n d  Sh e p p a r d , H o w  to Draw Birds (London and New
York, 1940). Courtesy of The Studio, Ltd,, publishers. 147

106 A Victorian drawing class. P: From J. Vaughan, Nelsons New
Drawing Course (Edinburgh, 1903), fig. 26, by permission of 
Thomas Nelson and Sons, Ltd., publishers. 148

10j  Examples of painting orchids, from the Mustard Seed Garden 
Manual of Painting, 1679-1701 : a lithographed edition (Shanghai, 
1887-88), reproduced in Mai-mai Sze, The Tao of Painting (New 
York and London, 1956; in 1 vol., 1963), II, 349. *49

108 Vil l a r d  d e  Ho n n e c o u r t  : Constructions, c. 1235, pen on vellum,
Bibliothèque nationale, Paris (Cod. fr. 19093). 151

109 Vil l a r d  d e  Ho n n e c o u r t : The Wheel of Fortune, c. 1235* pen on
vellum. Same source as 108. 153

n o  Pao lo  Uc c e l l o : The Hunt, detail, c. 1460. Ashmolean Museum,
Oxford, by courtesy. 154

i i i  Le o n a r d o  d a  Vi n c i : Diagram of the growth of trees. Bibliothèque 
de llnstitut de France, Paris. P: J. P. Richter, ed., The Literary 
Works of Leonardo da Vinci (2nd edn., Oxford, 1939), pi. XXVII, 
reproduced by courtesy of the Institut. 155
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112/113 Heads and feet. From He in r ic h  Vo g t h e r r , Ein fremds und
wunderbarliches Kunstbüchlin (Strassburg, 1538). 158

i i 4/115 Schematic heads and bodies. From E r h a r d  Sc h ö n , Underwei-
sung der Proporzion und Stellung der Possen (Nuremberg, 1538). 159

116/117 Al b r e c h t  Dü r e r : Lay figure and study in proportions, c.
1513. From the Dresden Sketchbook. 159

118 Schematic drawing. From He in r ic h  La u t e n s a c k , Des Circkels 
unnd Richtscheyis . . . Underweisung (Frankfurt am Main,
1564) . 160

119 Eyes. From Odo a rd o  F i a l e t t i , Il vero Modo ed ordine per disse-
gnar tutte le parti et membra del corpo humano (Venice, 1608). 161

120 Ag o s t in o  Ca r r a c c i: Features. Drawing, Royal Library, Windsor
Castle (Wittkower, cat. no. 145). By gracious permission of Her 
Majesty the Queen. 162

121 Drawing of ears, from Gü e r c in o  (G. F. Barbiéri), Primi elemenii
per introdurre i giovani al disegno (1619). Engraved by O. Gatti. 163

122 Odo a rd o  F i a l e t t i : Ears. 1608, From same source as 119. 163
123/125 Ears, drawn after Guercino, and diagrams; Schematic stag;

Birds and schema. From Cr is p y n  v a n  d e  Pa s s e , Lumen picturae 
(Amsterdam, 1643). Victoria and Albert Museum, London. 163/164

126 Academy figure. From P ie t e r  de  J o d e , Varie figure academiche
novamente raccolte del naturale (Antwerp, 1629), pi. 20. 164

127 Bacchic figure and outline. From L. Ferdinand, Livre de portraiture
recueilly des oeuvres de Josef de Ribera (Paris, 1650). 165

128 Nudes, from P. P. Ru b e n s , Théorie de la figure humaine (Paris,
2:773). The attribution is spurious. 165

129 He in r ic h  La u t e n s a c k  : Schema of a running man. 1564. Same
source as 118. 165

130 Fr e d e r ik  de  W i t : Putti. c. 1660. Same source as frontispiece. 166
131 C. v a n  d e  Pa s s e : Putti. 1643. Same source as 123/125. 166
132 Proportions of a child. From Al b r e c h t  Dü r ë r , De symmetrîa hu-

manorum corporum (Nuremberg, 1532). 166
133 Profiles, from H. S. Be h a m , Kunst und Lehrbüchlein (Nuremberg,

1565) . 166
134 Pe t e r  Pa u l  Ru b e n s : Portrait of His Son. c. 1620. Staatliche Mu-

seen, Berlin. 167
135 C. v a n  d e  Pa s s e : From Lumen picturae, 1643. Same source as

123/125. 169
136 Snowball Fight. Child’s drawing. From Georg Kerschensteiner, Die

Entwicklung der zeichnerischen Begabung (Munich, 1905). 169
137 Leo n a r d o  d a  Vi n c i : Schematic head. Detail of a drawing, same

source as 68/69 (cat. no. 12513). By gracious permission of Her 
Majesty the Queen. 17°
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138 F ra  Ba r t o l o m m e o : Drawings. Albertina, Vienna. 170
139 Pao lo  Ve r o n e s e : Study for the Marriage at Cana, detail. Kupfer-

stichkabinett, Berlin. P: W. Steinkopf, Berlin. 170
140 Re m b r a n d t  v a n  Ry n  : Calvary, detail. Louvre, Paris. P: Giraudon. 170
141 Schematic heads. From J. O. Pr e is s l e r , Anleitung welcher man

sich im Nachzeichen schöner Landschaften oder prospecten be-
dienenkann (Nuremberg, 1734). 171

142 The proportions of the head. From P. Ca m p e r , The Connexion be-
tween the Science of Anatomy and the Arts of Drawing (London,
1794)- 171

143 Vil l a r d  d e  Ho n n e c o u r t : Bear, Swan, and the Heavenly Jeru-
salem. c. 1235, vellum and ink. Same source as 108. 173

144 Le o n a r d o  d a  Vi n c i : Rearing horse, c. 1505. Same source as 
68/69 (cat. no. 12336)- By gracious permission of Her Majesty
the Queen. 173

145 Schematic sky. From Al e x a n d e r  Co z e n s , A New Method of As-
sisting the Invention in Drawing Original Compositions of Land-
scape (London, 1785), pi. 18. 176

146/148 J o h n  Co n s t a b l e : Schematic skies. Drawings after Cozens,
c. 1800. Courtauld Institute of Art, London, p : By permission of 
the Trustees of the Home House Society, London. 176/177

149 J o h n  Co n s t a b l e : Cloud study. Sept. 5, 1822. Victoria and Albert
Museum, London. 178

150/152 Al e x a n d e r  Co z e n s : From A New Method. 1785. Same source
as 145. 184

153 Cl a u d e  Lo r r a in : Landscape drawing. Louvre, Paris. 185
154 Al e x a n d e r  Co z e n s : From A New Method. Same source as 145. 185
155 Cl a u d e  Lo r r a in : The Tiber above Rome. Brush in bister. British

Museum, London. 185
156 J u s t in u s  Ke r n e r : Inkblot, Kleksographien (Stuttgart, 1857). 186
157 Ja n  v a n  Go y e n : Landscape, c. 1635. National Gallery, London. 187
158 An d r e a  Ma n t e g n a : Virtue Chasing Vice, detail, c. 1490. Louvre,

Paris, p : Giraudon. igo
159 Lu c a  d e l l a  Ro b b ia : Singing Gallery. Florence, 1431/1438. Museo

dell’ Opera del Duomo, Florence. P: Anderson. 192
160 Do n a t e l l o : Singing Gallery. Florence, 1433/1440. Museo dell’

Opera del Duomo, Florence, p  : Alinari. 193
161 T i t i a n : The Three Ages of Man, detail, c. 1510. Bridgewater

House Collection, National Gallery of Scotland, Edinburgh. By 
kind permission of Lord Ellesmere, the owner. 294

162 T i t i a n : Shepherd and Nymph, c. 1570. Kunsthistorisches Mu-
seum, Vienna. 194

163 Fr a n s  Ha l s : Malle Babbe. c. 1630. Staatliche Museen, Berlin. 196
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164 Ge r a r d  Dou: Woman Reading, c. 1630. Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam. 197
165 Ca n a l e t t o : Campo San Zanipolo. c. 1740. Widener Collection,

National Gallery of Art, Washington. (Catalogue title: “View in 
Venice.”) 198

166 Fr a n c e s c o  Gu a r d i: Campo San Zanipolo, Venice, with festive 
decorations. 1782. Samuel H. Kress Collection, National Gallery of
Art, Washington. 198

167 Th o m a s  Ga in s b o r o u g h : Mrs. John Taylor, c. 1780/1788. Mellon
Collection, National Gallery of Art, Washington. 201

168 J. F. Pe t o : Old Scraps. 1894. Museum of Modern Art, New York
(gift of Nelson A. Rockefeller), p : Soichi Sunami. 207

169 Monochrome wall painting from the house of Livia, Rome. 1 cen-
tury a .d . From Monumenti della pittura antica scoperti in Italia 
(Rome, 1936-41), sec. Ill [vol. Ill], fasc. Ill, pi. vn. 208

170 An example of painting figures, from the Mustard Seed Garden
Manual of Painting. 1679-1701. Same source as 107: II, 250. 209

171 Un k n o w n  Ch in e s e  Ar t i s t : A Fisherman’s Abode after the Rain, 
xii-xm century, ink and tint on silk. Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, 
by courtesy. P: Courtesy of Miss Mai-mai Sze. Cf. source for 107:
I, pi. h i . 209

172 Example of Shadow Antiqua lettering. 210
173 Gio t t o : The Last Judgment, detail. Arena Chapel, Padua, c. 1306.

P: Alinari. 212
*174 Ja n  v a n  Ey c k : Music-making Angels, from the Ghent altarpiece. 

c. 1432. Cathedral of St. Bavon, Ghent. P: Institut royal du patri- 
moine artistique, Brussels. Copyright A. C. L., Brussels. 213

175 F r e n c h  Ma s t e r : Organ-playing Angel, from the Duke of Bedford’s
Book of Hours, c. 1420. Nationalbibliothek, Vienna (cod. 1855). 214

176 Do n a t e l l o : Herod’s Banquet. Baptistery, Siena, completed 1427.
P: Brogi. 214

177 Al b r e c h t  Dü r e r : The Prodigal Son. c. 1496, engraving. P: New
York Public Library (Print Collection). 215

178 Af t e r  An n ib a l e  Ca r r a c c i: Trick drawings, c. 1600. From Carlo
Cesare Malvasia, Felsina Pittrice (Bologna, 1678). 215

179 Edo ua rd  Ma n e t : At the Races, c. 1875. Widener Collection, Na-
tional Gallery of Art, Washington. 216

180 W i l l ia m  F r i t h : Derby Day, detail. 1858. National Gallery, Lon-
don. P: A. Carlebach, London. By permission of the Trustees. 216

181/182 Al b r e c h t  Al t d o r f e r : The Virgin amidst Angels, c. 1525, oil 
on wood. Alte Pinakothek, Munich. P: Bayerische Staatsgemäl-
desammlungen, by permission. 217/218

183 Ja n  v a n  Ey c k : Music-making Angel, detail of 174. P: As 174,
including copyright. 219
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184 The Fraser spiral. From Ralph M. Evans, An Introduction to Color 
(New York and London, 1948), p. 153. p : Courtesy of Mr. Evans.
By permission of John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, publishers. 220

185 G. D . T i e p o l o : Holy Family Passing near a Statue. 1752, etching.
Rosenwald Collection, National Gallery of Art, Washington. 227

186 D i e g o  V e l a z q u e z : Hilanderas, detail, c. 1660. Prado, Madrid. 229
187 A l  C a p p : Drawing from The Life and Times of the Shmoo (New

York, 1955), courtesy of Capp Enterprises, New York. 229
188 M a r i a  S i b y l l a  M e r i a n : Snake, lizard, and electric eel. c. 1700,

body color on vellum. Stadelsches Kunstinstitut, Frankfurt am 
Main. 230

189 Engraving from J. H o e f n a g e l , Archetypa studiaque (Frankfurt 
am Main, 1592), in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York,
Dick Fund, 1940. 230

190 Leona r do  da  Vin c i: Sheet of studies, c. 1480. British Museum,
London (cat. 98 R). 231

191 M i c h e l a n g e l o : Drawing for the Medici Tomb. 1521. British Mu-
seum, London (cat. 28 R). 231

192 J o h n  C o n s t a b l e : Pencil sketch for Wivenhoe Park. 1816. Victoria
and Albert Museum, London. 233

193 A b r a m  G a m e s : Poster. 1953. p : The Imperial Tobacco Co., Lon-
don, reproduced by permission of W. D. and H. O. Wills. 235

194 E r w i n  F a b i a n : Poster. 1955. Reproduced by permission of the
Financial Times, London. 235

195 The “bulLs-eye” of the London Transport. Reproduced by permis-
sion of the London Transport Executive. 236

196 E. C. Tat u m: London Transport poster. 1954. Same source as 195. 236
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I N T R O D U C T IO N

Psychology and the Riddle of Style

Art being ä thing of the mind, it follows thät any scientific study of 
art will be psychology. It may be Other things äs Well, but psychology 
it will always be.

Max J. Fr i e d l a n d e r , Von K u n st und K en n ersch aft

I

THE I L L U S T R A T I O N  in front of the reader should explain much 
more quickly than I could in words what is here meant by the “riddle of 
style.” Alain’s cartoon neatly sums up a problem which has haunted the 
minds of art historians for many generations. Why is it that different ages 
and different nations have represented the visible world in such different 
ways? Will the paintings we accept as true to life look as unconvincing 
to future generations as Egyptian paintings look to us? Is everything con-
cerned with art entirely subjective, or are there objective standards in such 
matters? If there are, if the methods taught in the life class today result 
in more faithful imitations of nature than the conventions adopted by the 
Egyptians, why did the Egyptians fail to adopt them? Is it possible, as our 
cartoonist hints, that they perceived nature in a different way? Would not 
such a variability of artistic vision also help us to explain the bewildering 
images created by contemporary artists?

These are questions which concern the history of art. But their answers 
cannot be found by historical methods alone. The art historian has done 
his work when he has described the changes that have taken place. He 
is concerned with the differences in style between one school of art and
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another, and he has refined his methods of description in order to group, 
organize, and identify the works of art which have survived from the 
past. Glancing through the variety of illustrations we find in this book, 
we all react, to a major or minor extent, as he does in his studies: we 
take in the subject of a picture together with its style; we see a Chinese 
landscape here and a Dutch landscape there, a Greek head and a seven-
teenth-century portrait. We have come to take such classifications so 
much for granted that we have almost stopped asking why it is so easy to 
tell whether a tree was painted by a Chinese or by a Dutch master. If 
art were only, or mainly, an expression of personal vision, there could 
be no history of art. We could have no reason to assume, as we do, that 
there must be a family likeness between pictures of trees produced in 
proximity. We could not count on the fact that the boys in Alain’s life 
class would produce a typical Egyptian figure. Even less could we hope 
to detect whether an Egyptian figure was indeed made three thousand 
years ago or forged yesterday. The art historian’s trade rests on the con-
viction once formulated by Wolfflin, that “not everything is possible in 
every period.” To explain this curious fact is not the art historian’s duty, 
but whose business is it?

II

t h e r e  w a s  a time when the methods of representation were the proper 
concern of the art critic. Accustomed as he was to judging contemporary 
works first of all by standards of representational accuracy, he had no 
doubt that this skill had progressed from rude beginnings to the perfection 
of illusion. Egyptian art adopted childish methods because Egyptian 
artists knew no better. Their conventions could perhaps be excused, 
but they could not be condoned. It is one of the permanent gains we 
owe to the great artistic revolution which has swept across Europe in 
the first half of the twentieth century that we are rid of this type of 
aesthetics. The first prejudice teachers of art appreciation usually try to 
combat is the belief that artistic excellence is identical with photographic 
accuracy. The picture post card or pin-up girl has become the conven-
tional foil against which the student learns to see the creative achieve-
ment of the great masters. Aesthetics, in other words, has surrendered
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its claim to be concerned with the problem of convincing representation, 
the problem of illusion in art. In certain respects this is indeed a libera-
tion, and nobody would wish to revert to the old confusion. But since 
neither the art historian nor the critic still wishes to occupy himself with 
this perennial problem, it has become orphaned and neglected. The im-
pression has grown up that illusion, being artistically irrelevant, must also 
be psychologically very simple.

We do not have to turn to art to show that this view is erroneous. Any 
psychology textbook will provide us with baffling examples that show the 
complexity of the issues involved. Take the simple trick drawing which 
has reached the philosophical seminar from the pages of the humorous 
weekly Die Fliegenden Blätter [2]. We can see the picture as either a

2 R abbit or d u ck?

rabbit or a duck. It is easy to discover both readings. It is less easy to 
describe what happens when we switch from one interpretation to the 
other. Clearly we do not have the illusion that we are confronted with 
a 'Tear’ duck or rabbit. The shape on the paper resembles neither animal 
very closely. And yet there is no doubt that the shape transforms itself 
in some subtle way when the duck’s beak becomes the rabbit’s ears and 
brings an otherwise neglected spot into prominence as the rabbit’s mouth. 
I say “neglected,” but does it enter our experience at all when we switch 
back to reading “duck”? To answer this question, we are compelled to 
look for what is “really there,” to see the shape apart from its interpreta-
tion, and this, we soon discover, is not really possible. True, we can switch 
from one reading to another with increasing rapidity; we will also “re-
member” the rabbit while we see the duck, but the more closely we watch 
ourselves, the more certainly we will discover that we cannot experience 
alternative readings at the same time. Illusion, we will find, is hard to 
describe or analyze, for though we may be intellectually aware of the fact
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that any given experience must be an illusion, we cannot, strictly speak* 
ing, watch ourselves having an illusion.

If the reader finds this assertion a little puzzling, there is always an 
instrument of illusion close at hand to verify it: the bathroom mirror. I 
specify the bathroom because the experiment I urge the reader to make 
succeeds best if the mirror is a little clouded by steam. It is a fascinating 
exercise in illusionist representation to trace one’s own head on the sur-
face of the mirror and to clear the area enclosed by the outline. For only 
when we have actually done this do we realize how small the image is 
which gives us the illusion of seeing ourselves "face to face.” To be exact, 
it must be precisely half the size of our head. I do not want to trouble 
the reader with geometrical proof of this fact, though basically it is sim-
ple: since the mirror will always appear to be halfway between me and 
my reflection, the size on its surface will be one half of the apparent size. 
But however cogently this fact can be demonstrated with the help of 
similar triangles, the assertion is usually met with frank incredulity. 
And despite all geometry, I, too, would stubbornly contend that I really 
see my head (natural size) when I shave and that the size on the mirror 
surface is the phantom. I cannot have my cake and eat it. I cannot make 
use of an illusion and watch it.

Works of art are not mirrors, but they share with mirrors that elusive 
magic of transformation which is so hard to put into words. A master of 
introspection, Kenneth Clark, has recently described to us most vividly 
how even he was defeated when he attempted to “stalk” an illusion. Look-
ing at a great Velazquez, he wanted to observe what went on when the 
brush strokes and dabs of pigment on the canvas transformed them-
selves into a vision of transfigured reality as he stepped back. But try 
as he might, stepping backward and forward, he could never hold both 
visions at the same time, and therefore the answer to his problem of how 
it was done always seemed to elude him. In Kenneth Clark’s example, 
the issues of aesthetics and of psychology are subtly intertwined; in the 
examples of the psychology textbooks, they are obviously not. In this book 
I have often found it convenient to isolate the discussion of visual effects 
from the discussion of works of art. I realize this may sometimes lead to 
an impression of irreverence; I hope the opposite is the truth.

Representation need not be art, but it is none the less mysterious for
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that. I well remember that the power and magic of image making was 
first revealed to me, not by Velazquez, but by a simple drawing game 
I found in my primer. A little rhyme explained how you could first draw 
a circle to represent a loaf of bread (for loaves were round in my native 
Vienna); a curve added on top would turn the loaf into a shopping bag; 
two little squiggles on its handle would make it shrink into a purse; and 
now by adding a tail, here was a cat [3]. What intrigued me, as I learned

3 How to draw a cat

the trick, was the power of metamorphosis: the tail destroyed the purse 
and created the cat; you cannot see the one without obliterating the other. 
Far as we are from completely understanding this process, how can we 
hope to approach Velazquez?

I had hardly anticipated, when I embarked on my explorations, into 
what distant fields the subject of illusion would take me. I can only ap-
peal to the reader who wishes to join in this Hunting of the Snark to train 
himself a little in the game of self-observation, not so much in museums 
as in his daily commerce with pictures and images of all kinds—while 
sitting on the bus or standing in the waiting room. What he will see there 
will obviously not count as art. It will be less pretentious but also less 
embarrassing than poor works of art that ape the tricks of Velazquez.

When we deal with masters of the past who were both great artists 
and great “illusionists,” the study of art and the study of illusion cannot 
always be kept apart. I am all the more anxious to emphasize as ex-
plicitly as I possibly can that this book is not intended as a plea, dis-
guised or otherwise, for the exercise of illusionist tricks in painting today. 
I should like to prevent this particular breakdown of communication be-
tween myself and my readers and critics because I am, in fact, rather 
critical of certain theories of nonfigurative art and have alluded to some
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of these issues where they seemed relevant. But to chase this hare would 
be to miss the point of the book. That the discoveries and effects of rep-
resentation which were the pride of earlier artists have become trivial 
today I would not deny for a moment. Yet I believe that we are in real 
danger of losing contact with the great masters of the past if we accept 
the fashionable doctrine that such matters never had anything to do with 
art. The very reason why the representation of nature can now be looked 
upon as something commonplace should be of the greatest interest to the 
historian. Never before has there been an age like ours when the visual 
image was so cheap in every sense of the word. We are surrounded and 
assailed by posters and advertisements, by comics and magazine illustra-
tions. We see aspects of reality represented on the television screen and 
in the movies, on postage stamps and on food packages. Painting is taught 
at school and practiced at home as therapy and as a pastime, and many 
a modest amateur has mastered tricks that would have looked like sheer 
magic to Giotto. Perhaps even the crude colored renderings we find on a 
box of breakfast cereal would have made Giotto’s contemporaries gasp. 
I do not know if there are people who conclude from this that the box is 
superior to a Giotto. I am not one of them. But I think that the victory 
and vulgarization of representational skills create a problem for both the 
historian and the critic.

The Greeks said that to marvel is the beginning of knowledge and 
where we cease to marvel we may be in danger of ceasing to know. The 
main aim I have set myself in these chapters is to restore our sense of 
wonder at man’s capacity to conjure up by forms, lines, shades, or colors 
those mysterious phantoms of visual reality we call “pictures.” “Should 
we not say,” said Plato in the Sophist, “that we make a house by the art 
of building, and by the art of painting we make another house, a sort of 
man-made dream produced for those who are awake?” I know of no better 
description to teach us the art of wonder again—and it detracts nothing 
from Plato’s definition that many of these man-made dreams, pro-
duced for those who are awake, are banished by us from the realm of art, 
perhaps rightly, because they are almost too effective as dream substitutes, 
whether we call them pin-ups or comics. Even pin-ups and comics, rightly 
viewed, may provide food for thought. Just as the study of poetry remains 
incomplete without an awareness of the language of prose, so, I believe,
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the study of art will be increasingly supplemented by inquiry into the lin-
guistics of the visual image. Already we see the outlines of iconology, which 
investigates the function of images in allegory and symbolism and their 
reference to what might be called the “invisible world of ideas.” The way the 
language of art refers to the visible world is both so obvious and so myste-
rious that it is still largely unknown except to the artists themselves who 
can use it as we use all languages-without needing to know its grammar 
and semantics.

A great deal of practical knowledge is stored in the many books written 
by artists and art teachers for the use of students and amateurs. Not 
being an artist myself, I have refrained from enlarging on such technical 
matters beyond the needs of my argument. But I should be happy if each 
chapter of this book could be seen as a provisional pier for the much- 
needed bridge between the field of art history and the domain of the 
practicing artist. We want to meet in Alain's life class and discuss the 
problems of the boys in a language that makes sense to both of us and, 
if luck will have it, even to the scientific student of perception.

Ill

t h e  r e a d e r  who likes to be plunged in médias res is advised to turn 
from here to the first chapter. There is a good old tradition, however (as 
good and as old, in fact, as Plato and Aristotle), which demands that those 
who tackle a philosophical problem and propose a new solution should 
first give a critical account of its history. In the next three sections of this 
Introduction, therefore, I shall briefly survey the growth of our ideas about 
style and explain how the history of representation in art became increas-
ingly mixed up with the psychology of perception. The final section will be 
devoted to the present situation and to the program of this book.

The word “style,” of course, is derived from “stz/zis,” the writing instru-
ment of the Romans, who would speak of an “accomplished style” much 
as later generations spoke of a “fluent pen.” Classical education was cen-
tered on the student's power of expression and persuasion, and thus a 
great deal of thought was given by the ancient teachers of rhetoric to all 
aspects of style in speech and writing. Their discussions provided a store-
house of ideas on art and expression that had a lasting influence on criti-
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eism. Most of these efforts were concerned with analyzing the psychological 
effects of various stylistic devices and traditions and the development of 
a rich terminology to describe the “categories of expression/’ the ornate 
and the humble, the sublime and the bombastic. But characters of this 
kind are notoriously hard to describe, except in metaphors: we speak of 
a “scintillating” or a “woolly” style. Without this need, the terminology of 
style might never have spread to the visual arts. Casting around for 
vivid methods of characterization, the ancient writers on rhetoric liked 
to bring in comparisons with painting and sculpture, Quintilian, in par-
ticular? inserts a brief history of art from the “hard” manner of archaic 
sculpture to the “softness” and “sweetness” of fourth-century masters to 
illustrate the rise of Latin oratory and its change in character from rough 
vigor to smooth polish. Fascinating as these discussions are, they fre-
quently suffer from a confusion which we have inherited. The problems 
of expressive modes are rarely disentangled from that of varying skills. 
Thus what looks like, progress from the point of view of the mastery of a 
medium can also be viewed as decline into empty virtuosity, Polemics be-
tween the various schools of rhetoric; make, ample use of such moral argu-
ments. Asiatic bombast is decried, as a sign of moral decay, and the return 
to a pure Attic vocabulary is hailed as a moral victory. There exists an 
essay by Seneca in which the, corruption of style at the hands of Maecenas 
is mercilesgly analyzed as a manifestation of a corrupt society in which 
affectation and obscurity count for more than straightforward lucidity, 
But arguments of this, kind did not remain unanswered. Tacitus, in hi§ 
dialogue on oratory, presents a ease against the Jeremiahs of his time who 
decried contemporary styles. Times have changed and SO have our ears, 
Wo demand a different style of oratory. This reference to the conditions of 
the time and the diversity of “ears” is perhaps the first fleeting contact 
hetween the psychology of style and; that of perception. I know of no such 
explicit reference in ancient writings on art. Not that the bearing of the 
painter’s skill on the psychology of perception was lost on antiquity. In 
one of eieero’s philosophical dialogues, the Ac^demica, the argument 
turns on the status of sense perceptions as a source of knowledge. The 
skeptic who denies; the possibility of any knowledge is reminded of the 
acuteness and perfectibility of our eyes: “How much painters see in 
shade and protrusions; that we do, not see!-’' exclaims the. speaker, only to
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be reminded latex that this argument merely proves how feeble the vision 
of an ordinary Roman must be, for how many painters are Romans?

There, is no evidence, however, that classical antiquity fully realized 
the implications of this observation Strictly speaking, it poses a question 
which is still unsolved. Are painters successful in the imitation of reality 
because they “see more,* or do they see more because they have acquired 
the skill of imitation? Both views are somehow supported by common- 
sense experience. Artists know that they learn by looking intensely at na-
ture, but obviously looking alone has never sufficed to teach an artist 
his trade. In antiquity the conquest of illusion by art was such a recent 
achievement; that the discussion of painting and sculpture inevitably 
centered on imitation, mimesis- Indeed it may be said that the progress 
of art toward that goal was to the ancient world what the progress of tech-
nics is to the modern: tbe model of progress as such. Thus Pliny told 
the history of sculpture and painting as the history of inventions, assign-
ing definite achievements; in the rendering of nature to individual artists : 
the painter Pqlygnotus was the first tq represent people with open mouths 
and with teeth, the sculptor Pythagoras was the first; to render nerves and 
veins, the painter Nieias was concerned with light; and shade. In the item. 
ais.s.anee it was, Vasari who applied this technique to the history of the 
arts of Italy from the thirteenth to the sixteenth century. Vasari never 
fails to. pay tribute to those artists of the past; who made a distinct centri-. 
bution, as he saw it, tq the mastery of representation. “Art; rose from hum-
ble beginnings to the summit of perfection^ because such natural geniuses 
as Giotto blazed the tiff# and others were thus enabled to build on their 
achievements.. Thus we read of the mysterious Stefan©; “Although the 
foreshortenings which he made are faulty in manner . . , ©wing to the 
difficulty of execution, yet, as the first invesligator of these difficulties, he 
deserves much greater fame than do those who follow after him with a 
more orderly and regulated style.” Vasari, in other words, saw the invem 
tion of the means of representation as a great collective enterprise of such 
difficulty that a certain division of labor was Inevitable. Thus he s,ay§ of 
Taddeo Gaddi : “Taddeo always adopted Çiotto’s manner but did not greatly 
improve it except: in the coloring, which he made fresher and more 
vivid. Giotto had paid so much attention to. the improvement of other as-
pects and difficulties of this art that although fee was adequate in coloring,
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he was not more than that. Hence Taddeo, who had seen and learned 
what Giotto had made easy, had time to add something of his own by im-
proving coloring.”

I hope to show in the course of this book that this view is by no means 
as naïve as it is sometimes made out to be. It appears naïve only because 
Vasari, too, could not disentangle the idea of invention from that of the 
imitation of nature. This contradiction nearly comes to the surface in 
Vasari’s treatment of Masaccio, whom he credits with the discovery that 
“painting is nothing more than the simple portrayal of all things alive in 
nature by means of design and color as nature herself produces them.” 
Masaccio, for instance, “loved to paint drapery with few folds and an easy 
fall just as they are in natural life, and this has been of great use to artists, 
so that he deserves to be commended as if he had invented it.”

It is at such moments the reader will ask himself what difficulty 
there could have been in this simple portrayal which prevented artists 
before Masaccio from looking at the fall of drapery for themselves. It 
took some time for this question to emerge in an articulate form, but its 
formulation and the first attempts to answer it are still bound up with 
the academic tradition of art teaching.

The question of what is involved in “looking at nature”-w hat we 
today call the psychology of perception-first entered into the discus-
sion of style as a practical problem in art teaching. The academic teacher 
bent on accuracy of representation found, as he still will find, that his 
pupils’ difficulties were due not only to an inability to copy nature but 
also to an inability to see it. Discussing this observation, Jonathan 
Richardson remarked, early in the eighteenth century: “For it is a cer-
tain maxim, no man sees what things are, that knows not what they 
ought to be. That this maxim is true, will appear by an academy figure 
drawn by one ignorant in the structure, and knitting of the bones, 
and anatomy, compared with another who understands these thoroughly 
. . . both see the same life, but with different eyes.”

It was but a step from such observations to the idea that the changes 
in style such as Vasari had described were not only based on an improve-
ment of skill but were the result of different modes of seeing the world. 
This step had already been taken in the eighteenth century and, appro-
priately, by an academic teacher, James Barry, in one of the lectures de-



4 The M adonna  
R ucellai. c. 12,85

livered at the Royal Academy. Barry was puzzled by Vasari’s story that 
Cimabue’s Madonna Rucellai [4] (now generally attributed to Duccio) 
was acclaimed as a masterpiece in the thirteenth century. 'The very 
great deficiencies of this work of Cimabue,” Barry said, "might, perhaps, 
induce some to think that he could not possibly have availed himself of 
the inspection of nature when he painted it. But the imitations of early 
art are exactly like those of children; nothing is seen even in the spectacle 
before us, until it be in some measure otherwise previously known and 
sought for, and numberless observable differences between the ages
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of ignorance and those of knowledge show how much the contraction 
or extension of our sphere of vision depends upon other considerations 
than the simple return of our mere natural optics. The people, then, of 
those ages only saw so much, and admired it, because they knew no 
more.”

Stimulated by the rise of science and the new interest in factual ob-
servation, these questions of vision were much debated by artists at the 
start of the nineteenth century. “The art of seeing nature,” said Constable 
in his pungent way, “is a thing almost as much to be acquired as the art 
of reading the Egyptian hieroglyphs.” There is a new edge to this utterance, 
for this time it is addressed to the public rather than to artists. The public 
has no right to judge the veracity of a painting, Constable implies, because 
its vision is clouded by ignorance and prejudice. It was this same convic-
tion that led Ruskin, in 1843, to publish his Modern Painters in defense of 
Turner. This vast treatise is perhaps the last and most persuasive book in 
the tradition that starts with Pliny and Vasari in which the history of art 
is interpreted as progress toward visual truth. Turner is better than Claude 
or Canaletto, Ruskin argues, because he knows demonstrably more about 
natural effects than his predecessors. But this “truth of nature is not to be 
discerned by the uneducated senses.” Let the doubting critic analyze the 
structure of waves and clouds, of rocks and vegetation, and he will have 
to admit that Turner is correct every time. The progress of art here becomes 
a triumph over the prejudices of tradition. It is slow because it is so hard 
for us all to disentangle what we really see from what we merely know 
and thus to recover the innocent eye, a term to which Ruskin gave cur-
rency.

Without being aware of the fact, Ruskin had thus laid the explosive 
charge which was to blow the academic edifice sky-high. For Barry “the 
simple return of our natural optics” had appeared insufficient to produce 
anything better than the Madonna Rucellai. For Ruskin and those who 
followed him, the painter’s aim was to be to return to the unadulterated 
truth of natural optics. The discoveries of the impressionists and the 
heated debates which they aroused increased the interest of artists and 
critics in these mysteries of perception. Had the impressionists really the 
right to claim that they saw the world as they painted it, that they re-
produced “the image on the retina”? Was that the goal toward which
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the whole history of art had been moving? Would the psychology of per-
ception finally solve the artist's problems?

IV

t h i s  d e b a t e  revealed what is was bound to reveal: science is neutral, 
and the artist will appeal to its findings at his peril. The distinction be-
tween what we really see and what we infer through the intellect is as 
old as human thought on perception. Pliny had succinctly summed up 
the position in classical antiquity when he wrote that “the mind is the 
real instrument of sight and observation, the eyes act as a sort of vessel 
receiving and transmitting the visible portion of the consciousness." Ptol-
emy devotes much thought in his Optics (c. a .d . 150) to the role of judg-
ment in the process of vision. The greatest Arab student of the subject, 
Alhazen (d. a .d . 1038), taught the medieval West the distinction between 
sense, knowledge, and inference, all of which come into play in perception. 
“Nothing visible is understood by the sense of sight alone," he says, “save 
light and colors." The problem raised by this tradition acquired fresh 
urgency when John Locke came to deny all innate ideas and insisted that 
all knowledge comes to us through the senses. For if the eye reacts only 
to light and color, where does our knowledge of the third dimension 
come from? It was Berkeley who, in his New Theory of Vision (1709), ex-
plored the ground afresh and reached the conclusion that all our knowledge 
of space and solidity must be acquired through the sense of touch and 
movement. This analysis into “sense data," begun by the British empir-
icists, continued to dominate psychological research in the nineteenth 
century when intellectual giants such as Helmholtz developed the science 
of physiological optics. But neither Berkeley nor Helmholtz made the mis-
take of confusing “seeing" with the visual sensation. On the contrary, the 
distinction between what came to be known as “sensation"-the mere 
registering of “stimuli"-and the mental act of perception based, as 
Helmholtz put it, on “unconscious inference" was a commonplace of nine-
teenth-century psychology.

It was thus not difficult to counter the psychological arguments of 
the impressionists that their paintings showed the world “as we really see 
it" with equally valid psychological arguments for the reliance of tradi-
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tional art on intellectual knowledge. In the course of this debate, which 
began toward the end of the nineteenth century, the whole comfortable 
idea of the imitation of nature disintegrated, leaving artists and critics per-
plexed.

Two German thinkers are prominent in this story. One is the critic 
Konrad Fiedler, who insisted, in opposition to the impressionists, that 
“even the simplest sense impression that looks like merely the raw ma-
terial for the operations of the mind is already a mental fact, and what 
we call the external world is really the result of a complex psychological 
process.”

But it was Fiedler’s friend, the neoclassical sculptor Adolf von 
Hildebrand, who set out to analyze this process in a little book called The 
Problem of Form in the Figurative Arts, which came out in 1893 and 
gained the ear of a whole generation. Hildebrand, too, challenged the 
ideals of scientific naturalism by an appeal to the psychology of percep-
tion : if we attempt to analyze our mental images to discover their primary 
constituents, we will find them composed of sense data derived from 
vision and from memories of touch and movement. A sphere, for in-
stance, appears to the eye as a flat disk; it is touch which informs us of 
the properties of space and form. Any attempt on the part of the artist 
to eliminate this knowledge is futile, for without it he would not perceive 
the world at all. His task is, on the contrary, to compensate for the ab-
sence of movement in his work by clarifying his image and thus convey-
ing not only visual sensations but also those memories of touch which 
enable us to reconstitute the three-dimensional form in our minds.

It is hardly an accident that the period when these ideas were so 
eagerly debated was also the period when the history of art emancipated 
itself from antiquarianism, biography, and aesthetics. Issues which had 
been taken for granted so long suddenly looked problematic and required 
reassessment. When Bernard Berenson wrote his brilliant essay on the 
Florentine painters, which came out in 1896, he formulated his aesthetic 
creed in terms of Hildebrand’s analysis. With his gift for the pregnant 
phrase, he summed up almost the whole of the sculptor’s somewhat turgid 
book in the sentence ‘The painter can accomplish his task only by giving 
tactile values to retinal impressions.” For Berenson, Giotto’s or Pollai-
uolo’s claim on our attention is that they had done precisely this. Like
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Hildebrand, he was concerned with aesthetics rather than with history.
Three years later, in 1899, Heinrich Wolfflin paid tribute to Hilde-

brand in the preface to his classic book on Classic Art. The ideal of clarity 
and spatial order presented by Wolfflin in his descriptions of Raphael’s 
masterpieces shows the marks of Hildebrand’s influence no less vividly 
than does Berenson’s image of Giotto. But Wolfflin saw that Hildebrand’s 
categories were suitable not only as an aid to appreciation but also as a tool 
for the analysis of various modes of representation. The final “polarities” 
he was to evolve in his Principles of Art History, the distinction between 
the solid clarity of Renaissance modes and the “painterly” complexities of 
the Baroque, still owe much to Hildebrand’s approach. It was Wolfflin 
who gave currency to the catchword of the “history of seeing” in art 
history, but it was also he who warned against taking this metaphor too 
seriously. Wolfflin, in fact, never mistook description for explanation. Few 
historians were more acutely aware than he of the problem posed by the 
very existence of representational styles, but with that restraint which he 
had inherited from his great predecessor Jakob Burckhardt, he never 
entered into speculations about the ultimate causes of historical change.

It was thus left to the third of the founding fathers of stylistic history, 
Alois Riegl, to marry Hildebrand’s ideas to the study of artistic evolution. 
Riegl’s ambition was to make the history of art scientifically respectable 
by eliminating all subjective ideals of value. He was favored in this 
approach by his work in a museum of arts and crafts. Studying the history 
of decorative art, of pattern and ornament, he had become convinced of 
the inadequacy of those assumptions which had dominated the scene— 
the “materialist” assumption that pattern depended on such techniques 
as weaving and basketry and the technological assumption that what 
counts in art is skill of hand. After all, the decorative patterns of many 
so-called “primitive tribes” testify to an amazing manual dexterity. If 
styles have differed it must be because intentions have changed. In his 
first book, the Stilfragen of 1893, Riegl showed that questions of this kind 
could and should be discussed in a purely “objective” manner without 
introducing subjective ideas of progress and decline. He sought to dem-
onstrate that plant ornament evolves and changes in one continuous 
tradition, from the Egyptian lotus to the arabesque, and that these 
changes, far from being fortuitous, express a general reorientation of
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artistic intentions, of the “will-to-form” which manifests itself in the 
smallest palmette no less than in the most monumental building. To this 
approach, the notion of a “decline” was meaningless. The historian's 
task is not to judge but to explain.

It so happens that another art historian in Vienna, the great Franz 
Wickhoff, was also bent, at the same time, on clearing a period of the 
stigma of decline. In 1895 he was publishing the Vienna Genesis, a precious 
manuscript of late antiquity, and he wanted to demonstrate that what 
had been considered the debased and slovenly style of Roman imperial 
art deserved such an accusation as little as did the modern impressionists, 
whose much-maligned paintings Wickhoff had learned to love. The art 
of the Romans, Wickhoff concluded, was as progressive in the direction 
of visual subjectivity as the art of his own time.

Riegl seized on this interpretation as the basis for an even bolder 
generalization. In 1901 he defined his position toward Hildebrand's much- 
discussed theories: The historian could accept Hildebrand's psychological 
analysis; he could not share his artistic bias. Reliance on touch was 
neither better nor worse than reliance on vision; each was justified in its 
own right and in its own period. Having been commissioned to publish 
archaeological finds from the period of declining antiquity, Riegl wrote 
his famous book Spatrómische Kunstindustrie (“Late Roman Arts and 
Crafts''), which represents the most ambitious attempt ever made to 
interpret the whole course of art history in terms of changing modes of 
perception.

The book is hard to read and even harder to summarize, but Riegl's 
main argument is that ancient art was always concerned with the render-
ing of individual objects rather than with the infinite world as such. 
Egyptian art shows this attitude in its extreme form, for here vision is only 
allowed a very subsidiary part; things are rendered as they appear to the 
sense of touch, the more “objective” sense which reports on the permanent 
shape of things irrespective of the shifting viewpoint. Here, too, is the rea-
son why Egyptians shunned the rendering of the third dimension, be-
cause recession and foreshortening would have introduced a subjective 
element. An advance toward the third dimension, which grants the eye 
its share in the perception of modeling, was made in Greece. It needed, 
however, the third and last phase of ancient art-late antiquity-to
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develop a purely visual mode of rendering objects as they appear from a 
distance. But paradoxically this advance strikes the modem observer as a 
regression because it makes bodies look flat and shapeless, and since only 
individual things are rendered, irrespective of their surroundings, these 
lumpy figures look doubly harsh as they stand out against an indefinite foil 
of shadowy depth or golden ground. Within the context of world history, 
however, late antique art was not a decline but a necessary phase of transi-
tion. The intervention of Germanic tribes, whom Riegl considered more 
inclined to subjectivity, enabled art to continue its transformations on a 
higher plane, from a tactile conception of three-dimensional space as 
conceived in the Renaissance to a further increase in visual subjectivity 
in the Baroque and so to the triumph of pure optical sensations in im-
pressionism: “Every style aims at a faithful rendering of nature and 
nothing else, but each has its own conception of Nature. . . .”

There is a touch of genius in the single-mindedness with which Riegl 
tries by one unitary principle to account for all stylistic changes in archi-
tecture, sculpture, painting, and patternmaking. But this single-minded-
ness, which he took to be the hallmark of a scientific approach, made 
him a prey to those prescientific habits of mind by which unitary prin-
ciples proliferate, the habits of the mythmakers. The “will-to-form,” the 
Kunstwollen, becomes a ghost in the machine, driving the wheels of 
artistic developments according to “inexorable laws.” In fact, as Meyer 
Schapiro has pointed out, Riegl's “motivation of the process and his 
explanation of its shifts in time and space are vague and often fantastic. 
Each great phase corresponds to a racial disposition. . . . Each race 
plays a prescribed role and retires when its part is done. . . .”

It is not difficult to see in this picture of world history a revival of 
those romantic mythologies which found their climax in Hegel's philos-
ophy of history. To classical antiquity and to the Renaissance, the history 
of art had reflected the increase in technical skill. In this context the 
arts themselves were sometimes spoken of as having a childhood, matu-
rity, and decline. But the romantics saw the whole of history as the 
great drama of mankind's evolution from childhood to maturity. Art be-
came the “expression of the age” and a symptom of the phase which the 
World Spirit had reached at any given point. In the context of such 
speculations, the German romantic physician Carl Gustav Carus had
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actually anticipated Riegl in his interpretation of the history of art as a 
movement from touch to vision. Wanting to plead for the recognition of 
landscape painting as the great art of the future, he based his advocacy 
on the laws of historical inevitability: ‘The development of the senses in 
any organism begins with feeling, with touch. The more subtle senses of 
hearing and seeing emerge only when the organism perfects itself. In 
almost the same manner, mankind began with sculpture. What man 
formed had to be massive, solid, tangible. This is the reason why paint-
ing . . . always belongs to a later phase. . . . Landscape art . . . pre-
supposes a higher degree of development.”

I have discussed elsewhere why this reliance of art history on mytho-
logical explanations seems so dangerous to me. By inculcating the habit 
of talking in terms of collectives, of “mankind,” “races,” or “ages,” it 
weakens resistance to totalitarian habits of mind. I do not make these 
accusations lightly. Indeed I can quote chapter and verse by enumerating 
the lessons which Hans Sedlmayr wanted the reader to draw from read-
ing Riegl’s collected essays, the introduction to which he wrote in 1927.

Having presented what he considered the “quintessence” of Riegl’s 
doctrine, Sedlmayr proceeded to enumerate the false intellectual posi-
tions which those who embrace Riegl’s views of history must give up as 
untenable. Among the convictions we are asked to surrender is the idea 
that “only individual human beings are real, while groups and spiritual 
collectives are mere names.” It follows for Sedlmayr that we must also 
“reject the belief in the unity and immutability of human nature and 
human reason” no less than the idea that “nature remains the same and 
is only ‘represented’ in different modes.” Finally, we must renounce the 
causal analysis of history “which conceives of historical change merely 
as a resultant of blind and isolated chains of causation.” There is such a 
thing as the “meaningful self-movement of the Spirit which results in 
genuine historical totalities of events.”

I happen to be a passionate believer in all those outmoded ideas which 
Sedlmayr in 1927 asked a gullible public to discard in favor of a Speng- 
lerian historicism. Like K. R. Popper, on whose words in The Poverty 
of Historicism I cannot improve, “I have not the slightest sympathy with 
these ‘spirits’; neither with their idealistic prototype nor with their dia-
lectical and materialistic incarnations, and I am in full sympathy with
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those who treat them with contempt. And yet I feel that they indicate, 
at least, the existence of a vacuum, of a place which it is the task of 
sociology to fill with something more sensible, such as an analysis of 
problems arising within a tradition.” Styles, I believe, are instances of 
such traditions. As long as we have no better hypothesis to offer, the 
existence of uniform modes of representing the world must invite the 
facile explanation that such a unity must be due to some supraindividual 
spirit, the “spirit of the age” or the “spirit of the race.”

Not that I deny that historians, like other students of groups, often 
find attitudes, beliefs, or tastes that are shared by many and might well 
be described as the mentality or outlook dominant in a class, generation, 
or nation. Nor do I doubt that changes in the intellectual climate and 
changes in fashion or taste are often symptomatic of social change, or 
that an investigation of these connections can be worth while. Both in the 
writings of Riegl himself and in those of his followers and interpreters, 
such as Worringer, Dvorak, and Sedlmayr, there is a wealth of challeng-
ing historical problems and suggestions, but I would assert that what is 
their greatest pride is in fact their fatal flaw: by throwing out the idea 
of skill they have not only surrendered vital evidence, they have made it 
impossible to realize their ambition, a valid psychology of stylistic change.

The history of taste and fashion is the history of preferences, of various 
acts of choice between given alternatives. The rejection by the Pre- 
Raphaelites of the academic conventions of their day is an example, 
and so is the Japonism of art nouveau. Such changes in style and in the 
prestige of styles might be described (though hardly exhaustively) in 
terms of a “will-to-form”; no one doubts they were symptomatic of a 
whole cluster of attitudes. But what matters here from the point of view 
of method is that an act of choice is only of symptomatic significance, is 
expressive of something only if we can reconstruct the choice situation. 
The captain on the bridge who could have left the sinking ship but 
stayed must have been a hero; the man who was trapped in his sleep 
and drowned may also have been heroic, but we shall never know. If we 
really want to treat styles as symptomatic of something else (which may, 
on occasion, be very interesting), we cannot do without some theory of 
alternatives. If every change is inevitable and total, there is nothing left 
to compare, no situation to reconstruct, no symptom or expression to be
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investigated. Change becomes the symptom of change as such, and to 
hide this tautology, some grandiose scheme of evolution has to be called 
in, as happened not only to Riegl but to many of his successors. There 
are few historians today, and even fewer anthropologists, who believe 
that mankind has undergone any marked biological change within his-
torical periods. But even those who might admit the possibility of some 
slight oscillation in the genetic make-up of mankind would never accept 
the idea that man has changed as much within the last three thousand 
years, a mere hundred generations, as have his art and his style.

V

e v o l u t i o n i s m  is dead, but the facts which gave rise to its myth are still 
stubbornly there to be accounted for. One of these facts is a certain kin-
ship between child art and primitive art that had suggested to the unwary 
the false alternatives that either these primitives could not do better be-
cause they were as unskilled as children or that they did not want to do 
anything else because they still had the mentality of children. Both these 
conclusions are obviously false. They are due to the tacit assumption that 
what is easy for us must always have been easy. It seems to me one of 
the permanent gains of the first contacts between art history and the 
psychology of perception that we need no longer believe this. Indeed, 
though I regret the misuse of this psychology in its historicist form, I 
admit to a certain nostalgia for the speculative boldness of those nine-
teenth-century optimists. Perhaps this is due to the fact that I still had 
the privilege of being taught by such bold minds who, at the turn of this 
century, tried to tackle the problem of why art has a history. One of them 
was Emanuel Loewy, whose famous study The Rendering of Nature in 
Early Greek Art came out in 1900. That book, it seems to me, contains 
most of what is worth preserving in evolutionism.

Loewy, too, was influenced by Hildebrand and by the outlook of 
sense-data psychology. Like other critics of his period, Hildebrand had 
attributed the peculiarities of child art to a reliance on vague memory 
images. These images were conceived of as the residue of many sense im-
pressions that had been deposited in the memory and there coalesced 
into typical shapes, much in the way typical images can be created by
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the memory sifted out the characteristic features of objects, those aspects 
which show them in their most distinctive form. The primitive artist, like 
the child, takes these memory images as his starting point. He will tend 
to represent the human body frontally, horses in profile, and lizards from 
above. Loewy’s analysis of these "archaic” modes is still basically accepted, 
though his explanation is really circular: since the primitive artist ob-
viously does not copy the outside world, he is believed to copy some in-
visible inside world of mental images. For these mental images, in their 
turn, however, the typical pictures of primitives are the only evidence. 
None of us, I believe, carries in his head such schematic pictures of 
bodies, horses, or lizards as Loewy’s theory postulates. What these words 
conjure up will be different for all of us, but it will always be an elusive 
welter of fleeting events which can never be communicated in full. But 
this criticism cannot detract from the value of Loewy’s analysis of those 
features which the works of children, untutored adults, and primitives 
have in common. By taking as his subject not the evolution of mankind 
but the first occasion in history when these features were slowly and 
methodically eliminated in early Greek art, Loewy taught us to appreciate 
the forces which have to be overcome by an art aiming at the illusion of 
reality. Each of these steps appears as a conquest of hitherto unknown 
territory that had to be secured and fortified in a new tradition of image 
making. Thus arises the tenacity of the newly invented types that no 
theory of art in terms of "sense impressions” was able to account for.

It so happens that my teacher in the history of art, Julius von 
Schlosser, was also particularly interested in the role of the type and even 
of the stereotype in tradition. His starting point had been in numismatics, 
and he soon found his way to the study of medieval art, where the sway 
of the formula is so marked. The problem of the use of "precedents” or 
"similes” in medieval art never ceased to fascinate Schlosser despite the 
fact that the influence of Croce made him increasingly suspicious of 
psychological explanations. Those who know his meditations on these 
problems will recognize some of their recurrent themes in this book.

What Schlosser did for the Middle Ages, his contemporary Aby 
Warburg did for the Italian Renaissance. In pursuing the problem that 
governed his life, the problem of what exactly it was that the Renaissance
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sought in classical antiquity, Warburg was led to investigate the rise of 
Renaissance styles in terms of the adoption of a new visual language. 
He saw that the borrowings of Renaissance artists from classical sculpture 
were not haphazard. They occurred whenever a painter felt in need of a 
particularly expressive image of movement or gesture, of what Warburg 
came to call Pathosformel. His insistence that quattrocento artists, who 
had previously been regarded as the champions of pure observation, so 
frequently took recourse to a borrowed formula made a great impression. 
Aided by interest in iconographie types, his followers found increasingly 
that dependence on tradition is the rule even with works of art of the 
Renaissance and the Baroque that had hitherto been regarded as nat-
uralistic. Investigations of these continuities have now largely replaced 
the older preoccupation with style.

It was André Malraux who seized upon the significance of these 
findings in his captivating volumes on The Psychology of Art. There is 
much of Hegel and Spengler in Malraux’s rhapsodic hymns to myth and 
to change, but he has at last disposed of the misunderstanding which 
comes in for its share of ridicule in Alain’s cartoon, the idea that the 
styles of the past literally reflect the way these artists "saw” the world. 
Malraux knows that art is born of art, not of nature. Yet, for all its fascina-
tion and its brilliant psychological asides, Malraux’s book fails to give us 
what its title promises, a psychology of art. We still have no satisfactory 
explanation for the puzzle of Alain’s cartoon. But we may be better pre-
pared than Riegl was to attempt such an explanation. We have learned 
a good deal about the grip of conventions and the power of traditions in 
more fields than one. Historians have investigated the hold which the 
formula has over the chronicler who means to record recent events; 
students of literature, such as Ernst Robert Curtius, have demonstrated 
the role of the "topos,” the traditional commonplace, in the warp and 
woof of poetry. The time seems ripe to approach the problem of style 
once more, fortified by this knowledge of the force of traditions.

I realize that this insistence on the tenacity of conventions, on the 
role of types and stereotypes in art, will be met with skepticism by those 
who have not worked in this field. It has almost become the stock accusa-
tion against art history that it concentrates on a search for influences 
and thereby misses the mystery of creativity. But this is not necessarily
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the case. The more we become aware of the enormous pull in man to 
repeat what he has learned, the greater will be our admiration for those 
exceptional beings who could break this spell and make a significant 
advance on which others could build.

Even so, I have sometimes asked myself whether my assumptions are 
really borne out by the facts of art history, whether the need for a formula 
is as universal as I postulated it to be. I remembered a beautiful passage 
from Quintilian where he speaks of the creativity of the human mind 
and uses the artist as an illustration:

“Not everything that art can achieve can be passed on. What painter 
ever learned to represent everything that exists in nature? But once he 
has grasped the principles of imitation, he will portray whatever presents 
itself. Which craftsman has not made a vessel of a shape he has never 
seen?”

It is an important reminder, but it does not account for the fact that 
even the shape of the new vessel will somehow belong to the same family 
of forms as those the craftsman has seen, that his representation of 
“everything that exists in nature” will still be linked with those representa-
tions that were handed on to him by his teachers. It is once more the 
stubborn fact of Alain’s Egyptian boys that has to be accounted for, and 
no historian of art will be inclined to underrate the sway of style, least of 
all the historian who maps the long road to illusion.

VI

t o  t a c k l e  these central problems of our discipline, I believe, it cannot be 
sufficient to repeat the old opposition between “seeing” and “knowing,” 
or to insist in a general way that all representation is based on conven-
tions. We have to get down to analyzing afresh, in psychological terms, 
what is actually involved in the process of image making and image 
reading. But here a formidable obstacle arises. The simple type of psy-
chology on which Barry and Ruskin, Riegl and Loewy relied with such 
confidence no longer exists to guide us. Psychology has become alive to 
the immense complexity of the processes of perception, and no one claims 
to understand them completely.

Bernard Berenson could introduce his excursion into these fields with
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the words “psychology has ascertained. . . Those who consult more 
recent books will not find the same tone of assured authority. J. J. Gibson, 
for instance, writes in his exciting study The Perception of the Visual 
World, “Learning to attend to novel features of the world, to explore it, 
is something which psychologists do not understand at present”—and 
down go the hopes of the historian. D. O. Hebb in his well-known book 
The Organization of Behavior even tells us that “the perception of size, 
brightness and pitch should be written down for the present as not yet 
accounted for by any theory.” Nor is this perplexity confined to basic 
questions. Discussing the so-called “spreading effect,” the unexpected way 
superimposed colors may affect each other, which is so important for the 
painter, Ralph M. Evans in his basic Introduction to Color says: “The 
writer feels that until this effect can be explained without elaborate 
assumptions we cannot say that we understand the way in which the 
visual process operates.”

In these circumstances it may seem foolhardy to invoke the results of 
one field of uncertain study for the explanation of our own uncertainties. 
Yet, encouragement for this kind of venture comes precisely from one of 
the greatest pioneers in the field of perceptual psychology, Wolfgang 
Köhler. In his lectures on Dynamics in Psychology (1940), Köhler extols 
the virtues of “trespassing as a scientific technique”:

“The most fortunate moments in the history of knowledge occur when 
facts which have been as yet no more than special data are suddenly 
referred to other apparently distant facts, and thus appear in a new 
light. For this to happen in psychology we should keep ourselves informed 
about more than our subject-matter in the narrowest sense.” And Köhler 
asks: “If the present situation of psychology offers us an excellent reason 
—or should I say a marvellous pretext-for extending our curiosity be-
yond our limited field, should we not rather be impatient to seize this 
opportunity at once?”

At least one of Kohler’s followers has seized the opportunity and has 
ventured from psychology into the field of art. Rudolf Arnheim’s book 
Art and Visual Perception deals with the visual image from the point of 
view of Gestalt psychology. I have read it with much profit. His chapter 
on growth, which deals with child art, seems to me so instructive that I 
was relieved to be able to exclude this much-discussed example from the 
field of my inquiry. For the historian and his problems of style, on the
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other hand, the book yields less. Perhaps its author is too eager to follow 
Riegl in his "objectivity,” too eager also to vindicate the experiments of 
twentieth-century art to see the problem of illusion as anything but a 
Philistine prejudice. The fact that different periods are known to have 
had different standards of “lifelikeness” makes him hope that a “further 
shift of the artistic reality level” will make works of Picasso, Braque, or 
Klee “look exactly like the things they represent.” If he is right, the Sears 
Roebuck catalogue of the year 2000 will represent the mandolins, jugs, 
or twittering machines for sale on this new reality level.

The book by W. M. Ivins, Jr., Prints and Visual Communication, is 
an astringent antidote to these intellectual fashions. For Ivins has shown 
that the history of representation can indeed be treated in the context 
of the history of science without reference to aesthetic issues.

It is in this context that I should also like to mention Anton Ehren- 
zweig’s book The Psychoanalysis of Artistic Vision and Hearing. The 
speculative boldness with which the author tries to fit the findings of 
Gestalt psychology into a system of Freudian ideas deserves attention and 
respect. Ehrenzweig certainly does not make the mistake of underrating 
those forces that have to be overcome by scientific naturalism in art. He 
gives us challenging descriptions of the visual chaos that art seeks to 
dominate, but he, too, I believe, mars his analysis by a refusal to discuss 
objective reality tests and by a flight into evolutionist speculations.

The three books I have mentioned prove what we all know, that 
certain problems are “in the air” and clamor for solutions. Being already 
at work when the books came out, I cannot claim that my judgment 
about them is unbiased. But to me they seemed to demonstrate most 
forcefully the necessity for the historian of style to stage a counterraid 
across the psychologist’s frontier. It is more than a few isolated results of 
psychological experiments that I hope to bring back from this foraging 
expedition. It is the news of a radical reorientation of all traditional ideas 
about the human mind, which cannot leave the historian of art un-
affected. This reorientation is implicit in Arnheim’s treatment of child art 
and in Ehrenzweig’s ideas of unconscious perception, but their insistence 
on the ideas and terminology of one particular school of psychological 
theory has perhaps somewhat obscured its general nature and impor-
tance. The basic terms which critics, artists, and historians have hitherto 
used with confidence have lost much of their validity in this assessment.
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The whole idea of the ‘Imitation of nature,” of “idealization,” or of “ab-
straction” rests on the assumption that what comes first are “sense im-
pressions” that are subsequently elaborated, distorted, or generalized.

K. R. Popper has dubbed these assumptions the “bucket theory of the 
mind,” the picture, that is, of a mind in which “sense data” are deposited 
and processed. He has shown the unreality of this basic assumption in 
the field of scientific method and the theory of knowledge, where he 
insists on what he calls the “searchlight theory,” emphasizing the activity of 
the living organism that never ceases probing and testing its environment. 
The fruitfulness of this approach is increasingly felt in many fields of 
psychology. However much theories may differ, their emphasis shifts 
steadily from the stimulus to the organism's response. This response, it is 
becoming clear, will be vague and general at first and gradually will 
become more articulate and differentiated.

“The progress of learning is from indefinite to definite, not from 
sensation to perception. We do not learn to have percepts but to differen-
tiate them,” writes J. J. Gibson, discussing vision.

“Modern research makes it probable that at first there are yet un-
organized and amorphous wholes which progressively differentiate,” 
writes L. von Bertalanffy on his problems of theoretical biology.

It would be easy to parallel these quotations in the writings of Jean 
Piaget on the intellectual growth of children or in those on children's 
emotional development by Freud and his disciples. Even recent studies of 
the way machines can be said to “learn” stress this same direction-from 
the general to the particular. In the course of this book I have sometimes 
referred to such parallels. I have done so with diffidence, for in these 
fields I am not even a trespasser. Moreover, I am aware of the dangers of 
amateurishness and the drift of fashion in such matters. In the end 
there can be only one justification for the approach I advocate in this 
book, if it proves useful in the day-to-day work of the historian. But 
in a study of illusion I could not very well do without a theory of percep-
tion. It was here that I found it most useful to think along the lines I have 
indicated, in terms of sorting and categorizing rather than in terms of 
associations. The theoretical model for this approach, which ultimately 
goes back to Kant, is worked out most consistently in F. A. Hayek's book 
The Sensory Order. But I have profited most of all from Popper's insist-
ence on the role of anticipation and tests. In psychology this approach is
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adopted in the theories of Bruner and Postman that “all cognitive proc-
esses, whether they take the form of perceiving, thinking, or recalling, 
represent ‘hypotheses’ which the organism sets up. . . . They require 
‘answers’ in the form of some further experience, answers that will either 
confirm or disprove them.”

It is in the logic of this situation, as Popper has shown, that con-
firmations of these “hypotheses” can never be more than provisional while 
their refutation will be final. There is no rigid distinction, therefore, 
between perception and illusion. Perception employs all its resources to 
weed out harmful illusions, but it may sometimes fail to “disprove” a 
false hypothesis-for instance, when it has to deal with illusionist works 
of art.

I firmly believe that some such theory of perceptual trial and error 
will prove fruitful in other fields than mine, but I have endeavored to 
keep it in the background. My main concern was with the analysis of 
image making-the way, that is, in which artists discovered some of these 
secrets of vision by “making and matching.” What Alain’s Egyptian boys 
had to learn before they could create an illusion of reality was not to 
“copy what they saw” but to manipulate those ambiguous cues on which 
we have to rely in stationary vision till their image was indistinguishable 
from reality. In other words, instead of playing “rabbit or duck” they had to 
invent the game of “canvas or nature,” played with a configuration of 
colored earth which-at a distance at least-might result in illusion. Artistic 
or not, this is a game which could emerge only as a result of countless 
trials and errors. As a secular experiment in the theory of perception, 
illusionist art perhaps deserves attention even in a period which has dis-
carded it for other modes of expression.

At the risk of giving away my plot, I will confess to the hurried reader 
or critic that these conclusions, here anticipated, will only be presented 
in full in the ninth chapter of this book, where some of the problems dis-
cussed in this introduction will be taken up again. I cannot now prevent 
him from going to those pages at once, but I should like to plead that a 
book that centers on an argument must be built like an arch. The cop-
ing stone will look as if it is hanging in the air unless it is seen to be 
supported by the neighboring stones. Each chapter of this book somehow 
tends inwards toward the center of the problem, but the results of each 
should receive support from the whole structure. The limits of likeness
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imposed by the medium and the schema, the links in image making 
between form and function, most of all, the analysis of the beholder’s 
share in the resolution of ambiguities will alone make plausible the bald 
statement that art has a history because the illusions of art are not only 
the fruit but the indispensable tools for the artist’s analysis of appear-
ances. I hope the reader will not stop at this point but will test this idea 
with me in its application to physiognomic expression and beyond that 
to the borders of aesthetics, that promised land which he will only 
glimpse from afar.

I am well aware that this lengthy approach through the quicksands 
of perceptual theory puts a considerable strain on the reader who is in a 
hurry to get to the emotional core of art. But I feel that these vital 
matters can be discussed with greater chance of success once the ground 
has been cleared a little. I am confirmed in this conviction by a passage 
in Psychoanalytic Explorations in Art by my late friend and mentor Ernst 
Kris, with whom I so often discussed these matters and who did not live 
to read this final version of the book:

“We have long come to realize that art is not produced in an empty 
space, that no artist is independent of predecessors and models, that he 
no less than the scientist and the philosopher is part of a specific tradi-
tion and works in a structured area of problems. The degree of mastery 
within this framework and, at least in certain periods, the freedom to 
modify these stringencies are presumably part of the complex scale by 
which achievement is being measured. However, there is little which 
psychoanalysis has as yet contributed to an understanding of the meaning 
of this framework itself; the psychology of artistic style is unwritten.”

The reader must not expect the subsequent chapters to fill the gap 
which Kris has shown. The psychology of representation alone cannot 
solve the riddle of style. There are the unexplored pressures of fashions 
and the mysteries of taste. But if we ever want to understand the impact 
of these social forces on our attitude toward representation in art—the 
changing prestige of mastery or the sudden disgust with triviality, the 
lure of the primitive and the hectic search for alternatives that may de-
termine the fluctuations of style—we must first try to answer the simpler 
questions posed by Alain’s cartoon.
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THE LIMITS OF LIKENESS
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I

From Light into Paint

Painting is the most astounding sorceress. She can persuade us 
through the most evident falsehoods that she is pure Truth.

Je a n  Et i e n n e  Li ot ar d , T ra ité  des p rin cipes e t des 
règles de la pein tu re

I

AMONG the treasures of the National Gallery of Art in Washington 
hangs a painting of Wivenhoe Park in Essex by John Constable [5]. No 
historical knowledge is needed to see its beauty. Anyone can enjoy the 
rural charm of the scene, the artist’s skill and sensitivity in rendering the 
play of sunlight on the green pastures, the gentle ripples on the lake with 
its swans, and the beautiful cloudscape that encloses it all. The picture 
looks so effortless and natural that we accept it as an unquestioning and 
unproblematic response to the beauty of the English countryside.

But for the historian there is an added attraction in this painting. He 
knows that this freshness of vision was won in a hard struggle. The year 
1816, in which Constable painted this countryseat of one of his first 
patrons, marks a turning point in his artistic career. He was moving 
toward that conception of painting which he was later to sum up in his 
lectures at Hampstead. "Painting is a science,” Constable said, "and should 
be pursued as an inquiry into the laws of nature. Why, then, may not 
landscape painting be considered as a branch of natural philosophy, of 
which pictures are but the experiments?”
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What Constable called “natural philosophy” we today call “physics”; 
the assertion that the quiet and unassuming painting of Wivenhoe Park 
should be classed with the abstruse experiments of physicists in their 
laboratories must sound puzzling at first. Yet it is my conviction that 
Constable’s statement should not be confused with those wild utterances 
with which artists sometimes like to startle and shake their complacent 
contemporaries. He knew what he was talking about. In the Western 
tradition, painting has indeed been pursued as a science. All the works of 
this tradition that we see displayed in our great collections apply dis-
coveries that are the result of ceaseless experimentation.

If this sounds a little paradoxical, it is only because much of the 
knowledge gained by these experiments in the past has become common 
property today. It can be taught and applied with the same ease with 
which we use the laws of the pendulum in a grandfather clock, though it 
needed a Galileo to discover and a Huygens to apply them. Indeed, there 
are artists who think the field to which Constable devoted his scientific 
endeavors has been fully investigated by now and that they must turn to 
different areas for experiment. Instead of exploring the visible world, 
they probe the mysteries of the unconscious mind or test our response to 
abstract shapes. Compared with these hectic activities, Constable’s paint-
ing of Wivenhoe Park looks so natural and obvious that we are inclined 
to overlook its daring and its success. We accept it as simply a faithful 
record of what the artist actually saw in front of h im -“a mere transcript 
of nature,” as paintings of this kind are sometimes described, an approxi-
mation at least to that photographic accuracy against which modern 
artists have rebelled. Let us admit there is something in this description. 
Constable’s painting is surely much more like a photograph than the works 
of either a Cubist or a medieval artist. But what do we mean when we 
say that the photograph, in its turn, is like the landscape it represents? 
This is not a problem which is very easily discussed with the aid of 
illustrations alone because illustrations will inevitably beg the question. 
But it should not be too hard to demonstrate at least one of the points 
where the painter’s experiments adjoin those of the physicists. The two 
photographs here reproduced [6, 7] were taken on the spot where Con-
stable must have stood when he painted Wivenhoe Park. For the park 
still exists, though the house was much altered and the view of the lake



6 Wivenhoe Park, Essex. Pale print

7  W ivenhoe Park, Essex. Contrast print
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is now obscured by rhododendrons. What is it these pictures “transcribe”? 
Surely there is not one square inch in the photograph which would be 
identical with, say, a mirror image, such as one might have produced on 
the spot. The reason is obvious. The black-and-white photograph only 
reproduces gradations of tone between a very narrow range of grays. Not 
one of these tones, of course, corresponds to what we call “reality.” In-
deed, the scale depends largely on the photographer’s choice in the dark-
room and is partly a matter of processing. It so happens that the two 
photographs illustrated here were printed from one and the same nega-
tive. The one printed within a narrow scale of grays produces the effect 
of misty light; the other, where stronger contrasts were used, gives a 
different effect. The print, therefore, is not even a “mere” transcript of the 
negative. The photographer who wanted to get the most out of this snap-
shot taken on a rainy day would himself have to turn experimenter with 
different exposures and different papers. If this is true of his humble 
activity, how much more it will apply to the artist.

For the artist, too, cannot transcribe what he sees; he can only trans-
late it into the terms of his medium. He, too, is strictly tied to the range 
of tones which his medium will yield. Where the artist works in black and 
white this transposition is easily seen. We happen to have two drawings 
made by Constable on almost the same spot. In one [8] he seems to have 
used a rather hard-pointed pencil. He had therefore to adjust all his 
gradations to what is objectively a very narrow range of tones, from the

8 Co n s t a b l e : D edham  Vale. c. 1811, pen cil
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black horse in the foreground to the distant trees through which the 
light of the sky appears to shine, as represented by the grayish paper. In a 
later drawing [9] he used a darker and cruder medium which allowed 
more forceful contrast. But what we call "contrast” here is actually a very 
small step in the intensity of the light reflected from different areas of the 
drawing. He also represented the identical view in an oil sketch [10] now 
in Oxford, where the tonal gradations are translated into colored areas. 
Does it therefore reproduce what the artist had in front of his eyes?

It is tempting to think so. Why should not the painter be able to imitate

9 Co n s t a b l e  : 
D edham  from  
Langham.  
1813, pencil

i o Co n s t a b l e : D edham  Vale. 1812 ( oil sk e tc h )
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the colors of any object if the maker of wax images manages this trick so 
remarkably well? He certainly can, if he is willing to sacrifice that aspect 
of the visible world that is likely to interest him most, the aspect of light. 
When we say that an image looks exactly like its prototype we usually 
mean that the two would be indistinguishable when seen side by side in 
the same light. Place them in different lights and the similarity will dis-
appear. If the difference is small, we can still restore the match by bright-
ening the colors of the object in the dimmer light, but not if the one is in 
the shade and the other in sunlight. It was not for nothing that painters 
were advised since ancient times to have their studios facing north. For 
if the painter of a portrait or a still life hopes to copy the color of his motif 
area by area, he must not allow a ray of sunlight to play havoc with his 
procedure. Imagine him matching a white tablecloth with his whitest 
white—how could his palette then still yield the extra brightness of a sun-
lit patch or the brilliance of a sparkling reflection? The landscape painter 
has even less use for literal imitation. Remember once more the pho-
tographer’s troubles. If he wants us to admire the wonderful autumn tints 
he photographed on his latest trip he will lure us into a darkened room to 
display his transparencies on a silver screen. Only the borrowed light of 
the projector lamp, aided by the adaptability of our eyes, will allow him to 
match the range of light intensities he had enjoyed in nature.

It so happens that Constable himself had occasion to comment on a 
similar expedient. He describes in a letter the new invention called the 
“diorama,” which was on view in the 1820’s. “It is in part a transparency; 
the spectator is in a dark chamber, and it is very pleasing, and has great 
illusion. It is without [i.e., outside] the pale of the art, because its object 
is deception. The art pleases by reminding, not by deceiving.”

Had Constable written today he would probably have used the word 
“suggesting.” The artist cannot copy a sunlit lawn, but he can suggest it. 
Exactly how he does it in any particular instance is his secret, but the 
word of power which makes this magic possible is known to all artists—it 
is “relationships.”

No professional critic has seen the nature of this problem more clearly 
than a famous amateur artist who has taken up painting as a pastime. 
But then this is no ordinary amateur but Sir Winston Churchill:

“It would be interesting if some real authority investigated carefully
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the part which memory plays in painting. We look at the object with an 
intent regard, then at the palette, and thirdly at the canvas. The canvas 
receives a message dispatched usually a few seconds before from the 
natural object. But it has come through a post office en route. It has been 
transmitted in code. It has been turned from light into paint. It reaches 
the canvas a cryptogram. Not until it has been placed in its correct rela-
tion to everything else that is on the canvas can it be deciphered, is its 
meaning apparent, is it translated once again from mere pigment into 
light. And the light this time is not of Nature but of Art.”

I am not that “real authority” on memory to whom Sir Winston appeals 
for an explanation of this mystery, but it seems to me that we will be able 
to tackle this aspect only after we have learned more about that “trans-
mission in code” which he discusses.

II

i a m  n o t  sure we are ever quite sufficiently surprised at our capacity to 
read images, that is, to decipher the cryptograms of art. To Sir Winston, 
the “post office” and its code were no more than a brilliant metaphor, but 
we might do worse than take it literally. After all, post offices (in Eng-
land, at least) do transmit such visual information as weather charts 
and photographs by means of telegraph and radio, and to do so they must 
in fact “code” them into simple signaling systems. The technicalities of 
this process need not concern us, suffice it to show that a simple but 
serviceable image can be translated into equal units which are either 
filled or empty. Any large street sign composed of electric bulbs will 
demonstrate this principle-a notation of which are to be “off” or “on” will 
create the required configuration of light. The telegraphed picture and 
indeed the television screen, produced as they are by the varying intensi-
ties of one beam scanning the field, illustrate the principle involved. But 
before I get out of my depth I prefer to withdraw to the safer example 
of art forms in which this creation of cryptograms can be studied with 
greater ease. There are many media of art in which such an “on” or “off” 
principle is applied-let us think of certain types of drawn work or lace 
in which the netting is filled in or left empty of pattern but still gives 
perfect images of men and beasts [n]. It does not matter in such a

i i  P attern  for draw n  w ork. Venice, 1568



12 /  13 A ndokides A m ph ora . H erakles and  th e  C retan  Bull. c. 520 B.c. B lack-figured side /  R ed-figured side

medium whether the filled-in squares represent “figure” or “ground.” 
All that counts is the relationship between the two signals.

Maybe it was some textile technique in which reversal of relationships 
was frequent and automatic that first brought home to craftsmen the fact 
that the negative image is as easy to decode as the positive. It is well 
known that the Greek vase painters made use of this principle of reversal 
when they switched over from the earlier black-figured technique [12] 
to the red-figured style in which the tone of burnt clay is reserved for 
the figure [13]. They knew that what is needed to set off the intended 
shape against the nonintended ground is the relationship of contrast, of 
“yes” or “no,” regardless of the direction of the change.

The Greeks went on from there and developed the cryptograms for 
the rounded form as distinct from the flat silhouette, that is, the three- 
tone code for “modeling” in light and shade which remained basic to all
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later developments of Western art. Its system is well exemplified on a 
South Italian vase, where the shape of the head is “heightened” with 
whitish paint on one side of the vase to suggest light [14] and “shaded” 
with a darker tone on the other side [15]. Instead of having a mere “yes” 
indicate the intended form, we have the neutral tone and its two modifica-
tions toward light and darkness.

1 4 /  15  South  Ita lian  vase, m  cen tury  b .c . D eta ils, opposite  sides

No medium illustrates the code character of this gradation more 
clearly than that of the mosaic. Four graded tones of tesserae will suffice for 
the mosaicists of classical antiquity to suggest the basic relationships of 
form in space. I confess to being naïve enough to admire these simple 
tricks of the craftsmen who laid down the floor mosaics for villas and 
baths throughout the Roman Empire [16]. They exemplify the relational 
cryptograms which remained in use throughout Western art, the contrast 
of figure and ground on the one hand and, within the figure, the modifica-
tions of the “local color” through the simple “more” or “less” of light.

1 6  Floor m osaic  from  A ntioch . 
11 cen tury  a .d .



17 Ba l d u n g  Gr i e n : 
T he Fall o f M an . 
1511, w oodcu t

As a matter of fact, we have become so obedient to the artist’s sugges-
tions that we respond with perfect ease to the notation in which black 
lines indicate both the distinction between ground and figure and the 
gradations of shading that have become traditional in all graphic tech-
niques. Baldung Grien’s woodcut of the Fall [17] looks perfectly complete 
and legible to us in its notation of black and white. It is all the more



18 Ba l d u n g  Gr i e n : 
The Fall of Man. 
15 1 1, chiaroscuro  
w oodcu t

interesting to study the additional effect of the second plate [18]-one of 
the earliest examples of the chiaroscuro woodcut technique. By lowering 
the tone of the ground the artist can now use the white of the paper to 
indicate light. The gain from this modest extension of range is dramatic, 
for these indications of light not only increase the sense of modeling 
but also convey to us what we call “texture”-the  way, that is, in which

43
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19 D eta il o f 18

light behaves when it strikes a particular surface. It is only in the 
chiaroscuro version of the woodcut, therefore, that we get the “feel” of the 
scaly body of the serpent [19].

The three-step relationship has certainly proved an ideal instrument 
for Western art in exploring our response to light. But we are also capable 
of reading a two-step system in reverse, as it were. Such artists as Urs 
Graf successfully experimented with a technique that cuts out any indica-

tion of shading and renders only the incidence of light [20] 
against a dark background. Our response to relationships 
suffices to make this curious notation look perfectly “nat-
ural.”

The fact that all graphic techniques operate with con-
ventional notation is, of course, familiar ground, but when 
it comes to painting, there is still a certain amount of confu-
sion in the minds of the public and of the critics as to what 
we mean by “true to nature.” The task of the painter with 
his many colors seems so much simpler than that of the 
graphic artist with his limited cryptograms. It is in fact more 
complex. His aim of “imitation” may cut across the need for 
that basic information about relationships which we need 
for our decoding. I must plead guilty to sharing this confu-
sion in my Story of Art when I quoted a well-known anecdote 
about Constable and his patron, Sir George Beaumont: “The 
story goes that a friend remonstrated with him for not giving 

his foreground the requisite mellow brown of an old violin, and that Con-
stable thereupon took a violin and put it before him on the grass to show 
the friend the difference between the fresh green as we see it and the 
warm tones demanded by convention.”

It was an amusing gesture, but obviously we must not infer that Sir 
George had never noticed that grass was green and violins brown, or that 
Constable made that momentous discovery. Both of them knew, of course, 
that such matching will never do. The point at issue was a much more 
subtle one—how to reconcile what we call ‘local color” with the range of 
tonal gradations which the landscape painter needs to suggest depth.

We find an echo of these discussions in an observation by Benjamin 
West recorded in The Farington Diary: “He thinks Claude [21] began his



20 Ur s  Gr a f : Standard  Bearer. 1514, pen  and w h ite  in k  on  
tin ted  paper
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pictures by laying in simple gradations of flat colours from the Horizon 
to the top of the sky,—and from the Horizon to the foreground, witht. 
putting clouds into the sky or specific forms into the landscape till He 
had fully settled those gradations.-When He had satisfied himself in 
this respect, He painted in his forms, by that means securing a due 
gradation,—from the Horizontal line to the top of his sky,—and from the 
Horizontal line to the foreground.—Smirke remarked how entirely all 
positive colour was avoided, even to the draperies of the figures.-Turner 
said He was both pleased & unhappy while He viewed it,—it seemed to be 
beyond the power of imitation.”

These experiments with gradations from a pale blue to a mellow 
brown by seventeenth- and eighteenth-century artists taught Sir George 
Beaumont how to suggest light and distance in a landscape. The eight-
eenth century had even invented a mechanical device to aid the painter 
in this transposition of local color into a narrower range of tones. It 
consisted of a curved mirror with a toned surface that was appropriately 
often called the “Claude glass” and was supposed to do what the black-

2i Cl a u d e  Lo r r a i n : T he H erdsm an, c. 1655/1660



22 Ga i n s b o r o u g h : L andscape w ith  a 
Bridge, c. 1780/1788

23 Co n s t a b l e : A V iew  of Salisbury  
C athedral, c. 1825

24 Co r o t : V iew  
near Epernon. 
c. 1850 /1860
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and-white photograph does for us, to reduce the variety of the visible 
world to tonal gradations. That this method had its merits we need not 
doubt. Eighteenth-century masters achieved most pleasing effects with 
foregrounds of warm brown and fading distances of cool, silvery blues.

Looking at Reynolds’ Lady Elizabeth Delme and Her Children in the 
National Gallery in Washington [26] or, for that matter, at Thomas 
Gainsborough’s Landscape with a Bridge [22], we realize the value of 
an even gradation based on the brown of the foreground. Indeed, a 
glance at Constable’s View of Salisbury Cathedral [23] convinces us that 
he, too, achieved the impression of light and depth by modulating tone. 
The difference is one of degree. Constable questioned the need to remain 
within the compass of one scale. He wanted to try out the effect of 
respecting the local color of grass somewhat more—and, indeed, in his 
Wivenhoe Park he is seen pushing the range more in the direction of 
bright greens. Only in the direction of-for, needless to say, if we would 
match fresh green grass against the canvas it would still be nearer to the 
Cremona fiddle. It is a transposition, not a copy.

Once we realize this basic fact, the master’s contention that all paint-
ings should be viewed as experiments in natural science loses much of its 
puzzling character. He is trying to produce what he called the “evanescent 
effects of nature’s chiaroscuro” on canvas, within a medium which ex-
cludes matching. Indeed his experiments resulted in discoveries. For 
instance, there was resistance at first against so much green, which was 
thought to upset the needed tonal gradation. There is a pathetic story 
about Constable’s sitting on the jury of the Royal Academy, of which he 
was a member, when by mistake one of his own paintings was put on the 
easel for judgment, and one of his colleagues said rashly, “Take that 
nasty green thing away.” But we also know that when his Hay Wain was 
shown in Paris, French artists were stimulated to repeat his experiments 
and lightened their palettes. We need only walk through any major 
gallery to see that in the end Constable’s method found acceptance. Green 
is no longer considered “nasty.” We can read much brighter pictures, such 
as the landscapes by Corot [24] and, what is more, enjoy the sugges-
tion of light without missing the tonal contrasts which were thought 
indispensable. We have learned a new notation and expanded the range 
of our awareness.
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This is the main lesson the historian should learn from the measure-
ments of the physicists. The truth of a landscape painting is relative, the 
more so the more the artist dares to accept the challenge of light. Great 
scientists, such as Brlicke in the nineteenth century, even drew the 
conclusion from this fact that painters should not attempt sunlit scenes. 
“A little more poetry and a little less midday sun would do our modern 
landscape painters a lot of good,” he wrote in 1877. We now know that 
he was wrong, but then it is easy for us to know it. The experiments of the 
impressionist painters have convinced us that these limitations of the 
medium can be overcome: a painter like Monet [25] can suggest the 
effect of the midday sun by exploiting the dazzle that results from its 
glare, and such pictures will even gain in poetry from the artist’s determi-
nation to achieve the impossible. To predict this success, Briicke would «
have had to be a creative artist himself. For a scientist his objections were 
perfectly rational. Too often the conflict between the artist and the public, 
between tradition and innovation, is told without regard for that simple 
fact. On the one side we are shown the purblind public, bred on false-
hoods; on the other the artist, who sees the truth. History based on this 
fallacy can never be good history. And nothing may help us to overcome 
these limitations better than Constable’s description of landscape painting 
as an inquiry into the laws of nature.

It is only in one respect that we should perhaps amend his formula-
tion. What a painter inquires into is not the nature of the physical world 
but the nature of our reactions to it. He is not concerned with causes but 
with the mechanisms of certain effects. His is a psychological problem— 
that of conjuring up a convincing image despite the fact that not one 
individual shade corresponds to what we call “reality.” In order to under-
stand this puzzle—as far as we can claim to understand it as yet— 
science had to explore the capacity of our minds to register relationships 
rather than individual elements.

I l l

w e  w e r e  not endowed with this capacity by nature in order to produce 
art: it appears that we could never find our way about in this world if 
we were not thus attuned to relationships. Just as a tune remains the
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same whatever the key it is played in, so we respond to light intervals, to 
what have been called “gradients,” rather than to the measurable quantity 
of light reflected from any given object. And when I say “we,” I include 
newly hatched chickens and other fellow creatures who so obligingly 
answer the questions psychologists put to them. According to a classic 
experiment by Wolfgang Köhler, you can take two gray pieces of paper— 
one dark, one bright—and teach the chickens to expect food on the 
brighter of the two. If you then remove the darker piece and replace it by 
one brighter than the other one, the deluded creatures will look for their 
dinner, not on the identical gray paper where they have always found it, 
but on the paper where they would expect it in terms of relationships— 
that is, on the brighter of the two. Their little brains are attuned to 
gradients rather than to individual stimuli. Things could not go well with 
them if nature had willed it otherwise. For would a memory of the exact 
stimulus have helped them to recognize the identical paper? Hardly ever! 
A cloud passing over the sun would change its brightness, and so might 
even a tilt of the head, or an approach from a different angle. If what we 
call “identity” were not anchored in a constant relationship with environ-
ment, it would be lost in the chaos of swirling impressions that never 
repeat themselves.

What we get on the retina, whether we are chickens or human 
beings, is a welter of dancing light points stimulating the sensitive rods 
and cones that fire their messages into the brain. What we see is a stable 
world. It takes an effort of the imagination and a fairly complex apparatus 
to realize the tremendous gulf that exists between the two. Consider any 
object, such as a book or a piece of paper. When we scan it with our 
eyes it projects upon our two retinas a restless, flitting pattern of light 
of various wave lengths and intensities. This pattern will hardly ever 
repeat itself exactly—the angle at which we look, the light, the size of our 
pupils, all these will have changed. The white light a piece of paper 
reflects when turned toward the window is a multiple of what it reflects 
when turned away. It is not that we do not notice some change; indeed, we 
must if we want to form an estimate of the illumination. But we are 
never conscious of the objective degree of all these changes unless we use 
what psychologists call a “reduction screen,” in essence a peephole that 
makes us see a speck of color but masks off its relationships. Those who



25 Mo n e t : Rouen C athedral, W est Façade, Sunlight. 1894
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have used this magic instrument report the most striking discoveries. A 
white handkerchief in the shade may be objectively darker than a lump 
of coal in the sunshine. We rarely confuse the one with the other because 
the coal will on the whole be the blackest patch in our field of vision, the 
handkerchief the whitest, and it is relative brightness that matters and 
that we are aware of. The coding process of which Sir Winston Churchill 
speaks begins while en route between the retina and our conscious minds. 
The term which psychology has coined for our relative imperviousness to 
the dizzy variations that go on in the world around us is “constancy.” The 
color, shape, and brightness of things remain to us relatively constant, 
even though we may notice some variation with the change of distance, 
illumination, angle of vision, and so on. Our room remains the same room 
from dawn through midday to dusk, and the objects in it retain then- 
shape and color. Only when we are faced with special tasks involving 
attention to these matters do we become aware of uncertainties. We 
would not judge the color of an unfamiliar fabric in artificial light, and 
we step into the middle of the room if we are asked whether a picture 
hangs straight on the wall. Otherwise our capacity to make allowances, to 
infer from relationships alone, is astounding. We all know the experience 
at the moving pictures when we are ushered to a seat very far off-center. 
At first the screen and what is on it look so distorted and unreal we feel 
like leaving. But in a few minutes we have learned to take our position 
into account, and the proportions right themselves. And as with shapes, 
so with colors. A faint light is disturbing at first, but with the aid of the 
physiological adaptation of the eye we soon get the feel of relationships, 
and the world assumes its familiar face.

Without this faculty of man and beast alike to recognize identities 
across the variations of difference, to make allowance for changed condi-
tions, and to preserve the framework of a stable world, art could not exist. 
When we open our eyes under water we recognize objects, shapes, and 
colors although through an unfamiliar medium. When we first see 
pictures we see them in an unfamiliar medium. This is more than a mere 
pun. The two capacities are interrelated. Every time we meet with an 
unfamiliar type of transposition, there is a brief moment of shock and a 
period of adjustment—but it is an adjustment for which the mechanism 
exists in us.
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IV

i  s u s p e c t  that somewhere here lies the preliminary answer to the ques-
tion of how far we must learn to read such images as line drawings or 
black-and-white photographs and of how far this capacity is inborn. As far 
as I can make out, primitive tribes that have never seen such images are 
not necessarily able to read them. But it would be wrong to conclude from 
this fact that the symbolism of photography is merely conventional. It 
appears to be learned with surprising speed once the nature of the re-
quired adjustment is understood.

I believe that something similar accounts for both the initial difficulty 
and the subsequent ease in adjusting ourselves to new types of notations 
in painting. To eyes used to the style of Fantin-Latour’s Portrait of 
Sonia [27], Manet’s Madame Michel-Lévy [28] must at first have looked 
as harsh and glaring as sunlight looks to the deep-sea diver.

It is once more in Constable’s correspondence that we find rich docu-
mentation of this difficulty which besets the path of the artist-innovator. 
Hearing of that rare bird, a prospective buyer for one of his landscapes, the 
embittered painter writes : “Had I not better grime it down with slime and 
soot, as he is a connoisseur, and perhaps prefers filth and dirt to freshness 
and beauty?” “Rubbed out and dirty canvases,” he writes elsewhere, “take 
the place of God’s own works.” Intent as he was on the rendering of light, 
he could not but deplore and despise the visual habits of the public that had 
adjusted its eyes to the gloom of old varnish. His point of view, as we 
know, has prevailed. The yellow varnish that was spread over paintings in 
the nineteenth century to give them what was called a “gallery tone” has 
disappeared with the Claude glass. We have been taught to look into 
light without putting on black spectacles.

But it would be a little rash to assume that this revolution has at last 
given us the truth and that we now know what pictures should look like. 
Constable rightly deplored the visual habits of those who were used to 
looking at dirty canvases, and he went so far as to deplore the founding of 
the National Gallery in London, which would mean “the end of art in 
poor old England.” But today the position may be reversed. The brighter 
palette, the strong and even loud colors to which first impressionism and



26 Re y n o l d s : L ady E lizabeth  D elm e and  
Her C hildren. 1777/1789

27 Fa n t i n -La t o u r : P ortrait of Sonia. 1890

then twentieth-century paintings (not to 
mention posters and neon lights) have 
inured us may have made it difficult for us 
to accept the quiet tonal gradations of 
earlier styles. The National Gallery in Lon-
don has now become the focus of discus-
sion about the degree of adjustment we 
should be prepared to make when we look 
at old paintings.

I venture to think this issue is too fre-
quently described as a conflict between the 
objective methods of science and the sub-
jective impressions of artists and critics. 
The objective validity of the methods used 
in the laboratories of our great galleries is 
as little in doubt as the good faith of those 
who apply them. But it may well be argued 
that restorers, in their difficult and re-



sponsible work, should take account not 
only of the chemistry of pigments but 
also of the psychology of perception -  
ours and that of the chicken. What we 
want of them is not to restore individual 
pigments to their pristine color, but some-
thing infinitely more tricky and delicate-  
to preserve relationships. It is particularly 
the impression of light, as we know, that 
rests exclusively on gradients and not, as 
one might expect, on the objective bright-
ness of the colors. Wherever we observe 
a sudden steep rise in the brightness of a 
tone we accept it as a token of light. A 
typical tonal picture such as Daumier’s 
Advice to a Young Artist [29] reminds us 
of this basic fact. The abrupt change of 
tone brings the sunlight into the gloomy

28 Ma n e t : M adam e M ichel-Lévy. 1882, 
paste l and oil

29 Da u m i e r : A dvice to a Young A rtist. 
A fter i8 6 0



3 0  P a n n i n i : The In terior o f th e  P antheon . 
c. 1740

3i  Jo s e p h  B i e d e r : Poster. 1953

nineteenth-century interior. Study the clever effect of the daylight stream-
ing through the eye of the Pantheon in Pannini’s attractive picture [30]. 
Once more it is the sharp edge of the patch of light that creates the il-
lusion. Mask it off and the impression of light will largely disappear. I am 
told that this fact presents a problem of which the restorer must learn to be 
aware. Whenever he starts the process of cleaning, he will produce a similar 
difference in brightness, an unexpected gradient which will look as if light 
were streaming into the picture. It is a psychological effect cleverly ex-
ploited by an amusing poster of the National Clean-up Paint-up Fix-up 
Bureau [31]. But I would not send my pictures to that admirable institution 
for treatment. This seductive impression of daylight dispelling the gloom 
is created within the picture; the gradient which causes it will disappear 
when the cleaning is finished. As soon as we are then attuned to the new 
key of brightness, the constancies come into their own and the mind returns 
to its proper business of assessing gradients and relationships. We adapt 
ourselves to different varnishes as we adapt ourselves to different conditions
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of light in the gallery, provided, of course, that visibility is not completely 
obscured. The added brilliance, I feel, often sinks back as soon as the shock 
wears off. It is an effect which resembles, to me at any rate, that of turning 
the knob of the radio from bass to treble. At first the music seems to 
acquire a new, sharp edge, but here, too, I adjust my expectations and 
return to the constancies with the added worry whether all gradients 
have been respected and preserved by those invisible ghosts, the tone engi-
neers.

I fear it is in the nature of things that the historian will always be 
distrustful of the man of action in these difficult and delicate matters. 
We are as appalled as any to see our documents fading and our pictures 
dirty, but we also know how little we know about the past. About one thing 
we are quite certain: our reactions and our taste must of necessity differ 
from that of past generations. If it is true that the Victorians erred so 
frequently, it is all the more likely that we, too, will often be mistaken 
despite the improvement in our techniques. We know, moreover, that 
there were other periods besides the nineteenth century that looked upon 
brilliance of color as a disturbing element. To Cicero, for instance, it 
seemed obvious that a cultivated taste grew tired of such brilliance no less 
than of a surfeit of sweetness. “How strongly,” he writes, “do new paintings 
usually appeal to us at first for the beauty and variety of their colors, and 
yet it is the old and rough picture that will hold our attention.” Even more 
telling is a passage in Pliny where we read of Apelles’ inimitable way of 
toning down his pigments with a dark glazing “so that the brightness of 
colors should not hurt the eyes.” We do not know what degree of brightness 
offended the sensitive taste of a fourth-century Greek or a first-century 
Roman. But is it conceivable that such famous testimonies would never 
have induced a master of the sixteenth or seventeenth century to emulate 
Apelles and apply a darkening varnish to achieve a more subtle tonal 
unity? I do not think it is even claimed that our “safe” cleaning methods 
could detect such a varnish, let alone that they could preserve it. Admittedly 
the man of action confronted with a deteriorating canvas may have to 
take the risk—but need he deny its existence?

The question of what paintings looked like when they were made is 
more easily asked than answered. Luckily we have additional evidence in 
images that neither fade nor change-I mean particularly the works
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of graphic art. Some of Rembrandt’s prints [32], I believe, provide an 
astounding object lesson in reliance on dark tones and subdued contrasts. 
Is it an accident that there are fewer print lovers now than there ever 
were? Those who got used to the sound of the concert grand find it 
difficult to adjust their ears to the harpsichord.

We do well to remember that relationships matter in art not only 
within any given painting but also between paintings as they are hung or 
as they are seen. If we look, in the Frick Collection, from Hobbema’s 
Village with Watermill among Trees [33] to Constable’s White Horse [34], 
the later painting will look as full of light and atmosphere as Constable 
meant us to see it. Should we choose another route in the gallery and 
come to it with our eye adjusted to the palette of the school of Barbizon, 
of Corot [cf. 24], for instance, Constable’s painting will seem to be eclipsed. 
It recedes behind the ridge which separates, for us, the contemporary 
vision from that of the past.

The reason, I believe, lies precisely in the role which our own expecta-
tions play in the deciphering of the artists’ cryptograms. We come to their 
works with our receivers already attuned. We expect to be presented with

32 Re m b r a n d t : The Young H aaring. 1655 , 
etch ing



33 H o b b e m a : Village w ith  W aterm ill  among Trees, c. 1670

34 Co n s t a b l e : The W h ite  Horse. 1819
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a certain notation, a certain sign situation, and make ready to cope with it. 
Here sculpture is an even better example than painting. When we step 
in front of a bust we understand what we are expected to look for. We 
do not, as a rule, take it to be a representation of a cut-off head; we take 
in the situation and know that this belongs to the institution or conven-
tion called “busts” with which we have been familiar even before we grew 
up. For the same reason, perhaps, we do not miss the absence of color in 
the marble any more than we miss its absence in black-and-white photo-
graphs. On the contrary. Some who are so attuned will register a shock, 
not necessarily of pleasure, when they discover that a bust has been 
slightly tinted. Such a bust may even look to them unpleasantly lifelike, 
transcending, as it were, the symbolic sphere in which it was expected 
to dwell, although objectively it may still be very remote indeed from the 
proverbial wax image which often causes us uneasiness because it over-
steps the boundary of symbolism.

Psychologists call such levels of expectation “mental set,” and this 
concept will still engage our attention in future chapters. All culture and 
all communication depend on the interplay between expectation and ob-
servation, the waves of fulfillment, disappointment, right guesses, and 
wrong moves that make up our daily life. If somebody arrives at the office 
we may be set to hear him say “good morning,” and the fulfillment of our 
expectation is hardly registered. If he fails to say “good morning” we may, 
on occasion, adjust our mental set and watch out for other symptoms of 
rudeness or hostility. It is one of the problems of the foreigner in a 
strange country that he lacks a frame of reference that allows him to 
take the mental temperature around him with assurance. A German will 
expect a handshake where an Englishman will scarcely nod his head. 
An Italian peasant may be scandalized by a tourist’s dress which may 
seem to us a model of propriety. The point to remember is that here, as 
elsewhere, it is the “more” or ‘less” that counts, the relationship between 
the expected and the experienced.

The experience of art is not exempt from this general rule. A style, 
like a culture or climate of opinion, sets up a horizon of expectation, a 
mental set, which registers deviations and modifications with exaggerated 
sensitivity. In noticing relationships the mind registers tendencies. The 
history of art is full of reactions that can only be understood in this way.



35 Ci m a b u e : M adonna and C hild E nthroned  
w ith  A ngels and Prophets, c. 12,75/12.80

36 Gi o t t o : M adonna and C hild E nthroned  
w ith  Sain ts and A ngels, c. 1310

To those used to the style we call “Cimabue” [35] and expecting to be 
presented with a similar notation, the paintings of Giotto [36] came with 
a shock of incredible lifelikeness. “There is nothing,” writes Boccaccio, 
“which Giotto could not have portrayed in such a manner as to deceive 
the sense of sight.” It may seem strange to us, but have we not experi-
enced a similar shock, if on a very much lower level? When the cinema 
introduced “3-D,” the distance between expectation and experience was 
such that many enjoyed the thrill of a perfect illusion. But the illusion
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wears off once the expectation is stepped up; we take it for granted and 
want more.

To us historians these simple psychological facts present some diffi-
culties when we discuss the relation between art and what we call reality. 
We cannot but look at the art of the past through the wrong end of the 
telescope. We come to Giotto on the long road which leads from the 
impressionists backward via Michelangelo and Masaccio, and what we 
see first in him is therefore not lifelikeness but rigid restraint and majestic 
aloofness. Some critics, notably André Malraux, have concluded from this 
that the art of the past is closed to us altogether, that it survives only as 
what he calls “myth,” transformed and transfigured as it is seen in the 
ever-changing contexts of the historical kaleidoscope. I am a little less 
pessimistic. I believe the historical imagination can overstep these barriers, 
that we can attune ourselves to different styles no less than we can adjust 
our mental set to different media and different notations. Of course some 
effort is needed. But this effort seems to me eminently worth while— 
which is one of the reasons why I have selected the problem of represen-
tation as the topic of these lectures.



II

Truth and the Stereotype

The schematism by which our understanding deals with the phe-
nomenal world . . .  is a skill so deeply hidden in the human soul 
that we shall hardly guess the secret trick that Nature here employs.

Im m a n u e l  Ka n t , K ritik  der reinen  V ernunft

I

IN  H IS charming autobiography, the German illustrator Ludwig Richter 
relates how he and his friends, all young art students in Rome in the 
1820’s, visited the famous beauty spot of Tivoli and sat down to draw. 
They looked with surprise, but hardly with approval, at a group of French 
artists who approached the place with enormous baggage, carrying large 
quantities of paint which they applied to the canvas with big, coarse 
brushes. The Germans, perhaps roused by this self-confident artiness, 
were determined on the opposite approach. They selected the hardest, 
best-pointed pencils, which could render the motif firmly and minutely to 
its finest detail, and each bent down over his small piece of paper, trying to 
transcribe what he saw with the utmost fidelity. “We fell in love with 
every blade of grass, every tiny twig, and refused to let anything escape 
us. Every one tried to render the motif as objectively as possible/'

Nevertheless, when they then compared the fruits of their efforts in 
the evening, their transcripts differed to a surprising extent. The mood, 
the color, even the outline of the motif had undergone a subtle transfor-
mation in each of them. Richter goes on to describe how these different
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versions reflected the different dispositions of the four friends, for in-
stance, how the melancholy painter had straightened the exuberant con-
tours and emphasized the blue tinges. We might say he gives an illustra-
tion of the famous definition by Emile Zola, who called a work of art “a 
corner of nature seen through a temperament.”

It is precisely because we are interested in this definition that we must 
probe it a little further. The “temperament” or “personality” of the artist, 
his selective preferences, may be one of the reasons for the transforma-
tion which the motif undergoes under the artist’s hands, but there must 
be others—everything, in fact, which we bundle together into the word

37 H astings. From the B ayeux T a p estry , c. 1080

“style,” the style of the period and the style of the artist. When this 
transformation is very noticeable we say the motif has been greatly 
“stylized,” and the corollary to this observation is that those who happen 
to be interested in the motif, for one reason or another, must learn to 
discount the style. This is part of that natural adjustment, the change in 
what I called “mental set,” which we all perform quite automatically when 
looking at old illustrations. We can “read” the Bayeux tapestry [37] 
without reflecting on its countless “deviations from reality.” We are not 
tempted for a moment to think the trees at Hastings in 1066 looked like 
palmettes and the ground at that time consisted of scrolls. It is an extreme 
example, but it brings out the all-important fact that the word “stylized” 
somehow tends to beg the question. It implies there was a special activity 
by which the artist transformed the trees, much as the Victorian designer 
was taught to study the forms of flowers before he turned them into



38 Cé z a n n e : Mont Sainte-Victoire, 
c. 1905

patterns. It was a practice which chimed in well with ideas of Victorian 
architecture, when railways and factories were built first and then 
adorned with the marks of a style. It was not the practice of earlier times.

The very point of Richter’s story, after all, is that style rules even 
where the artist wishes to reproduce nature faithfully, and trying to 
analyze these limits to objectivity may help us get nearer to the riddle of 
style. One of these limits we know from the last chapter; it is indicated in 
Richter’s story by the contrast between coarse brush and fine pencil. The 
artist, clearly, can render only what his tool and his medium are capable 
of rendering. His technique restricts his freedom of choice. The features 
and relationships the pencil picks out will differ from those the brush can 
indicate. Sitting in front of his motif, pencil in hand, the artist will, 
therefore, look out for those aspects which can be rendered in lines-as 
we say in a pardonable abbreviation, he will tend to see his motif in 
terms of lines, while, brush in hand, he sees it in terms of masses.

The question of why style should impose similar limitations is less 
easily answered, least of all when we do not know whether the artist’s 
intentions were the same as those of Richter and his friends.

Historians of art have explored the regions where Cézanne and van 
Gogh set up their easels and have photographed their motifs [38, 39].

39 Mont Sainte-Victoire seen front Les 
Lauves. Photograph by John 
Rewald
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Such comparisons will always retain their fascination since they almost 
allow us to look over the artist's shoulder—and who does not Wish he had 
this privilege? But however instructive such confrontations may be when 
handled with care, we must clearly beware of the fallacy of “stylization.” 
Should we believe the photograph represents the “objective truth” while 
the painting records the artist's subjective vision-the way he transformed 
“what he saw”? Can we here compare “the image on the retina” with the 
“image in the mind”? Such speculations easily lead into a morass of un- 
provables. Take the image on the artist's retina* It sounds scientific 
enough, but actually there never was one such image which we could 
single out for comparison with either photograph or painting. What there 
was was an endless succession of innumerable images as the painter 
scanned the landscape in front of him, and these images sent a complex 
pattern of impulses through the optic nerves to his brain. Even the art-
ist knew nothing of these events, and we know even less. How far the 
picture that formed in his mind corresponded to or deviated from the 
photograph it is even less profitable to ask. What we do know is that 
these artists went out into nature to look for material for a picture and 
their artistic wisdom led them to organize the elements of the landscape 
into works of art of marvelous complexity that bear as much relationship 
to a surveyor's record as a poem bears to a police report.

Does this mean, then, that we are altogether on a useless quest? That 
artistic truth differs so much from prosaic truth that the question of 
objectivity must never be asked? I do not think so. We must only be a 
little more circumspect in our formulation of the question.

II

t h e  n a t i o n a l  g a l l e r y  in Washington possesses a landscape painting 
by a nineteenth-century artist which almost seems made to clarify this 
issue.

It is an attractive picture by George Inness of The Lackawanna Valley 
[40], which we know from the master's son was commissioned in 1855 
as an advertisement for a railroad. At the time there was only one track 
running into the roundhouse, “but the president insisted on having four 
or five painted in, easing his conscience by explaining that the road
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would eventually have them.” Inness protested, and we can see that 
when he finally gave in for the sake of his family, he shamefacedly hid 
the patch with the nonexistent tracks behind puffs of smoke. To him this 
patch was a lie, and no aesthetic explanation about mental images or 
higher truth could have disputed this away.

But, strictly speaking, the lie was not in the painting. It was in the 
advertisement, if it claimed by caption or implication that the painting 
gave accurate information about the facilities of the railway's round-
houses. In a different context the same picture might have illustrated a 
true statement—for instance, if the president had taken it to a share-
holders' meeting to demonstrate improvements he was anxious to make. 
Indeed in that case, Inness' rendering of the nonexistent tracks might 
conceivably have given the engineer some hints about where to lay them. 
It would have served as a sketch or blueprint.

Logicians tell us-and  they are not people to be easily gainsaid— 
that the terms “true” and “false” can only be applied to statements, prop-
ositions. And whatever may be the usage of critical parlance, a picture
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is never a statement in that sense of the term. It can no more be true or 
false than a statement can be blue or green. Much confusion has been 
caused in aesthetics by disregarding this simple fact. It is an understand-
able confusion because in our culture pictures are usually labeled, and 
labels, or captions, can be understood as abbreviated statements. When 
it is said “the camera cannot lie,” this confusion is apparent. Propaganda 
in wartime often made use of photographs falsely labeled to accuse or 
exculpate one of the warring parties. Even in scientific illustrations it is 
the caption which determines the truth of the picture. In a cause célebre 
of the last century, the embryo of a pig, labeled as a human embryo to 
prove a theory of evolution, brought about the downfall of a great reputa-
tion. Without much reflection, we can all expand into statements the 
laconic captions we find in museums and books. When we read the name 
“Ludwig Richter” under a landscape painting, we know we are thus in-
formed that he painted it and can begin arguing whether this informa-
tion is true or false. When we read “Tivoli,” we infer the picture is to be 
taken as a view of that spot, and we can again agree or disagree with 
the label. How and when we agree, in such a case, will largely depend on 
what we want to know about the object represented. The Bayeux tapestry, 
for instance, tells us there was a battle at Hastings. It does not tell us 
what Hastings “looked like.”

Now the historian knows that the information pictures were expected 
to provide differed widely in different periods. Not only were images 
scarce in the past, but so were the public’s opportunities to check their 
captions. How many people ever saw their ruler in the flesh at sufficiently 
close quarters to recognize his likeness? How many traveled widely 
enough to tell one city from another? It is hardly surprising, therefore, 
that pictures of people and places changed their captions with sovereign 
disregard for truth. The print sold on the market as a portrait of a king 
would be altered to represent his successor or enemy.

There is a famous example of this indifference to truthful captions 
in one of the most ambitious publishing projects of the early printing 
press, Hartmann Schedel’s so-called “Nuremberg Chronicle” with wood- 
cuts by Dürer’s teacher Wolgemut. What an opportunity such a volume 
should give the historian to see what the world was like at the time of 
Columbus! But as we turn the pages of this big folio, we find the same
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woodcut of a medieval city recurring with different captions as Damascus, 
Ferrara, Milan, and Mantua [41, 42]. Unless we are prepared to believe 
these cities were as indistinguishable from one another as their suburbs 
may be today, we must conclude that neither the publisher nor the public 
minded whether the captions told the truth. All they were expected to do 
was to bring home to the reader that these names stood for cities.

These varying standards of illustration and documentation are of 
interest to the historian of representation precisely because he can soberly 
test the information supplied by picture and caption without becoming 
entangled too soon in problems of aesthetics. Where it is a question of 
information imparted by the image, the comparison with the correctly 
labeled photograph should be of obvious value. Three topographical prints 
representing various approaches to the perfect picture post card should 
suffice to exemplify the results of such an analysis.

The first [43] shows a view of Rome from a German sixteenth- 
century newssheet reporting a catastrophic flood when the Tiber burst 
its banks. Where in Rome could the artist have seen such a timber 
structure, a castle with black-and-white walls, and a steep roof such as 
might be found in Nuremberg? Is this also a view of a German town 
with a misleading caption? Strangely enough, it is not. The artist, who-
ever he was, must have made some effort to portray the scene, for this 
curious building turns out to be the Castel Sant’ Angelo in Rome, which 
guards the bridge across the Tiber. A comparison with a photograph
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Castel San t* Angelo, Rome

43 An o n y m o u s : 1557, w oodcut

44 A n o n y m o u s : c . 1540, pen and ink

45 Modern photograph

44 45

[45] shows that it does embody quite a number of features which belong 
or belonged to the castle: the angel on the roof that gives it its name, 
the main round bulk, founded on Hadrian’s mausoleum, and the out-
works with the bastions that we know were there [44].

I am fond of this coarse woodcut because its very crudeness allows 
us to study the mechanism of portrayal as in a slow-motion picture. 
There is no question here of the artist’s having deviated from the motif 
in order to express his mood or his aesthetic preferences. It is doubtful, in 
fact, whether the designer of the woodcut ever saw Rome. He probably 
adapted a view of the city in order to illustrate the sensational news. He 
knew the Castel Sant’ Angelo to be a castle, and so he selected from the 
drawer of his mental stereotypes the appropriate cliché for a castle-a 
German Burg with its timber structure and high-pitched roof. But he did 
not simply repeat his stereotype—he adapted it to its particular function



Cathedral of Notre Dame, Paris

46 M e r i a N: c . 1635, engraving

47 Modern photograph

by embodying certain distinctive features which he knew belonged to 
that particular building in Rome. He supplies some information over and 
above the fact tha t there is a castle by a bridge.

Once we pay attention to this principle of the adapted stereotype, we 
also find it where we would be less likely to expect it: that is, within the 
idiom of illustrations, which look much more flexible and therefore 
plausible.

The example from the seventeenth century, from the views of Paris 
by that well-known and skillful topographical artist Matthaus Merian, 
represents Notre Dame and gives, at first, quite a convincing rendering of 
that famous church [46]. Comparison with the real building [47], how-
ever, demonstrates that Merian has proceeded in exactly the same way 
as the anonymous German woodcutter. As a child of the seventeenth 
century, his notion of a church is that of a lofty symmetrical building
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with large, rounded windows, and that is how he designs Notre Dame. 
He places the transept in the center with four large, rounded windows 
on either side, while the actual view shows seven narrow, pointed Gothic 
windows to the west and six in the choir. Once more portrayal means for 
Merian the adaptation or adjustment of his formula or scheme for 
churches to a particular building through the addition of a number of 
distinctive features—enough to make it recognizable and even acceptable 
to those who are not in search of architectural information. If this hap-
pened to be the only document extant to tell us about the Cathedral of 
Paris, we would be very much misled.

One last example in this series: a nineteenth-century lithograph [48] 
of Chartres Cathedral, done in the heyday of English topographical art. 
Here, surely, we might expect a faithful visual record. By comparison 
with the previous instances, the artist really gives a good deal of accurate 
information about that famous building. But he, too, it turns out, cannot 
escape the limitations which his time and interests impose on him. He is 
a romantic to whom the French cathedrals are the greatest flowers of the

C athedral of N otre D am e, C hartres

48 Ga r l a n d : 1836, engraving  a fter  lithograph  49 M odern photograph
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Gothic centuries, the true age of faith. And so he conceives of Chartres as 
a Gothic structure with pointed arches and fails to record the Romanesque 
rounded windows of the west façade, which have no place in his universe 
of form [49].

I do not want to be misunderstood here. I do not want to prove by 
these examples that all representation must be inaccurate or that all 
visual documents before the advent of photography must be misleading. 
Clearly, if we had pointed out to the artist his mistake, he could have 
further modified his scheme and rounded the windows. My point is rather 
that such matching will always be a step-by-step process-how long it 
takes and how hard it is will depend on the choice of the initial schema 
to be adapted to the task of serving as a portrait. I believe that in this 
respect these humble documents do indeed tell us a lot about the proce-
dure of any artist who wants to make a truthful record of an individual 
form. He begins not with his visual impression but with his idea or 
concept: the German artist with his concept of a castle that he applies 
as well as he can to that individual castle, Merian with his idea of a 
church, and the lithographer with his stereotype of a cathedral. The 
individual visual information, those distinctive features I have mentioned, 
are entered, as it were, upon a pre-existing blank or formulary. And, as 
often happens with blanks, if they have no provisions for certain kinds of 
information we consider essential, it is just too bad for the information.

The comparison, by the way, between the formularies of administra-
tion and the artist’s stereotypes is not my invention. In medieval parlance 
there was one word for both, a simile, or pattern, that is applied to 
individual incidents in law no less than in pictorial art.

And just as the lawyer or the statistician could plead that he could 
never get hold of the individual case without some sort of framework 
provided by his forms or blanks, so the artist could argue that it makes 
no sense to look at a motif unless one has learned how to classify and 
catch it within the network of a schematic form. This, at least, is the 
conclusion to which psychologists have come who knew nothing of our 
historical series but who set out to investigate the procedure anyone 
adopts when copying what is called a “nonsense figure,” an inkblot, let 
us say, or an irregular patch. By and large, it appears, the procedure is 
always the same. The draftsman tries first to classify the blot and fit it
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into some sort of familiar schema-he will say, for instance, that it is 
triangular or that it looks like a fish. Having selected such a schema to 
fit the form approximately, he will proceed to adjust it, noticing for 
instance that the triangle is rounded at the top, or that the fish ends in a 
pigtail. Copying, we learn from these experiments, proceeds through the 
rhythms of schema and correction. The schema is not the product of a 
process of “abstraction,” of a tendency to “simplify”; it represents the first 
approximate, loose category which is gradually tightened to fit the form 
it is to reproduce.

I l l

o n e  mo r e  important point emerges from these psychological discussions 
of copying: it is dangerous to confuse the way a figure is drawn with 
the way it is seen. “Reproducing the simplest figures,” writes Professor 
Zangwill, “constitutes a process itself by no means psychologically simple. 
This process typically displays an essentially constructive or reconstruc-
tive character, and with the subjects employed, reproduction was 
mediated pre-eminently through the agency of verbal and geometrical 
formulae. . . .”

If a figure is flashed on a screen for a short moment, we cannot retain 
it without some appropriate classification. The label given it will influence 
the choice of a schema. If we happen to hit on a good description we will 
succeed best in the task of reconstruction. In a famous investigation by 
F. C. Bartlett, students had to draw such a “nonsense figure” [50] from 
memory. Some called it a pickax and consequently drew it with pointed 
prongs. Others accepted it as an anchor and subsequently exaggerated 
the size of the ring. There was only one person who reproduced the shape 
correctly. He was a student who had labeled the shape for himself “a 
pre-historic battle axe.” Maybe he was trained in classifying such objects 
and was therefore able to portray the figure that happened to correspond 
to a schema with which he was familiar.

Where such a pre-existing category is lacking, distortion sets in. Its 
effects become particularly amusing when the psychologist imitates the 
parlor game of “drawing consequences.” Thus F. C. Bartlett had an 
Egyptian hieroglyph copied and recopied till it gradually assumed the 
familiar shape and formula of a pussycat [51].

50
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To the art historian these experiments are of interest because they 
help to clarify certain fundamentals. The student of medieval art, for 
instance, is constantly brought up against the problem of tradition 
through copy. Thus the copies of classical coins by Celtic and Teutonic 
tribes have become fashionable of late as witnesses to the barbaric “will- 
to-form” [52]. These tribes, it is implied, rejected classical beauty in 
favor of the abstract ornament. Maybe they really disapproved of nat-
uralistic shapes, but if they did we would need other evidence. The fact 
that in being copied and recopied the image became assimilated into the 
schemata of their own craftsmen demonstrates the same tendency which 
made the German woodcut transform the Castel Sant’ Angelo into a

52 A n cien t B ritish  coins and  ( le f t )  the Greek m odels
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timbered Burg. The “will-to-form” is rather a “will-to-make-conform,” the 
assimilation of any new shape to the schemata and patterns an artist 
has learned to handle.

The Northumbrian scribes were marvelously skilled in the weaving of 
patterns and the shaping of letters. Confronted with the task of copying 
the image of a man, the symbol of St. Matthew, from a very different 
tradition, they were quite satisfied to build it up from those units they 
could handle so well. The solution in the famous Echternach Gospels 
[53] is s0 ingenious as to arouse our admiration. It is creative, not be-
cause it differs from the presumed pro to type-Bartlett’s pussycat also dif-
fers from the owl—but because it copes with the challenge of the unfamil-
iar in a surprising and successful way. The artist handles the letter forms 
as he handles his medium, with complete assurance in creating from it 
the symbolic image of a man.

But did the designer of the Bayeux tapestry [37] act very differently? 
He was obviously trained in the intricate interlace work of eleventh-century 
ornament and adjusted these forms as far as he thought necessary to 
signify trees. Within his universe of form this procedure was both in-
genious and consistent.

Could he have done otherwise? Could he have inserted naturalistic 
renderings of beeches or firs if only he had wanted to? The student of 
art is generally discouraged from asking this question. He is supposed to 
look for explanations of style in the artist’s will rather than in his skill. 
Moreover, the historian has little use for questions of might-have-been. 
But is not this reluctance to ask about the degree of freedom that exists 
for artists to change and modify their idiom one of the reasons why we 
have made so little progress in the explanation of style?

In the study of art no less than in the study of man, the mysteries 
of success are frequently best revealed through an investigation of fail-
ures. Only a pathology of representation will give us some insight into the 
mechanisms which enabled the masters to handle this instrument with 
such assurance.

Not only must we surprise the artist when he is confronted with an 
unfamiliar task that he cannot easily adjust to his means; we must also 
know that his aim was in fact portrayal. Given these conditions, we may 
do without the actual comparison between photograph and representation
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that was our starting point. For, after all, nature is sufficiently uniform 
to allow us to judge the information value of a picture even when we 
have never seen the specimen portrayed. The beginnings of illustrated re-
portage, therefore, provide another test case where we need have nc 
doubt about the will and can, consequently, concentrate on the skill.

IV

55 Vi l l a r d  d e  Ho n n e c o u r t  : Lion and  
Porcupine, c. 1235, pen  and ink

pe r h a ps  the earliest instance of this kind dates 
back more than three thousand years, to the be-
ginnings of the New Kingdom in Egypt, when the 
Pharaoh Thutmose included in his picture chroni-
cle of the Syrian campaign a record of plants he 
had brought back to Egypt [54]. The inscription, 
though somewhat mutilated, tells us that Pharaoh 
pronounces these pictures to be “the truth.” Yet 
botanists have found it hard to agree on what 
plants may have been meant by these renderings. 
The schematic shapes are not sufficiently differ-
entiated to allow secure identification.

An even more famous example comes from the 
period when medieval art was at its height, from 
the volume of plans and drawings by the Gothic 
master builder, Villard de Honnecourt, which tells
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us so much about the practice and outlook of the men who created the 
French cathedrals. Among the many architectural, religious, and symbolic 
drawings of striking skill and beauty to be found in this volume, there is a 
curiously stiff picture of a lion, seen en face [55]. To us, it looks like an 
ornamental or heraldic image, but Villard’s caption tells us that he regarded 
it in a different light: “Et sacies bien,” he says, “quil fu contrefais al vif.” 
“Know well that it is drawn from life.” These words obviously had a very 
different meaning for Villard than they have for us. He can have meant 
only that he had drawn his schema in the presence of a real lion. How 
much of his visual observation he allowed to enter into the formula is a 
different matter.

Once more the broadsheets of popular art show us to what extent 
this attitude survived the Renaissance. The letterpress of a German wood- 
cut from the sixteenth century informs us that we here see “the exact 
counterfeit” of a kind of locust that invaded Europe in menacing swarms 
[56]. But the zoologist would be rash to infer from this inscription that 
there existed an entirely different species of creatures that has never 
been recorded since. The artist had again used a familiar schema, com-
pounded of animals he had learned to portray, and the traditional formula 
for locusts that he knew from an Apocalypse where the locust plague 
was illustrated. Perhaps the fact that the German word for a locust is 
Heupferd (hay horse) tempted him to adopt a schema of a horse for the 
rendering of the insect’s prance.

The creation of such a name and the creation of the image have, in 
fact, much in common. Both proceed by classifying the unfamiliar with
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the familiar, or more exactly, to remain in the zoological sphere, by 
creating a subspecies. Since the locust is called a kind of horse it must 
therefore share some of its distinctive features.

The caption of a Roman print of 1601 [57] is as explicit as that of 
the German woodcut. It claims the engraving represents a giant whale 
that had been washed ashore near Ancona the same year and “was 
drawn accurately from nature.” (“ Ritrqui dal naturale appunto.”) 
The claim would be more trustworthy if there did not exist an earlier 
print recording a similar “scoop” from the Dutch coast in 1598 [58]. 
But surely the Dutch artists of the late sixteenth century, those masters 
of realism, would be able to portray a whale? Not quite, it seems, for the 
creature looks suspiciously as if it had ears, and whales with ears, I am 
assured on higher authority, do not exist. The draftsman probably mis-
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took one of the whale’s flippers for an ear and therefore placed it far too 
close to the eye. He, too, was misled by a familiar schema, the schema 
of the typical head. To draw an unfamiliar sight presents greater diffi-
culties than is usually realized. And this, I suppose, was also the reason 
why the Italian preferred to copy the whale from another print. We need 
not doubt the part of the caption that tells the news from Ancona, but to 
portray it again "from the life” was not worth the trouble.

In this respect, the fate of exotic creatures in the illustrated books of 
the last few centuries before the advent of photography is as instructive 
as it is amusing. When Dürer published his famous woodcut of a rhinoc-
eros [59], he had to rely on secondhand evidence which he filled in from 
his own imagination, colored, no doubt, by what he had learned of the 
most famous of exotic beasts, the dragon with its armored body. Yet it 
has been shown that this half-invented creature served as a model for 
all renderings of the rhinoceros, even in natural-history books, up to the 
eighteenth century. When, in 1790,
James Bruce published a drawing of 
the beast [60] in his Travels to Dis-
cover the Source of the Nile, he 
proudly showed that he was aware of 
this fact:

"The animal represented in this 
drawing is a native of Tcherkin, near 
Ras el Feel . . . and this is the 
first drawing of the rhinoceros with a

59 Dü r e r : R hinoceros. 1515, w oodcu t

60 He a t h : R hinoceros of A frica. 
1789, engraving 61 A frican  rh inoceros
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double horn that has ever yet been presented to the public. The first 
figure of the Asiatic rhinoceros, the species having but one horn, was 
painted by Albert Durer, from the life. . . .  It was wonderfully ill- 
executed in all its parts, and was the origin of all the monstrous forms 
under which that animal has been painted, ever since. . . . Several 
modem philosophers have made amends for this in our days; Mr. Parsons, 
Mr. Edwards, and the Count de Buffon, have given good figures of it 
from life; they have indeed some faults, owing chiefly to preconceived 
prejudices and inattention. . . . This . . .  is the first that has been pub-
lished with two horns, it is designed from the life, and is an African.”

If proof were needed that the difference between the medieval drafts-
man and his eighteenth-century descendant is only one of degree, it 
could be found here. For the illustration, presented with such flourishes 
of trumpets, is surely not free from “preconceived prejudices” and the 
all-pervading memory of Diirer’s woodcut. We do not know exactly what 
species of rhinoceros the artist saw at Ras el Feel, and the comparison of 
his picture with a photograph taken in Africa [61] may not, therefore, 
be quite fair. But I am told that none of the species known to zoologists 
corresponds to the engraving claimed to be drawn al vif!

The story repeats itself whenever a rare specimen is introduced into 
Europe. Even the elephants that populate the paintings of the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries have been shown to stem from a very few 
archetypes and to embody all their curious features, despite the fact that 
information about elephants was not particularly hard to come by.

These examples demonstrate, in somewhat grotesque magnification, 
a tendency which the student of art has learned to reckon with. The 
familiar will always remain the likely starting point for the rendering of 
the unfamiliar; an existing representation will always exert its spell over 
the artist even while he strives to record the truth. Thus it was remarked 
by ancient critics that several famous artists of antiquity had made 
a strange mistake in the portrayal of horses: they had represented them 
with eyelashes on the lower lid, a feature which belongs to the human 
eye but not to that of the horse. A German ophthalmologist who studied 
the eyes of Diirer’s portraits, which to the layman appear to be such tri-
umphs of painstaking accuracy, reports somewhat similar mistakes. Ap-
parently not even Dürer knew what eyes “really look like.”
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This should not give us cause for surprise, for the greatest of all the 
visual explorers, Leonardo himself, has been shown to have made mis-
takes in his anatomical drawings. Apparently he drew features of the 
human heart which Galen made him expect but which he cannot have 
seen.

The study of pathology is meant to increase our understanding of 
health. The sway of schemata did not prevent the emergence of an art

of scientific illustration that sometimes succeeds in packing more correct 
visual information into the image than even a photograph contains. But 
the diagrammatic maps of muscles in our illustrated anatomies [62] are 
not “transcripts” of things seen but the work of trained observers who 
build up the picture of a specimen that has been revealed to them in 
years of patient study.

Now in this sphere of scientific illustration it obviously makes sense 
to say that Thutmose’s artists or Villard himself could not have done what 
the modern illustrator can do. They lacked the relevant schemata, their 
starting point was too far removed from their motif, and their style was 
too rigid to allow a sufficiently supple adjustment. For so much cer-
tainly emerges from a study of portrayal in a rt: you cannot create a faith-
ful image out of nothing. You must have learned the trick if only from 
other pictures you have seen.

62 M uscles of the n eck , from  G ray’s 
“A n a tom y”
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V

i n  o u r  c u l t u r e , where pictures exist in such profusion, it is difficult to 
demonstrate this basic fact. There are freshmen in art schools who have 
facility in the objective rendering of motifs that would appear to belie 
this assumption. But those who have given art classes in other cultural 
settings tell a different story. James Cheng, who taught painting to a 
group of Chinese trained in different conventions, once told me of a 
sketching expedition he made with his students to a famous beauty spot, 
one of Peking’s old city gates. The task baffled them. In the end, one of 
the students asked to be given at least a picture post card of the 
building so that they would have something to copy. It is stories such as 
these, stories of breakdowns, that explain why art has a history and 
artists need a style adapted to a task.

I cannot illustrate this revealing incident. But luck allows us to study 
the next stage, as it were-the adjustment of the traditional vocabu-
lary of Chinese art to the unfamiliar task of topographical portrayal in 
the Western sense. For some decades Chiang Yee, a Chinese writer and 
painter of great gifts and charm, has delighted us with contemplative rec-

63 Ch i a n g  Ye e : C o w s  in  D erw en tw ater. 1936, b ru sh  and in k



64 An o n y m o u s : D erw en tzva ter, looking tow ard  
B orrow dale. 1826, lithograph

ords of the Silent Traveller, books in which he tells of his encounters 
with scenes and people of the English and Irish countryside and else-
where. I take an illustration [63] from the volume on the English Lakeland.

It is a view of Derwentwater. Here we have crossed the line that 
separates documentation from art. Mr. Chiang Yee certainly enjoys the 
adaptation of the Chinese idiom to a new purpose; he wants us to see 
the English scenery for once "through Chinese eyes.” But it is precisely 
for this reason that it is so instructive to compare his view with a typical 
"picturesque” rendering from the Romantic period [64]. We see how the 
relatively rigid vocabulary of the Chinese tradition acts as a selective 
screen which admits only the features for which schemata exist. The 
artist will be attracted by motifs which can be rendered in his idiom. 
As he scans the landscape, the sights which can be matched success-
fully with the schemata he has learned to handle will leap forward as 
centers of attention. The style, like the medium, creates a mental set 
which makes the artist look for certain aspects in the scene around
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him that he can render. Painting is an activity, and the artist will there-
fore tend to see what he paints rather than to paint what he sees.

It is this interaction between style and preference which Nietzsche 
summed up in his mordant comment on the claims of realism:

“All Nature faithfully”—But by what feint
Can Nature be subdued to arfs constraint?
Her smallest fragment is still infinite!
And so he paints but what he likes in it.
What does he like? He likes, what he can paintl

There is more in this observation than just a cool reminder of the 
limitations of artistic means. We catch a glimpse of the reasons why these 
limitations will never obtrude themselves within the domain of art it-
self. Art presupposes mastery, and the greater the artist the more surely 
will he instinctively avoid a task where his mastery would fail to serve him. 
The layman may wonder whether Giotto could have painted a view of 
Fiesole in sunshine, but the historian will suspect that, lacking the means, 
he would not have wanted to, or rather that he could not have wanted to. 
We like to assume, somehow, that where there is a will there is also a 
way, but in matters of art the maxim should read that only where there 
is a way is there also a will. The individual can enrich the ways and 
means that his culture offers him; he can hardly wish for something 
that he has never known is possible.

The fact that artists tend to look for motifs for which their style and 
training equip them explains why the problem of representational skill 
looks different to the historian of art and to the historian of visual 
information. The one is concerned with success, the other must also 
observe the failures. But these failures suggest that we sometimes assume a 
little rashly that the ability of art to portray the visible world devel-
oped, as it were, along a uniform front. We know of specialists in art— 
of Claude Lorrain, the master of landscape whose figure paintings were 
poor, of Frans Hals who concentrated almost exclusively on portraits. 
May not skill as much as will have dictated this type of preference? Is 
not all naturalism in the art of the past selective?

A somewhat Philistine experiment would suggest that it is. Take the 
next magazine containing snapshots of crowds and street scenes and
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walk with it through any art gallery to see how many gestures and types 
that occur in life can be matched from old paintings. Even Dutch genre 
paintings that appear to mirror life in all its bustle and variety will turn 
out to be created from a limited number of types and gestures, much 
as the apparent realism of the picaresque novel or of Restoration comedy 
still applies and modifies stock figures which can be traced back for 
centuries. There is no neutral naturalism. The artist, no less than the 
writer, needs a vocabulary before he can embark on a “copy” of reality.

VI

e v e r y t h i n g  p o i n t s  to the conclusion that the phrase the ‘language of  

art” is more than a loose metaphor, that even to describe the visible world 
in images we need a developed system of schemata. This conclusion 
rather clashes with the traditional distinction, often discussed in the 
eighteenth century, between spoken words which are conventional signs 
and painting which uses “natural” signs to “imitate” reality. It is a plausi-
ble distinction, but it has led to certain difficulties. If we assume, with 
this tradition, that natural signs can simply be copied from nature, the 
history of art represents a complete puzzle. It has become increasingly 
clear since the late nineteenth century that primitive art and child art 
use a language of symbols rather than “natural signs.” To account for this 
fact it was postulated that there must be a special kind of art grounded 
not on seeing but rather on knowledge, an art which operates with “con-
ceptual images.” The child—it is argued-does not look at trees; he 
is satisfied with the “conceptual” schema of a tree that fails to correspond 
to any reality since it does not embody the characteristics of, say, birch 
or beech, let alone those of individual trees. This reliance on construction 
rather than on imitation was attributed to the peculiar mentality of 
children and primitives who live in a world of their own.

But we have come to realize that this distinction is unreal. Gustaf 
Britsch and Rudolf Arnheim have stressed that there is no opposition be-
tween the crude map of the world made by a child and the richer map 
presented in naturalistic images. All art originates in the human mind, 
in our reactions to the world rather than in the visible world itself, and 
it is precisely because all art is “conceptual” that all representations are 
recognizable by their style.
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Without some starting point, some initial schema, we could never get 
hold of the flux of experience. Without categories, we could not sort our 
impressions. Paradoxically, it has turned out that it matters relatively 
little what these first categories are. We can always adjust them accord-
ing to need. Indeed, if the schema remains loose and flexible, such initial 
vagueness may prove not a hindrance but a help. An entirely fluid sys-
tem would no longer serve its purpose; it could not register facts because 
it would lack pigeonholes. But how we arrange the first filing system is 
not very relevant.

The progress of learning, of adjustment through trial and error, can 
be compared to the game of “Twenty Questions,” where we identify an 
object through inclusion or exclusion along any network of classes. The 
traditional initial schema of “animal, vegetable, or mineral” is certainly 
neither scientific nor very suitable, but it usually serves us well enough 
to narrow down our concepts by submitting them to the corrective test 
of “yes” or “no.” The example of this parlor game has become popular of 
late as an illustration of that process of articulation through which we 
learn to adjust ourselves to the infinite complexity of this world. It in-
dicates, however crudely, the way in which not only organisms but even 
machines may be said to “learn” by trial and error. Engineers at their thrill-
ing work on what they call “servo mechanisms,” that is, self-adjusting 
machines, have recognized the importance of some kind of “initiative” 
on the part of the machine. The first move such a machine may make 
will be, and indeed must be, a random movement, a shot in the dark. 
Provided a report of success or failure, hit or miss, can be fed back into 
the machine, it will increasingly avoid the wrong moves and repeat the 
correct ones. One of the pioneers in this field has recently described this 
machine rhythm of schema and correction in a striking verbal formula: 
he calls all learning “an arboriform stratification of guesses about the 
world.” Arboriform, we may take it, here describes the progressive crea-
tion of classes and subclasses such as might be described in a diagram-
matic account of “Twenty Questions.”

We seem to have drifted far from the discussion of portrayal. But it 
is certainly possible to look at a portrait as a schema of a head modi-
fied by the distinctive features about which we wish to convey infor-
mation. The American police sometimes employ draftsmen to aid wit-
nesses in the identification of criminals. They may draw any vague
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face, a random schema, and let witnesses guide their modifications of 
selected features simply by saying “yes” or “no” to various suggested 
standard alterations until the face is sufficiently individualized for a 
search in the files to be profitable. This account of portrait drawing by 
remote control may well be over-tidy, but as a parable it may serve 
its purpose. It reminds us that the starting point of a visual record is 
not knowledge but a guess conditioned by habit and tradition.

Need we infer from this fact that there is no such thing as an ob-
jective likeness? That it makes no sense to ask, for instance, whether 
Chiang Yee’s view of Derwentwater is more or less correct than the nine-
teenth-century lithograph in which the formulas of classical landscapes 
were applied to the same task? It is a tempting conclusion and one which 
recommends itself to the teacher of art appreciation because it brings 
home to the layman how much of what we call “seeing” is conditioned by 
habits and expectations. It is all the more important to clarify how far 
this relativism will take us. I believe it rests on the confusion between 
pictures, words, and statements which we saw arising the moment truth 
was ascribed to paintings rather than to captions.

If all art is conceptual, the issue is rather simple. For concepts, like 
pictures, cannot be true or false. They can only be more or less useful 
for the formation of descriptions. The words of a language, like pictorial 
formulas, pick out from the flux of events a few signposts which allow us 
to give direction to our fellow speakers in that game of “Twenty Ques-
tions” in which we are engaged. Where the needs of users are similar, 
the signposts will tend to correspond. We can mostly find equivalent 
terms in English, French, German, and Latin, and hence the idea has 
taken root that concepts exist independently of language as the constit-
uents of “reality.” But the English language erects a signpost on the road- 
fork between “clock” and “watch” where the German has only “Ufar.” The 
sentence from the German primer, “Meine Tante hat eine Uhr,” leaves us 
in doubt whether the aunt has a clock or a watch. Either of the two trans-
lations may be wrong as a description of a fact. In Swedish, by the way, 
there is an additional roadfork to distinguish between aunts who are 
“father’s sisters,” those who are “mother’s sisters,” and those who are just 
ordinary aunts. If we were to play our game in Swedish we would need 
additional questions to get at the truth about the timepiece.

This simple example brings out the fact, recently emphasized by
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Benjamin Lee Whorf, that language does not give name to pre-existing 
things or concepts so much as it articulates the world of our experience. 
The images of art, we suspect, do the same. But this difference in styles or 
languages need not stand in the way of correct answers and descriptions. 
The world may be approached from a different angle and the informa-
tion given may yet be the same.

From the point of view of information there is surely no difficulty in 
discussing portrayal. To say of a drawing that it is a correct view of 
Tivoli does not mean, of course, that Tivoli is bounded by wiry lines. It 
means that those who understand the notation will derive no false infor-
mation from the drawing-whether it gives the contour in a few lines 
or picks out “every blade of grass” as Richter’s friends wanted to do. The 
complete portrayal might be the one which gives as much correct infor-
mation about the spot as we would obtain if we looked at it from the 
very spot where the artist stood.

Styles, like languages, differ in the sequence of articulation and in 
the number of questions they allow the artist to ask; and so complex is 
the information that reaches us from the visible world that no picture 
will ever embody it all. This is not due to the subjectivity of vision but 
to its richness. Where the artist has to copy a human product he can, 
of course, produce a facsimile which is indistinguishable from the origi-
nal. The forger of banknotes succeeds only too well in effacing his per-
sonality and the limitations of a period style.

But what matters to us is that the correct portrait, like the useful 
map, is an end product on a long road through schema and correction. 
It is not a faithful record of a visual experience but the faithful con-
struction of a relational model.

Neither the subjectivity of vision nor the sway of conventions need 
lead us to deny that such a model can be constructed to any required 
degree of accuracy. What is decisive here is clearly the word “required.” 
The form of a representation cannot be divorced from its purpose and 
the requirements of the society in which the given visual language gains 
currency.
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Ill

Pygmalion’s Power

Once there was an old man whose name was Nahokoboni. He was 
troubled in his mind because he had no daughter, and who could 
look after him if he had no son-in-law? Being a witch doctor, he 
therefore carved himself a daughter out of a plum tree. . . .

A fairy tale of the Guiana Indians

I

EVER SI NCE the Greek philosophers called art an “imitation of na-
ture” their successors have been busy affirming, denying, or qualifying 
this definition. The first two chapters of this book have the same purpose. 
They try to show some of the limits of this aim toward a perfect “imita-
tion” set by the nature of the medium on the one hand and by the psy-
chology of artistic procedure on the other. Everybody knows that this 
imitaton has ceased to be the concern of artists today. But is this a new 
departure? Were the Greeks right even in their description of the aims 
of the artists in the past?

Their own mythology would have told them a different story. For it 
tells of an earlier and more awe-inspiring function of art when the artist 
did not aim at making a “likeness” but at rivaling creation itself. The 
most famous of these myths that crystallize belief in the power of art 
to create rather than to portray is the story of Pygmalion. Ovid turned 
it into an erotic novelette, but even in his perfumed version we can feel 
something of the thrill which the artist’s mysterious powers once gave to 
man.
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In Ovid, Pygmalion is a sculptor who wants to fashion a woman after 
his own heart and falls in love with the statue he makes. He prays to 
Venus for a bride modeled after that image, and the goddess turns the 
cold marble into a living body. It is a myth that has naturally captivated 
the imagination of artists, the solemn and somewhat maudlin dreams 
of Burne-Jones [65] no less than the irreverent mockery of Daumier 
[66]. Without the underlying promise of this myth, the secret hopes 
and fears that accompany the act of creation, there might be no art 
as we know it. One of the most original young painters of England, Lucien 
Freud, wrote very recently: “A moment of complete happiness never oc-
curs in the creation of a work of art. The promise of it is felt in the act 
of creation, but disappears towards the completion of the work. For it is 
then that the painter realises that it is only a picture he is painting. 
Until then he had almost dared to hope that the picture might spring 
to life.”

“Only a picture,” says Lucien Freud. It is a motif we find in the 
whole history of Western art; Vasari tells of Donatello at work on his 
Zuccone [67], looking at it suddenly and threatening the stone with a 
dreadful curse, “Speak, speak— favella,favella, che ti venga il cacasan- 
gue!” And the greatest wizard of them all, Leonardo da Vinci, extolled

65 B u r n e -Jo n e s : Pygmalion. 6 6  D a u m i e r : Pygmalion. 1842, lithograph



the power of the artist to create. In that hymn of praise 
to painting, the “Paragone,” he calls the painter “the Lord 
of all manner of people and of all things.” “If the painter 
wishes to see beauties to fall in love with, it is in his 
power to bring them forth, and if he wants to see mon-
strous things that frighten or are foolish or laughable or 
indeed to be pitied, he is their Lord and God.” [68, 69] 

Indeed, the power of art to rouse the passions is to 
him a token of its magic. Unlike the poet, he writes, the 
painter can so subdue the minds of men that they will 
fall in love with a painting that does not represent a real 
woman. “It happened to me,” he continues, “that I made 
a religious painting which was bought by one who so 
loved it that he wanted to remove the sacred representa-
tion so as to be able to kiss it without suspicion. Finally 
his conscience prevailed over his sighs and lust, but he 
had to remove the picture from his house.” If we think of

67 D o n a t e l l o : “Lo Zuccone.” 1423/1425, m arble

6 8 / 6 9  L e o n a r d o  d a  V i n c i : Grotesque heads, c. 1495 /  Leda. c. 1509. Pen and ink
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a work like the St. John and its transformation into a Bacchus [70], we 
may accept the plausibility of Leonardo’s account.

And yet Leonardo, if anyone, knew that the artist’s desire to create, 
to bring forth a second reality, finds its inexorable limits in the re-
strictions of his medium. I feel we catch an echo of the disillusionment 
with having created only a picture that we found in Lucien Freud when 
we read in Leonardo’s notes: “Painters often fall into despair . . . when 
they see that their paintings lack the roundness and the liveliness which 
we find in objects seen in the mirror . . . but it is impossible for a 
painting to look as rounded as a mirror image . . . except if you look 
at both with one eye only.”

70 (A ttributed, to )  Le o n a r d o  d a  
V i n c i : B acchus, c. 1 5 08 /1513
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Perhaps the passage betrays the ultimate reason for Leonardo’s deep 

dissatisfaction with his art, his reluctance to reach the fatal moment of 
completion: all the artist’s knowledge and imagination are of no avail, it is 
only a picture that he has been painting, and it will look flat. Small wonder 
that contemporaries describe him in his later years as most impatient of 
the brush and engrossed in mathematics. Mathematics was to help 
him to be the true maker. Today we read of Leonardo’s project to 
build a “flying machine,” but if we look into Leonardo’s notes we will 
not find such an expression. What he wants to make is a bird that will 
fly, and once more there is an exultant tone in the master’s famous 
prophecy that the bird would fly. It did not. And shortly afterward we 
find Leonardo lodging in the Vatican—at the time when Michelangelo 
and Raphael were there creating their most renowned works—quarrel-
ing with a German mirror maker and fixing wings and a beard to a tame 
lizard in order to frighten his visitors. He made a dragon, but it was 
only a whimsical footnote to a Promethean life. The claim to be a creator, 
a maker of things, passed from the painter to the engineer—leaving to 
the artist only the small consolation of being a maker of dreams.

II

t h i s  f a t e f u l  d i s t i n c t i o n  goes back to the very period when the “imi-
tation of nature” was first discovered and defined by the Greeks of the 
fourth century. There are few more influential discussions on the phi-
losophy of representation than the momentous passage in the Republic 
where Plato introduces the comparison between a painting and a mirror 
image. It has haunted the philosophy of art ever since. To re-examine 
his theory of ideas, Plato contrasts the painter with the carpenter. The 
carpenter who makes the couch translates the idea, or concept, of the 
couch into matter. The painter who represents the carpenter’s couch in 
one of his paintings only copies the appearance of one particular couch. 
He is thus twice removed from the idea. The metaphysical implications 
of Plato’s condemnation of art need not concern us. It is possible to 
translate his statement into terminology which does not operate with 
Platonic ideas. If you telephone a carpenter to order a couch, he must 
know what the word means, or, to put it somewhat pedantically, what
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pieces of furniture are subsumed under the concept “couch.” A painter who 
draws the interior of a room need not trouble his head about the names 
given in the furniture trade to the objects in front of him. He is not 
concerned with concepts or classes but with particular things.

But it is just because this analysis looks so plausible that we must 
probe it carefully. Is there really this difference between the carpenter 
who makes the couch and the painter who imitates it? Surely the dif-
ference cannot lie in the medium. Many a couch is designed first and 
worked out in a blueprint before it is made. In this case, Plato would 
have to admit the designer into his Ideal State because he, too, imitated 
the idea of the couch rather than any deceptive reality. But the example 
of Inness’ painting of the roundhouse in the previous chapter has shown 
that we cannot tell in any particular case whether the design is to 
serve as an instruction or as an imitation. A series of pictures of couches 
in a sales catalogue may be a promise that such pieces of furniture will 
be made to order, or that they have already been made; in an illustrated 
dictionary of English words they may be an “iconic sign,” a device to 
impart information about the meaning of the term.

The more we think about Plato’s famous distinction between making 
and imitating, the more these border lines become blurred. Plato speaks 
of the painter who “paints both reins and bit.” Unlike the horseman 
and the harness maker, Plato thought, the painter need have no knowl-
edge of these things. It is a doubtful assertion even in the case of paint-
ers. But what about the sculptor who fits a real metal bit to his marble 
horse, as many a sculptor has done? Or what, for that matter, of a sculp-
tor who represents a figure lying on a couch? Is he not also a maker?

Must it always be true that the sculptor’s couch is a representation? 
If we mean by this term that it must refer to something else, that it is a 
sign, then this will surely depend on the context. Put a real couch into 
a shop window and you thereby turn it into a sign. It is true that once 
this is its only function, you may choose a couch which is not good for 
anything else. You may also make a cardboard dummy. In other words, 
there is a smooth and even transition, dependent on function, between 
what Plato called “reality” and what he called “appearance.” On the stage 
no less than in the shop window, we can find the real couch side by side 
with flimsy imitations or furniture painted on a backdrop. Any one of
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these may become a sign to us if we question it for information about the 
type of object it stands for. To one person, let us say, the model airplane 
may be interesting for its reference; to the child, it will be just a toy 
that really works.

In the world of the child there is no clear distinction between reality 
and appearance. He can use the most unlikely tools for the most unlikely 
purposes-a table upside down for a spaceship, a basin for a crash 
helmet. For the context of the game it will serve its purpose rather well. 
The basin does not “represent” a crash helmet, it is a kind of improvised 
helmet, and it might even prove useful. There is no rigid division between 
the phantom and reality, truth and falsehood, at least not where human 
purpose and human action come into their own. What we call “culture” 
or “civilization” is based on man’s capacity to be a maker, to invent un-
expected uses, and to create artificial substitutes.

To us the word “artificial” seems immensely far removed from art. 
But this was not always so. The works of cunning craftsmen in myth 
and story include precious toys and intriguing machines, artificial sing-
ing birds, and angels blowing real trumpets. And when men turned from 
the admiration of artifice to the worship of nature, the landscape gar-
dener was called in to make artificial lakes, artificial waterfalls, and 
even artificial mountains. For the world of man is not only a world of 
things; it is a world of symbols where the distinction between reality and 
make-believe is itself unreal. The dignitary who lays the foundation stone 
will give it three taps with a silver hammer. The hammer is real, but is 
the blow? In this twilight region of the symbolic, no such questions are 
asked, and therefore no answers need be given.

When we make a snowman we do not feel, I submit, that we are 
constructing a phantom of a man. We are simply making a man of 
snow. We do not say, “Shall we represent a man who is smoking?” but 
“Shall we give him a pipe?” For the success of the operation, a real 
pipe may be just as good or better than a symbolic one made of a twig. 
It is only afterward that we may introduce the idea of reference, of the 
snowman’s representing somebody. We can make him a portrait or a 
caricature, or we can discover a likeness to someone and elaborate it. 
But always, I contend, making will come before matching, creation before 
reference. As likely as not, we will give our snowman a proper name,
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call him “Jimmie” or “Jeeves,” and will be sorry for him when he starts to 
slump and melt away.

But are we not still matching something when we make the snow-
man? Are we not at least modeling our creation after the idea of a man, 
like Plato’s craftsman who copied the idea of the couch? Or, if we reject 
this metaphysical interpretation, are we not imitating the image of a 
man we have in our mind? This is the traditional answer, but we have 
seen in the last chapter that it will not quite do. First of all, it makes the 
created image into a replica of something nobody has ever seen, the 
snowman we allegedly carry in our heads before we body it forth. 
Moreover there was no such pre-existent snowman. What happens is rather 
that we feel tempted to work the snow and balance the shapes till we recog-
nize a man. The pile of snow provides us with the first schema, which we 
correct until it satisfies our minimum definition. A symbolic man, to 
be sure, but still a member of the species man, subspecies snowman. 
What we learn from the study of symbolism, I contend, is precisely that 
to our minds the limits of these definitions are elastic.

This, once more, is the real issue. For Plato and those who followed 
him, definitions were something made in heaven. The idea of man, 
couch, or basin was something fixed eternally with rigid outlines and 
immutable laws. Most of the tangles into which the philosophy of art 
and the philosophy of symbolism got themselves can be traced back to 
this awe-inspiring starting point. For once you accept the argument 
that there are rigid classes of things, you must also describe their image 
as a phantom. But a phantom of what? What is the artist’s task when he 
represents a mountain—does he copy a particular mountain, an in-
dividual member of the class, as the topographic painter does, or does 
he, more loftily, copy the universal pattern, the idea of a mountain?

We know this to be an unreal dilemma. It is up to us how we define 
a mountain. We can make a mountain out of a molehill, or ask our land-
scape gardener to make one. We can accept the one or the other accord-
ing to our wish or whim. There is a fallacy in the idea that reality con-
tains such features as mountains and that, looking at one mountain after 
another, we slowly learn to generalize and to form the abstract idea of 
mountaineity. We have seen that both philosophy and psychology have 
revolted against this time-honored view. Neither in thought nor in per-
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ception do we learn to generalize. We learn to particularize, to articulate, 
to make distinction where before there was only an undifferentiated mass.

Ill

n o w h e r e , I believe, has more spectacular progress been made in the 
last few decades than in the investigation of the filing systems of the 
mind. Psychoanalysis has shown us one aspect of those reasons of which 
reason knows nothing, the study of animal behavior another.

In a previous chapter I called in aid those newly hatched chickens 
who categorize the shades of their dinner plates, not according to color, 
but according to brightness relationships. Their mother, the hen, will sit 
on a marble egg in the Pygmalion hope, we must assume, that it will 
come to life. This type of behavior has been investigated in sea gulls. If 
you remove an egg from the gull’s nest and put it nearby it will retrieve 
it. It will also retrieve other round objects—pebbles or potatoes, if they 
are sufficiently close in shape and touch to the egg—but it will leave 
angular and soft shapes untouched. For the gull, the class of egglike 
things is larger than our class of eggs. Its filing system is a little too wide, 
which makes errors possible, but not likely, in its wild state. It is on this 
range of classification that the scientist plays when he wants to deceive 
the gull. He cannot make eggs which would answer his own definition, 
to be sure, but he can make eggs which answer the gull’s definition and 
study the bird’s reactions to the image or counterfeit.

In recent years this making of dummies and images has become one 
of the most rewarding tools of the student of animal behavior. Following 
the thrilling discoveries of Konrad Lorenz about the way animals react 
to certain inborn cues, the scientist’s laboratory has turned into an artist’s 
workshop. In a famous series of experiments, N. Tinbergen made dum-
mies of sticklebacks to probe the reactions of the male fish [71]. The 
naturalistic dummy does not impress it much, unless it is red below, but 
the caricature with plenty of red arouses violent reaction. Indeed, there 
are cases when dummies arouse more reaction than the real thing— 
they exhibit what are called the “releasers” in a purer, more recognizable 
form than life situations ever provide. But sometimes life also plays its 
tricks, particularly on animals in captivity. Tinbergen’s sticklebacks 71
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always postured in their aquarium when red mail trucks passed the win-
dow at some distance, for to their brains red stands for danger and 
rivalry.

On the theory of abstraction you would be forced to say the gull 
knew what potatoes had in common with eggs, or the stickleback gen-
eralized to such an extent from the fact that red sticklebacks are danger-
ous that he concluded the same must be true of red trucks. Not that 
anybody ever held this view, but it must be made explicit if we are to 
combat the idea that the creation of a symbol, or image, constitutes a 
particular feat of abstraction. On the contrary. It could not happen if 
we, too, were not prone to extend the classes of things beyond their ra-
tional groups-if we, too, would not react to minimum images.

Now, I do not believe that the mystery of Raphael will one day be 
solved through the study of gulls. My sympathies are all with those who 
warn us against rash speculations about inborn reactions in man— 
whether they come from the racialist camp or that of Jung. The dignity 
of man, as Pico della Mirándola felt, lies precisely in his Protean capacity 
for change. We are not simple slot machines which begin to tick when 
coins are dropped into us, for, unlike the stickleback, we have what psy-
choanalysts call an “ego” which tests reality and shapes the impulses 
from the id. And so we can remain in control while we half-surrender to 
counterfeit coins, to symbols and substitutes. Our twin nature, poised be-

7 2  F o u g a s s e : Illustration for a leaflet
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tween animality and rationality, finds expression in that twin world of 
symbolism with its willing suspension of disbelief.

One example must suffice. It can be argued, and has been argued, 
that we respond with particular readiness to certain configurations of 
biological significance for our survival. The recognition of the human 
face, on this argument, is not wholly learned. It is based on some kind 
of inborn disposition.

Whenever anything remotely facelike enters our field of vision, we are 
alerted and respond. We all know the feeling when fever or fatigue has 
loosened the triggers of our reactions and a pattern on the wallpaper 
suddenly appears to look or leer at us with a threatening grin. The 
English humorist Fougasse has made clever use of this propensity of ours 
to see faces, in his plea for more functional furniture [72]. Objectively, 
this chair is not very much like any known physiognomy, but given this 
disposition of ours to meet the design halfway, the artist may find he has 
accidentally made a face. A daring exploitation of our disposition to read 
faces into things is in BruegheFs Dulle Griet [73]. Here the building 
on the right with its one window becomes a devouring face, aided by the

73 B r u e g h e l : D ulle G riet ( M ad M eg). 1562
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juxtaposition with a more realistic image of the mouth of hell. And do 
not language and metaphor testify that the class of things which sub-
jectively cluster round the ideas of eye, mouth, or face is much wider 
than the anatomist’s concept? To our emotion, a window can be an eye 
and a jug can have a mouth; it is reason which insists on the difference 
between the narrower class of the real and the wider class of the meta-
phorical, the barrier between image and reality.

The headlights of a car may look to us like a pair of glowing eyes, 
and we may even call them so. The artist may use this similarity to work 
his magic of transformation. Picasso did precisely that when he created 
his wonderful bronze baboon with its young [74]. He took a toy car, 
perhaps from the nursery of his children, and turned it into a baboon’s 
face. He could see the hood and windshield of the car as a face, and this 
fresh act of classification inspired him to put his find to the test. Here, 
as so often, the artist’s discovery of an unexpected use for the car has a 
twofold effect on us. We follow him not only in seeing a particular car 
as a baboon’s head but learn in the process a new way of articulating the 
world, a new metaphor, and when we are in the mood we may suddenly 
find the cars that block our way looking at us with that apish grin that is 
due to Picasso’s classification.
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IV

I h a v e  s po k e n  of classification, but in psychology this process is more 
frequently labeled “projection.” We say we “project” the familiar form of 
a face into the configuration of a car just as we project familiar images 
into vaguely similar shapes of clouds. It is well known that this propen-
sity of our minds is used in modern psychiatry as a diagnostic tool. In 
the so-called “Rorschach test,” standard inkblots are offered to the sub-
ject for interpretation [75]. The same blot will be interpreted as a bat

75 R orschach in kb lo t

or as a butterfly, not to speak of the countless other possibilities we find 
listed in the vast literature accumulated on this method of testing. Ror-
schach himself stressed that there is only a difference of degree between 
ordinary perception, the filing of impressions in our mind, and the in-
terpretations due to “projection.” When we are aware of the process of 
filing we say we “interpret,” where we are not we say “we see.”

From this point of view, there is also a difference of degree rather 
than of kind between what we call a “representation” and what we call 
an “object of nature.” To the primitive, the tree trunk or rock which 
looks like an animal may become a kind of animal.

The idea that we may find the roots of art in this mechanism of pro-
jection, in the filing systems of our mind, is not of recent origin. It was 
first expressed more than five hundred years ago in the writings of Leon 
Battista Alberti. The passage is little known because it occurs, not in Al-
berti’s famous book on painting, but in his little treatise on sculpture, 
De Statua:

“I believe that the arts which aim at imitating the creations of nature 
originated in the following way: in a tree trunk, a lump of earth, or 
in some other thing were accidentally discovered one day certain contours
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that needed only a very slight change to look strikingly like some nat-
ural object. Noticing this, people tried to see if it were not possible by 
addition or subtraction to complete what still was lacking for a perfect 
likeness. Thus by adjusting and removing outlines and planes in the way 
demanded by the object itself, men achieved what they wanted, and not 
without pleasure. From that day, man’s capacity to create images grew 
apace until he was able to create any likeness, even when there was no 
vague outline in the material to aid him.”

Today we lack Alberti’s boldness in speculating about origins. Nobody 
was present when “the first image was made.” And yet I think Alberti’s 
theory about the role of projection in the origins of art deserves to be 
taken seriously. There is one area at least where we can check and con-
firm the importance which the discovery of accidental similarity has for 
the mind of primitive man: the images which all peoples project onto 
the night sky. I need hardly enlarge on the spell these discoveries cast 
over the mind of man. To find the image of an animal in the scattered 
pattern of luminous points in heaven was to imagine it ruling over that 
part of the sky and over all creatures which came under its influence. We 
know that the slightest resemblance sufficed to suggest such identification. 
The constellations have changed since the time when the names of the 
zodiac were first given them several thousand years ago. But at no time 
can it have been easy to find the ram or the scorpion, the lion or the 
bull. We know in fact that different tribes projected different images 
into this first Rorschach test. And nothing is more instructive than to 
compare the different interpretations given to the same group of stars.

The constellation of the zodiac which the ancients called the Lion 
provides a good example: if you approach it with the appropriate 
mental set you can read a lion, or at least a quadruped, into that group 
by drawing lines between the main stars [76]. Indians of South 
America react differently. They do not see a lion shown sideways because 
they disregard what we would call the animal’s tail and hind legs and 
make of the rest a lobster seen from above. The ethnologist Koch- 
Griinberg some fifty years ago was inspired to let experienced Indian 
hunters draw the night sky for him. One of them produced a version 
enumerating the principle constellations in schematic form, and his 
lobster is easily recognized [77]. An Indian from a different tribe showed
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more imagination and less regard for the real position of the stars [78]; 
his lobster is an even more convincing creature, which shows how ac-
tively he projected the image of the animal he knew onto the constellation.

If we meditate on the hold which these images in the sky still have 
on the imagination of Western man, we will perhaps be less reluctant

to consider Alberti’s suggestion that projection was one of the roots of 
art. For in a state of tension primitive man must have been as prone as 
we are to project his fears and his hopes into any shape which remotely 
permitted such identification. Not only the night sky but anything that 
could not be classified otherwise may have offered such shapes. At least 
I can see no reason why we should not extend our Just So Story to in-
clude strange rock formations and cracks and veins in the walls of caves. 
Could it not be that bulls and horses were first “discovered” by man in 
these mysterious haunts before they were fixed and made visible to 
others by means of colored earth?

It is true that the Abbe Breuil’s famous water-color copies, which are 
frequently used as illustrations, make such an explanation look implausi-
ble. But then their whole purpose was to sort out the painted silhouette 
from the surface of the stone. What this surface was like in the ice age, 
how much it may have been covered by moss or stained by water, we 
will never know. Perhaps a photograph of the sculptured horse from Cap 
Blanc [79] gives a better idea of the way these man-made shapes rose 
from the irregular rock. Admittedly there are prehistoric paintings, notably

76 T he constella-
tion  Lion
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the famous masterpiece of Lascaux, that look far too controlled and 
deliberate to be the result of accident and projection. But these certainly 
do not stand at the beginning of cave art. Thousands of years of image 
making must have preceded them. It is important to keep this possibility 
in mind because the naturalistic art of the caves is often used as an 
argum ent against the view that the im itation of appearances is a com-
plex and late achievement, the result of tradition and learning. Thus cave 
art and its relation, the art of the Bushmen, have given rise to far- 
reaching speculations concerning the psychological make-up of these 
primitive hunters and their uncanny powers of visualization, their al-
leged grasp of the visible world unspoiled by the intervention of logic and 
the ravages of analytical reasoning. But these evolutionist ideas that 
looked so plausible to the nineteenth century are everywhere in retreat. 
The best working hypothesis in such matters is the assumption that 
there was not much biological and psychological difference between our 
cave men ancestors and ourselves. I see no reason, therefore, to believe 
that these early artists were exempt from the rhythm of schema and correc-
tion. Once the animal shape had been discovered somewhere in a rock, 
as the lobster was discovered in the stars by the Indian, it should have
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proved easier to transfer and adjust it till the tribe or the caste of medi-
cine men engaged in some magic ritual acquired a specialized skill in 
the making of such images. In this respect, the cave art we know may 
be anything but primitive. It may be a very developed style. And yet the 
priority of projection may still determine the character of the style. We 
have frequently seen to what an extent the artist's starting point will de-
termine the final product. The schema on which a representation is based 
will continue to show through the ultimate elaboration. It would be 
tempting to assume that the most striking feature of cave art, its lack 
of geometrical rigidity, may be thus connected with its distant roots in 
indeterminate forms discovered and elaborated by subsequent genera-
tions.

Perhaps the conditions of their lives encouraged the early hunters to 
look for animal shapes in sacred caves rather than to make animals, to 
scan the vague forms of patches and shadows for the revelation of a 
bison, much as the hunter must scan the dusky plains for the outline of 
the hoped-for prey. He was better trained in finding than in making. The 
construction of tool-like minimum images may have lain largely outside 
the experience of these earliest artists. The geometric schema requires 
something of the constructor’s engineering skill, and this skill and habit 
may have developed with the needs of settled communities. These specu-
lations would, at any rate, fit in with the general assumption that the 
rigid style of neolithic art coincided with the development of agriculture 
and its technology. There were some advantages in the construction of 
basic images which may have recommended the new methods to these 
cultures. Only the construction of the basic forms offers the possibility 
of strict control, the safety of the repeatable, which cave art may never 
have completely attained.

V

w h a t  w e  k n o w  of the beginnings of image making confirms the con-
tinuous link between finding and making. Recent excavations in Jeri-
cho have brought to light a series of images some seven thousand years 
old that must be the earliest portraits known [80]. They exemplify the 
Pygmalion story in reverse. In the latter, a statue came to life, while 
in these early practices the living man becomes an image after his death.
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The skull was used as the armature for the modeling. Onto this skull 
the craftsman spread earth to represent the flesh which had decayed. 
The head has suffered a sea change into something rich and strange, 
but it is still the head of the dead. Since eyes, too, decay, the artist had 
to give the skull artificial eyes, and he found them in the shape of 
cowrie shells. We know that these shells are used in other contexts 
as sexual symbols betokening fertility. The difference between symboli-
zation and representation is one of use, of context, of metaphor. In both 
cases, similarities present a starting point for what I have described 
somewhat pedantically as the "extension of a class.” Here the class of 
eyelike objects can take the place of eyes because when they are put in 
position the skull will suddenly “look” at us.

The representation, then, is not a replica. It need not be like the 
motif. The craftsman of Jericho did not think eyes indistinguishable 
from cowrie shells any more than Picasso thinks baboons indistinguish-
able from motorcars, but in certain contexts the one can represent the 
other. They belong to the same class because they release a similar re-
sponse.

The farther back we go in history, the more important this principle 
appears to be. The test of the image is not its lifelikeness but its efficacy 
within a context of action. It may be lifelike if that is thought to con-
tribute to its potency, but in other contexts the merest schema will suf-
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flee, provided it retains the efficacious nature of the prototype. It must 
work as well or better than the real thing.

There is a gruesome but characteristic story told by the Alaskan Es-
kimos of Nunivak which illustrates this point.

“Once there was a man whose grandmother was a powerful magician. 
The man often had trouble with his kayak, which kept capsizing, and so 
when his grandmother died, he had the idea of using the powers that 
were in her to stabilize his kayak. He flayed her corpse and fixed the 
skin with outspread arms and legs under the boat—and lo, it never 
capsized again. Unfortunately, however, the skin decayed and wore off, 
and so the pious grandson replaced it by an image that turned out to have 
the same effect. And to this very day, kayaks in these regions are adorned 
with schematic images that keep them in balance.”

Once more, as in the case of the Jericho heads, we have that uncanny 
transition from life to image or substitute. What matters in the image 
is that it should preserve and repeat those features of the witch that 
worked the magic.

The substitute may well be a magic rune rather than a naturalistic 
image. A pair of schematic eyes may serve to deter evil spirits, an indica-
tion of claws may protect the bedstead or chair. Indeed, the tool-like pre-
cision of “primitive art” often goes hand in hand with a reduction of 
the image to its bare essentials. It is tempting to regard this tendency to 
abbreviation as a consequence of the belief in “Pygmalion’s power.” For 
if to represent is to create, there must indeed be safeguards against this 
power which might easily get out of control. There is a fascinating book 
by Ernst Kris and Otto Kurz on the legends connected with art and artists 
that suggests such fears may indeed become very real. There are stories 
all over the world of images that had to be chained to prevent their mov-
ing of their own accord and of artists who had to refrain from putting 
the finishing touch to their paintings to prevent the images from coming 
to life.

We know of similar tensions caused by belief in the potency of sym-
bols in the realms of language and writing. Certain words must not be 
uttered because they would cast a spell, and holy names must not be 
spelled out in written texts because they are too sacred and potent to be 
entrusted to paper. There is at least one parallel to this practice which
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reaches back to the dawn of civilization. In the hieroglyphic inscriptions 
on the pyramids, all signs which are formed by the images of noxious 
animals are either avoided or “abbreviated”—the scorpion is left with-
out its dangerous tail, the lion cut in two. In this context there is no 
doubt the image was seen as more than a sign; do not put scorpions in 
graves lest they harm the dead.

When we speak of “stylized” images we should always keep in mind 
the possibility that the belief in making engendered the opposite pull of 
fears and precautions, limiting the artist’s freedom. Egyptian art again 
provides the most famous but also the most difficult example; its rules 

of schematic rendering, the familiar profile figure, cannot be ex-
plained through the sway of the stereotype alone. Foreign prisoners, 
dead enemies on the battlefield, and slave girls were sometimes 
rendered en face [81], as if certain taboos did not apply to such 
low creatures.

In this case we have to rely on speculation, but there is one tra-
dition where the selective restraints of religious prohibitions are 
very well documented: in the tradition of Judaism. It has been 
argued that the Old Testament ban on “graven images” is connected 
not only with a fear of idolatry but with the more universal fear 
of encroaching on the creator’s prerogatives. Rabbinical commen-
taries permit sealing rings in the form of intaglios because the 
negative shape is not an image in the forbidden sense, and Jewish 
households are said to exist in Poland that even admit statuettes, 
provided they are not quite complete—if, for instance, a finger is

82 T he Sacrifice o f Isaac. W all pa in tin g ,
D ura-E uropos synagogue, m  cen tu ry  a .d .
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missing. Certain Jewish manuscripts from the Middle Ages show figures 
without faces, and it has been suggested that the first artist at work in the 
Synagogue of Dura-Europos of the third century also obeyed similar scru-
ples in his rendering of the sacrifice of Isaac [82]. There is a good deal of 
evidence of similar fears in related traditions. The Eastern Church, which 
came to admit sacred images, made a distinction between sculpture in the 
round, which was too real for admission, and painted icons. The test was 
whether you could take the image by the nose. But even the painted image 
is restricted in scope. In Byzantium and Ethiopia, evil figures such as Judas 
are never shown looking out of the picture for fear their evil eye may harm 
the onlooker.

But do we not all feel that certain portraits look at us? We are fa-
miliar with the guide in a castle or country house who shows the awe-
struck visitors that one of the pictures on the wall will follow them with 
its eyes. Whether they want to or not, they endow it with a life of its 
own. Propagandists and advertisers have exploited this reaction to rein-
force our natural tendency to endow an image with a "presence”: Alfred 
Leete’s famous recruiting poster of 1914 [83] gave every passerby the feel-
ing of being addressed by Lord Kitchener in person.

Are these magic beliefs? Do we really think the image on the wall comes 
to life? The question may allow no more of a clear-cut answer than does any 
such question connected with symbolism.
"We realize more to-day than was realized 
before,” said Edwyn Bevan in his book 
Holy Images, "how the mind of man is 
on various levels, and how, beneath an 
articulate intellectual theory, a belief 
inconsistent with that theory, closely 
connected with unavowed feelings and 
desires, may still subsist.”

No lesson of psychology is perhaps 
more important for the historian to 
absorb than this multiplicity of layers, 
the peaceful coexistence in man of in-
compatible attitudes. There never was 
a primitive stage of man when all

83 A l f r e d  Le e t e : R ecru iting p o ster,
1 9 1 4
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was magic; there never happened an evolution which wiped out the 
earlier phase. What happens is rather that different institutions and dif-
ferent situations favor and bring out a different approach to which both 
the artist and his public learn to respond. But beneath these new atti-
tudes, or mental sets, the old ones survive and come to the surface in play 
or earnest.

I remember a visit I made to one of Queen Victoria’s residences, Os-
borne on the Isle of Wight, which is still the principal monument to that 
incredible taste which seems more remote to us, and inexplicable to my 
generation, than the taste of primitive cultures. Prominent among the 
works displayed there was a life-size marble sculpture of a large furry 
dog, a portrait of the Queen’s beloved pet “Noble.” The portrait must have 
been as faithful as the dog undoubtedly was—but for the lack of color 
it might have been stuffed. I do not know what impelled me to ask our 
guide, “May I stroke him?” She answered, “Funny you want to do that; 
all the visitors who pass stroke him—we have to wash him every week.” 
Now, I do not think the visitors to Osborne, myself included, are par-
ticularly prone to magic beliefs. We did not think the image was real. 
But if we had not thought it somewhere we would hardly have reacted 
as we did—that stroking gesture may well have been compounded of 
irony, playfulness, and a secret wish to reassure ourselves that after all 
the dog was only of marble.

When we write in our museums, “Visitors are forbidden to touch the 
exhibits”—remembering Noble—we are not only using a very neces-
sary precaution for the preservation of works of art: we might argue 
with André Malraux that the museum turns images into art by establish-
ing that new category, a new principle of classification that creates a dif-
ferent mental set. Take any object from a museum, say Riccio’s Box in 
the Shape of a Crab from the Kress Collection [84]. If I had it in my 
hand or, better still, on my desk, I might well be tempted to play with it, 
to poke it with my pen, or to warn a child, most unpsychologically, not 
to touch any paper on my desk or the crab would bite it. Indeed, who 
knows whether its spiky legs and claws were not made both to conceal 
and to protect the contents of the box from prying fingers? On the desk, in 
short, this object would belong to the species crab, subspecies bronze crab. 
As I contemplate it in its glass case, my reaction is different. I think of
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certain trends in Renaissance realism which lead to Palissy and his style 
rustique. The object belongs to the species Renaissance bronzes, subspe-
cies bronzes representing crabs. Small wonder that our artists are in revolt 
against this devitalizing of the image and yearn all the more desperately 
for the lost secret of Pygmalion’s power. And yet we may have made quite a 
good bargain when we exchanged the archaic magic of image making for 
the more subtle magic we call “art.” For without this new category of “pic-
tures,” image making would still be hedged in by taboos. Only in the realm 
of dreams has the artist found full freedom to create. I think the difference 
is well summed up in the anecdote about Matisse. When a lady visiting 
his studio said, “But surely, the arm of this woman is much too long,” the 
artist replied politely, “Madame, you are mistaken. This is not a woman, 
this is a picture.”

84 R i c c i o : Box in  the shape of a crab. 
E arly xvi cen tu ry , bronze



IV

Reflections on the Greek Revolution
Our sculptors say that if Daidalos were born today and created such 
works as those that made him famous, he would be laughed at.

Pla t o , The Greater Hippias

I

IF  I had to reduce the last chapter to a brief formula it would be "making 
comes before matching.” Before the artist ever wanted to match the sights 
of the visible world he wanted to create things in their own right. Nor is 
this true only of some mythical past. For in a way our formula dove-
tails with the findings of the preceding chapter, that the matching process 
itself proceeds through the stages of "schema and correction.” Every artist 
has to know and construct a schema before he can adjust it to the needs 
of portrayal.

We have seen that Plato objected to this change. What the artist can 
match, he reminded his contemporaries, is only "appearances”; his is the 
world of illusion, the world of mirrors that deceive the eye. Were he a 
maker, like the carpenter, the lover of truth could put up with him. But as 
an imitator of this shifting world of the senses he leads us away from 
truth and must be banished from the state.

The very violence with which Plato denounces this trickery reminds us 
of the momentous fact that at the time he wrote, mimesis was a recent in-
vention. There are many critics now who share his distaste, for one rea-
son or another, but even they would admit there are few more exciting 
spectacles in the whole history of art than the great awakening of 
Greek sculpture and painting between the sixth century and the time 
of Plato's youth toward the end of the fifth century b .c . Its dramatic 
phases have often been told in terms of the episode from "The Sleeping
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Princess” when the kiss of the prince breaks the thousand-year-old spell 
and the whole court begins to stir from the rigors of unnatural sleep. We 
are shown how the stiff and frozen figures we call Apollines, or kouroi 
[85], first move one foot forward, then bend their arms [86], how their 
masklike smile softens, and how, at the time of the Persian wars, the 
symmetry of their tense posture is finally broken when their bodies re-
ceive a slight twist, so that life seems to enter the marble [87]. There are 
the refined figures of maidens, the korai, to confirm this picture. There is 
finally the history of Greek painting, as we can follow it in painted 
pottery, which tells of the discovery of foreshortening and the conquest of 
space early in the fifth century and of light in the fourth. The whole proc-
ess looks so logical and inevitable that it appears easy to arrange the vari-
ous types of figures so as to show their gradual approximation to life. It is 
true that in creating these sequences classical archaeologists may not al-
ways have escaped the danger of a circular argument. What is more rigid 
is called “early,” and what looks “lifelike” is dated later. There are not 
many monuments from this crucial period that can be dated on independ-
ent evidence. But even though our reading of the history of Greek art may 
have made it look a little too tidy, the essential lines of this astounding de-
velopment have been established beyond any doubt.

85 Apollo of Tenea. vi cen tury  
b .c ., Parian m arble

86 A pollo of P iom bino. 
c. 500 b .c ., bronze

87 T he K ritian  Boy.
c. 480  b .c ., Parian m arble
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It is a development which neatly illustrates our formulas of schema 
and correction, of making before matching. Indeed, it was in this area that 
Emanuel Loewy at the turn of the century first developed his theories 
about the rendering of nature in Greek art that stressed the priority of 
conceptual modes and their gradual adjustment to natural appearances. 
Archaic art starts from the schema, the symmetrical frontal figure con-
ceived for one aspect only, and the conquest of naturalism may be 
described as the gradual accumulation of corrections due to the observa-
tion of reality.

As a description of what happened, Loewy’s account still seems to me 
unsurpassed. But in itself it explains little. For why was it that this proc-
ess started comparatively so late in the history of mankind? In this 
respect our perspective has very much changed. To the Greeks the ar-
chaic period represented the dawn of history, and classical scholarship 
has not always quite shaken off this inheritance. From this point of view 
it appeared quite natural that the awakening of art from primitive modes 
should have coincided with the rise of all those other activities that, for 
the humanist, belong to civilization: the development of philosophy, of 
science, and of dramatic poetry.

It needed the extension of our historical horizon and our increased 
awareness of the art of other civilizations to bring home to us what has 
rightly been called the “Greek miracle,” the uniqueness of Greek art. In-
deed it was an Egyptologist, Heinrich Schafer, who extended Loewy’s 
findings and brought out the Greek achievement through his analysis of 
the Egyptian ways of rendering the visible world. Schäfer stressed that 
the “corrections” introduced by the Greek artist in order to “match” ap-
pearances are quite unique in the history of art. Far from being a natural 
procedure, they are the great exception. What is normal to man and 
child all over the globe is the reliance on schemata, on what is called 
“conceptual art.” What needs explanation is the sudden departure from 
this habit that spread from Greece to other parts of the world.

II

as  h i s t o r i a n s  we have learned to use the word “explanation” with 
caution. The scientist can test his explanations by a systematic variation
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of conditions in experiment, the historian obviously cannot. But this need 
not prevent him from rejecting spurious explanations, such as “the evolu-
tion of mankind” or “the spirit of the Greeks,” and searching instead for 
conditions that would make the adoption of one or the other way of 
rendering nature intelligible. It is precisely because mankind can hardly 
have changed in the period which separates us from the archaic Greeks 
that we are entitled to expect these conditions still to be intelligible if we 
ask the simple question of how the function of an image will influence its 
form.

As soon as we approach pre-Greek art from this angle, the familiar 
comparison between the conceptual modes of child art and that of the 
ancient Orient lets us down. From the point of view of function, the child 
art of our age is a most impure example. The motives and purpose for 
which children draw are very mixed. They grow up in our world where 
the image has already assumed its manifold functions: to portray, to 
illustrate, to decorate, to entice or to express emotion. Our children know 
picture books and magazines, the cinema and the television screen, and 
the pictures they make reflect this experience in more ways than the child 
psychologist realizes. In a “mosaic test” a high score was given to a child 
who used its geometric shapes to represent a fox, seen from behind, in the 
act of watching something in front of him. No doubt the solution was 
ingenious and the high score well deserved, but it is most unlikely that this 
child ever saw a fox in that attitude. It must have seen picture books, and 
one of them may have offered a convenient schema ready-made for adapta-
tion to the medium of mosaic. Children make such pictures to amuse 
themselves, to show off, or because their mothers want to keep them quiet. 
All the time they are absorbing and adapting the standards and schemata 
of the grown-up world, even though they may not all be as sophisticated as 
the four-year-old son of a German philosopher who was questioned about 
his drawings: “What is this?”—“A steamboat.” “And that scribble over 
there?”- “That is art.” The approval which such “creative activity” earns 
from the adults must soon reassure the child that it is safer to be naughty 
on paper than in real life. But the very idea of this license presupposes the 
belief that art is a kind of fool's paradise, a realm of phantoms where we 
develop our dreams, the belief, that is, that aroused the protest of Plato.

Those who want to study the relation between form and function in a
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contemporary setting may do better to turn from child art to the rigid 
context of games. For here the purpose of the image or symbol imposes 
strict limits on the fancy of the designer. This purpose demands one thing 
above all: clear distinctions. It does not matter whether the fields of the 
checkerboard are white and black or red and green so long as they remain 
distinct. And so with the colors of the opponent’s pieces. How far the 
pieces themselves will be articulated by distinctive features will depend 
on the rules of the game. In checkers, where each player needs only two 
categories of pieces, we make our own queens simply by putting one 
checker on top of the other. In chess we must distinguish more categories; 
no designer of chessmen, however, will be concerned with the real ap-
pearance of castles or bishops, knights or kings, but only with the creation 
of clear, distinctive features which set off one piece from the other. Pro-
vided these distinctions are respected, he is free to indulge his fancy in 
any way he likes. I have chosen this rather farfetched example of games 
because it allows us to study articulation, the creation of distinctions 
without the intrusion of the problem of likeness or representation. But 
we also know of contexts in our culture where some degree of “repre-
sentation” is admitted into symbolism without being allowed to blur the 
conceptual clarity demanded by its function. Maps are an example. The 
map maker will generally represent water by blue and vegetation by green. 
Where the purpose of the map demands a distinction between fields and 
forests, he will introduce a further articulation of his greens and select the 
darker shade for the woods. But beyond the indication of this difference, 
the “real” tones of the particular scenery will obviously not concern him.

Ill

i f  o n e  r e a d s  Schafer’s analysis of Egyptian conventions, one is more 
often reminded of such conventionalized representations than one is of 
child art. The Egyptian painter distinguished, for instance, between a 
dark brown for men and a pale yellow for women’s bodies. The real flesh 
tone of the person portrayed obviously mattered as little in this context as 
the real color of a river matters to the cartographer.

It is for this very reason that the analysis of such a style in terms of 
“knowing” and “seeing,” or of “tactile” versus “optic,” does not appear to
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take us very far. Would the Egyptian embalmer have known less about 
the human body than the Greek sculptor? May not the conceptual, dia-
grammatic character of Egyptian images which has so often been de-
scribed have as much to do with the function of these images as with 
the hypothetical “mentality” of the Egyptian? It would be tempting to 
equate this function with the idea of “making” which was the concern of 
the last chapter. But we may do well to remember that this ideal can 
never survive on the surface, as it were, without being modified by the 
harsh realities of frustrated dreams. No belief in magic ever extin-
guished the sanity of man; and the Egyptian artist surely knew that in 
this world he is not a maker. That this aspiration lay closer to the surface 
than it does in other cultures we need not doubt. Has it not been suggested 
that the Great Sphinx was not conceived as the representation of a 
divinity but rather as a watchful guardian in his own right? There is no 
doubt, however, that Egyptian art had long been adapted to the function of 
portrayal, of presenting visual information and memories of campaigns 
and ceremonies. The records of an expedition to the land of Punt and of 
plants brought back from Syria by Thutmose III [54] would suffice 
to remind us of this possibility. But what these records confirm is the 
interest of Egyptian artists in distinctive features. It is sometimes thought 
paradoxical that the Egyptian artists showed themselves such keen ob-
servers of animals and foreign races [81] while they were satisfied with 
the conventional stereotypes of the ordinary human figure. But from the 
point of view of a diagrammatic art, this habit looks less puzzling. When-
ever the difference between species matters, the schema is modified to 
admit the distinction. What may confuse the issue in these discussions is 
only the word “observation.” There must have been keen observers among 
the Egyptians, but observation is always for a purpose. The Egyptian had 
sharpened his eyes to the different profiles of Nubians and Hittites, he 
knew how to characterize fish and flowers, but he had no reason to ob-
serve what he was not asked to convey. Perhaps only Ikhnaton demanded 
that his personal, distinctive features should be entered on the map of 
history, but even these became a stereotype that was applied to the whole 
royal family. Admittedly the art of Tell el ‘Amarna is altogether richer in 
schemata and also more flexible, but these diagrammatic refinements, 
however striking they may be, should not mislead the historian into
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speaking of a naturalistic revolution. To do so is to obscure the cataclysmic 
effect of the “Greek miracle.”

We must never forget that we look at Egyptian art with the mental set 
we have all derived from the Greeks. So long as we assume that images 
in Egypt mean much the same as they did in the post-Greek world, we are 
bound to see them as rather childlike and naive. Nineteenth-century ob-
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servers frequently made this mistake. They described the reliefs and 
paintings in Egyptian tombs as “scenes from the daily life” of the Egyp-
tians. But recently it has been pointed out by Mrs. Frankfort-Groenewegen 
in her book Arrest and Movement that this habitual reading is due to 
our own Greek training. We are accustomed to looking at all images as if 
they were photographs or illustrations and to interpreting them as the 
reflection of an actual or imaginary reality. Where we believe we see a 
picture of the owner of the tomb visiting his peasants on the farm [88], 
the Egyptian may have seen two distinct diagrams-that of the deceased 
and that of farmers at their work. They scarcely record a bygone reality; 
they embody a potent presence, the dead “watching” the work on his 
estate.

The exact function of such images surrounding the burial place of the 
mighty is still a matter for speculation. The word “magic” in such context 
explains too little. But perhaps the very character of Egyptian art, with its 
emphasis on clear legibility, may provide a clue that will help us to see the 
interaction of form and function in Egyptian art.

What is probably the earliest representation of a painter at work comes 
from an Egyptian burial chamber of the Old Kingdom. It is the figure of 
the grandee Mereru-ka, who is shown sitting at his easel near the entrance 
of his tomb at Sakkara, painting hieroglyphs on a panel [89]. They are

89 M ereru-ka pa in tin g  the seasons, c. 2300 b .c ., relief
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the signs of the three Egyptian seasons of the year-inundation time, 
sprouting time, and the arid season. We do not know the purpose of this 
unusual representation, but it has been pointed out that elsewhere, in a 
temple cycle, these same hieroglyphs of the seasons are accompanied by 
illustrations of the typical occupations of the year, such as sowing and 
harvesting. The possibility has thus suggested itself that Mereru-ka, in his 
solemn action of depicting the seasons on the walls of his tomb, makes ex-
plicit what is implied in all the early cycles found in tombs depicting the 
round of the year in farm work. There are many scenes in Mereru-ka’s own 
rich tomb that could be interpreted in the same way, and we can only 
guess why he wanted to supplement them with this symbolic rendering. 
Perhaps it is significant in this context that the cycle in his tomb is unfin-
ished. Is it possible that the briefer method was chosen to supplement, 
to be substituted for, the usual complete cycle? We may never know; 
but what does seem likely is that picture cycles and hieroglyphs, repre-
sentations and inscriptions, were more interchangeable in Egyptian eyes 
than they are for us. It was again Mrs. Frankfort who clearly brought out 
the pictographic character of the so-called “scenes from daily life” that 
are rendered on the walls of the tombs: “They should be ‘read’: harvesting 
entails ploughing, sowing, and reaping; care of cattle entails fording of 
streams and milking . . . the sequence of the scenes is purely concep-
tual, not narrative, nor is the writing which occurs with the scenes dra-
matic in character. The signs, remarks, names, songs and exclamations, 
which illuminate the action . . .  do not link events or explain their de-
velopment; they are typical sayings belonging to typical situations.”

Mrs. Frankfort concludes that “the rendering of a typical timeless 
event means both a timeless presence and a source of joy for the dead.” 
But if they are right who see the origin of these typical scenes in picto- 
graph renderings of the round of the seasons, Mrs. Frankfort’s analysis 
might carry even greater weight. For where would it be more meaningful 
to re-present the cycle of the year in typical symbolic images than on the 
walls of a tomb that is meant to impart eternity to its inmate? If he could 
thus “watch” the year come round and round again, the passage of time, 
the all-consumer, would be annihilated for him. The sculptor’s skill would 
have anticipated and perpetuated the recurrent cycle of time, and the 
dead could thus watch it forever in that timeless present of which Mrs.
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Frankfort speaks. In this conception of representation, “making” and “re-
cording” would merge. The images would represent what was and what 
will always be and would represent them together, so that time would 
come to a stop in the simultaneity of a changeless now.

Ah, happy, happy boughs! that cannot shed 
Your leaves, nor ever bid the Spring adieu;
And, happy melodist, unwearied,
For ever piping songs for ever new. . . .

To Keats, addressing the images of the Grecian urn, there was a sweet 
melancholy in the contrast between the changeless realm of art and the 
irretrievable evanescence of human life. For the Egyptian, the newly dis-
covered eternity of art may well have held out a promise that its power to 
arrest and to preserve in lucid images might be used to conquer this 
evanescence. Perhaps it was not only as the maker of “substitute heads” and 
other dwellings for the “ka” that the Egyptian sculptor could lay claim to 
the famous appellation of “one who keeps alive.” His images weave a spell 
to enforce eternity. Not our idea of eternity, to be sure, which stretches 
backward and forward in an infinite extension, but rather the ancient con-
ception of recurrent time that a later tradition embodied in the famous 
“hieroglyph” of the serpent biting its own tail. Clearly an “impressionist” 
art could never have served this outlook. Only the complete embodiment 
of the typical in its most lasting and changeless form could assure the 
magic validity of these pictographs for the “watcher” who could here see 
both his past and his eternal future removed from the flux of time.

IV

t h e r e  c o u l d  b e  no more poignant contrast to this confidence in the spells 
of art than a passage from Plato’s older contemporary Euripides that also 
deals with a tomb sculpture. When Alcestis is going to die, her grieving 
husband Admetus speaks of the work he will commission for his solace:

And represented by the skillful hands 
Of craftsmen, on the bed thy body shall 
Be laid; whereon I shall fall in embrace
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And clasp my hands around it, call thy name,
And fancy in my arms my darling wife 
To hold, holding her not; perhaps, I grant,
Illusory delight, yet my souVs burden 
Thus should I lighten. . . .

What Admetus seeks is not a spell, not even assurance, only a dream 
for those who are awake; in other words, precisely that state of mind 
to which Plato, the stern seeker after truth, objected.

Plato, we know, looked back with nostalgia at the immobile schemata 
of Egyptian art. In the work of his old age, the Laws, he speaks with dis-
approval of the license the Greeks allow their musicians "to teach what-
ever rhythm or tune,” and he commends the Egyptians, who long ago 
"determined on the rule . . . that the youth of a State should practice 
in their rehearsals only postures and tunes that are good: these they 
prescribed in detail and posted up in the temples, and outside this official 
list it was and still is forbidden to painters and all other producers of 
postures and representations to introduce any innovations or invention, 
whether in such productions or in any other branch of music over and 
above the traditional forms. And if you look there, you will find the things 
depicted or graven there 10,000 years ago (I mean what I say, not loosely 
but literally 10,000) are no whit better or worse than the productions of 
today, but wrought with the same art. . . ”

Is it too much to infer Plato saw in the conceptual style of Egypt a 
nearer approach to the art of the couch maker who imitates changeless 
ideas rather than fleeting appearances? For this is precisely what the 
famous passage in the Republic suggests. "Does a couch differ from itself 
according to how you view it from the side or the front or in any other way? 
Or does it differ not at all in fact though it appears different. . . ?” It is 
first of all for this reason—for his failure to represent the couch as it is by 
itself and for including only one aspect of it in his picture—that the artist is 
condemned as a maker of phantoms. But that is not all. "The same magni-
tude, I presume, viewed from near or far does not appear equal.—Why, no. 
—And the same things appear bent and straight to those who view them 
in water and out, or concave and convex, owing to similar errors of vision 
about colors and there is obviously every confusion of this sort in our
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souls. And so scene-painting in its exploitation of this weakness of our 
nature falls nothing short of witchcraft, and so do jugglery and many 
other such contrivances.”

The picture conjured up by art is unreliable and incomplete, it ap-
peals to the lower part of the soul, to our imagination rather than to our 
reason, and must therefore be banished as a corrupting influence.

For us, who have lived with the heritage of Greek and post-Greek art 
throughout our lives, it may need a good deal of historical imagination 
to recapture the thrill and the shock which the first illusionist images 
must have caused when shown on the stage or on the walls of Greek 
houses. There is reason to believe that this did not happen before Plato’s 
lifetime and that his outburst against the trickeries of painting was an 
outburst against “modern art.” For it was only in Plato’s period, toward 
the middle of the fourth century, that the Greek revolution was moving 
toward its climax, only then that the tricks of foreshortening were joined 
by those of modeling in light and shade to produce the possibility of a real 
trompe l’ceil. If we place the beginning of the revolution somewhere in the 
middle of the sixth century, when archaic art begins to stir to life, it took 
the Greeks some two hundred years, scarcely more than six genera-
tions, to arrive at that point. How did they achieve, in this brief moment of 
time, what had been denied the Egyptians, the Mesopotamians, and even 
the Minoans? Surely only a change in the whole function of art can ex-
plain such a revolution. It is well to remember here that Plato’s attack is 
not directed against the visual arts only. As a matter of fact the painter’s 
tricks are used by him only as an illustration of a more decisive issue: the 
banishment of Homer from the ideal Republic. The arts must go, we 
learn, because they blur the only distinction which mattered to Plato, that 
between truth and falsehood. Not that Plato failed to enjoy them—there 
is no evidence of that. But it is hard enough, he would have pleaded, to 
sort out scientific knowledge from myth, reality from mere appearance, 
without interposing a twilight realm which is neither the one nor the 
other.

Now it is precisely the acknowledgment of such a twilight realm, of 
“dreams for those who are awake,” which may constitute the decisive 
discovery of the Greek mind. To the unsophisticated mind-which may 
well be a mind as yet uninfluenced by the ideas of the Sophists—a
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story is either true or false. The recitals of mythical events and the chroni-
cles of battles are received as accounts of actual happenings. Even today 
the idea of “fiction” is not immediately accessible to everyone. John Forsdyke 
has shown how reluctantly the Greeks admitted this newcomer into their 
midst, how even they feared the loss of face that goes with being duped 
by a liar. The story of the gradual emancipation of conscious fiction from 
myth and moral parable has not yet been told. Obviously it could not be 
treated in isolation from the rise of critical reason in Greek culture. But 
here I am concerned with its bearing on the history of art. For it is tempt-
ing to think it was the impact of this idea that led to the emancipation of 
the visual image from the near-Pygmalion phase of “making.” This im-
pact would first make itself felt where the realm of poetry meets that of 
art, in the sphere of illustration.

I know of a small girl who became worried and pensive when many 
Christmas cards began to arrive in her home. How could one tell which 
was the “correct” rendering of Holy Night? It is a natural question and one 
which even engaged the mind of Christian theologians in the East and 
the West. But where it is asked in all seriousness, illustration in our sense 
of the term cannot exist. It demands the freedom of the artist to picture 
to himself what it may have been like when the heavenly child lay in the 
manger and the shepherds came to adore it.

Now this very freedom does not appear to have existed in the ancient 
Orient. I am glad in this context to be able to refer to the results of a 
symposium on narration in ancient art recently held in Chicago by 
leading experts in various fields. Egyptian art scarcely knows narrative 
illustration in our sense. There are no mythological cycles telling of the 
exploits of gods and heroes. There are only some standardized pictographs 
which were surely thought to symbolize the truth. Nor can the attitude of 
Mesopotamian cultures have differed greatly. It is hard for us to interpret 
the scenes on cylinder seals and similar monuments, but none of them looks 
like a free evocation of mythological events such as we know them from the 
arts of Greece and its successors.

It has been suggested that this limitation is due to a limitation of 
means that prevented pre-Greek art from conjuring up a lifelike scene. 
Their stereotypes of gestures and grouping, their inability to represent a
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spatial setting, prevented an art of mythological narrative. This, in fact, 
is the hypothesis implied by the specialist on Greek art in the Chicago 
symposium, Professor Hanfmann, who succinctly sums up the prevailing 
view: "When classical sculptors and painters discovered a convincing 
method of representing the human body, they set up a chain reaction 
which transformed the character of Greek narration.”

As the reader may have guessed, I feel prompted to put forward the 
opposite hypothesis: when classical sculptors and painters discovered 
the character of Greek narration, they set up a chain reaction which trans-
formed the methods of representing the human body—and indeed more 
than that.

For what is the character of Greek narration as we know it from 
Homer? Briefly, it is concerned not only with the "what” but also with 
the "how” of mythical events. Obviously this is not a very strict distinction. 
There can be no recital of events that does not include description of one 
kind or another, and nobody would claim that the Gilgamesh Epic or the 
Old Testament is devoid of vivid accounts. But maybe there is still a 
difference in the way Homer presents the incidents in front of Troy, 
the very thoughts of the heroes, or the reaction of Hector’s small son, 
who takes fright from the plumes of his father’s helmet. The poet is here 
an eyewitness. If he were asked how he could know so exactly how 
it actually happened, he would still invoke the authority of the Muse who 
told him all and enabled his inner eye to see across the chasm of time. 
We do not know whether painters and sculptors invoked a similar sanc-
tion when they first ventured into the realm of genuine mythological nar-
rative. But one thing was bound to follow: in a narrative illustration, 
any distinction between the "what” and the "how” is impossible to main-
tain. The painting of the creation will not tell you, like the Holy Writ, 
only that "in the beginning God created the heaven and the earth.” 
Whether he wants to or not, the pictorial artist has to include unintended 
information about the way God proceeded and, indeed, what God and the 
world "looked like” on the day of creation. The Christian Church has had 
to battle with this unwelcome concomitant of illustration since the very 
beginnings of Biblical cycles. It may well have been the same difficulty 
that restrained earlier cultures from embarking on pictorial narrative of
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sacred themes. But where the poet was given the license to vary and 
embroider the myth and to dwell on the “how” in the recital of epic events, 
the way was open for the visual artist to do likewise.

It was only this freedom that would enable an artist to tackle a subject 
such as the judgment of Paris, for how could he render it without adding 
to the bare story? Not that he would have invented deliberately. On the 
contrary. Originally he probably did what we have known artists to do 
in such circumstances: he cast around for an existing schema that

90 T he Judgm en t of Paris. “P on tic” va se , vi cen tury  B.c.

would lend itself to adaptation. It has been conjectured that the first 
illustrations of this story are adaptations of a traditional cult image show-
ing Hermes leading the three Graces. In the famous “Pontic” vase of 
the sixth century [90], this hieratic formula is still noticeable, but the 
artist clearly amused himself in trying to picture the curious tale of the 
three irate goddesses being led toward the great beauty contest by Her-
mes and a bearded old man. We do not know whether his public found his 
version very convincing, but if it did not there was now every incentive 
to try again, to amend the formula, and to bring it closer to a plausible 
narrative. The cup in Berlin from the fifth-century workshop of Hieron 
and Makron [91] may stand for the success that would have attended 
such successive efforts. Now we can see much better how it was when the 
god hailed the princely shepherd, how Athene beckoned, how Hera main-
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tained a dignified reserve becoming to her character, and how Aphro-
dite, surrounded and adorned by winged cupids, had her victory assured. 
But even this narrative is still “conceptual,” intent on that almost picto- 
graphic clarity of form that Greek art inherited from Egypt where it served 
such a different purpose. The shepherd with his goats is a fine pictogram 
rather than a visual evocation of Mount Ida at that fateful hour, and so 
there would be every incentive for artists to explore the possibility of a 
convincing stage on which to place the hero in convincing light and space.

91 T he Judgm en t of Paris. From a cup by H ieron and M ahron, c. 480  B.c.
It is surely no accident that the tricks of illusionist art, perspective and 
modeling in light and shade, were connected in classical antiquity with 
the design of theatrical scenery. It is here, in the context of plays based 
on the ancient mythical tales, that the re-enactment of events accord-
ing to the poet’s vision and insight comes to its climax and is increasingly 
assisted by the illusions of art. The records of this development are irre-
trievably lost, but a Pompeian wall painting of Paris on Mount Ida [92] 
may illustrate its direction. Here the artist invites us to picture the shep-
herd dreaming idly by the rural shrine before the quarrel of the goddesses 
shattered the peace of the scene for ever.

In the whole history of Western art we have this constant interaction 
between narrative intent and pictorial realism. To ask which came first, 
the idea of evocation or the means of representation, may therefore seem
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a rather idle exercise. But where we are confronted with the origins of 
this entire tradition, the problem of the cause of the Greek revolution, 
these speculations may at least help to formulate the whole question 
afresh. What one would like to know is whether the idea of a convincing 
rather than an effective or lucid image existed in the pre-Greek Orient. 
Is there any passage in a pre-Homeric text which compares with the de-
scription in the Odyssey of a gold brooch?

“There was a device on the face of it: a hound holding down a dap-
pled fawn in his forepaws and ripping it as it struggled. Everyone admired 
the workmanship, the hound ripping and throttling the fawn, the fawn 
lashing out with his feet in his efforts to escape—and the whole thing 
done in gold.”

We cannot tell what the brooch which Homer’s listeners imagined 
from this description may have looked like. Possibly it would appear less 
lifelike to us. But in our context it matters more how it was seen: the 
attitude, or mental set, which enters into the evocation of the scene at the
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hunt and tries to imagine with the artist how the hound went in for the 
kill and how the victim struggled. Would not such an attitude inevitably 
set up that “chain reaction” of which Professor Hanfmann speaks?

I do not want to claim that the existence of Homeric poetry alone can 
suffice to explain the rise of Greek art. In ancient India, for instance, the 
development of the epic and drama did not lead to the same consequences, 
but then India lacked the Egyptian heritage of image making. If one may 
here apply the scholastic distinction between necessary and sufficient con-
ditions, my hypothesis would be merely that the Homeric freedom of nar-
ration was as necessary as was the acquired skill of craftsmanship to open 
the way for the Greek revolution.

V

i f  i a m  r i g h t , the traditional picture of the awakening of Greek art 
which I presented at the beginning of this chapter may give a slightly 
misleading idea of the sequence of events. By taking the history of the 
freestanding figure more or less in isolation we arouse the impression of 
the Sleeping Beauty, but we miss the life-giving kiss. Is it not much 
more likely that the discoveries which infused life into the freestanding 
single statue were first made in narrative contexts that demanded a con-
vincing re-creation of a situation—for instance, in the narrative groups 
of pediments with their dramatic evocation of mythical episodes?

This need not mean that the Greek revolution was more sudden than we 
thought or that we must discard the tidy sequences of kouroi. No revolu-
tion in art can ever be quite abrupt without sinking into chaos, for we 
have seen that no attempt to create an image is exempt from the rhythm 
of schema and correction. To create that realm of mimesis to which Plato 
objected, the Greek artist, like any artist, needed a vocabulary which 
could only be articulated in a gradual learning process. No one doubts 
archaeologists are right if they see the starting point of this vocabulary 
in the art of the ancient Orient; but may the Greek artists not have modi-
fied and adapted it precisely because they made it serve a different pur-
pose? In other words, they approached it with a different mental set and 
therefore saw it with different eyes.
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For as soon as the Greeks looked at the Egyptian figure type from the 
aspect of an art which wants to “convince,” it undoubtedly raised the 
question why it looks unconvincing. It is the reaction we express 
when we speak of its “rigid posture.” It might be argued that this reaction it-
self is due to our Greek education; it was the Greeks who taught us to ask 
“How does he stand?” or even “Why does he stand like that?” Applied to 
a pre-Greek work of art, it may be senseless to ask this question. The 
Egyptian statue does not represent a man standing rigidly or a man 
standing at ease [93]—it is concerned with the what, not with the how. 
To ask for more might have struck an Egyptian artist as it would strike us 
if someone inquired the age or mood of the king on the chessboard.

We have no early documents to prove that the Greeks did begin to 
ask such “inappropriate” questions, but later texts illustrate the fact that 
from a new point of view, Egyptian art provoked such misunderstanding. 
We have seen, after all, that Plato considered that Egyptian reliefs rep-
resented certain sanctified postures. We also know that Heliodorus 
puzzled his mind over why the Egyptians rendered their gods with closed 
feet and that he suggested this was intended to symbolize their swiftness.

But the most telling document of this change of attitude toward 
the symbolic image concerns not an Egyptian but an archaic 
Greek work and the way it was reinterpreted in a narrative con-
text in a later period. We know from Philostratus’ life of Apollo-
nius that there was an archaic statue of one Milo in Olympia, 
stand ng on a disk with his two feet close together; in his left 
hand he grasped a pomegranate; the fingers of his right hand 
were extended and held tightly together. “The people of Olympia 
thought that these features showed Milo to have been so inflexi-
ble and firm that he could never be induced to budge from the 
spot where he stood; and this is the meaning of the clenched fin-
gers . . . and why they look as if they could not be separated 
. . . however much you struggled. . . .” Apollonius knew 
better. He told his guides that these puzzling traits were due to 
the archaic style of sculpture.

I do not want to adduce this document of the third century 
a .d . as decisive evidence for attitudes which I surmise existed 
some one thousand years earlier. But there are indications in

93 The p r ie s t K uy-E m -Snew y. c. 2400 b.c., w ood



works of art to confirm that the Greeks of the archaic period were in fact 
inclined to read the pictograms of Egypt as if they were representations 
of an imagined reality. The most striking and most amusing example 
is the so-called Busiris vase in Vienna, of the sixth century b .c . [94]. 
There is little doubt that this humorous account of Herakles’ exploits among 
the Egyptians was inspired by Egyptian renderings of some victorious cam-
paign. We are familiar with the type of pictorial chronicle that shows the 
gigantic figure of Pharaoh confronting an enemy stronghold with its dimin-
utive defenders begging for mercy [95]. Within the conventions of Egyptian 
art the difference in scale marks the difference in importance. To the 
Greek who looked at pictures as evocations of a possible event, the type

95 Seti I a ttacks a tow n  of Canaan, c. 1300 b .c ., relief

9 4  H erakles slaying Busiris and his fo llow ers. From a 
Greek va se , v i  cen tury b .c .
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must have suggested the story of a giant among pygmies. And so he turns 
the Pharaoh into Herakles wreaking havoc among the puny Egyptians. The 
pictograph for a whole city becomes a real altar onto which two of the 
victims have climbed, and climbed in vain, stretching out their hands in 
comic despair. Many of the gestures of this vase could be matched in 
Egyptian reliefs, and yet their meaning is transformed: these men are 
no longer the anonymous tokens for a defeated tribe, they are individual 
people-laughable, to be sure, in their helpless confusion, but our very 
laughter presupposes an imaginative effort to see the scene enacted in 
front of us, to think not only of the “what” but also of the “how.”

Once this effort of imaginative sympathy becomes self-understood, 
the course of art is set for new continents of human experience. When a 
Greek artist who stood at the end of this tradition was given the task of 
glorifying a historic victory, he created not a juxtaposition of pictographs 
but that great history picture, the Battle of Alexander and Darius, of 
which the Pompeian mosaic copy [96] gives us at least an idea. We need 
not doubt that the artist and his patron intended to celebrate Alexander's 
triumph. But it is not only the triumph of victory we are made to share 
but also the tragedy of defeat. The despairing gesture of the defeated 
King [97] may ultimately derive from those tokens of helpless surrender 
we know from the chronicles of the ancient East—but in the context of 
the eyewitness account it gains a new meaning; it compels us to look at 
the scene of slaughter not only through the eyes of the victors but also 
through those of the man in flight. We feel how he looks back in agony

96 A lexander's v ic to ry  over D arius. P om peian  m osa ic , c. 100 b.c.



97 Darius in defeat (detail of g6)

at the young Alexander, who has just run his lance through a Persian 
noble; panic has seized the Persian army, the warriors have fallen, the 
horses shy. The bold foreshortening of the foreground figures, the 
frightened horse, the fallen Persian whose face is reflected in his shield, 
all draw us into the scene. We are forced to sort out the puzzling shapes 
to build up the image of events in our mind, and in thus lingering on the 
situation we come to share the experience of those involved. I believe 
that the one response cannot be separated from the other. Once we are 
“set” for this kind of appeal to our imagination, we will try to look through 
the picture into the imagined space and the imagined minds behind its 
surface.

Here, then, is another link in that “chain reaction” of which Professor 
Hanfmann speaks. Narrative art is bound to lead to space and the
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exploration of visual effects, and the reading of these effects in their 
turn demands a different kind of “mental set” from the magic rune with 
its enduring potency. But Plato was right when he felt that something had 
been sacrificed to this change: the timeless function of the potent image, 
the Pharaoh forever dominating his foes, had to be discarded in favor of 
an imaginary fleeting moment of time that might easily tempt an artist 
into triviality.

To us, this element of sacrifice that is involved in all naturalistic art 
has become somewhat obscured by the accident that the word “Greek 
art” conjures up for most of us a picture of sculpture rather than paint-
ing. Yet it is in painting that the reduction to one moment of time and 
one angle of view will involve the more obvious loss. We remember that 
this was one of the shortcomings that Plato held against the painter, who 
could not represent the couch as it is but only as it appears from one 
side. If the painting is to make us into spectators of an imaginary scene, 
it has to sacrifice that diagrammatic completeness that was demanded by 
the earlier functions of art. Pliny has preserved for us the remark of a 
Hellenistic critic who praised the skill of the famous painter Parrhasios 
in creating the illusion of roundness by the outlines of his figures. This, we

read, is the most subtle part of 
painting, “for the outline must go 
round and so end, that it promises 
something else to lie behind and 
thereby shows even what it ob-
scures.” It is a passage which has 
aroused much puzzled comment. 
But I believe that when we com-
pare any conceptual figure of pre- 
Greek or early Greek art with the 
miracles of freely moving figures 
as we know them from classical 
wall paintings [98], we may 
gather wherein the triumph of Par-
rhasios lay. His figures suggest 
what they can no longer show. We 
feel the presence even of the fea-

98 M aiden gathering  flowers. W all 
pa in tin g  from  S tabiae, 1 cen tu ry  
A.D.
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tures we do not see, and so he can show us a dancing maiden turning into 
the picture, an image that would have appeared senseless to any pre-Greek 
artist. Imagine Pygmalion creating a figure with only one arm, or a head 
without eyes. The figure in space can be conceived only when we have 
learned to see it as a sign referring to an outer, imagined reality. We are 
expected to know that the arm must be there but that the artist could not 
see it from where he stood, and neither can we.

This understanding may not be very difficult to acquire, but it does 
demand an adjustment of mental set. Psychologists who wanted to test 
the taste of Australian aborigines and showed them pictures of birds [99] 
found it a disturbing element that the natives “disliked the absence of full 
representation, as when the foot of a bird was missing in an attempt to 
convey perspective.” In other words, they share Plato’s objection to the 
sacrifices of illusionism.

We remember that this issue of the incomplete image also plays its 
part in the context of Egyptian art—the mutilation of hieroglyphic signs 
that are to be prevented from harming the dead. There is perhaps no 
stronger confirmation of the need for completeness in the potent image 
than this effect of a taboo. It throws an unexpected light on the achieve-
ment of Greek art in breaking this spell for the sake of illusion. Taken all 
in all it is not too fanciful, therefore, to compare the Greek “conquest of 
space” with the invention of flying. The pull of gravitation that the Greek 
inventors had to overcome was the psychological pull toward the distinctive 
“conceptual” image that had dominated representation heretofore and that 
we all have to counteract when we learn the skills of mimesis. Without 
these systematic efforts art could never have soared on the wings of illusion 
into the weightless zone of dreams.

V I

s u r e l y  it is artificial in such a development to separate what we call 
“form” from what we call “content.” For that imaginative reconstruction 
which the new type of art demands from the beholder encompasses both. 
There is another famous passage in the writings of Pliny that also con-
cerns an incomplete figure, but this time the appeal to the imagination is 
even greater: we hear that Timanthes painted the sacrifice of Iphigenia

9 9
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io o  T h e Sacrifice o f Iph igen ia . P om peian  w a ll pa in tin g , i  cen tu ry  a .d .

and expressed the grief of those around her in such a masterly way that 
when he came to represent her father Agamemnon, he had to suggest the 
climax of sorrow by representing him with his cloak drawn over his face, 
an enclosed world within the picture’s world, which excited the admiration 
of the classical orators.

There is a painting on one of the walls of a Pompeian house that 
reflects this motif [ioo]. It is not a great work of art, and the same 
criticism applies to many other copies of Greek works found in Italy and 
elsewhere. But such criticism has tended to obscure the most astounding
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consequence of the Greek miracle: the fact that copies were ever made 
at all to be displayed in the houses and gardens of the educated. For this 
industry of making reproductions for sale implies a function of the image 
of which the pre-Greek world knew nothing. The image has been pried 
loose from the practical context for which it was conceived and is admired 
and enjoyed for its beauty and fame, that is, quite simply within the 
context of art. For this is the final consequence of that great "chain 
reaction.” The creation of an imaginative realm led to an acknowledg-
ment of what we call "art” and the celebration of those rare spirits who 
could explore and extend that realm.

It may sound paradoxical to say that the Greeks invented art, but 
from this point of view, it is a mere sober statement of fact. We rarely 
realize how much this concept owes to the heroic spirit of those dis-
coverers who were active between 550 and 350 b .c . For the history of 
these years as it is reflected in Pliny or Quintilian was handed down like 
an epic of conquest, a story of inventions. When Quintilian called the con-
torted attitude of Myron's Discóbolos "particularly praiseworthy for its 
novelty and difficulty,” he codified a standard of criticism that linked art 
with the solution of problems. The names of the artists who discovered new 
effects to increase illusion and lifelikeness, the names of Myron and 
Phidias, Zeuxis and Apelles, lived on in history and have retained their 
magic despite the fact we do not know one work from their hands. The 
legend of their triumphs remained as potent in the history of Western art 
as did the actual works that were recovered from the soil. The writers of 
the Renaissance echoed the anecdotes that extolled the powers of paint-
ing to deceive the eye—the very character which made Plato disapprove 
of art and prefer the immutable laws of the Egyptian canon.

The Greek revolution deserves its fame. It is unique in the annals of 
mankind. This should be acknowledged even by those who side with Plato 
in their taste for the archaic and ritualistic. What makes it unique is 
precisely the directed efforts, the continued and systematic modifications 
of the schemata of conceptual art, till making was replaced by the match-
ing of reality through the new skill of mimesis. We mistake the character 
of this skill if we speak of the imitation of nature. Nature cannot be 
imitated or "transcribed” without first being taken apart and put together 
again. This is not the work of observation alone but rather of ceaseless
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experimentation. For here, too, the term “observation” has tended to mis-
lead rather than enlighten.

There is no reason to think Greek artists offered a more complete or 
more accurate visual inventory of the world than did the art of Egypt, 
Mesopotamia, or Crete. On the contrary, in these early cultures the sche-
mata of animals and plants were often refined to an astounding degree. 
One may well ask whether Greek art produced anything to surpass in this 
respect the Lioness under a Palm Tree from the palace of Assur-bani-pal 
[ioi]. After all, Greek art of the classical period concentrated on the 
image of man almost to the exclusion of other motifs, and even in the 
portrayal of man it remained wedded to types. This does not apply only to 
the idealized type of physique which we all associate with Greek art. Even 
in the rendering of movement and drapery the repertoire of Greek sculp-
ture and painting has turned out to be strangely limited. There are a re-
stricted number of formulas for the rendering of figures standing, running, 
fighting, or falling, which Greek artists repeated with relatively slight varia-
tions over a long period of time. Perhaps if a census of such motifs were 
taken, the Greek vocabulary would be found to be not much larger than 
the Egyptian.

ioi Lioness u nder a pa lm  tree. 
From the palace of Assur- 
bani-pal, c. 650 B.C.
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It is not even necessarily true that individual observations, such as the 
existence of shadows or of foreshortening, were never made by pre-Greek 
artists. There are certain striking examples of such observations in 
Mexican art that would refute Schafer’s contention that all such de-
partures from conceptual modes are directly dependent on the Greek 
revolution. But it was Schafer himself who rightly pointed out that 
what is interesting in the isolated instances of such deviations, which can 
even be found in Egypt, is that they remained without consequence. 
They do not become part of the tradition to be improved and extended, as 
they do in Greece. On the contrary, one has the impression that they are 
accidents, random mutations which are weeded out by a process of 
natural selection. A careful scrutiny of Old Kingdom art in Egypt reveals 
figures as lifelike and unconventional as the one of the man pulling a rope 
from the mastaba of Ti [102], which would look daring even in a Greek 
archaic relief. But from the point of view of function, the figure was 
perhaps considered a misfit, and the more Egyptian art develops, the less 
frequent are such variants. Maybe taboos played their part in this sorting- 
out process. But most of all, we may assume, tradition itself had this 
effect. Nothing succeeds like success, and nothing survives like survival. 
The very fact that certain images had survived for immeasurable periods 
must have appeared as a token of their magic potency.

It is well known that in spite of these powers of inertia the arts of the 
ancient Orient were not as static as Plato imagined. But this gradual 
adjustment and even the dramatic shocks of the Amarna period should 
not be equated in any way with the revolution we have described. The
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difference between a change in function and a change in formal treat-
ment should not be blurred in the history of art.

Classical art also underwent an evolution, a sorting-out process after 
its heroic period. But it is no accident that Pliny and Quintilian stopped 
their story with Lysippus, who said of himself that earlier artists had 
represented people as they are, he represented them as they appeared 
to be. The conquest of appearances, sufficiently convincing to allow the 
imaginative reconstruction of mythological or historical events, was the 
end of classical art in more than one meaning of the word. The rise of 
the new religions from the East challenged this function. Perhaps that 
inevitable trivialization of the image which was the consequence of 
spreading skill and of joy in jugglery had made the art of mimesis vulner-
able. In the time of Augustus there are already signs of a reversal of taste 
toward earlier modes of art and an admiration of the mysterious shapes of 
the Egyptian tradition. Quintilian tells us of connoisseurs who preferred 
the austere art of the “primitive” Greeks to the more nearly perfect 
masterpieces of later times. The breakdown of classical standards was 
thus perhaps prepared by a lack of conviction. And yet I do not think 
this breakdown should be interpreted as a fresh revolution in favor of new 
ideals. What happened here looks much more like another process of 
natural selection, not a directed effort by a band of pioneers, but the 
survival of the fittest; in other words, the adaptation of the formulas to 
the new demands of imperial ceremony and divine revelation. In the 
course of this adaptation, the achievements of Greek illusionism were 
gradually discarded. The image was no longer asked questions of how 
and when; it was reduced to the what of impersonal recital. And with 
the beholder’s questioning of the image, the artist’s questioning of nature 
stopped. The schema was not criticized and corrected, and so it followed 
the natural pull toward the minimum stereotype, the “gingerbread figure” 
of peasant art. The sacrifice of Iphigenia is followed by the sacrifice of 
Isaac as it appears on the walls of the synagogue of Dura-Europos [82].

It has become unfashionable to call this reorientation a “decline” and, 
indeed, it is hard to use such a word when one stands in San Vitale in 
Ravenna [103]. The gleam of the mosaics, the intense gaze of the 
worshiping Emperor, the ceremonial dignity of the scene show the image 
has recovered something of the potency which it once had. But it owes
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its very strength to this direct contact with the beholder. It no longer 
waits to be wooed and interpreted but seeks to awe him into submission. 
Art has again become an instrument, and a change of function results in 
a change of form. The Byzantine icon is not conceived as free “fiction”; 
it somehow partakes of the nature of a Platonic truth. Even the narrative 
cycles of the Byzantine Church, as Otto Demus has shown, are no longer 
to be understood as an imaginative account of a past event. They mark 
the annual cycle of feasts and the timeless re-enactment of the life of 
Christ in the liturgy of the Church. This is the closest approach to pre- 
Greek conceptions to which art could attain after the Greek revolution. 
Small wonder that it led to a concentration on distinctive features and 
came to restrict the free play of the imagination in artist and beholder alike. 
But in neither the East nor the West did medieval art ever eliminate the 
discoveries of Greek art, the modifications of the schema through fore-
shortening and modeling in light and shade. For the classical heritage of 
narrative was implicit in the illustration of the gospel story which chal-
lenged the imagination of poets and artists till the means of increasing 
the lifelikeness of re-presentations again became the object of systematic 
search.

103 The E m peror Justin ian  and his retinue. M osaic, San V ita le, R avenna, c. 550



V

Formula and Experience
Though th eir particu lars are those  
T h a t each  particu lar a r tis t kn ow s,
U nique even ts th a t once took place  
W ith in  a un ique tim e and space,
In the n ew  field th ey  occupy  
T he unique serves to typ ify ,
B ecom es, though still particu lar,
A n algebraic form ula,
A n a bstrac t m odel o f even ts  
D erived from  dead experim en ts,
A nd each  life m u s t itse lf  decide  
To w h a t and  how  i t  be applied .

W. H. A u d e n , “The New Year Letter, 1940’'

I

TH E GREEK revolution may have changed the function and forms of 
art. It could not change the logic of image making, the simple fact that 
without a medium and without a schema which can be molded and 
modified, no artist could imitate reality. We know what the ancients 
called their schemata; they referred to them as the canon, the basic 
geometric relationships which the artist must know for the construction 
of a plausible figure. But the problem of the canon has become overlaid 
in Greek art by the search for beauty and proportion, and so we may 
better select a starting point outside the realm of great art to continue 
our probing of mimesis. We may find such a starting point in a doctoral 
thesis on the psychology of drawing in which the author, F. C. Ayer, 
summarizes his conclusions as follows: “The trained drawer acquires a 
mass of schemata by which he can produce a schema of an animal, a 
flower or a house quickly upon paper. This serves as a support for the 
representation of his memory images and he gradually modifies the
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schema until it corresponds with that which he would express. Many 
drawers who are deficient in schemata and can draw well from another 
drawing cannot draw from the object.”

We have seen in the second chapter that there is certainly some 
truth in Mr. Ayer’s observations. Indeed, what I called the “pathology 
of portrayal,” the curious mistakes made by copyists and topographic 
artists, often turned out to be due to the lack of a schema. And yet I 
doubt whether many an artist today would like to see himself classified 
with those “trained drawers” whom the psychologist observed and de-
scribed. His account is rather reminiscent of those primers for amateurs 
which promise to teach us “how to draw trees,” “how to draw birds,” sail-
boats, airplanes, or horses. Where there is smoke there is fire. The mass 
of these books which pour from the printing presses year in year out 
must be as significant as the professional artist’s horror of these “tricks.” 
There are books for the studious on how to draw hands, feet, eyes, as well 
as comprehensive encyclopedias teaching all this and more in a few 
lessons. Now, all these books work on the principle we would expect from 
the formula “schema and correction.” They teach a simple canon and 
show how to construct the required vocabulary out of basic geometric 
forms, easy to remember and easy to draw, like the cat I learned to draw 
as a child [2]. At their simplest we find these tricks illustrated in such 
primers as Allen’s Graphic Art in Easy Stages [104], but the principle is 
the same in more serious books, such as R. Sheppard’s How to Draw 
Birds [105].

104 105
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These lessons for the budding artist may be compared with certain 
methods of building images we observed in primitive art. Early civiliza-
tions learned how to represent eyes by classifying them with cowrie shells. 
The amateur now is taught to classify and sort out the basic shapes of 
things in terms of a few geometric distinctions. Only after he has learned 
to construct the image of a bird should he go out and look at birds he 
wishes to portray, and only at the end should he record such distinctive 
features as characterize first the species and then the individual bird.

106 A V ictorian  draw ing  
class

Now the whole temper of art in our time revolts against such proce-
dures. Have we not just struggled free of the dreary and melancholy 
methods by which Victorian boys were taught to draw the schema of a 
leaf they could hardly have seen from a distance and which certainly 
looked quite different [106]? Can anything be more deadening to 
spontaneity and imagination than the learning by rote recommended by 
these methods?

II

t h e  h i s t o r i a n  k n o w s  that such revulsion from the formula is a  com-
paratively recent development. Many earlier civilizations would scarcely 
have understood the contrast between convention and inspiration that 
plays such a part in our critical literature. No artistic tradition insists 
with greater force on the need for inspired spontaneity than that of 
ancient China, but it is precisely there we find a complete reliance on 
acquired vocabularies. The recent publication and translation of a Chinese



standard textbook on painting from the 
seventeenth century [107] has made it eas-
ier for the Westerner to study this combi-
nation of traditionalism and respect for 
the uniqueness of every performance. “In 
learning to write,” this work tells us, “one 
begins with simple characters made up of 
a few strokes and proceeds to complicated 
characters with several strokes. In the 
same way, in learning to paint flowers, one 
begins with those with few petals and pro-
ceeds to those with many petals, from 
small leaves to large, and from single 
stems to bunches. . . . When the begin-
ner has learned the basic steps, he will 
have started on the way to acquiring ex-
perience and skill.”

Some of these rules were summed up 
in traditional four-word phrases which 
the disciple could learn to memorize by 
chanting, as in these hints for painting 
orchids:

“First draw four leaves. They should vary in length. A fifth leaf crosses 
them. In this there is grace and beauty. . . . Ink tones should be varied. 
Old and young leaves should mingle. Petals should be light, stamens and 
calyx dark. The hand should move like lightning; it should never be slow 
or hesitant.”

And so the minute rules of how to create a convincing image of an 
orchid would naturally include a quotation about the mood which gives 
the best inspiration. Chiieh Yin, Buddhist monk of the Yuan period, said: 
“When the emotions are strong and one feels pent up, one should paint 
bamboo; in a light mood one should paint the orchid, for the leaves of the 
orchid grow as though they were flying or fluttering, the buds open joy-
fully, and the mood is indeed a happy one.”

It is clear even to the nonspecialist that the Chinese method must 
have been as admirably adapted to the function of art in this beautifully

107 From the “M ustard Seed G arden M anual 
of P ain ting.” 1679 -1701
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consistent culture as the formulas evolved by Egyptian art were adapted 
to their purpose. Its primary concern was neither the perpetuation of 
images nor the plausible narrative but something which is perhaps least 
inaccurately described as “poetic evocation.” The Chinese artist appears 
still as a “maker” of mountains, trees, or flowers. He can conjure them up 
because he has learned the secret of their being, but he does so to record 
and evoke a mood which is deeply rooted in Chinese ideas about the na-
ture of the universe.

There is nothing in Western art which compares with this conception 
of painting; indeed, the language in which we discuss pictures differs so 
radically from the critical terminology of the Far East that all attempts to 
translate from one into the other are frustrated by this basic difference 
of categories. But it is all the more interesting to continue the search for 
those common human traits which survive any change of aesthetics and 
shift in purpose: the need for acquired formulas.

That this need is paramount in medieval art is universally recognized. 
For almost a thousand years, between the third and the thirteenth cen-
turies a .d ., the contact of art with the visible world had been extremely 
tenuous. For the purpose of narrative and of teaching the doctrine, the 
artist relied on the formulas evolved by classical art, suitably adapted and 
transformed to fit the new contexts. Early medieval art, as we know, is an 
art of copyists, of the transcription of traditional picture cycles into a 
more or less individual idiom. We have seen the strange results that 
ensued even in the thirteenth century when a skilled master like Villard 
de Honnecourt wanted to use his art to record an individual and unique 
experience, his encounter with a lion [55].

The character of this portrait contrasts significantly with the familiar-
ity of the trick figures which Villard included in his album of patterns 
[108]. One could find a parallel for each of these diagrams in modem 
drawing books. Villard and his workmates must have experienced the 
same difficulties and needed the same psychological aids in learning to 
draw as we do. It is quite possible that he, too, thought less of trained 
painters than of architects who should master the rudiments of represen-
tation without needing refined skill. But most of all his pages indicate a 
certain freedom of invention which leads away from reliance on individual 
narrative cycles and dares to compose afresh.



i o 8  ViLLARD d e  HoNNECOURT: Constructions, c. 12,35, pen on vellum
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The best way, perhaps, to clarify the basic difference between the 
function of art in medieval contexts and in later times is to make use of a 
terminology with which Villard would have been quite conversant: the 
philosophic distinction between “universals” and “particulars.” We have 
already encountered this main theme of Western philosophy in our discus-
sions of Plato’s couch. Ordinary nouns, such as “man,” “sheep,” “hound,” 
or “lion,” denote concepts, “universals.” They refer to classes of things of 
which individuals are merely instances. A battle raged in the medieval 
schools whether these universals should be called more or less “real” 
than such particular things as the man Villard, the dog Noble, or the lion 
Rex. In this terminology, what I have called the “schema” refers to 
universals. Villard, no less than the Chinese or modern drawing books, 
teaches how to draw “a man,” or “a dog,” whenever the context demands 
it. In the contexts normal to medieval art, the schema could function like 
a hieroglyph or pictograph. It comes into its own in Villard’s album where 
he shows how to draw the wheel of fortune [109], that tremendous 
image of the instability of the human lot that the Middle Ages had taken 
over from Boethius’ vision in his adversity. These figures, rising and fall-
ing, are not particular men but are like the hero of the morality play 
“Everyman,” and it is for us to apply the concept to ourselves. With 
Villard’s lion, of course, it is different. And yet in claiming he had drawn it 
“aZ v i f” he probably wanted to say no more than we say when we use a 
“universal” to tell that we have seen “a lion.”

I l l

t h e  r e t u r n  to the classical ideal of the “convincing” image in the Renais-
sance did not necessarily change the nature of the problem, it only 
created more exacting standards for the rendering of universals, be they 
lions or men. But in one respect the importance of these fresh standards 
can hardly be overrated. As in classical times, the narrative was again to 
be presented to the beholder as if he were an eyewitness to imaginary 
events. Alberti drew the final conclusion from this reviving demand when 
he described the frame as a window through which the beholder looks 
into the world of the picture. To satisfy this demand you had to know



1 0 9  VlLLARD DE HONNECOURT: The  
W h eel of Fortune, c. 12.35, 
y e n  on ve llu m

the modifications of the schema caused by the angle of vision, or, in other 
words, you had to understand that branch of projective geometry known 
as “perspective.” It was not enough to have a patternbook with graceful 
pictures of running hounds. You had to visualize the three-dimensional 
pattern of the hound if you wanted it to look convincing in many orienta-
tions, as it does in Uccello’s Hunt [no].



With Uccello we still feel the schema very strongly. He may well 
have constructed first a wooden model and worked out the foreshorten-
ings geometrically. But the Renaissance artist who wanted to people his 
stage freely with all manner and classes of living things could not rely on 
such roundabout methods. He had to strive for a greater knowledge of 
universals and master the structure of things so thoroughly that he could 
visualize them in any spatial context.

The most illustrious instance of this natural union between knowledge 
and art is of course Leonardo da Vinci. It seems a far cry from Villard’s 
geometric tricks and his heraldic lion to Leonardo’s incessant search for 
the secret of organic form, and yet they belong together, for both are 
directed towards the “universal.” One example must suffice. Leonardo 
was obviously dissatisfied with the current method of drawing trees. He 
knew a better way. “Remember,” he taught, “that wherever a branch 
divides, the stem grows correspondingly thinner, so that, if you draw a 
circle round the crown of the tree, the sections of every twig must add up 
to the thickness of the trunk” [h i ]. I do not know if this law holds. I do 
not think it quite does. But as a hint on “how to draw trees,” Leonardo’s 
observation is invaluable. By teaching the assumed laws of growth he has 
given the artist a formula for constructing a tree-and so he can still 
feel like the creator, “Lord and Master of all things,” who knows the 
secrets of nature and can “make” trees as he hoped to “make” a bird that 
would fly.

i i o  U c c e l l o : T he H unt, 
deta il, c. 1460
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I believe what we call the Renaissance artists’ preoccupation with 
structure has a very practical basis in their needs to know the schema 
of things. For in a way our very concept of “structure,” the idea of some 
basic scaffolding or armature that determines the “essence” of things, 
reflects our need for a schema with which to grasp the infinite variety of 
this world of change. No wonder these issues have become somewhat 
clouded by a metaphysical fog which settled over the discussions of art in 
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

IV

t h e  m e d i e v a l  d i s t i n c t i o n  between universals and particulars was 
mainly a matter of logic. In these terms, Leonardo had discovered a law 
about the biological class called “trees” to which every individual tree be-
longed. Those who wanted to portray a tree in their garden had first to 
know about the structure and proportion of trees. But thanks in part to 
the influence of Platonism, the whole distinction could be 
given a different twist. For Plato, the universal is the idea, 
the perfect pattern of the tree exists somewhere in a place 
beyond the heavens, or, to use the technical term, in the in-
telligible world. Individual trees or horses or men, such as 
the painter may encounter in real life, are only imperfect 
copies of these eternal patterns, imperfect because base 
matter will always resist the flawless seal and prevent the 
idea from realizing itself. It was on these grounds that 
Plato himself denied art its validity, for what value can 
there be in copying an imperfect copy of the idea? But on 
the same grounds, Neoplatonism tried to assign to art a new 
place that was eagerly seized upon by the emerging acade-
mies. It is just the point, they argued, that the painter, un-
like ordinary mortals, is a person endowed with the divine 
gift of perceiving, not the imperfect and shifting world of 
individuals, but the eternal patterns themselves. He must 
purify the world of matter, erase its flaws, and approximate 
it to the idea. He is aided in this by the knowledge of the

h i  Le o n a r d o  d a  V i n c i : D iagram  of th e grow th  o f trees
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laws of beauty, which are those of harmonious, simple geometrical rela-
tionships, and by the study of those antiques that already represent reality 
“idealized,” i.e., approximated to the Platonic idea.

I believe this doctrine, which held sway in the academies for at least 
three hundred years, from 1550 to 1850, rests on self-deception. It 
endows the art of drawing, not a particular tree, but a tree, not a partic-
ular man, but a m an-that is to say, a continuation of Villard’s conceptual 
art, with a slightly specious philosophical halo. Mere portrayal is menial 
and low. You must recreate nature. If the tree or the man in front of you 
does not conform to that geometrical scaffolding now presented as the 
perfect canon, so much the worse for the tree or the man. The perfect 
painter is endowed with the gift of seeing the universal in the particular, 
of looking across the dross of matter at the “essential form” which—in 
Aristotelian rather than in Platonic terms-shaped the resisting clay 
from within.

We need not doubt that painters experienced this very thrill. And yet 
one suspects that the pattern they found behind the visible world was not 
the one laid up in heaven but the remembered shapes they had learned in 
their youth. Would not a Chinese call that orchid “perfect” which corre-
sponds most closely to the rules he had absorbed? Do we not tend to 
judge human bodies by their resemblance to those Greek statues that 
have become traditionally identified with the canon of beauty?

V

1 d o  n o t  c l a i m  that this answer contains the whole truth about the chang-
ing ideals of natural beauty. But I do think the study of the metaphysics of 
art should always be supplemented by an analysis of its practice, notably 
the practice of teaching.

There are few aspects of the past that are more difficult for us to 
grasp and recapture than the old experience of schooling. The harshness 
and even cruelty of the demands it made on the young apprentice would 
certainly revolt us. Just as the young singer lived in the house of his 
master and learned and practiced scales for many years under his con-
stant supervision, so the painter’s apprentice was delivered into the power
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of his taskmaster, who saw to it that he spent hours in the exercise of 
copying the works of the great. "Draw, Antonio, draw, Antonio, draw and 
do not waste time,” wrote the aged Michelangelo on a sheet of paper to 
urge a flagging apprentice on, and these words must have been echoed 
in workshops all over Europe. The aim of these exercises was clearly 
formulated in a seventeenth-century treatise by the German painter 
Joachim von Sandrart: "When our Understanding issues its well-con-
ceived concepts, and the hand, practised by many years of industrious 
drawing, puts them to paper according to reason, the perfect excellence 
of both the master and his art becomes manifest.”

No one doubted in these days that all art was "conceptual” in the 
sense that you had first to learn and practice how to draw "a man” before 
you were even allowed to try your hand in the life class. In the academies 
there was a carefully graded course from the copying of prints to the 
drawing after the antique that took years before the artist was permitted to 
wrestle with a real motif. It is this insistence on the mastery of tradition 
that secured the continuity of art between the Middle Ages and the eight-
eenth century, for all the time the sway of the pattern was unchallenged. 
Of course the material for copying had immeasurably increased with the 
coming of prints and the distribution of plaster casts. Moreover, it was 
supplemented by anatomy books and books on proportion, not to speak of 
the study of the nude in which the artist put his acquired knowledge to 
the test. But from no other source can we study the training of the 
artist’s hand and eye as conveniently as in the drawing books. Within the 
context of this chapter I can only call attention to the unsuspected rich-
ness of this material. The Catalogue of Books and Pamphlets in the Na-
tional Art Library at South Kensington, which came out in 1888, lists 
over five hundred titles of books that fall within this category, and yet 
this list is incomplete. It is no mere paradox to say that the scarcity of 
these books in our libraries is symptomatic of their past importance. They 
were simply used up, handled and torn in the workshops and studios, and 
even the existing ones are often misbound and incomplete.

The earliest printed patternbook came out in 1538 in Strasbourg. 
Its author, Heinrich Vogtherr, explicitly claims on the title page that his 
book is a novelty. In the introduction Vogtherr bewails the fate of art 
and artists in German lands because of the Reformation. He wants to



prevent the arts from dying out lest Christendom decline into barbarism. 
Especially he thinks of those fellow artists who are burdened with wives 
and children, or who cannot travel, and it is for their benefit he has 
compiled what he calls a summa of all the strange and most difficult 
pieces that usually demand much imagination and meditation, to save 
the weaker brethren trouble and to enable the subtle minds to rise still 
higher in order that the arts may rise again and Germany may return to 
her leading place among nations.

The means by which these great aims are to be achieved are the 
traditional patterns as we know them from late medieval workshop prac-
tices. There are pages with fantastic heads and headgears and others 
with hands in various attitudes, feet, and ornaments [112, 113].

Compared with Vogtherr’s unassuming little book, Erhard Schon’s Un- 
derweisung der Proporzion of 1538 is a sophisticated affair. Here we find 
a basic schema for the human head seen from all sides and a method of 
imagining the human body as composed of simple forms [114, 115], neither 
of which has lost anything in popularity. Schon owed his inspiration to 
Diirer’s famous Dresden Sketchbook [116, 117] and its experiments with 
the geometrical and stereometrical structure of the human body, which 
have been compared with cubist methods. I do not think this comparison 
is illuminating. The cubist, as I hope to show in a future chapter, is not 
out to clarify a schema but to baffle our perception. Diirer’s researches 
are linked with his quest for the secret of beauty but also with his practical 
aims as an educator. One can see he is interested in the construction of a 
suitable lay figure which might serve as a handy schema to future genera-
tions. One more German book from this tradition will suffice: Heinrich 
Lautensack’s Des Circkels unnd Richtscheyts . . . Underweisung, which

112 /  113 Vo gt he rr  : H eads and  
feet. 1538
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and bodies. 1538

116 D ür er : Study in proportions.
c. 1 5 1 3

117 Dürer : Lay figure, c. 1513
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came out in Frankfurt in 1564. In its pages all the modem devices are exem-
plified : for instance, the hint of imagining the schema of the skeleton as a 
wire construction with dots for the joints [118].

On the whole, however, the sixteenth-century drawing books with 
their emphasis on projective geometry seem to have lacked the simplicity

118 La u t e n s a c k : Sch em atic  
draw ing . 1564

that was felt to be needed for the instruction of beginners. This, at least, 
is what we read in Carel van Mander’s poem on the art of painting which 
was written shortly before 1600. “If only a great master,” he writes, 
“would publish in print, for the use of youngsters, an A B C book on the 
first elements of our art. I am too clumsy to do it, and those who could, 
won’t.”
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But as so often happens, the demand elicited a supply. In 1608 there 
appeared in Venice what seems to be the first book of a new type, Odoardo 
Fialetti’s ‘The true method and order to draw all parts and limbs of the 
human body.” Some of the pages are very much in the Vogtherr tradition, 
but Fialetti goes into much more detail in his analysis of the various parts 
of the human body. He starts off with a page on eyes [119] which 
combines the principle of “graphic art in easy stages” with a variety of

119 Fi a l e t t i : 
Eyes. 1608

examples. It seems this kind of detailed study was derived by Fialetti 
from the workshop of a much greater artist, Agostino Carracci. Many of 
that master’s drawings have this analytic character, which confirms his 
reputation as one of the founders of the academic tradition [120]. Seven-
teenth-century sources mention that Agostino considered the ear the 
hardest of all features to draw and that he constructed a large plaster- 
cast model for the training of his students. There were in circulation in 
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries a number of didactic prints 
attributed to Annibale Carracci, though their exact authorship is un-
certain. The impact of the Carracci on drawing books can be studied in 
the work of two other members of the Bolognese school, Guercino and 
Guido Reni. Guercino’s series was published in 1619. His dependence on 
Fialetti, or perhaps on a model provided in the Carracci workshop, be-
comes clear if we compare their pages of ears [121, 122]. This type of 
dependence is precisely what we would expect: it is easier to learn the



drawing of ears from existing books than from nature. And so we cannot 
be surprised that Guercino in turn was asked to lend his ears to a northern 
patternbook, the large encyclopedia of images by Crispyn van de Passe 
called The Light of Painting and Drawing, the first edition of which came 
out in Amsterdam in 1643. To meet the demand voiced by his compatriot 
van Mander for an A B C book, van de Passe copies Guercino [123] but 
also retranslates his patterns into simple diagrams that recall the modern 
drawing book. Into more than two hundred pages van de Passe also 
incorporates a visual inventory of the animal world that includes such 
delightful simplifications as the stag seen from behind [124] and the 
bird which anticipates the twentieth-century example [125]. But as so 
often in history, the similarity can help us to define the difference of atti-
tude behind these almost identical diagrams. What for us is only a short-
cut method, a trick for the tyro, reveals to the seventeenth-century artist 
something also of the structure of the world. We read in the letterpress 
of the book that it is providential that birds, like all creatures, are com-
posed of simple Euclidian forms. One might see in this confidence an 
echo of Plato’s Timaeus, the idea that regular bodies are the ultimate 
constituents of the world. The regular schema which we call an abstrac-
tion was therefore “found” by the artist in nature. It belongs to the laws of 
its being.

As luck will have it, the same century produced a parallel in the Far

120 Ag o s t i n o  Ca r r a c c i : 
Features
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East. In the Chinese patternbook to which I referred before, we may read 
this: “One should know well the whole form of the bird. Birds are born from 
eggs. And their forms resemble eggs, with head, tail, wings, and feet 
added.” In “developing” the bird from the egg form the artist followed the 
way of nature. But the book refrains from illustrating the diagrammatic 
tricks. As far as I know these only appear in the Far East in the eighteenth 
century. Hokusai made use of them. It would be interesting to know 
whether Western drawing books were responsible for this innovation. 
One tradition, of course, is peculiar to the West: the academy figure. This 
also formed part of the Carracci tradition, but the North contributed its 
share with a book by Pieter de Jode which came out in Antwerp in 1629 
and bears the characteristic title Various Academy Figures Newly Com-
piled from Life with Enormous Labor and at Great Cost, Most Convenient 
for Young People Who Enjoy the Art of Drawing [126]. Here the tradition 
of Rubens merges with that of Italy.

It is never easy to decide what is original in this type of publication.

121 Gu e r c i n o : Ears. 1619
122 Fi a l e t t i : Ears. 1608

123 v a n  d e  Pa s s e : Ears, d raw n  a fter  
G uercino, and d iagram s. 1643

1 2 2
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126 de  Jo d e :
A cadem y figure. 
1629



De Jode and van de Passe, including his title, were 
taken over by Frederik de Wit, who prefaced his Lu-
men picturae with a striking variation on Ribera's 
etching The Poet [frontisp.]. By the time the book 
was out, a series of didactic prints after Ribera had 
been published in France by Poilly, with the device 
of showing each detail in contour for easy copying 
and with shading. This, too, is embodied in de Wit's 
volume [127]. These are just a few instances to 
demonstrate that such books really form a reservoir 
of formulas or schemata which spread through 
Europe. In 1773 there appeared a curious book of 
plates purporting to reproduce a treatise by Rubens, 
which contains, among other things, illustrations 
from Leonardo’s Trattato—but on one of its pages 
[128] we find the pose of Michelangelo's David to-
gether with the schema of a running man which 
turns out to be a copy from Lautensack [129].

127 Af t e r  Ri b e r a : Bacchic figure and  
outline. 1650

1 2 8  “P. P. Ru b e n s .” From “Théorie de la
figure h u m aine.” 1773

129 La u t e n s a c k : Schem a of a running  
m an. 1564



130 de W it: Putti. c. 1660 131 v a n  de Passe: Putti. 1643

132 Dü r e r : Proportions of a child. 1532,

133 Be h a m : Profiles. 1565



In a way, then, these books can really be compared with vocabularies. 
After all, dictionaries, too, have grown through the ages by absorbing the 
wisdom and the errors of older dictionaries. One last example may illus-
trate the role of this visual vocabulary. Among de Wit’s [130] formulas 
is a schema of how to draw children’s heads which is traceable to van de 
Passe. The heads based on these curious constructions look rather like 
Rubens’ putti. But if we look a little more closely we find that they, in turn, 
are only adaptations and modifications of a formula evolved by Dürer 
[132]. It was not directly from Dürer that they derived. Van de Passe 
[131 ] also embodied in his visual dictionary copies from a booklet by 
Sebald Beham [133], and I suspect that it was Beham who infected 
Rubens’ putti with mumps. Now as long as these things remain on the 
level of patternbooks, they may be amusing but they cannot be very 
important. They become more exciting if one begins to ask oneself if it is 
possible that even a master such as Rubens might have been influenced in 
his portrayal of children, even in his portraits of his own boys [134], 
by the schema of proportion he had acquired in his youth.

167

134 Ru b e n s : Portrait of His Son. 
c. 1620
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For here we suddenly come up against the real problem of these 
teaching methods: the relation between the universal and the particular. 
It is the problem of portrayal which we looked at from another angle in 
the second chapter. What I called the “pathology of portrayal” can only 
be studied from examples where we can still compare the “accuracy” of 
the draughtsman’s record. We shall never know what Rubens’ children 
“really looked like,” but this need not mean we are forever barred from 
examining the influence which acquired patterns or schemata have on 
the organization of our perception. It would be interesting to examine this 
question in an experimental setting. But every student of art who has 
intensely occupied himself with a family of forms has experienced exam-
ples of such influence. In fact I vividly remember the shock I had while 
I was studying these formulas for chubby children: I never thought they 
could exist, but all of a sudden I saw such children everywhere.

This tendency of our minds to classify and register our experience in 
terms of the known must present a real problem to the artist in his en-
counter with the particular. Indeed, it may well be this difficulty which 
brought about the downfall of the formula in art.

VI

i  s h o u l d  l i k e  to illustrate this ambivalence through the most widespread 
and familiar of all the diagrammatic formulas taught in the Western 
tradition—the divided oval or egg shape that does duty for the head. 
Van Mander urges the apprentice diligently to practice the egg shape 
with the cross in it, without which no head can succeed, and so it quite 
appropriately is shown on a chapter heading of a popular drawing book of 
the time [135]. How should we describe the value of such a studio device? 
Maybe the egg shape is so useful because it acts as an effective corrective 
to one of the most frequent mistakes untrained persons make when they 
draw a head: the mistake of identifying what interests us, that is, the 
face, with the whole head. In the scrawl of a child the features which 
make up a face-the dots for the eyes, the strokes for the nose and for the 
mouth-are just surrounded anyhow by a line which is used to support 
the ears or, if need be, a hat [136]. This crude conceptual schema is



135 v a n  DE P a s s e : From chapter title of a drawing book. 
1643

usually a flat disk. By asking the beginner to select another starting point, 
one which forces him to think of the head first and of the face as sub-
ordinated to its three-dimensional structure, the teacher will certainly 
induce progress.

Artists great and small have used this method of indicating a head. 
Indeed, the popularity of this formula with painters as different as Leon-
ardo and Fra Bartolommeo, Paolo Veronese and Rembrandt [137/40], 
testifies to that unity of language in representation which I am trying to

136 Snowball Fight. 
Child's drawing
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138 F r a  Ba r t o l o m m e o : Drawings

139 V e r o n e s e : Study for the “Marriage at Cana,” detail 140 R e m b r a n d t : Calvary, detail



emphasize in these chapters. In their drawings, 
the schema assumes the form of shorthand nota-
tions which the artist will expand and fill in when 
the time comes. And yet, I think, when we call 
such formulas “abbreviations” or “simplifications” 
we are not quite doing justice to their psychologi-
cal status. The artist need not think first of a real 
head which he then reduces to the abstract oval 
—even for him the oval, the schema, is the start-
ing point which he will then clothe with flesh 
and blood if the occasion requires.

But obviously such a reliance on the schema 
can block the path to effective portrayal unless it 
is accompanied by a constant willingness to cor-
rect and revise. We have a precious testimony to 

the existence of this danger even in the well-trained painters of the eight-
eenth century. The great eighteenth-century anatomist Pieter Camper tells 
us that “the portrait painters of the present day generally describe an oval 
upon their panel before the person to be painted sits to be drawn, make a 
cross in the oval, which they divide into the length of four noses and the 
breadth of five eyes; and they paint the face according to these divisions to 
which it must be accommodated, let the proportions themselves be ever so 
much at variance.” Camper even goes further. He subjects the schema from 
a drawing book by Preissler [141] to a careful scrutiny and explains that in 
half profile the recipe goes wrong altogether because the mouth comes too 
close to the ear [142]. Yet he tells us that in contrast to van Dyck and the 
Italians, Northern painters usually made this mistake.

It appears once more that the difference between Villard, who drew 
his schematic lion and called it a portrait from life, and the eighteenth-

141 Pr e i s s l e r : Schematic 
heads. 1734

142  Ca m p e r : The proportions 
of the head. 1794
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century painter criticized by Camper is only one of degree. Both apply a 
universal stereotype to a member of a class, the Lion Rex or Lord X Y Z. 
Now it may be true that once a hack has learned how to make the image 
of a tolerably convincing head, he may be tempted to use this standard 
formula for the rest of his days, merely adding just such distinguishing 
features as will mark the admiral or the court beauty. But obviously once 
he is in possession of a standard head, he can also use it as a starting point 
for corrections, to measure all individual deviations against it. He may 
first draw it on his canvas or in his mind, not in order to complete it, 
but to match it against the sitter’s head and enter the differences onto 
his schema. From what we have seen of the need for schemata, we need 
no longer be surprised that even a wrong schema is a useful tool. Our 
perceptive apparatus is so built that it only jumps into action when 
prodded in some such way. We hear a lot about training the eye or learn-
ing to see, but this phraseology can be misleading if it hides the fact that 
what we can learn is not to see but to discriminate. If seeing were a 
passive process, a registration of sense data by the retina as a photo-
graphic plate, it would indeed be absurd for us to need a wrong schema 
to arrive at a correct portrait. But every day brings new and startling 
confirmation from the psychology laboratories that this idea, or ideal, of 
passivity is quite unreal. “Perception,” it has been recently said, “may be 
regarded as primarily the modification of an anticipation.” It is always 
an active process, conditioned by our expectations and adapted to situa-
tions. Instead of talking of seeing and knowing, we might do a little 
better to talk of seeing and noticing. We notice only when we look for 
something, and we look when our attention is aroused by some disequi-
librium, a difference between our expectation and the incoming message. 
We cannot take in all we see in a room, but we notice if something is 
changed. We cannot register all the features of a head, and as long as 
they conform to our expectations they fall silently into the slot of our 
perceptive apparatus. Similarly we have come to accept certain forms in 
pictures as representing heads, and we are not troubled before our atten-
tion is roused-though if somebody entered our room with an egg-shaped 
head, or even with a mouth misplaced like Preissler’s, we would be sure to 
notice something wrong.
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VII

s e e n  i n  t h i s  l i g h t , that dry psychological formula of schema and 
correction can tell us a good deal, not only about the essential unity be-
tween medieval and postmedieval art, but also of their vital difference. To 
the Middle Ages, the schema is the image; to the postmedieval artist, it is 
the starting point for corrections, adjustments, adaptations, the means to 
probe reality and to wrestle with the particular. The hallmark of the 
medieval artist is the firm line that testifies to the mastery of his craft 
[143]. That of the postmedieval artist is not facility, which he avoids, 
but constant alertness. Its symptom is the sketch [144], or rather the 
many sketches which precede the finished work and, for all the skill of 
hand and eye that marks the master, a constant readiness to learn, to 
make and match and remake till the portrayal ceases to be a secondhand 
formula and reflects the unique and unrepeatable experience the artist 
wishes to seize and hold.

It is this constant search, this sacred discontent, which constitutes the 
leaven of the Western mind since the Renaissance and pervades our art 
no less than our science. For it is not only the scientist of the stamp of

143 VlLLARD DE HONNECOURT:
Page of drawings.
c. 1235, vellum and ink 144 Leonardo da Vinci: Rearing horse, c. 1505
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Camper who can examine the schema and test its validity. Since the time 
of Leonardo, at least, every great artist has done the same, consciously 
or unconsciously.

Up to the nineteenth century, however, the patterns handed down 
by tradition derived some authority from those metaphysical views I have 
mentioned, the conviction that the artist should represent the universal 
rather than the particular, that he should never slavishly copy the acci-
dents of nature but keep his eye firmly on the ideal.

It was only when this metaphysical conviction faded that the real 
conflict started. Artists turned against the academies and the traditional 
methods of teaching because they felt it was the artist’s task to wrestle 
with the unique visual experience which can never have been prefigured 
and can never recur. The history of late eighteenth- and nineteenth- 
century art thus became, in a way, the history of the struggle against the 
schema. Not entirely though. Some artists always kept their heads. Degas, 
for instance, dismissed the excited talk of his impressionist friends with 
the remark that painting was a conventional art and they would better 
occupy their time by copying drawings by Holbein. According to Meder, 
it was Rousseau who first held forth in Emile in 1763 against the tradi-
tional way of teaching the elements of drawing. Emile should never be 
taught to copy other men’s work, he should copy only nature. This is one of 
those programs which may be said to be charged with explosive ignorance. 
True, similar things had been said before of or by Lysippus and Caravag-
gio, but in the eighteenth century the demand had a new ring. It is the 
time of "original genius” and of nature worship. And so the break in tradi-
tion is heralded, which foreshadows the modern dilemma.

No artist embodies this dilemma more clearly than John Constable, 
with whose work I began these chapters. Nearly all his utterances betray 
this ambivalence toward tradition. "I remember to have heard him say,” 
Leslie writes, "when I sit down to make a sketch from nature the first 
thing I try to do is to forget that I have ever seen a picture.” The psy-
chologist who hears of someone’s "trying to forget” will prick up his ears. 
In fact there is a strange irony in this manifesto of unconditional origi-
nality, for in itself it is not original. Cochin records a similar saying by 
Chardin and this, in its turn, may merely represent a variation on a 
theme intoned by the great traditionalist Poussin. Not that we need doubt
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that all these artists really strove to forget the formula. But the sober 
observer will realize there is all the difference in the world between trying 
to forget something and never having known it. The cynic may even be 
reminded of the sad story of the confidence man who promised his 
dupe a wonderful treasure-trove at a certain spot at midsummer mid-
night. There is only one condition attached to it-o n  no account must he 
think of a white crocodile while digging, or the treasure will vanish. The 
way to visual treasure-trove cannot lie that way. Nobody knew this better 
than Constable himself, who said that an artist who is self-taught is taught 
by a very ignorant person indeed. But the worship of tradition which he 
found prevalent among the public sometimes led him to talk as if the 
artist could ever do without it: “In Art as in Literature, there are two 
modes by which men aim at distinction; in the one the Artist by careful 
application to what others have accomplished, imitates their works, or 
selects and combines their various beauties; in the other he seeks excel-
lence at its primitive source NATURE. The one forms a style upon the study 
of pictures, and produces either imitative or eclectic art, as it has been 
termed; the other by a close observation of nature discovers qualities exist-
ing in her, which have never been portrayed before, and thus forms a style 
which is original.”

And yet in the very passage with which I began this series of lectures 
and to which I shall still revert, he makes this confession: “I have en-
deavoured to draw a line between genuine art and mannerism, but even 
the greatest painters have never been wholly untainted by manner. 
Painting is a science and should be pursued as an inquiry into the laws of 
nature. Why, then, may not landscape painting be considered a branch of 
natural philosophy, of which pictures are but experiments?”

How did Constable come to link his admission that there is no art 
without “mannerism” (we would say without traditional schemata) with 
his plea for experimentation? I think he felt that the history of science 
presented a story of continuous advance in which the achievements of 
one observer were used and extended by the next. No scientist would 
refuse to use the books of his predecessors for fear of becoming a slave 
to tradition. It so happens we can document the same attitude for Con-
stable. The Courtauld Institute of Art in London possesses a moving 
testimony which has never been published before because its artistic value



145 Cozens:
Schematic sky.
1785

is as slight as its psychological significance seems to me great. It is a 
series of copies by Constable from a drawing book by Alexander Cozens, 
the eighteenth-century landscape painter who published for the use of 
his pupils a series of schemata for clouds [145].

Constable, the bold critic of tradition, sat down and carefully copied

Constable: 
Schematic sky. 
Drawing after 
Cozens, c. 1800
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Schematic sky. 
Drawing after 
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these plates, which teach the student a variety of typical skies: “Streaky 
clouds at the top of the sky” [146]; “Streaky clouds at the bottom of 
the sky” [147]; “Half cloud, half plain, the clouds darker than the plain 
or blew part, and darker at the top than the bottom” [148]—and so 
forth through all manner of combinations and permutations.

148 Constable: 
Schematic sky. 
Drawing after 
Cozens, c. 1800
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We know by now what Cozens teaches Constable. Not, indeed, what 
clouds look like, but a series of possibilities, of schemata, which should 
increase his awareness through visual classification. It has recently been 
pointed out how closely Constable’s interest in the most elusive phenom-
ena of the visible world comes to that of his countryman and contempo-
rary Luke Howard, to whom we owe the classification of cloud forms into 
cumulus, cirrus, and stratus. Goethe, the great morphologist, hailed 
Howard’s effort as a further conquest of the mind “giving form to the 
indeterminate.” Cozens’ schemata do the same for the artist who does not 
merely apply them in his searching study of phenomena but articulates 
and revises them beyond recognition. There are no more truthful images 
of clouds than those painted by Constable [149].

It matters little what filing system we adopt. But without some stand-
ards of comparison we cannot grasp reality. Having looked at Constable’s 
creations we may also see clouds in a fresh way. If so, we will owe this 
heightened awareness to the memory of the images created by art. May 
it not be argued that when the grand classical manner of narrative paint-
ing died a natural death in the eighteenth century, it was this new func-
tion of art which brought landscape painting to the fore and compelled 
the artist to intensify the search for particular truths?
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VI

The Image in the Clouds
Sometimes we see a cloud that's dragonish;
A vapour sometime like a bear or lion,
A tower'd citadel, a pendent rock,
A forked mountain, or blue promontory 
With trees upon't, that nod unto the world,
And mock our eyes with air. . . .

Shakespeare, Antony and Cleopatra

I

TH E MESSAGE from the visible world must be coded by the artist. 
We have seen how this code was adapted to the kind of signals that art 
was expected to transmit. It is time to return to the decoding end, the 
way we learn to read what Sir Winston Churchill called the “cryptogram” 
on the canvas.

The most searching discussion of this aspect occurs in the work of an 
ancient writer who probed much more deeply into the nature of mimesis 
than Plato or Aristotle. It comes from that curious and moving docu-
ment of declining paganism, the life of Apollonius of Tyana by Philo- 
stratus. Apollonius was a Pythagorean sage who lived at the time of Christ 
and traveled through the world preaching wisdom and working miracles. 
His biographer tells how on these travels he reached India, where he and 
his faithful disciple admired some metal reliefs in the Greek style which 
had been made at the time of Alexander the Great. As they were waiting 
to be called to the King, the philosopher cross-examined his companion 
Damis in the best Socratic manner: “Tell me, Damis, is there such a thing 
as painting?” “Of course,” says Damis. “And what does this art consist of?” 
“Well,” says Damis, “in the mixing of colors.” “And why do they do that?”
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“For the sake of imitation, to get a likeness of a dog or a horse or a 
man, a ship, or anything else under the sun." “Then," Apollonius asks 
again, “painting is imitation, mimesis?" “Well, what else?" answers the 
stooge, “If it did not do that it would just be a ridiculous playing about 
with colors." “Yes," says his mentor, “but what about the things we see 
in the sky when the clouds are drifting, the centaurs and stag antelopes 
and wolves and horses? Are they also works of imitation? Is God a painter 
who uses his leisure hours to amuse himself in that way?" No, the two 
agree, these cloud shapes have no meaning in themselves, they arise by 
pure chance; it is we who by nature are prone to imitation and articulate 
these clouds. “But does this not mean," probes Apollonius, “that the art of 
imitation is twofold? One aspect of it is the use of hands and mind in 
producing imitations, another aspect the producing of likenesses with 
the mind alone?" The mind of the beholder also has its share in the 
imitation. Even a picture in monochrome, or a bronze relief, strikes us as 
a resemblance—we see it as form and expression. “Even if we drew one 
of these Indians with white chalk," Apollonius concludes, “he would seem 
black, for there would be his flat nose and stiff curly locks and prominent 
jaw . . .  to make the picture black for all who can use their eyes. And 
for this reason I should say that those who look at works of painting and 
drawing must have the imitative faculty and that no one could under-
stand the painted horse or bull unless he knew what such creatures are 
like."

I have quoted this long extract because it sums up the problem to 
which we now turn—our, the beholder's, share in the reading of the 
artist's image. In one respect we know a good deal more about what 
Apollonius calls our “imitative faculty" than the sage can have thought 
possible. For we have seen that under the name of “projection" this 
faculty has become the focus of interest for a whole branch of psychology. 
The description of the images we read into clouds reminds us of the 
psychological tests where symmetrical inkblots are used to diagnose a per-
son’s response. These inkblots, employed in the “Rorschach test," have the 
advantage over clouds that we can repeat them and compare the inter-
pretations offered by different subjects [75]. But what is important to 
us in looking at these instruments of psychiatry is that they confirm the 
intuition of the ancient philosopher. What we read into these accidental 
shapes depends on our capacity to recognize in them things or images we
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find stored in our minds. To interpret such a blot as, say, a bat or a butter-
fly means some act of perceptual classification-in the filing system of my 
mind I pigeonhole it with butterflies I have seen or dreamed of.

I I

t h i s  f a c u l t y  of projection has aroused the interest and curiosity of 
artists in many contexts. The most interesting for us is the attempt to 
use accidental forms for what we call "schemata,” the starting points of 
the artist's vocabulary. The inkblot becomes the rival of the pattern- 
book. It so happens that the very patternbook discussed at the close of 
the last chapter, the models for skies and clouds which we saw Constable 
copy, demonstrates this dual possibility. For these permutations of possi-
ble types of sky formed part of Alexander Cozens' strange book called 
A New Method of Assisting the Invention in Drawing Original Composi-
tions of Landscape. Cozens here advocates a method which he called 
"blotting”-the  use of accidental inkblots for the suggestion of landscape 
motif to the aspiring amateur [150-52, 154]. This method occasioned a 
good deal of ridicule at the time; Paul Oppe in his recent standard 
biography of the artist even felt compelled to defend the artist against 
the charge that he relied on mere accident. Cozens’ preface shows more 
psychological understanding of what is involved in the invention of forms. 
His method is presented as a deliberate challenge to the traditional ways 
of teaching art.

“It cannot be doubted, that too much time is spent in copying the 
works of others, which tends to weaken the powers of invention; I 
scruple not to affirm that too much time may be employed in copying the 
landscapes of nature herself.

"I lamented the want of a mechanical method sufficiently expedi-
tious . . .  to draw forth ideas of an ingenious mind disposed to the art 
of designing.

"To sketch . . .  is to transfer ideas from the mind to the paper . . . 
to blot is to make varied spots . . . producing accidental forms . . . 
from which ideas are presented to the mind . . .  To sketch is to delin-
eate ideas; blotting suggests them.”

There may be a historical link between the fashion started by Cozens 
and the diagnostic tool developed by Rorschach some 150 years later.
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The missing link may be provided by the German romantic poet Justinus 
Kerner [156], who used inkblots on folded paper to stir his own imagina-
tion and that of his friends and wrote a number of poems on the weird 
apparitions which these products suggested to him. Kerner was a spiritu-

But perhaps we still oversimplify if we say that Cozens" pupils were 
trained to see landscapes in his blots. What they saw, and wanted to see, 
were landscape paintings. They were men and women of the eighteenth 
century who had been brought up in the admiration of Claude’s sketches 
[153, 155]. It was these sketches that set the standard of picturesque 
ideals, and it was these they wanted to emulate. A language of forms was 
ready to be projected into the inkblots, and it was new combinations and 
variations of these ideas which they desired rather than an entirely fresh 
vocabulary.

There are few examples, therefore, which show the complex process 
of interaction between making and matching, suggestion and projection, 
more clearly than these demonstrations of Cozens’ “new method.” With-
out a knowledge of Claude’s idiom, the English amateur would never 
have thought of discovering what he called “picturesque motifs” in his 
native scenery. But this habit, and the pictures it produced in its turn,

156 JusTiNUs Ke r n e r : From 
“Kleksographien.” 1857

alist and saw mainly ghosts in his symmetrical inkblots. 
To Cozens blotting was a method for suggesting land-
scape motifs. The contrast points to the principle of 
selection which was at work and which is described as 
mental set. We have met with this notion before. It 
comprises the attitudes and expectations which will in-
fluence our perceptions and make us ready to see, or 
hear, one thing rather than another. The psychiatrist 
who uses the Rorschach test will avoid influencing the 
mental set of his patient—though it has been doubted 
whether this is ever completely possible. Cozens, in 
contrast, appeals to minds already attuned. His pupils 
should use the blots for getting ideas for landscape 
painting, and so it is landscape motifs they will find 
in them. If someone were shown a plate such as fig. 
150 as representing a specimen of anthracite, he would 
not necessarily find anything amiss.
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reinforced that readiness to see these cherished forms in everything that 
looked faintly like a landscape sketch, even if it was a blot made with 
Chinese ink on a piece of paper. A few adjustments would suffice to make 
it into a legible landscape picture that echoed the motifs of Claude [154].

This may be an extreme example of the predominance of making 
over matching. But the principle of which it makes use plays its part to a 
greater or smaller extent in all art. Perhaps the nearest approach to 
Cozens’ method can be found in an anecdote told by the Dutch seven-
teenth-century author Hoogstraeten. There we read of three Dutch land-
scape painters wagering who among them could complete a landscape 
painting in the shortest time. One of them, Knipbergen, wrote his motif 
down “like a ready scribe”—we may take it that he had learned the 
lessons we discussed in the last chapter. Jan van Goyen, however, pro-
ceeded in a very different way. He spread his paint on the canvas — 
here light, there dark—till it looked like a streaked agate stone, and then 
“with little trouble,” he made a finished painting emerge surprisingly out 
of the chaos of mixed paint. Van Goyen has used his preparation and prim-
ing of the canvas like an inkblot into which he projected his own favorite 
motifs. A glance at one of the artist’s paintings [157] suggests a 
foundation for this anecdote. According to the Dutch author, neither of

1 5 7  van Goyen: L andscape, c. 1635
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the two artists won. The palm was given to Perselles, who let hours pass 
without putting brush to canvas. He finished his picture in his mind and 
then completed it in no time.

Whatever the merits of this last procedure of rational planning may be, 
there is evidence that the value of projection was discovered independently 
by landscape painters in different parts of the globe. The most interesting 
parallel comes from China. The eleventh-century artist Sung Ti is re-
ported to have criticized the landscape paintings of Ch’en Yung-chih in the 
following way:

“The technique in this is very good but there is a want of natural 
effect. You should choose an old tumbledown wall and throw over it a 
piece of white silk. Then, morning and evening you should gaze at it 
until, at length, you can see the ruins through the silk, its prominences, 
its levels, its zig-zags, and its cleavages, storing them up in your mind and 
fixing them in your eyes. Make the prominences your mountains, the 
lower part your water, the hollows your ravines, the cracks your streams, 
the lighter parts your nearest points, the darker parts your more distant 
points. Get all these thoroughly into you, and soon you will see men, 
birds, plants, and trees, flying and moving among them. You may then ply 
your brush according to your fancy, and the result will be of heaven, not 
men. Ch’en’s eyes were opened and from that time his style improved.”

It has often been remarked how strikingly close this advice of the 
Chinese artist comes to various passages in Leonardo da Vinci’s Treatise 
on Painting. It was Leonardo, in fact, whose writings suggested the new 
method to Cozens, and it was on his authority Cozens relied. In the best- 
known of these passages Leonardo speaks of his method of “quickening 
the spirit of invention.”

“You should look at certain walls stained with damp, or at stones of 
uneven colour. If you have to invent some backgrounds you will be able to 
see in these the likeness of divine landscapes, adorned with mountains, 
ruins, rocks, woods, great plains, hills and valleys in great variety; and 
then again you will see there battles and strange figures in violent action, 
expressions of faces and clothes and an infinity of things which you will 
be able to reduce to their complete and proper forms. In such walls the 
same thing happens as in the sound of bells, in whose stroke you may 
find every named word which you can imagine.”
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There are other passages, even more interesting, in which Leonardo 
discusses the power of “confused shapes,” such as clouds or muddy 
water, to rouse the mind to new inventions. He goes so far as to advise 
the artist to avoid the traditional method of meticulous drawing because 
a rapid and untidy sketch may in its turn suggest new possibilities to the 
artist. Like van Goyen in the anecdote, he uses his own unfinished work 
as a screen onto which he projects his ideas.

Perhaps we may now be better equipped to reconsider the description 
of the “trained drawer’s” procedure given by the psychologist F. C. Ayer 
quoted in the preceding chapter. “The trained drawer acquires a mass of 
schemata by which he can produce a schema of an animal, a flower, or a 
house quickly upon paper. This serves as a support for the representation 
of his memory images and he gradually modifies the schema until it 
corresponds to that which he would express.”

What the psychologist describes as the creation of a support for the 
artist’s memory images is precisely the method of projection. It is another 
phase in the process of interaction between making and matching; the 
artist makes a configuration on paper which will suggest an image to him. 
But he will be well advised to keep his image flexible so that any difficulty 
he may experience in the process of projection can be adjusted and 
rectified.

Seen from this point of view, it really matters less whether the initial 
form into which the artist projects the image is man-made or found. 
What matters is rather what he can make of it.

Leonardo never omitted to drive home this lesson. In his treatise 
there is a fascinating echo of a conversation he must have had with 
Botticelli on the need of the artist to be universal and to know the struc-
ture of all the things he may have to include in a painting. “Our Botticelli” 
had maintained that such study was unnecessary “because by merely 
throwing a sponge full of paint at the wall it leaves a blot where one 
sees a fine landscape.” It is true, says Leonardo, that in such a blot you 
may see “whatever you desire to seek in it.” But though they give you 
inventions, they do not teach you to fijiish any detail. “And that painter,” 
Leonardo concludes, “made the most wretched landscapes.” There are 
various memories in this studio talk of the Renaissance that may be worth 
pursuing. The story of throwing a sponge full of paint comes from Pliny,
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who extols the role of chance in the inventions of art; a painter who 
labored at representing the foam at the mouth of a dog labored in vain 
until, in despair, he threw a sponge at the panel and, lo! achieved the 
desired effect. But the real source of the new interest in accidental shapes

158 M antegna: Virtue Chasing Vice, detail, c. 1490

and in the projection of images into them must be Alberti. I have had 
occasion in a previous chapter to quote his theory about the origins of 
art in accidental shapes and to speculate on the justification of his theory. 
In most cultures, of course, the finding of images in accidental shapes 
remains little more than a curiosity on the fringe of art. Fortunetellers 
may continue to read significant shapes into birthmarks or tea leaves, or 
study the forms of lead cast in play or in earnest on New Year’s Eve. 
Travelers will see stones in animal shapes, and legends will always be 
woven round rocks in human form. At all times natural objects with a 
striking resemblance to familiar things have been collected as lusus 
naturae and regarded with awe. But unless a craftsman has put such a 
stone or pearl into its appropriate setting to complete the image, few 
artists take cognizance of these accidents. One of the early exceptions 
was Mantegna, who shows his interest in the workings of the imagination 
by making us see human faces in his clouds [158]. Only in recent 
years have some artists paid renewed attention to the objet trouvé, 
the pebble or piece of driftwood that suggests a weird presence. But it is
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neither in these oddities nor, indeed, in the methods of Leonardo and 
Cozens to stimulate the creative imagination by projection that we can 
gain a true idea of the importance of that force in the give and take of 
art. Its significance reveals itself only if we take account of the mind of 
the beholder.

I l l

a n  a w a r e n e s s  of its role can be found, I believe, only where art becomes 
emancipated from its ritualistic context and appeals deliberately to man’s 
imagination. We have seen the consequences of this momentous change 
in the writings of Leonardo, who equates the artist’s work with the poet’s 
dream. We find similar repercussions of this emancipation from rigid 
contexts in classical antiquity. At first they take the form of a protest. 
Plato, it will be remembered, objected to the art of his time because the 
artist did not create the thing itself but only a counterfeit, a mere dream 
or illusion. He was like the sophist who conjured up an impression in 
other people’s minds which did not correspond to reality. The likeness 
which art creates exists in our imagination only. Plato especially de-
nounced the practice of sculptors who stretched the proportion of figures 
destined for high buildings, thus making allowance for the spectator’s 
viewpoint. “If a person could get a correct view they would not even ap-
pear to be like to that to which they profess to be like.” There is an anec-
dote preserved by the Byzantine writer Tzetzes which illustrates this 
change of emphasis during the Great Revolution from the image itself 
to the impression it creates in the beholder’s mind. It is quoted by the 
seventeenth-century writer Franciscus Junius in The Painting of the An-
cients:

“The Athenians intending to consecrate an excellent image of Mi-
nerva upon a high pillar, set Phidias and Alcamenes to work, meaning to 
chuse the better of the two. Alcamenes being nothing at all skilled in 
Geometry and in the Optickes made the goddesse wonderfull faire to the 
eye of them that saw her hard by. Phidias on the contrary . . . did con-
sider that the whole shape of his image should change according to the 
height of the appointed place, and therefore made her lips wide open, 
her nose somewhat out of order, and all the rest accordingly . . . when



these two images were afterwards brought to 
light and compared, Phidias was in great 
danger to have been stoned by the whole 
multitude, untill the statues were at length 
set on high. For Alcamenes his sweet and dili-
gent strokes beeing drowned, and Phidias his 
disfigured and distorted hardnesse being 
vanished by the height of the place, made 
Alcamenes to be laughed at, and Phidias to 
bee much more esteemed. . . .”

By Horace’s time the existence of paint-
ings which should be seen at a distance had
become a commonplace. “Poetry is like 

15 9  Lu c a  d e l l a  Ro b b i a : Singing G allery. . _ . _ _
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appeals to you more when you stand near 
and others when you step back farther.” It is an experience which the 
classical writer handed on to the Middle Ages. In that curious encyclo-
pedia of all possible knowledge, the second part of the Roman de la 
Rose, we read these words:

We find that kings and pictures look 
Alike, for Ptolemy made note 
Of this when Almagest he wrote 
Saying: who would a picture see 
Right well, should at some distance be 
For all the faults we see anear 
Will at a distance disappear 
And things, which from afar we deem 
Most fair but rudely handled seem 
When closely viewed. . . .

The locus classicus for this observation in the Italian Renaissance is 
to be found in Vasari’s life of Luca della Robbia. Vasari there contrasts 
the two Singing Galleries for the Florentine cathedral, done respectively 
by Luca [159] and by Donatello [160]. His account comes so close to 
the anecdote told by the Byzantine writer about Phidias and Alcamenes



that one wonders if Vasari knew it. 
Luca’s work, we hear, was very neatly fin-
ished, but Donatello had proceeded with 
more judgment.

"He left it rough and unfinished,’’ 
wrote Vasari, "so that from a distance it 
looked much better than Luca’s; though 
Luca’s is made with good design and dil-
igence, its polish and refinement cause 
the eye from a distance to lose it and not 
to make it out as well as that by Dona-
tello, which is hardly more than roughed 
out.

160 Do n a t e l l o : Singing G allery. F lorence, 
"Artists should pay much attention to 14 3 3 /1 4 4 0

this, for experience shows that all things
which are far removed, be they paintings, sculptures, or whatever, have 
more beauty and greater force when they are a beautiful sketch [una bella 
bozza] than when they are finished.

"And quite apart from the distance which has this effect, it also fre-
quently appears in sketches which arise all of a sudden in the frenzy of 
art that expresses the idea in a few strokes, while a labored effect and 
too much industry sometimes deprive of force and skill those who cannot 
ever leave their hand from the work they are doing.”

Vasari’s account is so interesting because it shows his awareness of 
the link between the imagination of the artist and that of his public. Only 
works that are created in a state of heightened imagination, he said in 
effect, will appeal to the imagination. In the context of Renaissance 
theories and prejudices, insistence on inspiration and imagination goes 
hand in hand with emphasis on art as the high intellectual activity and 
the rejection of mere menial skill. Careful finish betrays the artisan who 
has to observe the standards of the guild. The true artist, like the true 
gentleman, will work with ease. This is Castiglione’s famous doctrine 
of sprezzatura, the nonchalance which marks the perfect courtier and 
the perfect artist. "One single unlabored line, a single brushstroke, drawn 
with ease so that it seems that the hand moved without any effort or



161 Ti t i a n : The Three A ges o f M an, deta il, c. 1510

162 Ti t i a n : Shepherd and N ym ph , c. 1570
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skill and reached its end all by itself, just as the painter intended it, 
reveals the excellence of the artist.”

It is clear that an entirely new idea of art is taking shape here. It is 
an art in which the painter’s skill in suggesting must be matched by the 
public’s skill in taking hints. The literal-minded Philistine is excluded 
from this closed circle. He does not understand the magic of sprezzatura 
because he has not learned to use his own imagination to project. He 
lacks the appropriate mental set to recognize in the loose brushstrokes 
of a “careless work” the images intended by the artist; least of all is he 
able to appreciate the secret skill and cunning which hide behind this lack 
of finish.

Vasari returns to this problem in his discussion of Titian’s late manner. 
“Certainly his way of procedure in these last works differs greatly from 
that of his youth, for the early works are executed with a certain refine-
ment and an incredible industry so that they can be seen at close quarters 
and from afar [161], while his last ones are executed with crudely 
daubed strokes and blobs in such a way that one sees nothing at close 
quarters, though they look perfect from a distance [162]. That was 
the reason why many who wanted to imitate him in this to show them-
selves practiced masters have made crude paintings, for though it may 
seem that such paintings are done without effort, this is not true at all.”

Titian’s late manner became proverbial in the theory of art because 
of this magic of transformation. Lomazzo tells of a visit by Aurelio Luini 
to the workshop of the aged master: “There he saw a miraculous land-
scape painting which at first glance appeared to Aurelio a mere daub, but 
when he stepped far back it looked to him as if the sun shone inside and 
made the roads recede here and there.”

Vasari’s influential book carried the message to the North that the 
traditional method of meticulous care in the finish of paintings was only 
one of two possible approaches. In his didactic poem on the art of paint-
ing, which was written about 1600, Carel van Mander translated Vasari’s 
account of Titian’s manners into a rhymed stanza and continued: “And 
herewith, apprentices, I wanted to place before your eyes two perfect 
manners toward which you may now guide your path according to your 
bent, but I should still advise you to begin by applying yourselves to the



163 H a l s : Malle 
Babbe. c. 1630

neat manner . . . but whether you paint neat or rough, avoid too harsh 
highlights.”

The Dutch connoisseur who had read his van Mander would there-
fore know there was a place in the kingdom of art for both Dou [164], 
with his painstaking attention to smooth finish, and for Frans Hals 
[163] or the late Rembrandt. One of Rembrandt's few utterances about 
his art that have been preserved proclaims his adherence to the second 
manner. “Don't poke your nose into my pictures,'' he is reported to have 
said, “the smell of paint will poison you.''

The biographer of Velazquez, Palomino, reports that the artist painted 
with especially long brushes to keep his distance from the canvas and



adds that his portraits are unintelligible from close quarters but miracu-
lous when seen from afar.

The studio talk about the two manners is well summed up by the 
Venetian painter Boschini. In his poem of 1660 he contrasts the diligente 
with the manieroso, foreshadowing the difference between Canaletto 
[165] and Guardi [166].

'The work of industry can be achieved by any painter who has pa-
tience, love, and a good eye; but to achieve the manner or touch of Paolo, 
Bassano, Palma, Tintoretto, or Titian-by God, that is something to drive 
you mad.”

The posthumous preface of one of Boschinfs guidebooks enlarges upon

164 Dou: W om an
R eading, c. 1630
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the importance which an understanding of the styles of these masters has 
for the connoisseur and links the idea of the authentic touch with the tra-
ditional notion of sprezzatura.

“Even the painters who painted softly, particularly Titian, ended up 
with some brushstrokes in the highlights or shadows, setting down their 
work with bravura to remove the impression of the effort they had em-
ployed on the painting; hence when such brushstrokes cannot be dis-
cerned, especially in the heads, the work should be regarded as a copy, 
for he who imitates the work with much attention will produce a labored 
thing.”

The connoisseur, therefore, is no longer advised simply to stand back. 
He should look at the painter’s handiwork closely, admire his touch and 
the magic of his brush which thus conjure up an image. There is an in-
creasing awareness of the fact that what we enjoy is not so much seeing 
these works from a distance as the very act of stepping back, as it were, 
and watching our imagination come into play, transforming the medley 
of color into a finished image. The growing psychological interest of 
eighteenth-century critics made this idea more explicit. At the turn of the 
century we find Roger de Piles discussing this source of enjoyment in 
projection: “As there are styles of thought, so there are also styles of 
execution . . . the firm style, and the polished. . . . The firm style 
gives life to work, and excuses for bad choice; and the polished finishes 
and brightens everything; it leaves no employment for the spectator’s 
imagination, which pleases itself in discovering and finishing things 
which it ascribes to the artist though in fact they proceed only from itself.” 
(My emphasis.)

With even greater shrewdness and acumen did that great French 
critic Count Caylus probe into the reasons why he and others preferred 
an unfinished and rapid sketch, a mere hint, to an explicit image: it is al-
ways flattering to feel “in the know.”

We find thus emerging a psychological theory of painting that takes 
account of that interplay between the artist and the beholder which is 
our main concern in these chapters. It was Reynolds who gave it the 
finishing touches in his famous discourse in which he commemorated 
the art of his great rival Gainsborough. Reynolds speaks of the odd 
scratches and marks that are so often observable in Gainsborough’s
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pictures [167] and continues on the usual lines that “this chaos, this un-
couth and shapeless appearance, by a kind of magic, at a certain distance 
assumes form, and all the parts seem to drop into their proper places. . . . 
That Gainsborough himself considered this peculiarity in his manner, and 
the power it possesses of exciting surprise, as a beauty in his works, I 
think may be inferred from the eager desire which we know he always 
expressed, that his pictures, at the exhibition, should be seen near, as 
well as at a distance. . . .  I have often imagined that this unfinished 
manner contributed even to that striking resemblance for which his por-
traits are so remarkable. Though this opinion may be considered as fanci-
ful, yet I think a plausible reason may be given, why such a mode of 
painting should have such an effect. It is presupposed that in this unde-
termined manner there is the general effect; enough to remind the spec-
tator of the original; the imagination supplies the rest, and perhaps more 
satisfactorily to himself, if not more exactly, than the artist, with all his 
care, could possibly have done. At the same time it must be acknowledged 
there is one evil attending this mode: that if the portrait were seen, 
previous to any knowledge of the original, different persons would form 
different ideas, and all would be disappointed at not finding the original 
correspond with their own conceptions, under the great latitude which 
indistinctness gives to the imagination to assume almost what character 
or form it pleases.”

For Reynolds, Gainsborough’s frequently unfinished and rather vague 
indications are little more than those schemata which serve as a support 
for our memory images; in other words, they are screens onto which the 
sitter’s relatives and friends could project a beloved image, but which re-
main blank to those who cannot contribute from their own experience. 
The role which projection plays, and is intended to play, in works of this 
kind could not be brought out more sharply.

As a matter of fact by the time Reynolds wrote, the pleasure in this 
game of reading brushstrokes had become so popular that J. E. Liotard 
wrote his treatise on painting mainly to combat the prejudice according 
to which “all good painting must be facile, freely painted and with fine 
touches.” He is prepared to admit that such a painting will look better 
from afar, but better, he thinks, is in this case only ‘less ugly.” To read 
his polemics against the loaded brush, written as it was in 1781, one
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wonders why the technique of the impressionists struck the public as 
such a daring innovation.

But impressionism demanded more than a reading of brushstrokes. It 
demanded, if one may so put it, a reading across brushstrokes. There 
were a good many painters among the fashionable virtuosos of the nine-
teenth century, men like Boldini and Sargent, who drew more or less with 
a loaded brush and made the game of projecting sufficiently easy to be 
attractive. Among the great masters, Daumier’s technique is of this kind 
[29], the brush following the form firmly and boldly. It is the point of 
impressionist painting that the direction of the brushstroke is no longer 
an aid to the reading of forms. It is without any support from structure 
that the beholder must mobilize his memory of the visible world and 
project it into the mosaic of strokes and dabs on the canvas before him. 
It is here, therefore, that the principle of guided projection reaches its 
climax. The image, it might be said, has no firm anchorage left on the 
canvas [25]- i t  is only “conjured up” in our minds. The willing beholder 
responds to the artist’s suggestion because he enjoys the transformation 
that occurs in front of his eyes. It was in this enjoyment that a new 
function of art emerged gradually and all but unnoticed during the period 
we have discussed. The artist gives the beholder increasingly “more to 
do,” he draws him into the magic circle of creation and allows him to 
experience something of the thrill of “making” which had once been the 
privilege of the artist. It is the turning point which leads to those visual 
conundrums of twentieth-century art that challenge our ingenuity and 
make us search our own minds for the unexpressed and inarticulate.

It may seem paradoxical to link impressionism with this appeal to 
subjectivity, for the advocates of impressionism talked otherwise. Impres-
sionism was to them the triumph of objective truth. The implications of 
this claim will engage our attention in a subsequent chapter.



VII

Conditions of Illusion
The mind, having received of sense a small beginning of remem-
brance, runneth on infinitely, remembring all what is to be remem- 
bred. Our senses therefore, which stand as it were at the entry of 
the mind, having received the beginning of anything, and having 
proffered it to the mind; the mind likewise receiveth this beginning, 
and goeth over all what followeth: the lower part of a long and 
slender pike being but slightly shaken, the motion runneth thorough 
the whole length of the pike, even to the speares-head . . .  so does 
our mind need but a small beginning to the remembrance of the 
whole matter.

After Max im us  Tyrius  as in Franciscus  Ju n iu s , The
P ain ting of the A n cien ts

I

THE EXAMPLES in the last chapter have confirmed the ideas which 
Philostratus attributes to his hero Apollonius of Tyana, the idea that 
“those who look at works of painting and drawing must have the imita-
tive faculty” and that “no one could understand the painted horse or bull 
unless he knew what such creatures are like.” All representation relies 
to some extent on what we have called “guided projection.” When we 
say that the blots and brushstrokes of the impressionist landscapes “sud-
denly come to life,” we mean we have been led to project a landscape 
into these dabs of pigment.

Psychologists class the problem of picture reading with what they call 
“the perception of symbolic material.” It is a problem which has engaged 
the attention of all who investigate effective communication, the reading 
of texts or displays or the hearing of signals. The basic facts were de-
scribed by William James with his usual lucidity in his Talks to Teachers 
before the turn of the century:
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“When we listen to a person speaking or read a page of print, much 
of what we think we see or hear is supplied from our memory. We over-
look misprints, imagining the right letters, though we see the wrong ones; 
and how little we actually hear, when we listen to speech, we realize 
when we go to a foreign theatre; for there what troubles us is not so 
much that we cannot understand what the actors say as that we cannot 
hear their words. The fact is that we hear quite as little under similar 
conditions at home, only our mind, being fuller of English verbal associa-
tions, supplies the requisite material for comprehension upon a much 
slighter auditory hint.”

It so happens I had an opportunity to study this aspect of perception 
in a severely practical context during the war. I was employed for six 
years by the British Broadcasting Corporation in their “Monitoring Serv-
ice,” or listening post, where we kept constant watch on radio trans-
missions from friend and foe. It was in this context that the importance 
of guided projection in our understanding of symbolic material was 
brought home to me. Some of the transmissions which interested us most 
were often barely audible, and it became quite an art, or even a sport, 
to interpret the few whiffs of speech sound that were all we really had 
on the wax cylinders on which these broadcasts had been recorded. 
It was then we learned to what an extent our knowledge and expecta-
tions influence our hearing. You had to know what might be said in order 
to hear what was said. More exactly, you selected from your knowledge 
of possibilities certain word combinations and tried projecting them into 
the noises heard. The problem then was a twofold one—to think of 
possibilities and to retain one’s critical faculty. Anyone whose imagination 
ran away with him, who could hear any words—as Leonardo could in 
the sound of bells-could not play that game. You had to keep your 
projection flexible, to remain willing to try out fresh alternatives, and to 
admit the possibility of defeat. For this was the most striking experience 
of all: once your expectation was firmly set and your conviction settled, 
you ceased to be aware of your own activity, the noises appeared to fall 
into place and to be transformed into the expected words. So strong was 
this effect of suggestion that we made it a practice never to tell a col-
league our own interpretation if we wanted him to test it. Expectation 
created illusion.
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While I was struggling with these practical tasks, I did not know that 
these problems of transmission and reception of communication-terms 
such as “message” and “noise”—were destined to become a most impor-
tant, not to say fashionable, field of study under the name of “Informa-
tion Theory.” The technical and mathematical aspects of this science will 
always remain a closed book to me, but my experience enabled me to 
appreciate at least one of its basic concepts, the function of the message 
to select from an “ensemble of possible states.” The knowledge of possi-
bilities in the monitor is the knowledge of the language and the contexts 
in which it is used. If there is only one possibility, his receptor apparatus 
is likely to jump ahead and anticipate the result at what William James 
called the slightest “auditory hint.” But it also follows from this theory 
that where there is only one such possibility the hint is in itself redundant 
and there is, in fact, no special message. The word we must expect in 
a given context will not add to our “information.” We receive no message 
in the strict sense of the word when a friend enters a room and says 
“good morning.” The word has no function to select from an ensemble of 
possible states, though situations are conceivable in which it would have.

The most interesting consequence of this way of looking at communica-
tion is the general conclusion that the greater the probability of a symbol’s 
occurrence in any given situation, the smaller will be its information con-
tent. Where we can anticipate we need not listen. It is in this context that 
projection will do for perception.

The difficulty in distinguishing between the two in seeing as well as 
in hearing was well brought out in a fiendish experiment. The subjects 
were seated in the dark in front of a screen and were told their sensi-
tivity to light was to be tested. At the request of the experimenter, the 
assistant projected a very faint light onto the screen and slowly increased 
its intensity, each person being asked to record exactly when he perceived 
it. But once in a while when the experimenter made the request no light 
was, in fact, shown. It was found that the subjects still saw it appearing. 
Their firm expectation of the sequence of events had actually led to a 
hallucination.

I suspect there is no class of people better able to bring about such 
phantom perceptions than conjurers. They set up a train of expectations, 
a semblance of familiar situations, which makes our imagination run
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ahead and complete it obligingly without knowing where we have been 
tricked. There are simple parlor tricks which show the problem in its 
most elementary form. Anyone who can handle a needle convincingly can 
make us see a thread which is not there. The conjuring trick is turned 
into art when a magician such as Charlie Chaplin performs a dance with 
a pair of forks and a couple of rolls that turn into nimble legs in front 
of our eyes.

I I

t o  t h e  s t u d e n t  of the visual image, these experiences are of relevance 
because they show how the context of action creates conditions of illusion. 
When the hobbyhorse leans in the corner, it is just a stick; as soon as it 
is ridden, it becomes the focus of the child’s imagination and turns into 
a horse. The images of art, we remember, also once stood in context of 
action. It must have been an uncanny sight to see the painting of a bison 
belabored with spears in the darkness of the cave-if our ideas about 
these origins are right. What we do know is that the fetishes and cult 
images of early cultures stood in such contexts of action; they were 
bathed, anointed, clothed, and carried in procession. What wonder that 
illusion settled on them and that the faithful saw them smiling, frowning, 
or nodding behind the clouds of incense.

It was when art withdrew from the Pygmalion phase of action that 
it had to cast around for means to strengthen the illusion and to create 
the twilight realm of suspended disbelief which the Greeks first explored. 
But here, and ever since, illusion could turn into deception only when the 
context of action set up an expectation which reinforced the artist’s 
handiwork. The most famous story of illusion in classical antiquity illus-
trates the point to perfection; it is the anecdote from Pliny, how Par- 
rhasios trumped Zeuxis, who had painted grapes so deceptively that birds 
came to peck at them. He invited his rival to his studio to show him his 
own work, and when Zeuxis eagerly tried to lift the curtain from the 
panel, he found it was not real but painted, after which he had to con-
cede the palm to Parrhasios who had deceived not only irrational birds 
but an artist. In the cool light of reason, Parrhasios’ feat is somewhat 
less admirable. Within the experience of poor Zeuxis, the probability of 
a curtain’s being painted was surely nil. A few strokes of light and shade



may therefore have been sufficient to make him “see” the curtain he ex-
pected, all the more so as he was keyed up for the next phase, the picture 
he wanted to reveal. The trompe l’ceil painters have ever since relied on 
the mutual reinforcement of illusion and expectation: the painted fly on 
the panel, the painted letters on the letter rack [168]; indeed, the most 
successful trompe l’ceil I have ever seen was on the level of Parrhasios’ 
trick—painting simulating a broken glass pane in front of a picture.

Where these expectations cannot be controlled they have to be cre-
ated. We read of one such attempt in classical antiquity to transcend the 
dream-reality of painting. The painter Theon revealed his painting of 
a soldier to the accompaniment of a blast of trumpets, and we are 
assured that the illusion was greatly increased. Those of us who still re-
member the first talking films can imagine something of the effect.

But whatever the eulogists of artists may have said, paintings and 
statues had no voice, and art had to be satisfied with working its wonders 
within its own medium and within its own isolated world. Even within 
this world of conscious make-believe, it was found, genuine illusion held

168  P e t o : Old Scraps. 
1894
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its own: we have seen how the incomplete painting can arouse the be-
holder’s imagination and project what is not there. Some of the history 
of this development was told in the last chapter; we have now to turn to 
its psychological interpretation. There are obviously two conditions that 
must be fulfilled if the mechanism of projection is to be set in motion. 
One is that the beholder must be left in no doubt about the way to close 
the gap; secondly, that he must be given a “screen,” an empty or ill- 
defined area onto which he can project the expected image.

169 M onochrom e w a ll p a in tin g  from  the house of L ivia , R om e. 1 cen tury  a.d.

The passage from Philostratus suggests that classical art understood 
these means of arousing our “imitative faculty,” and many of the illusion-
ist paintings from Pompeii and Rome confirm this impression of sover-
eign mastery. The grisaille from the house of Livia [169], with its em-
phatic indications of form and its empty areas waiting to be filled in by 
our imagination, shows that these decorators could play this conjurer’s 
trick with wonderful deftness.

But no tradition of art had a deeper understanding of what I have 
called the “screen” than the art of the Far East. Chinese art theory dis-
cusses the power of expressing through absence of brush and ink. “Fig-
ures, even though painted without eyes, must seem to look; without ears, 
must seem to listen. . . . There are things which ten hundred brush-



170 From the “M ustard Seed G arden M anual o f P ain ting .” 1 679 -1701

strokes cannot depict but which can be captured by a few simple strokes 
if they are right. That is truly giving expression to the invisible.” [170] 
The maxim into which these observations were condensed might serve as 
a motto of this chapter: “i tao pi pu tao—idea present, brush may be 
spared performance.”

171 U n k n o w n Chinese Artist: 
A F isherm an s Abode after  
the R ain, x i i - x i i i  cen tury, 
ink  and tin t on silk
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Perhaps it is precisely the restricted visual language of Chinese art, 
with its kinship to calligraphy, that encouraged these appeals to the be-
holder to complete and project. The empty surface of the shining silk 
is as much a part of the image as are the strokes of the brush [171]. 
“When the highest point of a pagoda reaches the sky,” says another Chi-
nese treatise, “it is not necessary to show the main part of its structure. 
It should seem as if it is there, and yet is not there; as if it exists above 
and yet also exists below. Hillocks and earth mounds show only the half; 
the grass huts and thatched arbours should be represented only by their 
rough outlines.”

We do not know precisely how either the inhabitants of Pompeii or 
the Chinese art lover “saw” these empty spaces. But it is easy to demon-
strate that, given both conditions—familiarity and an empty screen— 
it really becomes as hard as it was for the listener to wartime broadcasts 
to distinguish the phantom from reality. Take the type of lettering

172

known as Shadow Antiqua (“Granby Shadow”), in which the familiar 
forms of letters are only indicated by what would be the shaded side if 
they were formed of ribbons standing up [172]. The distance between 
the shades indicates there is a slight band along the thickness of the 
ribbon. There is no such band, but many observers see it running along 
the whole top of the letter. It is easy to destroy the illusion in two ways: 
either by isolating individual forms so that the familiar image of the 
letter disappears, or by destroying the “screen.” Place the same shape 
on a strongly patterned background and the “subjective contour,” or 
phantom ridge, will disappear. We see it only as long as nothing in our 
field of vision contradicts our most likely hypothesis.

Those whose job it is to interpret images for the purpose of informa-
tion have a story to tell of the tricks that these phantoms can play on 
perception. Intelligence officers intent on the reading of aerial recon-
naissance photographs, X-ray specialists basing a diagnosis on the faint-
est of shadows visible in a tissue, learn in a hard school how often 
“believing is seeing” and how important it therefore is to keep their hypoth-
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esis flexible. The art lover adopts the opposite mental set. Unless he is a 
restorer, he may go through life without ever realizing to what an extent 
the pictures he loves are crisscrossed by subjective contours of his own 
making. If he were ever to strip them of these projections, merely a 
meaningless armature might well be all that would remain.

I l l

i n  A p r e v i o u s  c h a p t e r  we saw how much the artist of the Western 
tradition came to rely on the power of indeterminate forms. But this 
sophisticated appeal to our imagination is by no means the first and most 
elementary method of overcoming the limitations of the medium; these 
limitations are of a twofold kind. One concerns the necessary incom-
pleteness of all two-dimensional representation. Some part of the motif 
will always be hidden from us, and there will always be some overlap. 
We have seen that this necessity for the naturalistic artist to sacrifice 
some of the naturalistic features that give the beholder the required in-
formation aroused the comment of ancient critics who admired the skill 
of Parrhasios to “promise” what he cannot show “and to reveal what he 
obscures.” The device of overlap caused similar admiration. In his de-
scription of a real or imaginary painting Philostratus commends the trick 
of the artist who surrounds the walls of Thebes with armed men “so that 
some are seen in full figure, others with the legs hidden, others from the 
waist up, then only the busts of some, heads only, helmets only, and 
finally just spearpoints. All that, my boy, is analogy, for the eyes must be 
deceived as they travel back along with the relevant zones of the picture.” 

It must have been this passage which inspired Shakespeare to de-
scribe in The Rape of Lucrece a painting of the fall of Troy:

For much imaginary work was there;
Conceit deceitful, so compact, so kind,
That for Achilles’ image stood his spear,
Gripd in an armed hand; himself behind,
Was left unseen, save to the eye of mind:

A hand, a foot, a face, a leg, a head,
Stood for the whole to be imagined.



It is important in this respect not to mix up in-
ference or knowledge with that transformation of 
things seen that comes about through projection. A 
number of experiments by the great pioneers of 
Western naturalism illustrates this difference through 
their very failure to convince. There is a puzzling 
feature in Giotto’s Last Judgment in the Arena Chapel 
in Padua [173] which exemplifies such a bold experi-
ment at this turning point of art. Behind the cross 
held aloft by two angels in the center of the wall, we 
discern two feet protruding, and as we look more 
carefully, we also discover the hands of the unseen 
body. They must belong to one of the souls aroused 
by the last trumpet who is seeking refuge behind the 
cross from the devils dragging the souls to hell. It is 
left to us whether we want to interpret this hidden 
figure as the soul of the donor, who kneels close by, 
or, perhaps, as that of the artist himself.

Some three generations later Jan van Eyck went 
further still in his expectation that we would and 
could complete his picture through intellectual in-
ference. Looking at the panel with the music-making 
angels of the Ghent altarpiece, so fam iliar from  m any 
illustrations, we discover a curious feature which only 
a color plate shows [174]. There is a glimpse of red 
and brown at the side of the organ, or rather behind 
it. You must know what organs are like to take the 
hint. It is the garment and hair of the angel working 
the bellows, which Jan van Eyck did not want to miss 
out. The illumination of a Book of Hours done scarcely 
ten years earlier in France elucidates Jan van Eyck’s 
intention [175], though in this case it is the angel 
playing the manual who is half hidden from the be-
holder.

We might add to these examples the figure rush-
ing out of the room, to the right on Donatello’s Salome

173 Gi o t t o : T he L ast Ju dgm en t, detail. 
A rena C hapel, Padua, c. 1306
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175 From  a F rench “Book o f H o u r s c .  142,0

relief [176], of which only the legs are seen; the tail end of a bull on Diirer’s 
print of The Prodigal Son [177], or many an experiment in incompleteness 
from impressionist paintings or those by Degas. On the whole, however, 
artists have come to accept the limits of these powers of suggestion through 
incompleteness. There is a famous visual joke attributed to the Carracci by 
their earliest biographer Malvasia that indicates their awareness of these 
limits [178]. These are picture puzzles intended to perplex the beholder.

176 D o n a t e l l o : Herod's B anquet. B ap tistery , Siena, com pleted  142,7



Three lines with a triangle on top “represent” 
a Capuchin preacher asleep in his pulpit; 
the line with semicircle and triangle, the hat 
of a mason and his trowel on the other side 
of the wall. This type of picture puzzle has 
lately gained some popularity under the 
name of “droodle,” but the droodle has not 
become an art form.

Yet one would only have to rummage 
through discarded snapshots to discover how 
often reality presents us with similar in-
complete images, with puzzling droodles of 
all kinds when a “slice of life” is arrested and 
transfixed at an accidental point. We rarely 
see these strange configurations because our 
own movement and that of the objects con-
cerned will soon help us to clarify and iden- 177 Di}RER: The Prodi9al Son' c' 1496
tify those odd corners of objects that happen to arouse our attention. This 
vital difference between the stationary image with its confusions of over-
lap and the resources of life to sort them out was one of the themes of 
Adolf von Hildebrand’s famous book on the problem of form to which I 
have referred in the Introduction. Trained as he was in classical ideals of 
clarity, Hildebrand insisted that the aims of his impressionist contempo-
raries to render an instantaneous moment would lead them into absurdities.
It is the task of the artist to compensate for the absence of movement and 
space by giving his shapes the lucid completeness of a classical relief. Only 
thus can he avoid having to rely on the beholder’s knowledge and power to 
guess.

The problem which Hildebrand raised is no doubt a genuine one, though 
it is hardly true that the impressionists disregarded it. Where they tease 
us with incomplete forms, they take good care to remain intelligible so 
that we can appreciate their concern with the transitory and elusive fea-
tures of visual reality. And yet it is surely no accident that they limited 
themselves to the motifs and scenes of la vie contemporaine, where they 
could do precisely what Hildebrand objected to: rely on the beholder’s 
knowledge.

178 A f t e r  An . C a r r a c c i : T rick draw ings, c. 1600



1 7 9  Ma n e t : 
A t the  
Races, 
c. 1875

Perhaps we shall become increasingly aware of this need to supple-
ment their hints from our own experience as their period recedes from 
ours. Impressionist paintings are of less documentary value to the social 
historian than are the paintings of conventional realists. When horse 
racing becomes a dimly remembered ritual and the horse is as extinct 
as the dodo, Manet’s spirited sketch of a race [179] certainly will tell 
the historian less about those bygone days than will that famous show-
piece of Victorian realism, Derby Day, by Frith [180]. One is tempted 
to say that in contrast to Manet, Frith leaves nothing to the imagination, 
but in fact, as we have seen, there is no representation of which this 
can ever be true. It was Whistler who compared Frith’s backgrounds with 
Manet’s, and such a comparison is indeed instructive. Frith, it turns out.

180 F r i t h : 
D erby D ay , 
detail. 1858



181 A l t d o r f e r : The V irgin a m id st A ngels, deta il (c f . 182)

relies no less on our knowledge, on our faculty to project and to supple-
ment what he has left indistinct. Taken in isolation, his treatment of the 
grandstand with its seething crowd is not more detailed than that by 
Manet-it is only less interesting pictorially. Into the Manet we can 
project the sparkle and movement of an excited mass of people. He uses 
the very ambiguity of his flickering forms to suggest a variety of read-
ings and to compensate thereby for the absence of movement in the paint-
ing in a way Hildebrand never thought of.

There are worse ways of spending an afternoon in a gallery than in 
concentrating on this problem of abbreviation and information. We shall 
soon confirm the result of the last chapter, that the impressionists were 
by no means the first to discover and exploit the charm and challenge of 
incomplete representation as such. But where the earlier masters pre-
pared the beholder for this artifice and facilitated the projection, the 
impressionists wanted him to enjoy the challenge of a visual shock. It is 
therefore no accident that twentieth-century art books like to show us 
details from the background of old paintings that startle us by the unex-
pected daring of these old masters. The daring, of course, is frequently
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that of their modern interpreters who present such images in isolation 
without that gradual transition which the earlier masters insisted upon.

Take the detail [181] from one of Altdorfer's paintings [182]. 
Nothing could be more daring than the way he reduces the shapes of 
angels to a series of luminous dots which we surely could not read with-
out knowing their context. But how else could art suggest what is in fact 
unrepresentable, the idea of the infinite? In the context of his beautiful 
painting, the artist leads the willing beholder from the charming angels in 
the foreground to more and more indistinct shapes and thus makes him 
project a vision of infinite multitudes of the heavenly host into the spar-
kling dots that fade into the distance.

In Altdorfer's painting, infinitude acquires a special pathos and beauty 
through its religious associations, but in principle, as Nietzsche knew, all 
claims to copy nature must lead to the demand of representing the in-
finite. The amount of information reaching us from the visible world is 
incalculably large, and the artist's medium is inevitably restricted and 
granular. Even the most meticulous realist can accommodate only a

183 Ja n  v a n  E y c k : M usic-m aking A ngel, de ta il (cf. 174)
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limited number of marks on his panel, and though he may try to smooth 
out the transition between his dabs of paint beyond the threshold of 
visibility, in the end he will always have to rely on suggestion when it 
comes to representing the infinitely small.

While standing in front of a painting by Jan van Eyck we fall under 
this very spell. We believe he succeeded in rendering the inexhaustible 
wealth of detail that belongs to the visible world. We have the impression 
that he painted every stitch of the golden damask, every hair of the 
angels, every fiber of the wood [183]. Yet he clearly could not have done 
that, however patiently he worked with a magnifying glass. Little though we 
may know about the secrets of such effects, they must be based on an 
illusion.

I believe that this illusion is assisted by what might be called the “etc. 
principle,” the assumption we tend to make that to see a few members of 
a series is to see them all. When we look at the trees in Constable’s Wiven- 
hoe Park [5], we take those farther back on trust because those near us 
are so convincingly articulated that the artist’s painted “etc.” hardly enters 
our awareness. Now it can be shown that this tendency of ours to take 
things as read can indeed lead to curious illusions when the mind is tricked 
into running ahead of the facts and expecting the continuation of a series 
that turns out to be less simple. The most famous illusion of this kind 
is the Fraser spiral [184], which is not a spiral at all but really a series 
of concentric circles. Only the tracing pencil will convince us that we are 
not confronted with a spiral moving toward the infinite. Pencil in hand
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we will also understand the illusion. There are innumerable movements 
toward the center, and since we are baffled by the crisscross pattern of 
the background, we resort to the etc. principle and assume that the 
spiraling lines add up to a spiral. The illusion of a progression to infinitude 
that turns a painted panel into the semblance of fur or damask may well 
be based on similar reactions. In addition, the painter relies on those clues 
which give us the most reliable information about texture in real life: 
the way light behaves when it hits a surface and is either reflected, ab-
sorbed, or dissolved into innumerable light points. No one has done more 
to further our understanding of the way we react to texture than Pro-
fessor J. J. Gibson in his book The Perception of the Visual World. In a 
footnote he refers to the fact that what the painter reproduced was “the 
microstructure of the light reflected from these surfaces.” It may be 
an interaction of these various effects that makes a distribution of 
pigments “stand for the whole to be imagined.” But the trick certainly 
could not work without our contribution to the illusion. Where we have 
no knowledge of the type of surface represented, our interpretation may 
still go very wrong. Writing of his experience when he came to England 
from South Africa, Roy Campbell says, “The strange, crisp, salty con-
sistency of snow was another puzzle. From paintings I had imagined it 
to be like wax, and snowflakes to be like shavings of candle grease.” Few 
artists who have painted snow scenes can have realized that they relied 
on what Philostratus called “our imitative faculty,” our knowledge of snow, 
for the illusion to work.

Once this fact is understood it may be easier to see why the amount 
of information packed into the picture may hinder the illusion as fre-
quently as it helps it. The reason lies precisely in the limitations of the 
medium that may occasionally obtrude themselves and contradict the im-
pression the painter wanted to conjure up. No wonder, therefore, that 
the greatest protagonist of naturalistic illusion in painting, Leonardo da 
Vinci, is also the inventor of the deliberately blurred image, the sfumato, 
or veiled form, that cuts down the information on the canvas and thereby 
stimulates the mechanism of projection. In describing this achievement 
of the “perfect manner” in painting, Vasari praises those outlines “hover-
ing between the seen and the unseen.” In the same context, Titian’s 
contemporary, Daniele Barbaro, adapts Pliny’s praise of Parrhasios’
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outline to the technique of sfumato that leads us to “understand what one 
does not see.” He speaks of “the soft disappearance on the horizon 
of objects from our view which is and is not, and this can only be 
achieved by infinite practice, delighting those who do not understand it 
better and stunning those who do.”

We are back in the atmosphere and the period when the art lover 
discovered the joy of stepping back from the canvas to enjoy the sensa-
tion of visible brushstrokes disappearing behind the emergent illusion. 
Perhaps we can now describe this effect with a little more confidence. 
The distance from the canvas weakens the beholder’s power of discrimi-
nation and creates a blur which mobilizes his projective faculty. The 
indistinct parts of the canvas become a screen, provided only that cer-
tain distinctive features stand out with sufficient force and that no con-
tradictory messages reach the eye to spoil the impression.

I V

b u t  a t  t h i s  p o i n t  the reader will want a question answered that may 
well have been in his mind for some time. Is it permissible to look at the 
reading of pictures in the same way we approach the hearing of speech? 
Are we not putting the cart before the horse when we thus concentrate 
on the beholder’s share and neglect the painter’s commerce, not with 
the public, but with nature herself? Is not the true reason why the 
painter blurs his image, particularly of distant objects, quite simply that 
this is how distant objects appear to his eye? Of course they do appear 
blurred. An early Chinese treatise already reminds the painter of the 
fact that “distant men have no eyes, distant trees have no branches/' 
But though it is easy to specify what the eye cannot see in the distance, 
it is less easy to describe exactly what the eye does see. There is an amus-
ing passage in Henry Peacham’s book, The Gentlemans Exercise, that 
shows how seventeenth-century thinkers, trained in scholastic thought, 
still tried to tackle this problem in terms of Aristotelian philosophy:

“Have a regard, the farther your Landtskip goeth to those universalia, 
which, as Aristotle saith . . .  (in respect of their particulars concealed 
from our senses) are notiora: as in discerning a Building ten or twelve 
miles off, I cannot tell whether it be Church, Castle, House, or the like:
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so that in drawing of it, I must expresse no particular sign, as Bell, 
Portculleis, etc. but shew it as weakly and as faintly as mine eye judgeth 
of it, because all those particulars are taken away by the greatnesse of 
the distance. I have seen a man painted coming down a Hill some mile and 
a half from me, as I judged by the Landtskip, yet might you have told all 
the buttons of his doublet: whether the Painter had a quick invention, or 
the Gentleman’s buttons were as big as those in fashion, when Monseeur 
came into England, I will leave to my Reader’s judgement.”

Peacham’s passage may be one of the first to ridicule pictures that 
are too meticulously painted and to condemn the absurdity of these “con-
ceptual” methods in the name of visual truth. The criticism is undoubt-
edly justified in the sense that such paintings contradict every possible 
experience. We do not see buttons at a great distance. But when we ask 
ourselves exactly what it is that we do see, the question is far less 
easily answered. Oculists who test our eyesight know very well why they 
present us with random letters. Where we can guess, we cannot disen-
tangle seeing from knowing, or rather, from expecting. Peacham unwit-
tingly shows this dominance of “conceptual” knowledge over the process 
of sight in his description of the generalizing tendencies of distance. It 
is no doubt true that as we travel away from a village we notice the loss 
of detail which he describes: first we can no longer read the clockface of 
the church steeple, then we lose the clock, and finally the distinctive 
features of the church become so blurred it might be any building. But 
it is a mistake to think the same process happens in reverse when we 
approach the village—at least it is by no means sure that the progres-
sion will be so orderly, so according to Aristotelian logic. In certain circum-
stances we may easily take a rock for a building and a building for a 
rock, and we may hold on to this wrong interpretation till it suddenly gives 
way to a different reading. Another seventeenth-century author has re-
captured this experience more truly than Peacham.

There is an impressive description of these uncertainties and the activ-
ity they provoke in the searching mind in one of Calderon’s plays, The 
Constant Prince. Relating the appearance of the hostile fleet during a 
voyage, one of Calderon’s characters is reminded of the blurred dis-
tances of the subtle painter. The passage is so rich in beauty and insight 
that it warrants lengthy quotation even in translation.
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For, as on the coloured canvas 
Subtle pencils softly blend 
Dark and light in such proportions 
That the dim perspectives end—
Now perhaps like famous cities,
Now like caves or misty capes,
For remoteness ever formeth 
Monstrous or unreal shapes . . .
So it was, while I alone,
Saw their bulk and vast proportions 
But their form remained unknown. 
First they seemed to us uplifting 
High in heaven their pointed towers, 
Clouds that to the sea descended,
To conceive in sapphire showers 
What they would bring forth in crystal. 
And this fancy seemed more true,
As from their untold abundance 
They, methought, could drink the blue 
Drop by drop. Again sea monsters 
Seemed to us the wandering droves, 
Which, to form the train of Neptune, 
Issued from their green alcoves.
For the sails, when lightly shaken, 
Fanned by zephyrs as by slaves, 
Seemed to us like outspread pinions 
Fluttering der the darkened waves; 
Then the mass, approaching nearer, 
Seemed a mighty Babylon,
With its hanging gardens pictured 
By the streamers fluttering down.
But at last our certain vision 
Undeceived, becoming true,
Showed it was a great armada 
For I saw the prows cut through 
Foam. . . .
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V

t h e  p a s s a g e  repays study, for the poet succeeds where many psycholo-
gists have failed in describing the panorama of illusions that may be 
evoked by the indeterminate. It is the power of expectation rather than 
the power of conceptual knowledge that molds what we see in life no 
less than in art. Were we to voyage in the Mediterranean we would, 
alas, be unlikely to see the train of Neptune’s suite so convincingly con-
jured up as did the seventeenth-century traveler steeped in the reading 
of the classics and the experience of mythological paintings. But since 
we all probe the distant and indeterminate for possible classifications, which 
we then test and elaborate in a game of projections, Calderon’s beauti-
ful text provides us with the desired justification for comparing the 
reading of indeterminate pictures with the reading of indeterminate 
scenery. The experience of the radio “monitor” confronted with indistinct 
speech and that of the sailor confronted with indistinct shapes on the 
horizon are not incommensurate. We must always rely on guesses, on 
the assessment of probabilities, and on subsequent tests, and in this there 
is an even transition from the reading of symbolic material to our reac-
tion in real life. When we wait at the bus stop and hope the Number Two 
is coming into sight, we probe the indistinct blot that appears in the 
distance for the possibility of projecting the number “two” into it. When 
we are successful in this projection, we say we now see the number. This 
is a case of symbol reading. But is it different with the bus itself? Cer-
tainly not on a foggy night. Nor even in full daylight, if the distance is 
sufficiently great. Every time we scan the distance we somehow com-
pare our expectation, our projection, with the incoming message. If we 
are too keyed up, as is well known, the slightest stimulus will produce 
an illusion. Here as always it remains our task to keep our guesses flexi-
ble, to revise them if reality appears to contradict, and to try again for a 
hypothesis that might fit the data. But it is always we who send out these 
tentacles into the world around us, who grope and probe, ready to with-
draw our feelers for a new test.

As with the hypothesis of the monitor who listens to speech, so the 
fitting interpretation will inevitably transform the data beyond recogni-
tion. There are countless psychological experiments and observations that
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confirm this. A characteristic example is quoted from an article by G. K. 
Adams in M. D. Vernon’s book Visual Perception:

“I was looking out of the window, watching for the street car, and I 
saw through the shrubs by the fence the brilliant red slats of the familiar 
truck; just patches of red, brilliant scarlet. As I looked, it occurred to 
me that what I was really seeing were dead leaves on a tree; instantly 
the scarlet changed to a dull chocolate brown. I could actually ‘see’ the 
change, as one sees changes in a theatre with a shift of lighting. The 
scarlet seemed positively to fall off the leaves, and to leave behind it 
the dead brown. I tried to recover the red by imagining the truck, and found 
that I could redden the leaves somewhat; then I made them leaves again, 
and found that I could brown them somewhat; but I could not get either 
the original scarlet or the later dead chocolate. I went out to see what 
the colour ‘really’ was, and found it to be a distinctly reddish brown. . .

Once more the effect experienced by the trained observer can be most 
conveniently imitated in the perception of images. It has been found in 
a well-known experiment that a familiar shape will induce the expected 
color; if we cut out the shape of a leaf and of a donkey from identical 
material and ask observers to match their exact shade from a color wheel, 
they will tend to select a greener shade of felt for the leaf and a grayer 
one for the donkey. We remember that the result of this experiment was 
anticipated by our ancient author Philostratus: “Even if we drew one of 
these Indians with white chalk,” Apollonius concludes, “he would seem 
black, for there would be his flat nose and stiff curly locks and prominent 
jaw . . .  to make the picture black for all who can use their eyes.” He 
was right. Interpreting, classing a shape affects the way we see its color. 
We need only analyze our own reactions when we look at black-and-white 
art to confirm these findings [185]. Objectively, the marble statue in 
Tiepolo’s print is not whiter than the garment of St. Joseph, but it stands 
out in our minds as a luminous white against the dark foliage, while it 
is difficult even to remember the garments of the travelers as white. The 
print serves as a screen for a tentative projection which does not lead 
to illusion and yet “colors” the way we see it. Perhaps the correct way 
to describe this experience would be to say we see the garment as po-
tentially dark. The psychologist Hering spoke of “memory color.” Here we 
might speak of “color expectations.”
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VI

w h a t  w e  c a l l e d  “mental set” may be precisely that state of readiness 
to start projecting, to thrust out the tentacles of phantom colors and 
phantom images which always flicker around our perceptions. And what 
we call “reading” an image may perhaps be better described as testing it 
for its potentialities, trying out what fits. The activation of these phan-
toms has been most frequently tested in the many psychological experi-
ments in which an image is flashed on the screen for a brief moment 
only. There are many accounts of the wide range of different things which 
subjects report to have “seen,” that is to say, of the images they were 
induced to project onto the screen by the clues presented to them just 
long enough to induce a hypothesis but not long enough to check it. A 
recent experiment has neatly demonstrated the persistence of these visual 
tentacles and their influence on subsequent fantasies. It appears that 
negative shapes, i.e., the accidental forms presented by the background, 
induced such fantasies if the picture was removed sufficiently fast. We 
may assume that such misreadings constantly flit through our minds but
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are usually discarded before we become aware of them because they are 
overlaid by the more consistent and more tenable hypothesis.

Once a projection, a reading, finds anchorage in the image in front of 
us, it becomes much more difficult to detach it. This is an experience 
familiar in the reading of puzzle pictures. Once they are solved, it is hard, 
or even impossible, to recover the impression they made on us while we 
were searching for the solution.

The possibility that all recognition of images is connected with pro-
jections and visual anticipations is strengthened by the results of recent 
experiments. It appears that if you show an observer the image of a 
pointing hand or arrow, he will tend to shift its location somehow in the 
direction of the movement. Without this tendency of ours to see potential 
movement in the form of anticipation, artists would never have been 
able to create the suggestion of speed in stationary images.

But here as always this projection needs a “screen,” an empty field 
in which nothing contradicts our anticipation. This is the reason why 
the impression of movement, and thereby of life, is so much more easily 
obtained with a few energetic strokes than through elaboration of detail. 
The fact is familiar, but the explanation that is usually given appeals too 
confidently to the visual experience we “really have” in the presence of 
movement. The situation is similar to the blurring of perception with 
distance. In both instances it is easy to say what we cannot distinguish 
in such situations. The criticism of traditional methods of representa-
tion again took its starting point from this undeniable fact. In the same 
period when Peacham upbraided a painter who had painted the buttons 
of the doublet of a man miles away, the painter Philip Angel in Holland 
criticized his fellow artists for painting the spokes of a wheel when the 
carriage is supposed to be in motion: “Whenever a cart wheel or a spin-
ning wheel is turned with great force, you will notice that because of the 
rapid turning no spokes can really be seen but only an uncertain glimpse 
of them [een twijfelachtige schemeringe derselves], but though I have 
seen many cart wheels represented I have never yet seen this as it should 
appear because every spoke is always drawn as if the carriage did not 
appear to move.”

Angel was of course right that the sight of these spokes destroys the 
illusion of movement, but there is no evidence that he found a remedy.



It needed the imagination and skill of a Velázquez to invent a means of 
suggesting that ‘uncertain glimpse” in the spinning wheel of the Hiland-
eras [186], which appears to catch the so-called “stroboscopic effect,” the 
streaking after-image that trails its path across the field of vision when an 
object is whizzing past.

The suggestion of this effect belongs now to the commonplace lan-
guage of the cartoonist or comic-strip artist. There is hardly a picture 
narrative in which speed is not conveniently rendered by a few strokes 
which act like negative arrows showing where the object has been a 
moment before [187]. Surely in such a case there can be no question of 
realism. By no stretch of imagination do figures chasing each other 
across a precipice look like A1 Capp’s heroes. But the success of this for-
mula proves that while detail contradicts the illusion of movement, the 
strokes somehow confirm it. The pre-image, if one may coin this word for 
our anticipation of where the figure will be next, is confirmed by an anchor-
age for the after-image.

But the most important effect of these anticipatory probings which 
accompany the reading of images is that aura of space which appears to 
surround any naturalistic representation. The mere sign stands out as a

1 87
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figure against a neutral background, but this same ground recedes and 
assumes potential extension as soon as it forms part of the representation. 
It is an effect which can be observed with any picture or poster where 
letterpress is embodied. The caption on our Merian print of Notre Dame 
[46], for instance, does not appear to hover in space over Paris; it creates 
its own mental set, an aura of neutral ground around it, because we never 
probe letters for movement. The greater the suggestion of movement, or 
indeed of mobility-ours or that of the object-the more certain will 
be this effect which obliterates the ground from our awareness and turns 
it into a screen. Before we read Carracci’s puzzle correctly, it looks like a 
flat diagram, or pattern. [178] As soon as we are guided to project the 
image of the mason into it, we also transform the ground above the line 
into a background space. But this suggestion will obviously be weak com-
pared with the suggestion of depth in a print such as Tiepolo’s [185], 
where we automatically transform the ground above the horizon into the 
infinite and indeterminate expanse of the sky.

We are so trained in assigning to each image its potential living space 
that we have no difficulty whatever in adjusting our reading to a con-
figuration in which each figure is surrounded by its own particular aura. 
This happens every time a group of figures is assembled within one frame 
without being intended to share a common spatial setting. Once more we 
read such images by applying a rapid test of consistency. We understand 
without hesitation that the animals on the drawing by Maria Sibylla Merian 
[188] are to be read as individual specimens. Looking at J. Hoefnagel’s 
plate [189] with its decorative assembly of plants and animals, we always 
supply the appropriate ground to the figure: the lizard sits on a slope, 

188 Me r i a n : Snake, liza rd ,
and electric eel. c. 1700 189 Ho e f n a g e l : From “A rch etypa  stu d iaqu e.” 1592,
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while some insects, throwing shadows, are imagined against a flat ground, 
and others are seen as flying. Without knowing it, we have carried out a 
rapid succession of tests for consistency and settled on those readings 
which make sense. Without such a test, even the images of traditional art 
may yield as variegated and fantastic a result as the proverbial shapes of 
clouds and inkblots. In a recent book, the rough brushwork of Rembrandt 
has been used as a screen for the projection of the most unexpected im-
ages and symbols. The author speaks of "Rembrandts within Rembrandts,” 
but the farmyard animals and grinning faces he discovered in folds of 
garments and in background shadows fail to live up to the consistency 
test which we must always use to discard our wrong guesses.

Where we do not find this consistency we immediately cast about for 
a frame of reference which will provide it, we revise our hypothesis about 
the type of "message” which confronts us. Within the context of our cul-
ture we do this so automatically that we are hardly aware of the process 
itself. But this does not make our flexibility in these matters less in-
teresting. When we look at a sketch, for instance, such as the sheet by 
Leonardo [190], we immediately take in the situation. We do not feel
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tempted for a moment to interpret its images literally, as if they were as-
sembled in one space or the child had two left arms. We retranslate what 
we see into the context of action which gave rise to the image; we realize 
it is the record of various attempts, and we read it accordingly. We under-
stand that certain lines are not to be interpreted strictly as representations 
but are intended as notes of the artist’s intentions. Lines such as the 
rapid strokes indicating an alternative position of the Christ child’s leg do 
not ‘'mean” so much a leg as the possible drawing of a leg.

V I I

o f  c o ur s e  we employ the same faculty in our interpretation of speech in 
everyday life. Any recorded transcript of a real conversation shows how 
often a sentence is sketched before it is spoken and how tolerant we must 
be in our application of situational clues to “make sense” of what is being 
said. We do so not by any conscious process of inference but through that 
faculty which was given us for understanding our fellow creatures, the 
faculty of empathy or identification. We first grope for the intention be-
hind the communication, and the key to this intention lies largely in the 
way we feel we would react.

The idea of art, we have seen, has set up such a context of action 
within our culture and has taught us to interpret the images of art as 
records and indications of the artist’s intention. To react adequately to 
the sketch, we instinctively identify ourselves with the artist. Our primary 
hypothesis is that what he does will make sense somewhere, and where 
one incomplete image does not give us the clues, we will place it in our 
minds in a series. The drawing by Michelangelo for the Medici tomb 
[191] would scarcely be intelligible. His rapid scrawls where he intended 
to indicate statues would not make sense by themselves, but they do in 
their context.

Sometimes, indeed, the process works the other way round, and a 
sketch elucidates for us the finished work of art. One of Constable’s pencil 
notes for Wivenhoe Park [192] shows the motif of fishermen on the 
shore pulling in the net. To indicate the trees, the men, and the boat, 
Constable used only a few telling scribbles, but one thing he clearly 
marked—the net, or rather the floats from which the net hangs down



192 Co n s t a b l e : P encil sketch  for “W ivenhoe P a r k ” 1816

into the water. It is through this indication that we are led to interpret 
the representation. In this particular case the sketch may even alert us to 
a more detailed interpretation of the final picture itself [5]. Without it one 
easily overlooks the tiny figures in the background who pull the net and 
thus link the boat with the distant shore.

It is doubtful whether Constable would have included such small de-
tails in the years of his full maturity. For then he came to rely increas-
ingly on the artist’s right to present his paintings less as records of the 
visible world than as indications of an artistic experience. The issue con-
cerning the place of the sketch in Constable’s work has been much de-
bated, and we shall have to return to it. It has been claimed that in the 
paintings he exhibited he had to “make concessions” to a public which 
was not prepared to read a sketch. But if concessions to vulgar taste are 
inartistic, those to understanding are not. All communication consists in 
“making concessions” to the recipient’s knowledge. It is dictated by the
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context and the awareness of possible alternative interpretations that 
have to be ruled out. The beholder’s identification with the artist must 
find its counterpart in the artist’s identification with the beholder.

We have seen some of the results of this give and take in the previous 
chapter—the admiration for the masterly touch, the seemingly careless 
brushstrokes; these allow us to experience vicariously the very process of 
creation, the virtuoso’s control over his medium and that awareness of 
essentials which makes him cut out all redundancies because he can rely 
on a public that will play the game and knows how to take a hint. The 
social context in which this happens has hardly been investigated. The 
artist creates his own elite, and the elite its own artists.

It is well to remember, though, that this give and take is not confined 
to the sacred precincts of art. Wherever the image is used for communica-
tion, we can study that assessment of probable intention and the tests of 
consistency that lead to interpretation and illusion. We need think of noth-
ing more solemn than the average comic strip, which presents quite a 
number of difficulties to those not familiar with its conventions. The 
public learns to know the recurrent characters and to recognize them 
at the merest hint. We are likewise trained by the poster artists to take 
in and assimilate the most baffling images. Thanks to their daring and 
inventiveness, we have learned how far the limits of our understanding 
of images can be extended beyond the indication of natural appearances. 
It is part of the function of the poster to attract attention by the improbable 
and to hold this attention by extending the process of reading. A study of 
the billboards on our way to work, or of advertising matter, will therefore 
teach us a good deal about those processes of interpretation we have been 
discussing in this chapter. For if we watch ourselves in our reactions, we 
are presented with a kind of slow-motion picture of the mechanism that 
jumps into action whenever we search for the meaning of an image.

A few clues presented with sufficient boldness and clarity will make us 
find the solution of the puzzle which the image presents to us. Without 
asking more questions, we turn the rows of cigarettes in Abram Games’s 
poster [193] into two flirting faces. Sometimes it is amusing to see what 
happens when we ask questions. We accept the chimney with the top hat 
as an industrialist who reads the Financial Times [194]. Where is his 
face? As soon as we ask, we notice we are scanning the poster, looking for



193 Abram Games: Poster. 1953 194 Er w i n  Fa b i a n : Poster. 1955

indications where to anchor our projection. We find it somewhere along 
the line, and the faintest of phantom images settles on the chimney and 
transforms its visual character. True, it still remains a chimney, but it is 
also a face, according to the way we look at it. The character of the illusion 
is hard to describe and may vary from person to person. But if it did 
not exist to amuse and intrigue us, posters of this kind would scarcely be 
so popular.

The best opportunity to study this process of playful transformation 
through context and expectation is provided by the habit of advertisers in 
making use of stereotypes, identical symbols, that we are made to recognize 
in different settings.

For some decades now, the London Passenger Transport Board has 
provided the public with such an experiment in vision* It has adopted as 
its symbol the so-called “bull’s-eye” that originated as the standard frame 
used to set off the names of stations [195]. On one of the Board’s posters 
by E. C. Tatum, the symbol discreetly functions as the button on the bride-
groom’s sleeve [196]. On another it appears on the distant hillside,



enormous and mysterious, like those prehistoric images of horses cut out 
of the soil which puzzle the traveler through England [197]. But the 
most instructive, though not perhaps artistically the most rewarding, 
are the advertisements in which the emblem is used in a frankly repre-
sentational context. The bull’s-eye, for instance, has to function as a head 
[198]. Where the figure faces us, the transversal bar becomes a happy 
grin, and the protrusions ears. Where the context makes us expect a pro-
file, the grin disappears, and the frontal protrusion looks like a nose. It is 
not uninstructive to watch what happens in the less successful drawings 
where the context is just a trifle harder to take in [199]. It may take a 
fraction of a second to see how the boy is supposed to be standing, and only 
when we have understood his posture does he grow a convincing nose 
while the opposite protrusion of the bar shrinks from our awareness. 
We have projected a face onto the shape, and it then takes some effort 
to detach it again and recapture the frontal reading. The symbols behave 
like letters in reading that change their meaning with the total situation. 
Here, too, London Transport obliges with an example. On a book cover 
the bull’s-eye is transfigured into an “O,” since we are set to classify it as 
a letter rather than as a representational shape [200].

What is interesting in this experience is not so 
much the flexibility of our interpretations as their 
exclusiveness. It is easy to see the bull’s-eye as a head 
facing us, as a button, or as a letter. What is difficult 
—indeed impossible—is to see all these things at the 
same time. We are not aware of the ambiguity as 
such, but only of the various interpretations. It is 
through the act of "switching” that we find out that 
different shapes can be projected into the same out-
line. We can train ourselves to switch more rapidly, 
indeed to oscillate between readings, but we cannot 
hold conflicting interpretations.

196 E. C. Tat um: London T ransport poster. 1954
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197 Sh e i l a  St r a t t o n : London T ransport poster, 
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200 Ro ber t  Ha r d i n g : Cover o f a h istory of London  
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VIII

AMBiGuiTY-rabbit or duck? [2]- is  clearly the key to the whole prob-
lem of image reading. For as we have seen, it allows us to test the 
idea that such interpretation involves a tentative projection, a trial shot 
which transforms the image if it turns out to be a hit. It is just because we 
are so well trained in this game and miss so rarely that we are not often 
aware of this act of interpretation. Few people realize that the outline 
drawing of a hand is ambiguous [201]. It is impossible to tell whether it is 
a left hand seen from the front or a right hand seen from the back. Yet 
confronted with such a drawing, we are startled by this unexpected lack 
of information. Such ambiguous hands are outside our range of experience 
and, more likely than not, we will have to use our 
own hands for guidance, trying to match them 
against the image and to project the alternatives un-
til we are convinced of the ambiguity. It is only then 
we will come to realize that it was a matter of sheer 
accident which of the readings we adopted first. To 
detach the projection, once it was made, we must 
switch to the alternative one. There is no other way 
for us to see ambiguity.

The example demonstrates, I believe, what we 
mean by the “test of consistency”—the possibility of 
classifying the whole of an image within a possible 
category of experience. If this sounds too abstract, let us see what happens 
where the artist has excluded such a reading. There is a charming little 
drawing by Saul Steinberg in which a drawing hand draws a drawing hand

202 St e i n b e r g : From “The 
Passport”

2 0 3  S t e i n b e r g  : Drawing

2 0 1



which draws it [202]. We have no clue as to which 
is meant to be the real and which the image; each 
interpretation is equally probable, but neither, as 
such, is consistent. If proof were needed of the 
kinship between the language of art and the lan-
guage of words, it could be found in this drawing.
For the perplexing effect of this self-reference is 
very similar to the paradoxes beloved of philoso-
phers : the Cretan who says all Cretans lie, or the 
simple blackboard with only one statement on it 
which runs, “The only statement on this black-
board is untrue/' If it is true it is untrue and if 
untrue true. There is a limit to the information 
language can convey without introducing such 
devices as quotation marks that differentiate be-
tween what logicians call “language” and “meta-
language.” There is a limit to what pictures can 
represent without differentiating between what belongs to the picture and 
what belongs to the intended reality.

It is no accident that this sophisticated example comes from the work 
of Saul Steinberg. There is perhaps no artist alive who knows more about 
the philosophy of representation than this humorist. He knows how the 
consistency test will make us transform any line according to context. 
In a recent drawing, he makes one straight line change its function and 
meaning in a series of situations from water level to washing line, from 
train track to sitting-room ceiling [203]. Or take his cats in a cage, from 
The Passport [204]. Normally we are set to ignore the ruled ground of a 
sheet of drawing paper. But once we have understood the position of the

204 St e i n b e r g : From “T he P assport”



cats, we see that the only hypothesis which 
fits the case is that they are clambering up 
a wire cage, and immediately the ruling is 
transformed for us into the picture of a 
cage. But a similar type of paper, such as 
is used in every architect’s office, is turned 
into the image of a huge skyscraper [205] 
simply by adding a few minimum clues 
which inform us of its meaning and trans-
form its visual character. After the many 
weighty tomes that have been written on 
how space is rendered in art, Steinberg’s 
trick drawings serve as a welcome reminder 
that it is never space which is represented 
but familiar things in situations.

This formulation, though, requires an 
amendment which is also provided by Stein-

berg. Among the familiar things we can read into pictures, none may be 
more important than other pictures. The picture that provides the theme 
for Steinberg’s Passport [206] is a fingerprint. We do not read it as a face 
so much as the photograph of a face; we file it not in terms of reality but 
as an existing type of representation. In another drawing [208], the finger-
print seems immensely enlarged by means of a few simple relational clues. 
Once more it stands for a picture the mannikin is painting. And if we look 
more closely, obediently responding with our projection, we discover the 
fingerprint can be read as a real landscape with a tree on the horizon and a 
ploughed-up field leading into space, a dark hedge showing gloomingly 
against a weird spiraling sky. The fit is so close that no doubt is possible; 
the thumbprint is an unmistakable van Gogh 
[207]. It is somewhat blasphemous to repro-
duce it side by side with the real thing be-
cause the very process of trained projection 
may lead us now to see van Gogh in terms of 
Steinberg-the purpose and effect of all paro-
dies. But the comparison is not as frivolous 
as it may look. Steinberg here discovers that

205 St e i n b e r g : From “The P assport”

206 St e i n b e r g : The P assport Photo
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you can see a thumbprint as a thumbprint or as a van Gogh. Van Gogh’s 
own discovery, of course, was immeasurably greater. He discovered that 
you can see the visible world as a vortex of lines. To many of us, stubble 
fields and cypresses have come to suggest van Gogh. Representation is al-
ways a two-way affair. It creates a link by teaching us how to switch from 
one reading to another.

207 v a n  Go g h : Road with Cypresses. 208 S t e i n b e r g : From “The Passport” 
1889



VIII

Ambiguities of the Third Dimension

The sense of sight discerns the difference of shapes, wherever they 
are . . . without delay or interruption, employing careful calcula-
tions with almost incredible skill, yet acting unnoticed because of 
its speed. . . .  When the sense cannot see the object through its 
own mode of action, it recognizes it through the manifestations of 
other differences, sometimes perceiving truly and sometimes imag-
ining incorrectly. . . .

Pt o l e m y , Optics

I

IN  P RO BI N G the illusions of art from various sides, we have come, in 
the last chapter, to stress increasingly the power of suggestion. In the 
reading of images, as in the hearing of speech, it is always hard to distin-
guish what is given to us from what we supplement in the process of pro-
jection which is triggered off by recognition. “Recognition,” though, is per-
haps a misleading term in this connection. It was the “guess” of the 
radio monitor, it will be remembered, that turned the medley of speech 
sounds into speech; it is the guess of the beholder that tests the medley of 
forms and colors for coherent meaning, crystallizing it into shape when 
a consistent interpretation has been found.

But the comparison between the hearing of speech and the reading 
of pictures, however useful it may have proved as a starting point, is not 
without its pitfalls. The difficulties in identifying words, after all, are 
rather incidental. They become interesting only in abnormal conditions 
that blur those distinctive features that together make up the speech 
sign. In visual representation, signs stand for objects of the visible world, 
and these can never be “given” as such. Any picture, by its very nature,
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remains an appeal to the visual imagination; it must be supplemented in 
order to be understood. This is only another way of saying that no image 
can represent more than certain aspects of its prototype; if it did it would 
be a double, and not even Pygmalion could make one. Unless we know the 
conventions, we have no means of guessing which aspect is presented to 
us. Even the famous glass models of flowers in the Harvard University 
museum would not tell a visitor from Mars very much about plants if he 
had never touched any. Which brings us back to the wisdom of Philos- 
tratus who made his hero Apollonius say that no one can understand the 
painted horse or bull unless he knows what such creatures are like.

There is nothing paradoxical in this assertion. A picture of an un-
known animal, or an unknown building, will tell us nothing of its size, for 
instance, unless some familiar object allows us to estimate the scale. In-
deed, the point would hardly need elaboration were it not for the bearing 
it has on the most important trick in the armory of illusionist art, the trick 
of perspective.

II

i n  r e c e nt  y e a r s  a great deal has been written on perspective and the 
rendering of space in art, but the beholder’s share in the illusion of space 
is still somewhat incompletely understood. It is best illustrated by an 
amusing print by William Hogarth that was destined to be a title page for 
a textbook on perspective [209]. The picture is full of the illogicalities 
which, singly, are often found in the art of children and amateurs and 
which are said to have been perpetrated by a dilettante nobleman whom 
Hogarth wished to ridicule. The man on the distant hill looks as large as 
the woman bending out of the window of the inn and can be seen to light 
his pipe at her candle. The trees on the hill appear to become larger the 
farther their distance from us, and yet some of them overlap the inn sign. 
Both ends of the church are clearly seen, and the bridge does not seem 
to span the river. The angler’s lines interfere with each other, and the 
man in front must slide off the sloping pavement. Used as we are to the 
conventions of correct perspective, we interpret Hogarth’s satire according 
to his intention. We see the print as an impossible picture. We rarely 
pause to think that it might also represent an impossible world, a world



209 Ho g a r t h : False perspective. 1754, engraving 210 Es c h e r : Autre Monde. 1947, woodcut

where the laws of gravity do not apply, where trees may grow to any 
height and arms to any length.

We are perhaps a little more aware of this possibility than Hogarth 
was, for our artists have accustomed us to the sight of impossible worlds. 
The print of the Dutch artist M. C. Escher [210] provides an instructive 
counterpart to Hogarth just because its perspective looks so correct. It is 
only when we come to look more closely that we see that such a structure 
cannot exist in our world and that the artist wants to transpose us into 
the giddy realms where terms such as “up” and “down” and “right” and 
‘left” have lost their meaning. The print is an artist's meditation on space, 
but it is also a demonstration of the beholder's share; it is in trying to 
work out the intended relation of things and sights that we realize the 
paradoxes of his arrangement.

It is instructive to return from this extreme to a work of Hogarth's 
day that hovers on the fringe of the dream world. Piranesi, a master of 
perspective, used his skill in a series of prints of nightmare dungeons to 
conjure up an image of improbable and haunting scenery [211]. Is the 
perspective in Piranesi’s print correct or false? As soon as we ask our-
selves this question, we find that we must again set to work to sort out the 
things represented and to reconstruct the nightmare prison in our minds.



2 i i  Pi r a n e s i : “C arceri,” pi. VII. B efore 1750 , etch ing
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The rope hanging from the pulley-where does it lead? How is the 
drawbridge tied up? What is the angle of the banister near the lower 
edge? Watching ourselves trying to read the print in terms of a possible 
world, we gain some insight into the beholder’s share in all reading of 
spatial arrangement. For it is always possible to stop the game and to 
baffle the search by a simple trick: transform the dungeon in your mind’s 
eye into a stage design-for instance, the scenery for Fidelio, Act I I -  
and your questions will have to sound very different. Where does the 
painted backdrop start, we would have to ask, and what shape should the 
stage props have to look like the design? Clearly there would be many 
answers possible to this question, indeed an infinite number of answers, 
and they all would depend on, among other things, the point of view from 
which the scene was to be looked at.

If this experiment in imagination may be a little hard to perform, this 
is due only to the fact that twentieth-century artists and stage designers 
have come to spurn the tricks of illusion. We rarely get into situations 
where the eye is actually deceived, unless we visit the churches and 
monasteries of Austria or Bavaria decorated by traveling specialists in

212 Sa l o m o n  Kl e i n e r : Riding school in Vienna, c. 1740
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illusionist effects, the quadratisti, who made it their job to transform any 
old interior into a fairy palace by painting vistas of colonnades on the 
walls or grandiose cupolas on the ceiling. Entering such a hall we may 
often be uncertain what is painted and what is “real,” and it is interesting 
and amusing to watch the disappearance of the illusion when we trick the 
tricksters and view their work from an angle that was not intended.

Let us look at an engraving that does precisely this [212]. It repre-
sents a riding school in eighteenth-century Vienna which was obviously de-
signed to appear much larger and more sumptuous than it really was. 
Standing, presumably, at the wrought-iron gate inside the garden, the 
visitor would see on his left a triumphal arch with an equestrian monu-
ment in the center. On his right, he would see a colonnade seemingly 
extending far into the background and issuing into a rounded court with 
an obelisk in its center. Turning round, he would behold the formal 
garden itself, giving a prospect that appeared to lead a considerable 
distance toward the boschetto. The strange and unexpected convolutions 
which these stage settings made for those actually riding in the court are 
hard to imagine.

Our engraving deliberately takes the illusion to pieces, but illusionist 
effects of this kind survive the processes of reproduction altogether badly. 
Alas, we have all come to see art too much through the falsifying media 
of photographs and slides; thus the old insight that it is naive to demand 
that a painting should look real is gradually giving way to the conviction 
that it is naive to believe any painting can ever look real.

This conviction has been strengthened by certain muddles in the 
philosophy and psychology of perception that have led to a rumor of some 
mysterious flaw in perspective. “We do not always realize,” writes Sir 
Herbert Read, “that the theory of perspective developed in the fifteenth 
century is a scientific convention; it is merely one way of describing space 
and has no absolute validity.”

I l l

i t  m a y  b e  l u c k y , th e re fo re , th a t  p rec ise ly  a t  th is  ju n c tu re ,  w h e n  c r it ic s  

a n d  a r t  h is to r ia n s  h a v e  so m e w h a t lo s t th e ir  b e a r in g s  in  th e se  m a tte rs ,  

p sy ch o lo g y  h a s  ta k e n  over th e  in v e s tig a tio n  o f illu s io n  w ith  sc ien tific



213 T he A m es chair dem onstra tion s

precision. It was Adelbert Ames, Jr., in particular who, starting as a practic-
ing artist, invented a number of ingenious examples of trompe l’ceil 
for the laboratory, which may help to explain why the theory of perspective 
is in fact perfectly valid though the perspective image demands our 
collaboration.

Most of these demonstrations are arranged in the form of peep shows. 
One of them which can be fairly successfully illustrated [213] makes use 
of three peepholes through which we can look with one eye at each of 
three objects displayed in the distance. Each time the object looks like a 
tubular chair. But when we go round and look at the three objects from 
another angle, we discover that only one of them is a chair of normal 
shape. The right-hand one is really a distorted, skewy object which only 
assumes the appearance of a chair from the one angle at which we first 
looked at it; the middle one presents an even greater surprise: it is not even 
one coherent object but a variety of wires extended in front of a backdrop
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on which is painted what we took to be the seat of the chair. One of the 
three chairs we saw was real, the other two illusions. So much is easy to 
infer from the photograph. What is hard to imagine is the tenacity of the 
illusion, the hold it maintains on us even after we have been undeceived. 
We return to the three peepholes and, whether we want it or not, the 
illusion is there.

It is important to be quite clear at this point wherein the illusion 
consists. It consists, I believe, in the conviction that there is only one way 
of interpreting the visual pattern in front of us. We are blind to the other 
possible configurations because we literally “cannot imagine” these un-
likely objects. They have no name and no habitation in the universe of 
our experience. Of chairs we know, of the crisscross tangle we do not. 
Perhaps a man from Mars whose furniture was of that unlikely kind 
would react differently. To him the chair would always present the illu-
sion that he had the familiar crisscross in front of his eye.

One of the facts that Ames and his associates want to drive home with 
these demonstrations is, as they put it, that “perceptions are not disclo-
sures.” What we can see through the peephole does not directly and im-
mediately reveal to us “what is there”; in fact, we cannot possibly tell 
“what is there”; we can only guess, and our guess will be influenced by 
our expectations. Since we know chairs but have no experience of those 
crisscross tangles which also “look like” chairs from one point, we cannot 
imagine, or see, the chair as a crisscross tangle but will always select from 
the various possible forms the one we know.

The example illustrates the inherent ambiguity of all images and also 
reminds us of the reasons why we are so rarely aware of them. Ambi-
guity, as we observed in the last chapter, can never be seen as such. We 
notice it only by learning to switch from one reading to another and by 
realizing that both interpretations fit the image equally well.

That is the reason why people are generally puzzled if they are told 
that any correct rendering of perspective may stand for an infinity of 
shapes in space: it strikes them as perverse to insist that, say, the houses 
in Canaletto’s view of Venice [165] might be imagined as standing at any 
angle and distance from the beholder, provided we give up the idea they 
are houses of a familiar type. It is quite possible that only a stage designer, 
or at least a person accustomed to moving on an illusionist stage, would
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be able to perform the necessary switches and really “see” the ambiguity.
Let us remember that the need for the beholder’s collaboration in the 

reading of perspective images, so dramatically confirmed in the Ames 
demonstrations, does not contradict the contention that perspective is in 
fact a valid method of constructing images designed to create illusion. On 
the contrary, Ames constructed his exhibits entirely on the basis of per-
spective theory and proved, if proof was ever needed, that this theory 
suffices to “deceive the eye.”

IV

n o w  perspective may be a difficult skill, but its basis, as has been said, 
rests on a simple and incontrovertible fact of experience, the fact that we 
cannot look round a corner. It is due to this unfortunate inability of ours 
that as long as we look with one stationary eye, we see objects only from 
one side and have to guess, or imagine, what lies behind. We see only 
one aspect of an object, and it is not very hard to work out exactly what 
this aspect will be from any given point. All you have to do is to draw 
straight lines to that point from any part of the object’s surface. Those 
that will lie behind an opaque body will be hidden, those that have 
free passage will be seen. Moreover, the fact that we see only along 
straight lines is also sufficient to account for the diminution of the aspect 
at a distance. The whole rationale of the process is illustrated with 
masterly simplicity in Diirer’s famous woodcut [214]. He represents the 
straight line of sight by a string and shows how the lute will appear in the 
frame from the point of the painter’s eye, which must be imagined to be 
where the string is attached to the wall. It also follows from Diirer’s 
demonstration that any number of objects can be constructed that will 
result in the identical aspect from the peephole.

Perhaps the easiest way to get that point clear is to imagine all these 
objects as constructions of wire (as some of Ames’s indeed are), or as a 
sequence of wire-screen gates [215]. Our diagram shows that with the 
help of taut strings, real or imagined, radiating from one point, we can 
devise and arrange any number of such gates which will appear to be 
superimposed upon one another from that point so that all but the nearest



214 Dure r : From “U nterw eisung  
der M essung.” 1525

will be hidden from sight. The geometry of similar triangles tells us that 
all the gates parallel to each other will differ in scale but not in proportion. 
If one has a series of identical squares, all the others will have, too. It will 
be well for the reader to keep this fact in mind, for much of our later 
argument will hinge on it. But our demonstration also makes it clear 
that such gates would not have to be parallel to each other or at right 
angles to the central line of sight. If we are free to change their proportions,

2 1 5
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we can construct them for any oblique or curved arrangement while taking 
care that all their nodal points (where the wires cross) remain located on 
the same straight "strings.” All these skewy configurations would still 
present from one point of view the same aspect as the straight ones. The 
geometry needed for our construction is called the "art of perspective,” 
and the technical term for oblique or curved images that fulfill this condi-
tion is "anamorphosis.”

The sixteenth-century portrait of Edward VI [216] is such an "ana-
morphosis.” Seen from in front it presents a weird appearance, but seen 
from very close to the edge, the distortion is rectified, and we see the head 
transposed into the normal view. This display of the magic skill of per-
spective yields an unexpected bonus: in the original.peep show, the head 
will look surprisingly plastic, as if protruding from the oblique panel. The 
reason is the same that makes us "see” the chair in the Ames demonstra-
tions rather than a crisscross of wires. Having difficulty even in imagining 
the shape of the distorted profile that is equivalent to the normal view, we 
interpret what we see as a configuration parallel to our eyes, a kind of 
phantom arising from the picture. Ames, in fact, has employed this age- 
old device of anamorphosis, and his demonstrations prove that there is 
nothing wrong with the theory of perspective as illustrated by Dürer. 
From a fixed viewpoint, any distortion in perspective can be made indis-

2 i 6  U n k n o w n  A r t i s t : A nam orphic
p ortra it o f E dw ard  VI, from  fron t and  
side. 1546 ( a fter  H olbein , 1 5 4 3)
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tinguishable from the normal image. Why, then, do we call it a distortion? 
Clearly because it is not a relational model. We remember Plato’s protest at 
the trickery of sculptors, who lengthened the proportions of statues des-
tined to be seen from below, because they failed to represent things as 
they “really are.” Like Plato, we are tempted to reserve this description for 
a correct relational model of three-dimensional objects.

We have all seen scale models of buildings such as the Parthenon, 
some with little toy mannikins dotted around. Now it is obvious that if we 
bend down to the point where these toy mannikins stand, the aspect of the 
building will appear the same as it would from the corresponding position 
on the Acropolis. Movie producers make use of this fact when they have 
to represent disasters such as earthquakes. A scale model of a burning 
house, or a collapsing bridge, can be made to look indistinguishable from 
the “real thing” if all standards of comparison are eliminated.

A picture on a flat surface, of course, can never be such a scale model. 
It can only represent identical relationships in two dimensions and not in 
three. Would it therefore be useless for the movie trick? Not necessarily. 
A flat picture of a façade, for instance, would serve its purpose. If it were 
drawn to scale, let us say 1 inch to a yard, it would clearly result in 
the same image from a distance of 100 inches as the real building from 
100 yards. There is nothing “conventional” in this fact, which follows 
from elementary geometry. The belief that perspective rests on a conven-
tion arises from confusion between relational models and images. What 
is a convention, though a convenient one, is that we like to paint on flat 
surfaces and can therefore present only relational models of two dimen-
sions. If we wanted to draw a relational model of a curved façade, say of 
a crescent in the city of Bath, it might indeed be convenient to abandon 
the convention of the flat drawing surface and select a curved one.

This convenience should not be confused with the power of a curved 
surface to create that illusion of reality we experience in the circular pan-
orama painting beloved of the nineteenth century, or under the vaulted 
dome of the Zeiss Planetarium, beloved of the twentieth. Here there are 
two illusions interacting which must be carefully separated. The first is 
the illusion that the real sky is vaulted or even (though less obviously so) 
that a real panorama from a mountain top is circular. What is real in such 
life situations is our freedom to turn round and to assign imaginary equal
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distances to all remote objects in our field of vision. Enjoying the same free-
dom of movement in the panorama or planetarium, we experience the 
second illusion that even to the arrested gaze the curved picture will be 
more truthful than the flat one. This is not so. In fact the method of the 
planetarium can be used to demonstrate the equal validity of perspective 
projection on a flat surface. The light points on its vaults are real “projec-
tions.” They are thrown there by a powerful lamp in the center in which 
the stars are “represented” by so many searchlight beams. Now to the sta-
tionary eye close to that apparatus it can make no difference whether these 
beams strike a flat or a curved surface. Naturally the objective relationship 
of the lightpoints will change, but to the stationary beholder their pattern 
must look the same. He can no more tell in the dark what their real rela-
tionships are “up there” on the ceiling than he can tell this of the stars in 
outer space. Both are infinitely ambiguous. All he knows is that nothing 
prevents him from reading (and seeing) them in the same way as he reads 
(and therefore sees) the night sky.

This is all perspective can and does claim. Following as it does from 
our inability to look round corners, a perspective picture cannot exist in 
its own right, as a three-dimensional model can. Even our two eyes, 
since they view it from two different points, can in fact look round a 
corner and must therefore find fault with the panel designed for a peep 
show. To ask for it, finally, to be hung on a wall and viewed from any part 
of the room while still preserving the illusion is to ask for an absurdity. 
Perhaps the demand still hides the Pygmalion wish that a picture be more 
than a shadow, a little world independent of the beholder.

Here perhaps are the inarticulate roots of the idea that perspective is 
merely a.convention and does not represent the world as it looks. Perhaps, 
also, a wish was father to the thought: the wish for a stick with which to 
beat the Philistine who wants to have his picture “correct.” Moreover, 
certain facts could be cited to show that perspective theory leads occa-
sionally to paradoxical results. One pf these was discussed by Piero della 
Francesca and Leonardo, who showed that if we paint a picture of a row 
of columns, such as a temple façade, seen from the front, the columns on 
the side will come out wider in the construction than those directly in 
front [217]. The reason for this paradox, however, is not that the laws of 
perspective are inexact but that the ordinary results of geometrical pro-
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jection sometimes take us by surprise. Columns, of course, extend both 
in width and in depth, and it is this extension away from the frontal plane 
of the elevation that causes the slight anomaly. That point becomes clearer 
if we imagine square pillars instead of columns and still clearer if we 
imagine those pillars painted red along the façade but green on the sides. 
Now perspective shows that in such a case the identical red fronts of 
the pillars will appear as identical red rectangles on the projective plane, 
but while the pillar in the center-right in front of us-will disclose no

green side, we will see an increasing amount of green as more and more 
of the sides of the pillars become visible. It is this addition of the sides, 
which project in ever greater width, that accounts for the apparent thick-
ness of the pillars. If we replace the pillars by columns, we have to con-
tend with additional consequences of projective geometry. With one eye, 
as the diagram shows, we never see the full width of a column, since the 
tangents formed by the straight lines of sight touch the circumference 
nearer to each other the nearer we stand. Conversely, we see slightly more 
of the surface of the column that is farther away from us. At very close 
range, this small unexpected increase in the area taken in by our eye 
when we step back partly compensates for the decrease in size due to the 
greater distance. All this is no doubt a little confusing; if it is a consolation 
to the reader, let me state my conviction that many writers on perspective 
have also become confused at this point, not excluding myself, of course. 
But I believe that basically the column paradox is very simple: it is caused

217
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by the beholder’s difficulty in interpreting the projection of a shape ex-
tending in depth that offers no clues as to its orientation. Columns or 
spheres look the same from any angle, and it is this special case of am-
biguity that creates the painter’s difficulty in coping with such undifferen-
tiated shapes.

These facts, then, may for once really be described as the “exceptions 
which prove the rule,” for the rule postulates that perspective is the theory 
of indistinguishable aspects from one point. There is another chain of 
arguments that presents greater difficulties. If it is true, the argument 
runs, that things of equal size will look smaller when farther away, it can-
not also be true that a scale drawing of, say, a palace façade will repre-
sent its real appearance. After all, the windows of the wings will be 
farther away from us than those in the center. The height of the 
palace, too, must appear to shrink as the wings extend farther to the right 
and left. Does this not suggest that a correct picture should have slowly 
and slightly converging curves? This argument is usually countered by a 
reminder that what goes for the palace will go for its picture. If the one 
looks foreshortened and perhaps curved, the other, which we see from 
the same angle and which will therefore look identical, will also share 
this appearance. The peep-show arrangement could therefore look right 
while the world of our visual experience would still be subtly different, 
non-Euclidian, and curved (as has been claimed), like Einstein’s universe.

But as a matter of fact this argument, too, is somewhat unrealistic. 
Sitting in front of that long-stretched façade and looking at its center, the 
painter would not see much of the wings, for the angle of vision which 
allows us to discriminate clearly is very small. He would therefore scan 
the view by moving his head, and as soon as he did that, the whole situ-
ation would change. Naturally, as he turns right, the façade will appear 
to converge in one way, and as he turns left, in another; but if he 
wanted to paint these aspects, he would quite instinctively shift his easel 
so as to stand obliquely to the façade, and in this changed situation ordi-
nary perspective demands a converging image. While he turns, in other 
words, he is aware of a succession of aspects which swing round with him. 
What we call “appearance” is always composed of such a succession of 
aspects, a melody, as it were, which allows us to estimate distance and 
size; it is obvious that this melody can be imitated by the movie camera
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but not by the painter with his easel. It is understandable if painters feel 
that the curve will suggest the movement of lines more convincingly 
than the straight projection, but this curve is a compromise that does 
not represent one aspect but many. Neither this nor any other system can 
claim that it represents the world “as it appears,” but within the orthodox 
perspective arrangement, we deal with tangible, measurable relationships. 
Provided our wire-screen gates or grills [215] are parallel to one another, 
they will be identical in patterns and relationships and will be super-
imposed on one another from one point. Remembering the Ames 
demonstrations, it is really up to us in such a case to say which of these 
shapes, classified and arranged in a sequence of progressive diminution, 
we call the “real” gate and which “the image,” though for obvious reasons 
we have become used to thinking of the outermost as the “motif” and of 
all the others as its “representations” from a given point of view.

One cannot insist enough that the art of perspective aims at a correct 
equation: it wants the image to appear like the object and the object like 
the image. Having achieved this aim, it makes its bow and retires. It 
does not claim to show how things appear to us, for it is hard to see what 
such a claim should mean. If two gates are indeed indistinguishable 
from one point, the same is true of all others which answer the same 
condition. If the lines of one are straight, so will all the others be. There 
is no room in this arrangement for some ultimate gate which gives us 
the shape in which all the others “appear to us.”

It is tempting to identify this ultimate gate with what is called the 
“stimulus pattern,” the actual relationships of the lines on the retina, 
and the fact that the retina is curved has indeed been brought into this 
discussion. But psychology warns us increasingly not to be too rash with 
this identification. We can never see our own retinas.

V

i t  is for this reason, I believe, that the psychology of vision and even 
phenomenological introspection have proved a will-o’-the-wisp for the 
student of art. It may well be, for instance, that a taut string held very 
close to our eyes “appears curved,” but the only meaning we could attach 
to this statement, as to all descriptions of illusions, is the literal meaning
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that it ‘looks like a curved string.” With strings held very close to our 
eye, judgment becomes uncertain and we may make mistakes. But to say 
that all straight lines in our field of vision look curved seems to me a 
much more doubtful statement. It would imply that all straight strings 
look like curved strings, and that is manifestly not the case. It is perhaps 
significant that the prime argument for this claim of a curvilinear world 
is taken from architecture and not from painting. The Greeks allegedly 
introduced the so-called “refinements” of deviation from rectangularity in 
their temples to correct the distortions of vision. But if we can see the 
difference between a curved building and a straight one, the argument 
falls to the ground. In any case, it would not touch the painter, for if he 
painted the curves we would only see them more curved.

Leonardo called the mirror “the painter’s master,” and the mirror can 
indeed help us to clarify this much-debated issue. Take any rectangular 
pocket mirror and hold it so that the straight lines of a building, whether 
roof or wall, are reflected in it very close to the mirror’s straight edge. It 
will be easy to make the two parallel, and the building will be seen to 
run true with the straight mirror side. Now it is certainly possible to say 
that this effect is due to our seeing both the mirror and the building 
curved. But we may now see why this is not a helpful description. Per-
ceiving from the standpoint of experience, as has been said, “is synony-
mous with observing differences, relationships, organizations, and mean-
ings.” The idea that our world is really curved and should be so painted 
is little better than the old argument that we “really” see the world double 
and upside down.

VI

pe r h a ps  the reader will feel, by a sense of approaching giddiness, that 
we are here moving towards the unfathomed abyss that threatens to 
swallow up psychological and philosophical inquiries into the “really real.” 
But if we hold fast to the railing of our subject-the beholder’s share in 
the reading and interpretation of visual image—we may perhaps peer 
down for a moment.

It will be remembered that the digression on perspective aimed at 
sorting out various spurious problems from that of ambiguity. Ames
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showed that perspective “works” but that it cannot explain why we select 
one of the possible configurations as the “real” one.

The nature of this problem is best demonstrated on the basis of the 
best-known visual ambiguity, the so-called “size-distance relationship.” It 
is a fact that was known to the Greeks and the Arabs, and must have 
been observed by many a sailor and hunter, that where we lack other 
clues we cannot judge the size of an object unless we know its distance, 
and vice versa. This uncertainty was dramatically illustrated quite re-
cently when a party of explorers diving in a bathyscaphe declared them-
selves unable to judge the size of the unknown creatures they had seen in 
the deep.

Ames has made use of this interdependence of knowledge and the 
estimation of distance by making his subjects look through a peephole 
at the enlarged or diminished images of familiar objects, such as wrist 
watches or playing cards. The expected reactions happened: the large 
wrist watch was judged to be of normal size but nearer; the diminutive one 
was estimated to be farther away than it really was. What is interesting 
in this experience is not that one is easily deceived, but that even an 
awareness of the ambiguity will not prevent one from making a guess. On 
the contrary, the habit, or compulsion, of jumping to a conclusion will 
always have the better of us when we look through the peephole. We will 
always see an object at a distance, never an appearance of uncertain 
meaning. The best we can achieve is a switch from one reading to another, 
a trying out of various interpretations, but the demonstration confirms the 
conclusion of our preceding chapter, that ambiguity as such cannot 
be perceived. The disciples of Ames refer to this fact as the “thereness- 
thatness” experience; to perceive means to guess at something some-
where, and this need will persist even when we are presented with some 
abstract configuration where we lack the guidance of previous experience. 
Presented with a circular disk, for instance, we are well aware of the 
fact that it might be fairly large and far away, or small and close by. We 
also may remember intellectually that it might be a tilted ellipse, or a 
number of other shapes, but we cannot possibly see these infinite possi-
bilities; the disk will appear to us as an object out there, even though 
we may realize, as students of perception, that another person may guess 
differently.
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One must have experienced these effects to realize how elusive they 
make the idea of “appearance” as distinct from the object itself. The 
stimulus school of psychology and the phenomenalists talked as if the 
“appearance” of the disk, the stimulus pattern, were the only thing really 
“experienced” while all the rest was inference, interpretation. It sounds 
like a plausible description of vision, but it is untrue to our actual experi-
ence. We do not observe the appearance of color patches and then 
proceed to interpret their meaning. Perception as such, as has been said, 
has a subject-predicate character. To see is to see “something out there.” 
Even where the retina is really the only agent, in afterimages and the like, 
we still project the color patches into space.

This fact, as we shall see, also helps to account for the difficulty in the 
demand for fixing “appearances” on to a canvas. Phrased in this general 
way, it is an impossible demand. What we can do is to set up an easel 
and submit to the concrete problem of making the image out there look 
like a given object in the distance, knowing full well (but not caring at 
all) that in doing so it must of necessity also look like any number of un-
real objects. No wonder we need a starting point for this matching 
process, something man-made with which to compare the object and 
which can then be modified and approximated within the terms of the 
equation. The statement, “From where I stand this picture here looks like 
the castle there,” is manageable and sometimes even testable. The general 
statement, “This picture represents reality as it appears to me,” may un-
doubtedly be sincere, but strictly speaking, it makes no sense. It is about 
as profitable as the quarrel whether the moon looks like a dime or a 
silver dollar. The difficulty in answering this poser has never prevented 
a child from drawing the moon. As long as it is recognizable within the 
universe of its picture, no problem can arise. All I need to interpret the 
picture are those contextual aids that will make me think of the moon 
as the appropriate guess.

V I I

w e  h a v e  come back, so it seems, to where we were at the end of the 
last chapter. The illusions of art presuppose recognition; to repeat the 
phrase from Philostratus, “No one can understand the painted horse or
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bull unless he knows what such creatures are like.” The mistake which 
has led so much theorizing on art into the bog is in thinking that there 
must be means of representing “appearances” or even “space” as such.

It is our knowledge, or more precisely our guess, that makes us 
interpret the small horse or bull in many a picture as a distant horse or 
bull. It is not for nothing, therefore, that perspective creates its most 
compelling illusion where it can rely on certain ingrained expectations

218 Gi o v a n n i  d i  Pa o l o : The Annunciation, c. 1440/144s

and assumptions on the part of the beholder. The Baroque decorator’s 
illusion of painted ceilings or architecture works so well because these 
paintings represent what might, after all, be real. Every care is taken to 
blur the transition between the solidly built and the flatly painted, and 
we continue to interpret the one in terms of the other. It is for similar 
reasons that Renaissance painters liked to suggest depth through the 
rendering of tiled pavements [218]. Assuming as we must that the 
pavements are flat and the tiles identical units, we are compelled to read 
their progressive diminution as recession. But here, as always, the im-
pression of depth is entirely due to our share, our assumption, of which 
we are rarely aware. In a similar way, modern poster artists often rely 
on our expectation of the normal letter form to give us the impression
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of letters or words arranged in depth or coming toward us with aggres-
sive force [219]. It is an effect which would be lost on someone who did 
not know the conventions of lettering.

At this point the reader should be warned that the argument here de-
veloped would not be accepted by all schools of psychology. The Gestalt 
school would have none of it. The pioneers of this important movement 
want to minimize the role of learning and experience in perception. They 
think that our compulsion to see the tiled floor, or the letters, not as ir-
regular units in the plane but as regular units arranged in depth is far 
too universal and too compelling to be attributed to learning. Instead they 
postulate an inborn tendency of our brain. Their theory centers on the 
electrical forces which come into play in the cortex during the process of 
vision. It is these forces, they claim, that tend toward simplicity and bal-
ance and make our perception always weighted, as it were, in favor of 
geometrical simplicity and cohesion. A flat, regularly tiled floor is simpler 
than the complex pattern of rhomboids in the plane, hence it is a flat, 
regularly tiled floor we actually see.

To support this view, the Gestalt psychologists are fond of demon-
strating that we select the simple configuration even where there is no 
question of our knowing such shapes from experience. The most obvious 
example is a pattern of rhomboids [220]. Most of us will see it as a 
zigzagging band of regular rectangles rather than as a chain of rhom-
boids. Moreover, there are two possible readings of the regular band in 
space, and both are indeed adopted almost at random. We can see it start-
ing from behind or from in front. We can even make it switch round 
from one position to the other with little effort. What we cannot do even 
with the greatest effort is to see or imagine the various irregular shapes

220



the rhomboids would have to make to fit any in-between position, though 
reason and mathematics assure us that an infinite number of such ir-
regular shapes must exist and can be construed.

At first glance, these findings would seem to apply remarkably well 
to the reading of pictures. Take one of Klee’s fantasies, his Old Steamer 
[221]. We have never seen a craft of this kind and have no experi-
ence to guide us in the reading of such an image. Yet we will surely see 
it as a three-dimensional construction. It is only when we ask ourselves 
how we are to imagine the rickety vessel that we notice the possibility 
of several readings. The plank on top of the wheel may be imagined as 
going backward or upward, and it is this ambiguity that adds to the im-
pression of rocking instability that Klee, the great explorer of forms, cer-
tainly aimed at.

The example shows, I hope, that the issue raised by the Gestalt psy-
chologists is of much more than theoretical interest in relation to art. Since 
art has begun to cut itself loose from anchorage in the visible world, the 
question how to suggest one reading rather than another of any arrange-
ment of forms has become of crucial importance. It is true that artists and 
critics are rarely aware of what is at stake. It is so easy to talk at cross-
purposes about these matters. Our inability to see ambiguity often protects 
us from the knowledge that “pure” shapes allow of an infinity of spatial

221 Kl e e : Old S team er. 192,2, 
w a ter color
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readings. Even so, the dynamics of form and color as 
such have naturally aroused increasing interest, and it 
would be comforting to know that three-dimensional 
forms can still be suggested unambiguously in a non- 
representational context. But what is comforting is not 
necessarily true, and I feel that much more research is 
needed to confirm or refute the artist’s subjective feel-
ing that he has “represented” an abstract three-dimen-
sional shape. For though the simplicity criterion cer-
tainly guides our reading in certain cases that happen 
to be simple, it is easy to show that its application is 
limited. We need not go to abstract art to make this 

demonstration. Any picture of a tree will demonstrate the dilemma 
more or less. Turn back to Hobbema’s Village with Watermill [33]. How 
much can we tell about the spatial relations of its tree branches? And 
yet, I contend, we do not see the distant trees as a flat silhouette— 
rather we accept any one reading that would fit the image and rarely even 
notice its ambiguities. One would have to ask a number of observers to 
make a wire model of the trees concerned to bring out the different read-
ings of the same image.

A series of simple posters may serve to bring these conflicting views 
into focus. Take the effective design for the United States Lines [222]. 
Though nobody has ever seen such a sight, most people, I find, confi-
dently read it as an arrow pointing obliquely backward across the Atlantic. 
This reading conforms to the expectations of the Gestalt psychologists, for 
it tallies with the simplicity criterion. We take the stripes on the arrow to 
be parallel and therefore read their convergence as recession. We are 
told this reaction is so basic that it cannot be put down to assumptions 
and interpretations. And yet the explanation breaks down in another sim-

ple poster for the Post Office Guide [223]. The 
simplicity criterion would compel us to accept 
the lettering on the arrows as uniform and 
therefore to see the arrows as lying parallel to 
the book. I doubt if many readers will see the 
arrangement this way. The situation indi-
cates too strongly that the arrows are meant



to point toward the book, much as the ar-
row in the previous poster pointed across 
the ocean. But as soon as we adopt this 
reading, we have here no clue as to the 
exact angles in which the arrows are sup-
posed to be pointing. They are obviously to 
be imagined as tapering off toward the ar-
rowhead, and therefore the simplicity cri-
terion lets us down. Yet here, as always, we 
will not leave the picture uninterpreted; 
rather we will adopt at random any reading 
that is not inconsistent with the situational 
clues and be satisfied with some image of cardboard arrows in a window 
display. Few of those who have seen the poster are likely ever to compare 
notes and discover that their illusions differed because each of them con-
tributed a different share of “space” to the arrangement.

2 2 4  W a l t e r  H o f m a n n : Poster. 1951

V I I I

w h y  is i t  d i f f e r e n t  with the Graz trade fair poster [224], which also 
represents a tapering shape none of us has seen? Merely to ask this 
question is to remind the reader at last of the gigantic oversimplification 
that lies in discussing the rendering of space without reference to model-
ing, that is, the rendering of light and shade. In light and shade Western 
artists have discovered a means of vastly reducing the ambiguity of shapes 
as seen from one side. Hogarth, the great empiricist who so wittily worked 
out the effects of “false perspective,” explained with admirable lucidity what 
he meant by “the retiring shade”: “It is equally instrumental with converg-
ing lines, in shewing how much objects, or any parts of them, retire or re-
cede from the eye; without which, a floor, or horizontal-plane, would often 
seem to stand upright like a wall. And notwithstanding all the other ways 
by which we learn to know at what distances things are from us, frequent 
deceptions happen to the eye on account of deficiencies in this shade: for 
if the light chances to be so disposed on objects as not to give this shade 
its true gradating appearance, not only spaces are confounded, but 
round things appear flat, and flat ones round.”



Hogarth knew that shade had a defining character 
only where it is used to plot a foreshortening, “thus mu-
tually compleating the idea of those recessions which nei-
ther of them alone could do.” But he also knew that in 
given situations even these two clues together will not 
rule out ambiguity unless a third, “reflection,” completes 
the definition: “As an instance that convex and concave 
would appear the same, if the former were to have no re-
flection thrown upon it, observe the ovolo and cavetto, or 

channel, in a cornice, placed near together, and seen by a front light, when 
they will each of them, by turns, appear either concave, or convex, as fancy 
shall direct.”

It is possible that Plato referred to the same ambiguity when he said 
that “the same things appear bent and straight to those who view them in 
water and out, or concave and convex, owing to similar errors of vision 
about colors, and there is obviously every confusion of this sort in our 
souls.” At any rate, the decorators of classical antiquity must have known 
of our ability to switch between various readings, even of shaded objects, 
“as fancy directs” for they used the most striking pattern of this kind, the 
reversible cubes, on walls and pavements [225]. We can read each of 
these units as a solid cube lighted from above or as a hollow cube 
lighted from below.

It is possible to imitate these conditions in a photograph of a staircase 
[226]. If the reader has sufficient patience, he will discover that the 
photograph can be read in three different ways. The one is the obvious 
(and correct) version which makes him imagine he is walking up the 
stairs to the attic, with his left hand on the railing and the light coming 
down from above onto the dark patches of linoleum which protect the 
steps in the center. But if he turns the book round and manages to for-

get his previous reading, he can see the stairs leading up-
ward once more, with the light again falling in from the 
top and the linoleum ready to be stepped upon. But there 
is a third possibility: we see the linoleum as upright and 
the shadowed intervals as the steps onto which we look 
from high above with the light coming from below. Cover-
ing up the railings and looking only at a section of the pic-
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ture help greatly in the task of switching between various readings. It is clear 
why: the more that evidence of the spatial situation is taken in, the less pos-
sible will it be to accept the alternative reading. The consistency test will be 
put to increasing strain. We are reminded of our efforts to sort out the com-
plex spatial arrangement of Piranesi’s print and to judge our interpretation 
against our experience of “possible worlds.” We begin to see a little more 
clearly that these tests rely on what Hogarth called the “mutual compleating 
of ideas,” the consistent interaction of clues.

i t  is i m p o r t a n t  to recall these elementary facts from the psychology 
of perception if we, as historians, are to understand what is involved in 
the invention of illusionist art. Neither the invention of perspective nor 
the development of shading by itself would be enough to create an 
unambiguous, easily readable image of the visual world. Used as we are 
to the reading of naturalistic images, we are rarely aware of this need 
for interaction; we are well satisfied with outline drawings which we read 
correctly by means of the simplicity criterion alone. But reports of the 
difficulty encountered by beholders brought up in a different tradition may 
make us pause before we declare our reading as automatic.

Early in this century, a Japanese artist, Yoshio Markino, came to 
Europe. In his childhood reminiscences (which his publishers rather cru-
elly printed in the author’s own idiom) he writes:

“About the perspective, I have some story of my own father. When I 
got a book of the drawing lessons at my grammar school there was a draw-
ing of a square box in the correct perspective. My father saw it and 
said, ‘What? This box is surely not square, it seems to me very much 
crooked.’ About nine years later he was looking at the same book and he 
called me and said, ‘How strange it is! You know I used to think this 
square box looked crooked, but now I see this is perfectly right.’ . . . 
This example shows you that if one is ignorant of the law of nature, a 
quite correct thing looks to him quite wrong. That is why I say that you 
must have the scientific training, although it may make you feel disagree-

IX
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able, and you must not rely upon only your Human Sense, which is very 
dangerous.” We have seen that actually “scientific training” says otherwise. 
The unshaded perspective drawing of a box which the artist’s father 
probably saw in his son’s drawing book was, no doubt, the correct pro-
jection of a rectangular shape [227]. It therefore can suggest such a shape, 
but it need not. For as we have seen in the discussion of Ames and of 
the theory of perspective, there are also an infinite number of skewy boxes 
which will result in the same aspect. And so Markino’s father was right 
both times: when, as a Japanese, he judged the drawing to represent a 
crooked box, and later, when he had trained himself to exclude such an 
unlikely reading of a well-intentioned drawing book.

The correct interpretation of such traffic accidents on the way be-
tween artist and beholder is clearly of crucial importance for the whole 
issue of the changing conventions of art. In common with all nineteenth- 
century writers, Ruskin used these difficulties as evidence that “the truth 
of nature is not to be discerned by the uneducated senses.”

“The Chinese, children in all things, suppose a good perspective draw-
ing to be as false as we feel their plate patterns to be, or wonder at the 
strange buildings which come to a point at the end. And all the early 
works, whether of nations or of men, show, by their want of shade, how 
little the eye, without knowledge, is to be depended upon to discover 
truth. The eye of a Red Indian, keen enough to find the trace of his 
enemy or his prey, even in the unnatural turn of a trodden leaf, is yet so 
blunt to the impressions of shade, that Mr. Catlin mentions his once hav-
ing been in great danger from having painted a portrait with the face in 
half light, which the untutored observers imagined and affirmed to be 
the painting of half a face.”

Neither Catlin’s own account nor the painting to which he refers 
and which still exists in the Smithsonian Institution [228] quite bear out 
Ruskin’s words. It is true that a quarrel broke out among the Indians 
which ended badly for Catlin’s sitter, “Little Bear,” one of the Indians hav-
ing remarked that the white man’s painting showed “but half a man,” but 
the remark was obviously intended as a provocation. Catlin’s memoirs cer-
tainly confirm, as do many other stories of painters who worked among 
primitives, that his activities were regarded with much suspicion and little 
understanding. But we have come to see that there need be no con-
tradiction between this failure to read naturalistic images as they are
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meant to be read and that keenness of eye which Ruskin rightly admired. 
For not only is it perfectly true that a half-shaded face might represent 
but half a face, but such an interpretation might not even look im-
probable to a beholder who is used to the idea of a world peopled 
with spirits and monsters.

There is an old Chinese treatise about art which throws light on this 
difference: “Everyone is acquainted with dogs and horses since they are 
seen daily. To reproduce their likeness is very difficult. On the other 
hand, since demons and spiritual beings have no definite form and since 
no one has ever seen them they are easy to execute.”

The passage of course refers to the painter who can indulge in all 
kinds of improbabilities where he represents things no human eye ever 
saw. In our context we are more interested in the corollary that what 
would make art easy for the painter would make it impossible for the be-
holder. If nothing were too improbable to make a picture, paintings could 
not be read. It is easy to show that we would all make the kind of 
mistakes which so surprised Ruskin if we lacked the relevant clues for a 
better hypothesis. A sufficiently small detail of any picture will be infinitely 
ambiguous. Isolate the hand of “Little Bear,” and it might be mutilated. 
Take his neck alone, and the shadow might be a black smudge.

228 Ca t l i n : Little  Bear. c. 1838
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For shadow, as Hogarth knew, is only an indication of form as long 
as we know where the light comes from. If we do not know, we have 
to guess. Psychologists have found that in the absence of other clues, 
Western observers have settled for the probability that the light falls 
from high up and from the left-hand side. It is the position most con-
venient for drawing and writing with the right hand, and it therefore 
applies to most paintings. To most observers, therefore, the form in [229] 
will appear as part of a sphere. As a matter of fact, it is the conch from 
Crivelli’s picture of the Virgin [230], isolated and turned upside down. 
When it is viewed in context, the ambiguity disappears from our aware-
ness, because, seeing the throne, we understand the motif that the 
painter intended to represent, and everything falls into place.

The method of isolation and guessing is not merely a frivolous game. 
It reminds us of the tremendous gulf that separates the reading of pic-
tures from the sight of the visible world. Simply to equate the one with 
the other, as Ruskin did, in common with so many nineteenth-century 
critics, is to bar one’s way to the understanding of representation. But if 
we remain aware of the difference between the reading of pictures and 
the reading of situations, the game of isolation may yet prove of value for 
the understanding of both processes.

X

r u s k i n  m a r v e l e d  that an eye keen enough to find a trace of an enemy 
or prey even in the unnatural turn of a trodden leaf should be so blunt as 
to misinterpret the isolated clues of Catlin’s picture. But the true marvel 
of the eye is precisely the speed and assurance with which it interprets the 
interaction of an infinite number of clues. The psychologist in his labora-
tory has this in common with the artist, that he will test our reactions 
to isolated clues. We remember Ames’s confirmation of the size-distance 
relationship in such isolation. Show the Red Indian a leaf of which he 
knows neither the size nor the distance in a peephole and his guess cannot, 
in the nature of things, be better or keener than anybody else’s. It is the 
same with movement. We cannot tell whether what we see, in the ab-
sence of other clues, is a sphere approaching or a balloon being blown up.

2 2 9



Nor will isolation allow us to perform that strange feat at 
which we have become so expert-separating the perma-
nent color of things from the degree and hue of illumina-
tion. Taken in isolation, therefore, Ruskin’s Red Indian 
might well interpret the upturned leaf swaying in the 
wind as a queer creature, changing shape and color in 
rhythmic succession. He will not do so, not because his 
eyesight is keen, but because he knows the type of world 
he lives in and has learned to make and test assumptions.
It is particularly the assumption of the constancy of things 
which has proved its worth to animal and man. We look 
out into the world with the confidence that this thing out 
there will be more likely to change its place than its shape 
and that its illumination will vary more easily than its in-
herent color. This confidence in the stability of things in 
a changeable world is deeply ingrained in the structure of 
our language and has formed the basis of man’s philoso-
phy. The Aristotelian distinction between “substance” and 
“accident” is nothing but the codification of this faith in a 
stable world, modified by such accidents as the angle of 
vision, the reflection of light, or the change of distance.

It is easy to show that our reading of images and our 
reading of natural situations really proceed from sub-
stance to accident. We could not make sense of Consta-
ble’s Wivenhoe Park [5] without the well-proven assump-
tion that grass is as a rule sufficiently uniform in color for 
us to recognize the modifications due to light and shade, that Lilliputians 
rarely populate the English landscape and that therefore the small manni-
kins are far away, and that even fences are generally built fairly even in 
height so that the tapering off must indicate increasing distance—all 
these interpretations are found to dovetail and support one another so 
that a coherent picture emerges.

It might be said, therefore, that the very process of perception is 
based on the same rhythm that we found governing the process of rep-
resentation: the rhythm of schema and correction. It is a rhythm which

230 Cr i v e l l i  : M adonna  
and Child E nthroned  
w ith  Donor, c. 1470
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presupposes constant activity on our part in making guesses and modifying 
them in the light of our experience. Wherever this test meets with an 
obstacle, we abandon the guess and try again, much in the way we pro-
ceeded in reading such complex pictures as Piranesi’s Carceri [211].

In this emphasis on elimination of false guesses, on trial and error in 
all acquisition of knowledge "from the amoeba to Einstein,” I am follow-
ing K. R. Popper. It would be tempting to take up the problems of Gestalt 
psychology from this angle, for Popper emphasizes that the assumption of 
regularity is of the utmost biological value. A world in which all our expec-
tations were constantly belied would be a lethal world. Now in looking 
for regularities, for a framework or schema on which we can at least 
provisionally rely (though we may have to modify it for ever), the only 
possible strategy is to proceed from simple assumptions. Popper has shown 
that paradoxically this is not due to the fact that a simple assumption is 
more probably right but because it is most easily refuted and modi-
fied. Take the history of man’s grandiose attempt to find the regulari-
ties behind the bewildering movement of the planets in the sky. Ptolemy’s 
complex system of cycles and epicycles could always be amended to 
"save the phenomena,” but what appeared to be its strength was indeed 
its fatal flaw. Copernicus’ inspired guess, according to which the planets 
moved in circles round the sun, was easily disproved by Kepler, but it 
was capable of an amendment which gave a coherent picture of the 
solar system and paved the way for Newton.

Without some initial system, without a first guess to which we can 
stick unless it is disproved, we could indeed make no "sense” of the mil-
liards of ambiguous stimuli that reach us from our environment. In order 
to learn, we must make mistakes, and the most fruitful mistake which 
nature could have implanted in us would be the assumption of even 
greater simplicities than we are likely to meet with in this bewildering 
world of ours. Whatever the fate of the Gestalt school may be in the 
field of neurology, it may still prove logically right in insisting that the 
simplicity hypothesis cannot be learned. It is, indeed, the only condition 
under which we could learn at all. To probe a hole we first use a straight 
stick to see how far it takes us. To probe the visible world we use the 
assumption that things are simple until they prove to be otherwise.

In his perceptive book Scenery and the Sense of Sight, V. Cornish
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records his discovery that we “instinctively regard an object as extended 
in the plane at right angles to the line joining the object to the eye.” He 
seeks the reason for this tendency in the shape of the retina, but it is more 
likely due to the need for some initial assumption, a lump of unarticulated 
hypothesis from which we start paring away till the image of our world 
emerges from it. The apparent vault of heaven must be a case in point.

It is hardly necessary to stress how immeasurably richer is the informa-
tion we have at our disposal in this process of trial and error when we 
move around in the real world, compared with the interpretation of rep-
resentations. The philosophers and psychologists from Berkeley’s time on-
ward were certainly right when they stressed the importance of touch for 
our confidence in a solid, permanent world. But we now know that 
touch is only one of a whole battery of cross checks at our disposal. Tex-
ture, for instance, as Gibson has recently shown, is a further important 
one. Assuming that the texture of individual substances will be constant, 
we can estimate the effect of recession by the same token that we use in 
perspective. Even in Escher’s impossible world [210] this permanency 
of texture is not affected: as we see the hatching increase in density, we 
feel the effect of recession on one individual substance. The clue of tex-
ture, therefore, is basically also a clue of regularity and one which proves 
so reliable because the microstructure of things is least affected by acci-
dents. Looking over a sandy plain, we have a right to start with the as-
sumption that there will be no real, steady decrease in the size of the 
grains as they recede from our eye.

But all these clues, we may be sure, are subsidiary to the test of move-
ment. Whenever we do not quite trust our eyes or want additional in-
formation, we shift our head slightly and watch the relative change of 
position. It is this test, of course, which is excluded by the peephole 
in the Ames demonstrations. With its aid, any false guess concerning 
the distance of a flat object seen against a background can be immedi-
ately eliminated, and the true shape of a three-dimensional configuration 
begins to emerge when we start “looking round a corner.” Learning to 
“see” may have much to do with the acquisition of expectations of serial 
orders, the sequence of shapes a chair or a table will project onto our 
retina as we move our head. It is this Ames had in mind when he 
stressed that perceptions are not disclosures but are essentially prognostic
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in character. The prognosis is of the shape that will appear if and 
when we move.

But granted the role of our expectations and anticipations in per-
ception, which has even led one psychologist to talk of the unity between 
movement and perception, does not this insight militate against any 
comparison between the reading of paintings and the sight of the world 
in life situations? In a way it does. The world never presents a neutral 
picture to us; to become aware of it means to become aware of possible 
situations that we can try out and test for their validity. It is one of the 
miracles of art that it can compel us to apply this attitude, this test, to an 
imitation of nature, a stationary image. We have seen in the last chapter 
that such an imitation does indeed stimulate us to probe and anticipate, to 
project our expectations, and thus to build up an imaginary world of 
illusion.

The fact that this is possible suggests that in these discussions the 
resources of the stationary eye have sometimes been somewhat under-
rated. Like all good communication services, our senses rarely take 
chances with one signal alone. They make use of what engineers call 
"redundancies,” the mutual confirmation of messages by repetition and 
cross reference. Though I have stressed in this chapter how ambiguous 
are the stimuli which, singly, have to be used by the stationary eye, their 
interaction even without the test of movement proved a very strong instru-
ment to weed out false guesses.

In the course of time, artists have in fact succeeded in simulating 
one after the other of these clues on which we mainly rely in stationary 
one-eyed vision, and the result is that mastery of trompe l’ceil illusion in 
which painting beat the mechanical means of photography by a few 
generations.

X I

w e  ma y  n o w  be  in a somewhat better position to describe the character 
of that illusion. It implies, I think, that in certain circumstances we 
would be unable to disprove that a trompe l’ceil is "real”—unless, that 
is, we could apply some movement test either by touching it or by 
shifting our position. Take a painting such as Fantin-Latour’s Still Life
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in Washington [231]. One could probably imagine an arrangement of two 
boxes with peepholes, one of which would show the painting, another a 
reconstruction of the motif. Under suitable lighting conditions, it might 
then become hard to decide which of the two peepholes opens on the 
painting, which on a real table with flowers and fruit. But remembering 
a similar experience in the laboratories set up by Ames and his pupils, we 
would have to add that these are not the only two alternatives between 
which we would have to decide. After all, there might be any number of 
combinations and permutations of real lemons and false flowers, flat or 
skewy oblique cardboard models of the cup or the book, all of which 
would result in the same stimulus pattern to the stationary eye. They 
would all be first and readily interpreted in terms of the real “possible” 
world of our experience, and there would be no jarring contradiction to 
prevent the illusion. From this point of view, the successful trompe l’oeil 
might be described as the height of visual ambiguity. It is a multicolored 
canvas that we can interpret as a dining table.

That such illusions are rarely complete goes without saying. After all, 
we do not generally display pictures in peep shows, and as soon as we 
move, the illusion must disappear, since the objects in the still life will 
not shift in relation to each other. The painter of a real trompe l’ceil, 
therefore, will have to be content with a shallow arrangement, such as a 
letter rack [168], or a flat relief where this failure of internal movement is 
less noticeable. The wonder is only that this handicap is not more 
serious than it is. It appears that once again we contribute some of the 
imagined movement from the store of our own expectations. I believe that 
some of this effect is even noticeable when we look at the Fantin-Latour 
from various sides, but the most instructive instances are those posters 
and pictures where a pointing finger or gun always seems to aim at us 
[83], or the portraits-already mentioned-which “follow us with their 
eyes.” In a sense, I believe, all portraits do this when they do not clearly 
look elsewhere, as the reader may test by turning back to the portrait by 
Reynolds [26]. Here again we come up against the importance of the 
negative test. In our perceptions we are completely self-centered, and for 
good reason: we constantly scan the world for things which may concern 
us directly; we will assume that an eye looks at us, or a gun points 
at us, unless we have good evidence to the contrary. If the picture does
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not supply this contrary evidence and our projective tests fail to find it, 
we will succumb to the illusion. There are geometrical reasons why the 
eye, or the muzzle of the gun, will fail to respond to our movement test. 
A real gun when seen at an increasing angle would show less and less of 
the muzzle. The painted round of the muzzle threateningly fails to do so - 
the imagination supplies the rest. The same is true of the eyes, particularly 
if we are subject to the verbal suggestions of a guide who appeals to 
our Pygmalion wishes.

These are extreme cases between illusion and suggestion, but they help 
to explain, I believe, why we still experience some kind of illusion when 
we see a picture on a wall or in a book-from a point, that is, where 
the perspective should go wrong. Here as always we first read the picture 
for consistency, and this consistency, the interaction of clues, is not wholly 
upset by our changing viewpoint. The painting may cease to be consistent 
with the world around it, but it remains closely knit within its own sys-
tem of references. The frame sets off what Leonardo called a microcosm, 
and if this microcosm contains no jarring refutations of our attempted 
reading, we will read it as if we saw it from where the artist stood. We 
have had occasion before to recall the experience at the movies when we 
see the screen at an angle. We soon cease to notice the distortion, 
and when the actor speaks to the public, he also speaks to us. We can 
now perhaps explain this experience a little better: there is nothing in 
this one-way distortion which would contradict or eliminate a consistent 
reading.

Only in extreme cases, therefore, are the illusions of art illusions about 
our real environment. But they are illusions all the same, and as such they 
result in some unexpected and unintended consequences. We have seen in 
many instances that to interpret is to transform. We suspected, in the last 
chapter, that what is known as “mental set” is a state of readiness for cer-
tain tests. We have observed how these anticipated projections flicker 
round the image, completing the process that has been started off. The 
most famous description of this continued activity is Berenson’s account of 
what he calls “ideated sensations” in front of paintings which stimulate his 
“tactile sense” and change the tonus of his muscles. He is set, we may say, 
to test the illusion of solidity. Earlier literature liked to dwell on other 
states of readiness. The one which has developed into a commonplace of
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rhetorical description is the illusion that we seem to hear what is going 
on. “It only lacks the voice” is the standard form of praise for a portrait 
in eulogistic poetry. This form of praise deserves a moment’s attention. 
It implies that the image looks so lifelike that we get ready for an additional 
test; having exhausted the resources of vision, we turn to touch or hear-
ing. Here, as so often, Dante has revivified an ancient commonplace and 
restored it to its original immediacy when he describes the effect of the 
reliefs in Purgatory, reminding the expiating proud souls of such exam-
ples of humility as David dancing before the ark of the covenant:

In front there was a throng of seven choirs 
Depicted, causing strife between two senses,
One saying “n o ” the other “yes,” they sing,
So with the clouds of incense, that were rendered 
So that my vision and my sense of smell 
Came into conflict over “yes” and “n o ”

In Dante no less than in Berenson these ideated sensations are exalted 
as a triumph of art, and it is easy to see why. What is less often realized 
is the reason which makes them prove irksome to the artist. In a sense, 
Dante’s description implies that reason. A conflict is set up which is far 
from pleasurable. What Dante could not know, because he had never seen 
really illusionist pictures, is that this conflict might extend into the sphere 
of vision itself. I believe we have here the reason why the perfection of 
illusion was also the hour of disillusionment.

XII

w e  h a v e  s e e n  that we enjoy nothing more than the demand made on 
us to exercise our own “imitative faculty,” our imagination, and thus 
to share in the creative adventure of the artist. But if this pleasure is to 
be felt, the transformation must not be so easy as to be automatic. The 
further illusionist skill advanced, the more frequently we therefore hear of 
the difference between a work of art and the mere trick of deception. In 
1823 the great neoclassical critic, Quatremere de Quincy, devoted a whole 
book to this important distinction. Our pleasure in illusion, he insisted,
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rests precisely in the mind’s effort in bridging the difference between 
art and reality. This very pleasure is destroyed when the illusion is too 
complete. “When the painter packs a vast expanse into a narrow space, 
when he leads me across the depths of the infinite on a flat surface, and 
makes the air circulate . . .  I love to abandon myself to his illusions, but 
I want the frame to be there, I want to know that what I see is actually 
nothing but a canvas or a simple plane.”

These demands have been echoed ever since in French art criticism. 
They formed the basis of the aesthetics of Puvis de Chavannes and his 
Swiss follower Hodler and were given their most famous formulation in 
the injunction by Maurice Denis to the Nabis: “Remember that a pic-
ture, before being a battle horse, a nude woman, or some anecdote, is es-
sentially a plane surface covered with paint in a certain arrangement.”

It is a fact not very difficult to remember for those who are engaged in 
storing paintings or packing them into trunks. But is it possible to “see” 
both the plane surface and the battle horse at the same time? If we have 
been right so far, the demand is for the impossible. To understand the 
battle horse is for a moment to disregard the plane surface. We cannot 
have it both ways.

I am well aware that at this point many a reader will tend to dis-
agree, or will at least suspect me of quibbling with very subtle and unreal 
distinctions. If he has this suspicion, I would like him to produce a 
real illusionist image to test my assertion: I would ask him to revert to 
that experiment I urged him to make in the Introduction and look at his 
image in the mirror. The fact that the area of the mirror that reflects the 
face is always exactly half the size of the face is so startling as to meet 
with skepticism on the part of most people who have looked into mirrors 
all their lives. Obviously, therefore, that is not what they see. They see the 
face in the distance behind the mirror surface, and thus they see it cor-
respondingly larger. Now the mirror, because of the perfection of the il-
lusion, may be a special case, an extreme, but one which it is useful to keep 
in mind, because it seems that the better the illusion, the more we see a 
picture as if it were a mirror. Psychologists have long recognized that 
our reaction to images also transforms what we “see” in a much more 
radical way than we usually notice.

There is an uncanny black man who stalks through the pages of our



psychology books to remind us of this basic fact [232]. As 
he walks into the depth, he appears to increase in size. Our 
experience of the size-distance relationship suggests to us 
that a man farther off must be very tall to present the iden-
tical aspect of an ordinary man nearby. We are right in this 
conclusion, and if the picture contains no contrary clue, we 
will therefore see a larger man, regardless of the fact that 
as a pattern on the plane surface the three images take up 
the same size. Most of us must have recourse to actual 
measurement to fight down the movements of anticipation 
and conviction that transform the image before our very 

eyes. It is said that children—less trained in the interpretation of paint-
ings in terms of an imagined reality—are less subject to this curious 
illusion. That may be so. But then they see the picture still as a flat 
surface covered with a pictogram. We can all achieve this with more or 
less effort; we may even train ourselves to oscillate between the two 
readings, but I doubt whether we can hold them both.

This unexpected effect of illusion must be disconcerting to any artist 
who wishes to remain in control of the architecture of his canvas. To 
create a harmonious pattern in the plane, he must be able to rely on 
identical shapes remaining identical and steps in hue remaining inde-
pendent of the beholder’s imagination. In illusionist painting, neither is 
the case. The ambiguity of the canvas destroys the artist’s control over 
his elements. I believe this is the real explanation for the revulsion 
against illusionism that set in at the very time when its means were 
perfected. They were found to be inartistic, they militated against visual 
harmonies.

At the beginning of this century, at the time when these issues were 
still in the balance, the German critic Konrad Lange wrote a long book on 
the aesthetics of illusion. He saw, correctly I believe, that all reading of 
images demands what Coleridge calls a “willing suspension of disbelief.” 
To him all aesthetic pleasure in art was rooted in our oscillation between 
two series of associations, those of reality and those of art. The terminol-
ogy and the examples of the book sound curiously old-fashioned, and its 
aesthetic bias is no longer ours. But his psychological insights enabled 
Lange to diagnose the tendencies of his time pretty shrewdly:

2 3 2
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“Following the overemphasis of the idea of nature for a time, we now 
have the stressing of the idea of art. Elements which impede illusion 
gain in interest. . . .  A painting must not be natural but must aim at 
“decorative” effects. . . .  If previously painting strove passionately . . . 
after the illusion of depth, artists now strive with equal passion to em-
phasize the plane. . . .  If previously geometric schematization was re-
jected as inartistic, artists now wallow in canonic proportions, the golden 
section, the equilateral triangle. . . .  If previously glazes were used to give 
luminosity to colors and to increase the sense of distance, colors are now 
spread in a dull mat medium that is seen mainly as pigment. . . .  If 
previously technical skill was overrated, it is now held in contempt. . .

X I I I

a l l  t h i s  was written before the last desperate revolt against illusion 
and the peep-show picture, the rise of cubism. Cubism, I believe, is the 
most radical attempt to stamp out ambiguity and to enforce one reading 
of the picture—that of a man-made construction, a colored canvas. If 
illusion is due to the interaction of clues and the absence of contradictory 
evidence, the only way to fight its transforming influence is to make the 
clues contradict each other and to prevent a coherent image of reality 
from destroying the pattern in the plane. Unlike the Fantin-Latour, a still 
life by Braque [233] will marshal all the forces of perspective, texture, 
and shading, not to work in harmony, but to clash in virtual deadlock. Per-
haps the most telling of these contradictions is Braque’s treatment of light. 
There are black patches on the apples where Fantin-Latour painted high-
lights. In thus inverting the relationships, the painter drives home the 
message that this is an exercise in painting, not in illusion.

Cubism has sometimes been explained as an extreme attempt in 
compensation for the shortcomings of one-eyed vision. The picture embodies 
clues of which we could become aware only through movement or touch. 
We are made to see the outline of the table even under and behind the ob-
jects, and it can be claimed that this corresponds to our actual experi-
ence in life, where we always remain aware of the continued existence of 
objects half hidden by overlap. I am inclined to suspect that the problems



233 Br a q u e : Still Life: The 
Table. 1928

raised by Hildebrand, which so excited the world of art at the turn of 
the century, had their share in the creation of cubism and particularly in 
its success. The idea that the visible world of our experience is a con-
struct made up of memories of movement, touch, and sight justified the 
experiment to do away with the peep-show convention and even to show 
various aspects of one object in the same painting.

But whatever the theories of the cubists may have been and what-
ever whiffs of conversations may have reached them from the discussions 
of the critics, they were, after all, artists and not psychologists. The 
main impulse behind cubism must have been an artistic one. It is 
hardly just to look at cubism mainly as a device to increase our awareness 
of space. If that was its aim, it should be pronounced a failure. Where it 
succeeds is in countering the transforming effects of an illusionist read-
ing. It does so by the introduction of contrary clues which will resist all 
attempts to apply the test of consistency. Try as we may to see the

234 Pi c a s s o : Still Life. 1918
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guitar or the jug suggested to us as a three-dimensional object and thereby 
to transform it [233, 234], we will always come across a contradiction 
somewhere which compels us to start afresh.

The result is exactly the opposite of the experience I described as the 
sorting out of clues in Piranesi’s Careen. There we tried out various 
interpretations until we found the one which fitted a possible world, how-

ever fantastic. It is a point of cubism, I believe, that we are constantly 
teased and tempted into doing this but that each hypothesis we assume 
will be knocked out by a contradiction elsewhere, so that our interpreta-
tion can never come to rest and our "imitative faculty” will be kept busy 
as long as we join in the game.

Some of the effects exploited by the cubists were known to art for a 
long time, though they remained in comparative obscurity as decorative 
devices. The mosaicists of the ancient world were fond of the trompe 
l’oeil [16], but they also knew how to tease the eye with ambiguities. 
We have seen that they knew ambiguous patterns of the type discussed by 
the Gestalt psychologists [225]. But the mosaicists of Antioch and Rome

2 3 5  Mosaic from Antioch



may have been as eager to counteract a purely spatial reading as 
were the cubists two thousand years later. The pattern of mosaic 
[235] will suggest a spatial reading in every detail but tends to 
resist the effort to complete it consistently so that we are driven 
round and round. Experimental psychology is familiar with this 
effect from the configuration called “Thiery’s figure” [236]. It is 
practically impossible to keep this figure fixed because it presents 
contradictory clues. The result is that the frequent reversals force 
our attention to the plane.

Thiery’s figure, I believe, presents the quintessence of cubism. But 
this device of artful contrariety is supplemented by other methods de-
signed to prevent a consistent reading. Again we may go back to classi-
cal mosaics to find the first prototypes of these visual teasers. The whirling 
pattern from a floor in Rome [237] will set us searching for a point of 
rest from which to start interpreting. We cannot find it, and so we have 
no means of telling which of the overlapping arcs is supposed to lie on 
top and which below. An analysis of cubist painting would reveal a great 
number of such devices to baffle our perception by the scrambling of clues. 
To see them in isolation, we had better return to the methods of com-
mercial artists who have profited from these experiments. The most 
familiar is the divergence between outline and silhouette that results in 
the feeling that two images have been superimposed on each other. But 
the word “superimposed” somehow begs the question. It is precisely the

237 Mosaic from Rome
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point of these devices that it is often impossible to tell 
which of the shapes is meant to lie at the top and which 
below [234]. A more complex device results in the im-
pression of transparent forms piled one upon the other 
but with the same ambiguity as to their sequence. The 
cubists discovered that we can read and interpret familiar 
shapes even across a complete change of color and out-
line. In earlier art the figure had to stand out unam-
biguously against the ground. In many contemporary posters, even letters 
or symbols are no longer formed of positive shapes. Relationships are 
reversed and still remain readable [238]. These simple methods give the 
artist one extra dimension for the arrangement of forms without at the 
same time committing him or us to any one special reading. This type of 
ambiguity is cleverly exploited in a poster by McKnight Kauffer [239]. We 
can read it in any number of ways for we cannot tell which of the “early 
birds” is actually leading, and though we may not be aware of it, his check-
erboard shapes contribute to the impression of rapid flight, just as the 
Roman artist’s whirl resulted in a feeling of movement. The device recalls 
Fraser’s spiral [184], but the effect is the opposite. There our baffled per-
ception finds refuge in an illusionary cohesion of forms. In cubism even 
coherent forms are made to play hide-and-seek in the elusive tangle of 
unresolved ambiguities.

239 E. Mc Kn i g h t  Ka u f f e r : The Early Bird. Poster, detail. 1916
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X IV

i t  is i m p o r t a n t  to distinguish these contradictions from nonfigurative 
art. A painting such as Jacques Villon’s Abstraction, from the Arensberg 
collection [240], can be read as a pyramid protruding toward us with a 
wavy line hovering in front, or as the interior of a box. There are various 
other readings, all of which fit, and still the picture lacks that tension 
which the cubists achieved by similar means. We now see why. There 
is no possible test by which we can decide which reading to adopt. The 
example reminds us of one of the intrinsic problems of abstract art that 
are too rarely discussed: its overt ambiguity. The function of representa-
tional clues in cubist paintings is not to inform us about guitars and apples, 
nor to stimulate our tactile sensations. It is to narrow down the range of 
possible interpretations till we are forced to accept the flat pattern with 
all its tensions.

Even nonobjective art derives some of its meaning and effects from 
the habits and mental sets we acquired in learning to read representations. 
Indeed, we have seen that any three-dimensional shape on the canvas 
would be illegible or, which is the same, infinitely ambiguous without 
some assumptions of probabilities that we must bring to it and test 
against it.

The painter who wants to wean us from these assumptions has perhaps

240 V i l l o n : Abstraction. 1932
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only one way open to him. He must try to prevent us from interpreting 
his marks on the canvas as representations of any kind by compelling us to 
switch over to that alternative which we have observed in the interpreta-
tion of drawings; he must make us read his brushmarks as traces of his 
gestures and actions [241]. This, I take it, is what the “action painter” 
aims at. He wants to achieve an identification of the beholder with his 
Platonic frenzy of creation, or rather with his creation of a Platonic frenzy. 
It is quite consistent that these painters must counteract all semblance of 
familiar objects or even of patterns in space. But few of them appear to 
realize that they can drive into the desired identification only those who 
know how to apply the various traditional consistency tests and thereby 
discover the absence of any meaning except the highly ambiguous mean-
ing of traces. If this game has a function in our society, it may be that 
it helps us to “humanize” the intricate and ugly shapes with which in-
dustrial civilization surrounds us. We even learn to see twisted wires or 
complex machinery as the product of human action. We are trained in a 
new visual classification. The deserts of city and factory are turned into 
tanglewoods. Making results in matching.

241 Ja c k s o n  Po l l o c k : N um ber 12. 1952
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IX

The Analysis of Vision in Art

The more closely the artist’s hieroglyphs approximate the sense 
impressions from nature—and all art is but hieroglyphics—the more 
imaginative effort was needed to invent them.

M a x  L i e b e r m a n n , Die Phantasie in der Malerei

I

IN  O U R study of the language of art we have come increasingly to stress 
one fact-the power of interpretation. We saw it at work in the last 
three chapters, which probed the beholder’s share in the readings of im-
ages, his capacity, that is, to collaborate with the artist and to transform a 
piece of colored canvas into a likeness of the visible world. We had 
seen it in earlier chapters, where it was the artist who interpreted the 
world in terms of the schemata he made and knew.

I believe it is only by considering these psychological aspects of 
image making and image reading that we may come closer to an un-
derstanding of the central problem of the history of art that I set out in 
the Introduction—the problem, that is, why representation should have a 
history; why it should have taken mankind so long to arrive at a plausible 
rendering of visual effects that create the illusion of life-likeness; and 
why artists such as John Constable, who strove to be true to his vision, still 
had to admit that no art is ever free of convention or of what Constable 
called “manner.” It is these conventions, we remember, which enable the 
art historian to date a work such as Constable’s Wivenhoe Park [5] despite 
its apparent truthfulness; it is their totality which makes up what we 
call “style” in painting.

In returning to this problem, we cannot do better than to consider a



242 A ch ild ’s copy a fter  C onstable’s “W ivenhoe Park”

passage from Roger Fry’s Reflections on British Painting which is con-
cerned with Constable’s place in history.

"From one point of view the whole history of art may be summed up 
as the history of the gradual discovery of appearances. Primitive art starts, 
like that of children, with symbols of concepts. In a child’s drawing of a 
face a circle symbolizes the mask, two dots the eyes, and two lines the 
nose and mouth. Gradually the symbolism approximates more and more 
to actual appearance, but the conceptual habits, necessary to life, 
make it very difficult, even for artists, to discover what things look like to 
an unbiassed eye. Indeed, it has taken from Neolithic times till the nine-
teenth century to perfect this discovery. European art from the time of 
Giotto progressed more or less continuously in this direction, in which 
the discovery of linear perspective marks an important stage, whilst the 
full exploration of atmospheric colour and colour perspective had to 
await the work of the French Impressionists. In that age-long process 
Constable occupies an important place.”

Roger Fry’s explanation of the sway of conventions in art is based on 
the old distinction between "seeing” and "knowing” which can be traced 
back to classical antiquity. It is a distinction which would not have re-
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tained its popularity with artists, critics, and teachers had it not proved 
extremely handy to all those who want to discuss the problems of repre-
sentation and the mistakes beginners are likely to make. In this 
terminology the image which relies on “knowledge" only is “purely con-
ceptual," and the history of art, as we have seen, becomes the history of 
the expulsion of this intruder.

The reader who has arrived at this chapter along the devious road 
we have taken will be prepared for the objection that the truth can 
hardly be as simple as that. The equation of the way things are rep-
resented with the way things are “seen" is surely misleading. No child sees 
its mother in terms of those crude schemata it draws. But there are 
other flaws in this tidy story. The one most frequently discussed is the 
awkward fact that prehistoric artists knew how to render animals very 
convincingly—at least to us who are rarely well acquainted with bison. 
But we have seen that in all styles the artist has to rely on a vocabulary 
of forms and that it is the knowledge of this vocabulary rather than a 
knowledge of things that distinguishes the skilled from the unskilled artist. 
This need for such schemata was demonstrated in the “pathology of 
portrayal" in our Chapter II. What accounts for the ease or difficulty in 
rendering a given building or landscape is not so much the intrusion of 
knowledge as the lack of schemata.

But this criticism should not obscure the value of the traditional dis-
tinction ; for however we interpret the facts, it remains true that all rep-
resentations can be somehow arranged along a scale which extends from 
the schematic to the impressionist. What is more, it remains impor-
tant that there exists a natural pull toward the schematic which artists 
such as Giotto or Constable succeeded in overcoming. Because of this 
gravitation toward the schematic or “conceptual," we have a right to 
speak of “primitive" modes of representation, modes, that is, which assert 
themselves unless they are deliberately counteracted.

It is easy to show that these modes have their permanent and roughly 
predictable features which distinguish them from Constable's approach. 
I have asked a child of eleven to copy a reproduction of Constable's 
Wivenhoe Park [242]. As expected, the child translated the picture into a 
simpler language of pictorial symbols. The copy is really a tidy enumeration 
of the principal items of the picture, particularly those which would
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interest a child-the cows, the trees, the swans on the lake, the fence, the 
house behind the lake. What has been missed, or much underrated, are 
the modifications which these classes of things undergo when seen from 
different angles or in different light. The house, therefore, is much larger 
than in Constable’s picture, and the swans are gigantic. The boat and the 
bridge are seen from above in that “conceptual” maplike mode which brings 
out the characteristic features. The trees all have their trunks, the fence 
runs parallel to the edge and then turns back in an uneasy compromise 
between a scale model of a fence and a perspective rendering. Each object 
has its own and proper color, the lake is dark blue, the lawn green, and 
such modifications as there are are due to impatience and accident 
rather than intention.

If we leave out all considerations of manual skill and, needless to say, of 
artistic merit, our little experiment tends indeed to confirm Roger Fry’s 
placing of Constable at the end of a long evolution that led away from 
conceptual modes. It is undoubtedly true, for instance, that the child’s 
method of drawing trees resembles the methods of Sassetta [243], which 
she did not know more closely than those of Constable, whose picture 
she had before her eyes. In the same way, her boat resembles the boat in 
Duccio’s Biblical narrative [244] more closely than the one she was asked 
to copy. The question is only how we should interpret this similarity. One 
thing we can be sure of: neither Duccio nor Sassetta had a childish, 
undeveloped mentality. Perhaps we come closer to an explanation if we

243 Sa s s e t t a : T he M eeting  
of St. A n thony and  St. 
Paul. c. 1445

244 Duccio: T he C alling o f the A postles P eter  
and A ndrew . 1308 /1311



245 Turner: A pproach to V enice, c. 1843

remember the dominance of making over matching: The medieval artist, 
like the child, relies on the minimum schema needed to “make” a 
house, a tree, a boat that can function in the narrative. When we say 
these schemata look somewhat like toy trees or toy boats, we are pre-
sumably closer to an explanation of the essentials of “primitive” art. 
The child’s rendering of Wivenhoe Park could easily be turned into a 
“cutout” game and propped up to make a park on the nursery floor. 
Constable’s picture would resist this translation, because here the artist 
made allowance for the transformations which shapes and colors un-
dergo through the accident of the position from which he viewed the 
scene. Taking their real shape for granted, he modified them even at 
the risk of sacrificing functional clarity in order to match the here and 
now of their appearance at a given moment.

But in giving us more information about that moment of time, Consta-
ble did in fact have to take other things for granted. He had to rely 
on our reading capacity to a much larger degree than Duccio did. From 
Duccio’s painting we could infer some essential structures of wooden boats 
even if other information were lost. From Constable’s, hardly. And when
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we come to the paintings of Constable’s great rival Turner [245], the 
structure of objects is often quite swallowed up by the modifications of 
the moment—mist, light, and dazzle. Matching wins over making. There 
is some justification in the idea that he suppressed what he knew of the 
world and concentrated only on what he saw.

I I

i t  w a s , in fact, in these terms that Turner’s great friend and champion 
John Ruskin posed the problem of painting, and it was this theory that 
made Roger Fry hail impressionism as the final discovery of appearances. 
To Ruskin, as to Roger Fry, it is our knowledge of the visible world that 
lies at the root of all the difficulties of art. If we could only manage to 
forget it all, the problem of painting would become easy—the problem, 
that is, of rendering a three-dimensional world on a flat canvas. In reality, 
Ruskin thought, we do not even see the third dimension. What we really 
see is only a medley of colored patches such as Turner paints.

Ruskin’s presentation of this theory, written in 1856, anticipates the 
doctrine of the impressionists:

“The perception of solid Form is entirely a matter of experience. We 
see nothing but flat colours; and it is only by a series of experiments 
that we find out that a stain of black or grey indicates the dark side of a 
solid substance, or that a feint hue indicates that the object in which it 
appears is far away. The whole technical power of painting depends on 
our recovery of what may be called the innocence of the eye; that is to 
say, of a sort of childish perception of these flat stains of colour, merely as 
such, without consciousness of what they signify,—as a blind man would 
see them if suddenly gifted with sight.

“For instance: when grass is lighted strongly by the sun in certain 
directions, it is turned from green into a peculiar and somewhat dusty- 
looking yellow. If we had been born blind, and were suddenly endowed 
with sight on a piece of grass thus lighted in some parts by the sun, it 
would appear to us that part of the grass was green, and part a dusty 
yellow (very nearly of the colour of primroses): and if there were prim-
roses near, we should think that the sunlighted grass was another mass of 
plants of the same sulphur-yellow colour. We should try to gather some
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of them, and then find that the colour went away from the grass when 
we stood between it and the sun, but not from the primroses; and by a 
series of experiments we should find out that the sun was really the 
cause of the colour in the one,—not in the other. We go through such proc-
esses of experiment unconsciously in childhood; and having come to con-
clusions touching the signification of certain colours, we always suppose 
that we see what we only know, and have hardly any consciousness of 
the real aspect of the signs we have learned to interpret. Very few people 
have any idea that sunlighted grass is yellow. . . .”

We remember that the ideas about perception on which Ruskin built 
with such confidence, and artistically with such success, had been pro-
pounded more than a century earlier by Bishop Berkeley in his New The-
ory of Vision in which a long tradition had come to fruition: The world 
as we see it is a construct, slowly built up by every one of us in years 
of experimentation. Our eyes merely undergo stimulations on the retina 
which result in so-called “sensations of color.” It is our mind that weaves 
these sensations into perceptions, the elements of our conscious picture of 
the world that is grounded on experience, on knowledge.

Given this theory, which was accepted by nearly all nineteenth-century 
psychologists and which still has its place in handbooks, RuskhTs conclu-
sions appear to be unimpeachable. Painting is concerned with light and 
color only, as they are imaged on our retina. To reproduce this image 
correctly, therefore, the painter must clear his mind of all he knows about 
the object he sees, wipe the slate clean, and make nature write her own 
story—as Cézanne said of Monet: “Monet nest quun œil—mais quel œ iir

I I I

b u t  t h o u g h  we can accept much of Berkeley’s account, we must doubt 
all the more whether such an achievement of innocent passivity is at 
all possible to the human mind. Whenever we receive a visual impres-
sion, we react by docketing it, filing it, grouping it in one way or 
another, even if the impression is only that of an inkblot or a fingerprint. 
Roger Fry and the impressionists talked of the difficulty of finding out 
what things looked like to an unbiased eye because of what they called
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the “conceptual habits” necessary to life. But if these habits are necessary 
to life, the postulate of an unbiased eye demands the impossible. It is the 
business of the living organism to organize, for where there is life there 
is not only hope, as the proverb says, but also fears, guesses, expectations 
which sort and model the incoming messages, testing and transforming 
and testing again. The innocent eye is a myth. That blind man of Ruskin’s 
who suddenly gains sight does not see the world as a painting by Turner 
or Monet—even Berkeley knew that he could only experience a smarting 
chaos which he has to learn to sort out in an arduous apprenticeship. In-
deed, some of these unfortunates give up and never learn it at all. For 
seeing is never just registering. It is the reaction of the whole, organism 
to the patterns of light that stimulate the back of our eyes; in fact, the 
retina itself has recently been described by J. J. Gibson as an organ that 
does not react to individual stimuli of light, such as were postulated by 
Berkeley, but to their relationship, or gradients. We have seen that even 
newly hatched chickens classify their impressions according to relation-
ships. The whole distinction between sensation and perception, plausible 
as it was, had to be given up in the face of the evidence from experi-
ments with human beings and animals. Nobody has ever seen a visual 
sensation, not even the impressionists, however ingenuously they stalked 
their prey.

We seem to have arrived at an impasse. On the one hand, Roger Fry’s 
and Ruskin’s accounts of painting do somehow correspond with the 
facts. Representation really does seem to advance through the suppression 
of conceptual knowledge. On the other, no such suppression appears to 
be possible. It is an impasse which has led to a certain amount of 
confusion in writing on art. The easiest way out is to deny the traditional 
reading of the historical facts altogether. If there is no unbiased eye, 
Roger Fry’s account of the discovery of what things look like to such an 
unbiased eye must be false. The reaction against impressionism which we 
witnessed in the twentieth century increased the appeal of such a con-
clusion. Here was another convenient stick with which to beat the Philis-
tine who wanted paintings to look like nature. The demand was nonsense. 
If all seeing is interpreting, all modes of interpretation could be argued to 
be equally valid.

I have myself in these pages often stressed the conventional element
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in many modes of representation. But it is for this very reason that I 
cannot accept this easy way out of the impasse. For obviously it is also 
nonsense. Granted, as I have tried to show in the first chapter, that Con-
stable’s painting of Wivenhoe Park is not a mere transcript of nature but a 
transposition of light into paint, it still remains true that it is a closer rend-
ering of the motif than is that of the child. I have also attempted to define 
a little more explicitly what may be meant by such a statement. It means, 
I suspect, that we can, and almost must, interpret Constable’s paintings 
in terms of a possible visible world; if we accept the truth of the label 
that the painting represents Wivenhoe Park, we will also be confident 
that this interpretation will tell us a good many facts about that country- 
seat in 1816 which we would have gathered if we had stood by Constable’s 
side. Of course, both he and we would have seen much more than can be 
translated into the cryptograms of paint, but to those who can read the 
code, it would at least give no false information. This formulation, I know, 
may sound chilling and pedantic, but it has one advantage. It eliminates 
the “image on Constable’s retina” and, indeed, the whole idea of appear-
ances that has proved such a will-o’-the-wisp to aesthetics.

I V

w h e n  a  d i s c u s s i o n  has become tangled, it is always useful to trace one’s 
steps back to its origins and see where the misunderstanding occurred. 
The theoretical origins of pictorial illusionism are to be found among the 
Renaissance champions of perspective. It was Alberti who first sug-
gested the idea of considering a painting as a window through which we 
look at the visible world. It was Leonardo da Vinci who gave substance 
to this idea by suggesting that “perspective is nothing else than seeing a 
place behind a pane of glass, quite transparent, on the surface of which 
the objects behind the glass are to be drawn.”

Accepting these conditions, it is of course quite easy to agree that if we 
looked at Wivenhoe Park through such a window from roughly where 
Constable stood, the tracing would resemble his painting more than it 
would resemble the child’s copy. It is only when the claim is made that 
the view we trace on the window is precisely what we see “out there” in
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the park that we must be careful before we accept this harmless-looking 
step. The reader who has followed my advice and traced his face on the 
mirror surface will be prepared for surprises here. If he steps to the 
nearest window and repeats Leonardo’s experiment, he will have more to 
puzzle over. The first thing he will discover-unless he has had training in 
art—will be that the house in the distance makes a startlingly tiny image 
on the pane. We all know that distant objects “look small,” but we are 
rarely prepared for the real relationship of objects projected onto a plane. 
By forcing us to attend only to these relative sizes within our field of vision, 
the window experiment breaks down the so-called “constancies” that 
make for a stable world. We have met with these constancies before, 
when we hailed them as friends of art. The real extent of illumination, we 
saw, could never be rendered in conventional media such as oil painting 
unless we had this inbuilt mechanism that minimizes these changes. With-
out such a stabilizer, we would see a man who approaches us double in 
size after a few steps, and when he extends his right hand in greeting, it 
would loom enormously in our field of vision. We know how unexpected 
photographs which register these facts of perspective can look [246]. 
Yet the window or the mirror will confirm them. It is understandable 
that in the flush of these discoveries, artists thought that now at last they 
had a means of demonstrating what we “really see” as distinct from what 
we “know to be there.” The flat image on the window was identified-as 
Ruskin implies-with the patchwork of flat color that is all we really regis-
ter through our “innocent” eyes. But a moment’s reflection (or several 
moments) will show that this identification is quite mistaken. For while it 
is true that the distant house projects as a small patch on the window, it is 
demonstrably untrue that I therefore “see it” as a small patch. The idea 
of a patch implies a given size and location, and the innocent eye, almost 

by definition, cannot perceive size. Let us return to 
our window to clarify this vital point. Clearly the size 
which the distant house will assume on the window- 
pane will depend not only on its distance from me but 
also on my distance from the pane. And while the 
view through the window will remain nearly the same 
while I move, its projection on the window will vary 
dramatically, shrinking as I approach and growing
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as I step back. (If the reader thinks it must be the other way round, he 
must think again!) Now which of these different projections shows us what 
we "really see”? The answer is, none of them. We really see through the 
window into the distance. We really see a house and not a patch unless 
we are mistaken in our guess, and what we take to be a house in the dis-
tance is in fact a patch on the window. To "see” means to guess at some-
thing "out there,” what Ames called the "thereness-thatness experience.” 
The pure patch without extension and location can certainly not be 
painted; I doubt whether it can be thought of.

All thinking is sorting, classifying. All perceiving relates to expecta-
tions and therefore to comparisons. When we say that from the air 
houses appear like toys to us, or human beings like ants, we mean, I 
suggest, that we are startled by the unfamiliar sight of a house that com-
pares to the familiar sight of a toy on the nursery floor. We feel that but 
for our knowledge we might have been deceived and have almost mis-
taken the one for the other. Our guesses and methods of testing them have 
become somewhat unsettled, and we try to describe the experience by in-
dicating possibilities which flitted through our minds. But, to repeat, there 
is no "objective” sense in which a human being can look "the size of an 
ant” simply because an ant crawling on our pillow will look gigantic in 
comparison with a man in the distance. In Professor E. G. Boring’s words, 
"Phenomenal size, like physical size is relative and has no meaning except 
as a relation between objects.”

v

i f  t h i s  is true-and it can hardly be gainsaid-the problem of illusionist 
art is not that of forgetting what we know about the world. It is rather that 
of inventing comparisons which work; in our instance, crudely speaking, 
of finding the patch on the window that might be mistaken for a house in 
the distance when viewed from a given spot. Once the problem is put in 
this roundabout way, the difficulty of selecting this patch looks much less 
surprising. In fact it has been shown that, taken in isolation, it is a task 
beyond even the capacity of the trained painter. We must look at this dem-
onstration because it has been used in this very debate on whether the 
traditional methods of illusionist art reproduce the world as we see it. It
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was Sir Herbert Read, whose criticism of perspective we have encountered 
before, who drew attention in his book Art Now to a fascinating experi-
ment by Professor Thouless of Cambridge that was designed to show we 
do not really see things as their projection would suggest. The experiment 
once more concerns the constancy of shape. It shows that when we look 
sideways at a penny or a dinner plate we tend to underrate the degree to 
which it is foreshortened.

The fact as such was known to the medieval students of optics, who 
already used it as an argument against the geometry of visual rays. But 
Thouless was the first to devise a method by which this degree of under-
estimation could be measured. Fixing a viewing point at which the 
round objects are to be seen, he asked his subjects to select from a graded 
series of ovals the one which corresponded most nearly to what they 
saw. Comparing this choice with the mathematical results of perspective, 
he found that even painters tend to see the penny as somewhat rounder 
than they can have seen it from where they stood. Thouless has termed 
this phenomenon “regression towards the real object.” It is a more sophis-
ticated, because measurable, version of the old idea we found in Ruskin 
and Roger Fry, the idea that knowledge will influence the way we see 
things. The stimulus patterns on the retina are not alone in determining 
our picture of the visual world. Its messages are modified by what we know 
about the “real” shape of objects.

The results of Professor Thouless’ experiment are not in doubt, but 
their interpretation is open to question. In speaking of the “real” object he 
has somewhat prejudged the issue.

A penny is not more real when seen from above than when looked 
upon sideways. But the frontal view happens to be the one which gives 
us most information. It is this aspect which we call the “characteristic 
shape” of the object, the one (or sometimes two) which exhibits most of 
those distinctive features by which we classify and name the things of our 
world. It is on these distinctive features, as we have seen, that primitive 
art will concentrate, not because it draws on knowledge rather than sight, 
but because it insists on clear classification.

Now, this same insistence on distinctive features also influences our 
reactions in real life whenever we are confronted with an uncertainty. It 
is therefore inexact to speak of our knowledge which influences our per-
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ception of the oblique penny. Rather is it our search for knowledge, our 
effort after meaning, to use Bartlett’s term. In the terminology of this 
book, we would have to speak of expectations, guesses, hypotheses which 
influence our experience. We have frequently seen that these expectations 
can become so strong that our experience runs ahead of the stimulus sit-
uation. Perception, in other words, is a process in which the next phase 
of what will appear when we test our interpretation is all but anticipated. 
To experience the sight of a penny or dinner plate and to read it as such 
is to experience the anticipation that the shape will become rounder in a 
predictable way if we crane our neck a little and look at it from higher up.

But is it different with the so-called “constancy of size”? We have seen 
that the stimulus pattern of the house or the penny alone can suggest no 
size because it might stand for an infinite number of objects “out there.” 
If we still assign a size in our mind to images of pennies or houses this is 
due to the same habit, as Professor Osgood has suggested, of thinking of 
things in some standard situation in which we usually inspect them. We 
compare the penny in the hand with the house across the road. It is this 
imaginary standard distance which will influence the scale at which a 
child draws such objects and which will also determine our descriptions 
of ants and men. The notorious question whether the moon looks as 
large as a dime or a dollar, to which I have alluded before, may not allow of 
a clear-cut answer, but most of us would protest if anyone suggested that 
it looks like a pinhead or an ocean steamer, easy though it would be to 
devise a situation where these statements would be true.

V I

b u t  strangely enough these vagaries of our perceptive expectations and 
the influence they have on our picture of the world do not invalidate the 
windowpane experiment. For it is just the point that once these various 
patches or tracings are placed in position they will produce the illusion 
they are not here but there, not flat but round, not small but large. If 
we can indeed build up a peep show in which Fantin-Latour’s Still Life 
looks indistinguishable from a real breakfast table, it follows that the 
Thouless experiment on both the real and the painted plate or cup would 
result in the same errors of estimate. In fact, to say that we see Fantin-
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Latour’s cup ‘‘in the round” means probably no more than that it induces 
those expectations that transform the image. The child’s copy of Con-
stable’s Wivenhoe Park suggests a similar interpretation, and since Con-
stable spoke of his own paintings as scientific experiments, it may be 
permissible to perform yet another experiment with his portrayal of the 
visible world. I have slightly rearranged his world by shifting the house 
from the background to the lawn in the right-hand corner and by repeat-
ing the last section of the fence once more in front of the first section on 
the left [247]. The effect is surprising, more surprising perhaps than 
the opposite illusion of the black man’s walking into the background [232] 
considered in the last chapter. The house looks diminutive, so much so 
that we can hardly believe its size is unchanged. But if we superimpose a 
regular grid on the painting [248], we become aware of those objective 
relationships within the picture that our reading ignores. This is indeed 
what a painter would do if he wanted to make a facsimile of Constable’s 
painting in order to overcome the pull toward interpretation which is 
exemplified in the child’s copy [242].

The grid with its easily perceived units of measurement allows him to 
halt that movement of interpretation that goes with the testing and under-
standing of forms. Instead of a picture of a house, he will see squares filled 
with white and gray paint.
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VII

b u t  is n o t  t h i s  precisely what Ruskin wants the artist to do in front of 
his motif? To empty the prospect of meaning in order to see it for what 
it is? In a sense it is. But this process can never be one of innocence and 
passivity. Ruskin’s description itself indicates that the painter can achieve 
the feat of looking at the visible world while ignoring its meaning only 
by expelling one interpretation through another. His artist introduces an 
alternative meaning which is so obvious that it easily eludes description. 
He sees the meadow, not like an innocent child in terms of light and 
shade, but like a painter in terms of pigments, green and sulphur yellow.

As a bald statement this amendment may sound little better than a 
quibble. Of course the painter must interpret nature in terms of paint, 
for how also could he get it on the canvas? But when we say that he 
must also learn to see it in terms of paint, this may have some interest-
ing consequences that may help us to see the story of visual discoveries 
in a fresh light.

Here, I think, I can appeal to an experience most of us have had. We 
go to a picture gallery, and when we leave it after some time, the familiar 
scene outside, the road and the bustle, often look transformed and trans-
figured, Having seen so many pictures in terms of the world, we can now
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switch over and see the world in terms of pictures. For a brief moment, 
that is, we look at things a little with a painter’s eye, or, more technically 
speaking, with a painter’s mental set, scanning the motif to look for those 
aspects he can build up in paint on his canvas.

Those who teach the art student that he must train this faculty are 
certainly right. They are also right when they insist that he must find 
means of battling down his knowledge of the familiar meaning of things 
and look only at shapes and tones projected onto an imaginary plane. We 
have seen that he can break down the constancies only if he ceases to 
attend to the meanings of things. The need for the artist to become de-
tached, to introduce an entirely different set of meanings, could scarcely 
be more drastically illustrated than in Diirer’s woodcut of the painter and 
his frame [249]. But even Alain’s imaginary Egyptians [1] who measure 
the model against the brush in the outstretched hand will succeed in this.

If these are somewhat mechanical devices, all artists know of more 
psychological methods to increase their awareness of pure shapes and 
relationships—for instance, half closing the eye, or switching attention 
from the meaningful objects to the shapes they leave empty against the 
background, a device which Sickert, for instance, taught his students. 
These negative shapes, which have no meaning in terms of things, form an 
admirable check for the correction of the first scheme.

Cézanne’s much-quoted advice to Bernard to look at nature in terms of 
simple shapes of known property, that is, in terms of cylinders, cones, and 
spheres, aims at exactly the same type of reclassification. It surely has 
nothing to do with cubism but rather with the type of art teaching in 
French schools which was current at the time Cézanne was young and 
which he wished to pass on to his young admirer.

Art teaching, then, like that of most painters’ manuals, still proceeds 
on the basis of what may be called a “common-sense version” of traditional

249 Dü r e r : D raw ing, c. 1527
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Western philosophy. The world consists of substances which have sensory 
qualities of varying permanence. Beech leaves “are” small, lozenge-
shaped, and bright green, distant mountains “look” blue. The artist’s busi-
ness is simply to analyze appearances down into these qualities and to 
match those he can in his medium.

There is no essential difference, in this view, between the artist who 
paints a landscape and another who copies a picture. Both are concerned 
with piecemeal matching, much as a mosaicist would be who works from 
a cartoon and selects one stone after another that comes as close as possible 
to the corresponding hue of his prototype, arranging them in the shapes he 
sees in front of him.

V I I I

n o w  the facsimile, like the photograph, has mainly served the aestheti- 
cians as a foil to stress the creative element necessary to art. One may ad-
mit that the creation of indistinguishable duplicates is of greater interest 
to the forgers of banknotes than to artists, but we have seen, I hope, that 
psychologically the making of any likeness is far from being a trivial 
achievement. In a previous chapter we have discussed the approach by the 
copyist through schema and correction, his choice of a vocabulary that 
is subsequently adjusted to correspond to his prototype. We may now ask 
why it is that such schemata are needed if all the artist has to do is to 
match what he sees, area by area? The answer is, I believe, that there are 
greater obstacles in the way of such a m osaic approach than  merely the 
difficulty of forgetting our knowledge of meanings. Even pure shapes and 
patterns have a way of transforming themselves before our very eyes. It 
almost looks as if the eye knew of meanings of which the mind knows 
nothing. The juxtaposition of shapes and colors plays us the most unex-
pected tricks, the tricks known as “optical illusions.”

Parallel lines when crossed look as if they were bent; 
an upright line looks longer than the same line tilted 
[250]. These illusions, of which the psychology books are 
full, used to be considered mere freaks, slight flaws in 
our perceptive apparatus. Today they are looked upon 
with a little more respect. We have come to see that

250
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they do not represent exceptions but the rule. “Strictly speaking,” writes 
Professor Edwin Boring, “the concept of illusion has no place in psy-
chology because no experience actually copies reality.” Those who want 
to produce such copies, therefore, can not rely on their visual experience 
alone.

The most striking instance of this source of difficulty is the so-called 
“spreading effect” [251]. Only two colors are used, one tone of red and 
one of blue. If they look different in combination with different patterns 
of black and white, this is due to their mutual influence, which no 
one claims to understand completely: we obviously do not see the ground 
in isolation; we see the whole pattern as one and attribute its total 
brightness or darkness to its elements. There is only one way of convincing 
ourselves that it is only the proximity of white which makes for the 
impression of a brighter background while the proximity of black casts a 
shadow over its surroundings. We must follow with the eye the stripes of 
color that lead from the gloomy part to the bright region. There is no 
break.

This example seems to me specially instructive because it shows both 
the power of artificial isolation and comparison and also its limits. By 
means of such juxtaposition we can rationally classify the color as a cer-
tain red of known quality. But even this correct classification will not con-
vince us that the sensory qualities of the two areas are identical. Nor are 
they. We really see a bright red here, a dark red there. If such areas oc-
curred in a motif we had to paint, all we could do would be first to take a 
bright red for the bright strip and then tone it down after we had dis-
covered the effect of the superimposed color. We could only find it, that is, 
by trial and error guided by long experience in the ways of paint.

Nobody knew this better than Ruskin, the propagator of the theory of 
the innocent eye. Indeed I know of no clearer analysis of what is here in-
volved in the painter’s art than another paragraph from Ruskin’s little 
manual.

‘While form is absolute, so that you can say at the moment you draw 
any line that it is either right or wrong, colour is wholly relative. Every 
hue throughout your work is altered by every touch that you add in other 
places; so that what was warm a minute ago, becomes cold when you 
have put a hotter colour in another place, and what was in harmony when
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you left it, becomes discordant as you set other colours beside it; so that 
every touch must be laid, not with a view to its effect at the time, but with 
a view to its effect in futurity, the result upon it of all that is afterwards 
to be done being previously considered. You may easily understand that, 
this being so, nothing but the devotion of life, and great genius besides, can 
make a colourist.”

In stressing this need for the imitator of nature to hold the effect of 
all elements upon each other simultaneously in his mind, Ruskin has,
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without realizing it, amended his own theory of childlike vision. For this 
mental act rests on knowledge of how colors will affect each other. In fact, 
it demands a willingness to use a pigment which in isolation still looks 
unlike the area to be matched in order that it may look like it in the end.

This power, I believe, is not only independent of the eye, or the image 
on the retina, it has also very little to do with visual memory. There are 
psychological types, we are told, who can hold a visual impression for quite 
some time after it has vanished from their eyes. They keep something like 
a color photograph in their minds, even when closing their eyes. Obviously 
such a faculty may be useful for a painter who wants to memorize a scene 
and who can devote more time to painting than to looking. But the claims 
that have been made for this so-called “eidetic faculty” in relation to art 
seem to me as unfounded as are those for the innocent eye. For we have 
seen that even the humble task of copying nature facsimilewise presents 
difficulties of a much higher order than those of remembering. Whether 
the artist has his prototype in front of him or “in his mind” can make little 
difference here. That power of holding on to an image that Ruskin de-
scribes so admirably is not the power of the eidetic; it is that faculty of 
keeping a large number of relationships present in one’s mind that distin-
guishes all mental achievement, be it that of the chess player, the com-
poser, or the great artist.

We need not even climb these heights to get a glimpse of the psy-
chological problems. Every woman knows that you can no more predict 
the effect of forms and colors on one another without experimenting than 
you can know the exact effect of ingredients in a dish without tasting. 
Both are “global” impressions that result from the interaction of innumer-
able stimuli. Even the most clothes-conscious woman would not, therefore, 
claim she can predict how a hat will suit her without having tried it on in 
front of a mirror, for any line or tone may change the Gestalt of her 
physiognomy in the most unexpected way.

It is true that in this act of choice the lady of fashion does not aim at 
modeling her image after any prototype, except, perhaps, the ideals of 
fashion created for the purpose of imitation and emulation. But any 
maker of facsimiles has a story to tell of the unexpected behavior of his 
elements when placed in juxtaposition. It turns out, in fact, that we can 
speak of a real facsimile only when the copy is of the same size as the
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original. For size affects tone, as is also known to all women who have 
learned to make allowance for this change when selecting material from 
a book of small samples. Since the same color will look different when the 
size of the area changes, a facsimile reduced in scale will look false when 
all colors are identical with the original. One may well doubt whether this 
handicap can ever be overcome by those who make color reproductions of 
paintings for books. All the technician can do is to grope his way by trial 
and error toward relationships that he feels to be equivalent to those of 
the original. There are no scientific standards or measurements to which 
he can appeal in this delicate adjustment.

There is one type of scientific illustration in which this effect of scale 
on impression is acknowledged officially, as it were. Geographers who 
draw sections of mountain ranges will exaggerate the relation of height to 
width according to a stated proportion. They have found that a true 
rendering of vertical relationship looks false. Our mind refuses to accept 
the fact that the distance of 28,000 feet to which Mount Everest soars 
from sea level is no more than the distance of just over 5 miles which a 
car traverses in a matter of minutes.

IX

h e r e  is o ne  of the reasons why a comparison between Cézanne’s Mont 
Ste.-Victoire and photographs of the mountain [38, 39] can be somewhat 
misleading if it is used for aesthetic analysis. The fact, for instance, that 
Cézanne exaggerated the steepness of the silhouette is trivial. The ques-
tion whether the photograph in this respect looks more “like” the mountain 
or less so would have to be reformulated rather carefully to make sense. 
Some photographs, like some paintings, do look convincing; others do not. 
Their scale, the proximity of the mountain to the edge, even their mount-
ing cr frame may influence the general impression in the most unpre-
dictable way. The same is true of topographical views, but these ques-
tions are still far removed from the problems which an artist of Cézanne’s 
stature wrestles with.

These problems came to the fore when complete fidelity to visual 
experience had become both a moral and an aesthetic imperative. For 
the impressionists, the contradictions of this demand were still hidden in
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the colored haze of their flickering canvases. But Cézanne’s uncompromis-
ing honesty and his interest in clarity and structure made it manifest 
that if you were really faithful to your vision in every detail the equation 
would not work out : the elements will not fuse in the end into a convinc-
ing whole. This spelled the end of the mosaic theory of representation. 
New principles of organization had to be groped for. But Cézanne, if any-
one, knew that you cannot plan these organizations because you cannot 
predict the mutual effect of all the elements of a picture. Paradoxically, 
the agonies and triumphs of his struggle have become somewhat obscured 
for us by the very pleasure which even his failures give us; but there is 
no doubt that many canvases he left unfinished were to him experiments 
that had not come off, trial pieces which made him retrace his steps and 
start again on the road into the unknown that would enable him to “redo 
Poussin from Nature” through exploring alternative methods for suggest-
ing a solid organized world.

The cubists took the opposite path. They kicked aside the whole tradi-
tion of faithful vision and tried to start again from the “real object” which 
they squashed against the picture plane. One can enjoy the resulting con-
fusion of telescoped images as a commentary on the unresolved complexi-
ties of vision without accepting the claim that they represent reality more 
really than a picture based on projective geometry.

We have seen before that science is always a double-edged weapon to 
defend or attack any artistic procedure. It can probe a little into the 
mysteries of vision; it cannot tell the artist what conclusions to draw 
from his findings. And so the observable fact that looking at the elements 
in our field of vision will result in a picture which will not create an illu-
sion can be adduced to prove that traditional methods are false or, con-
versely, that they are indispensable.

We have no right to assume that the upholders of the academic tradi-
tion were ignorant of this dilemma. It is formulated quite explicitly in the 
charter of academic theory, Idée de la perfection de la peinture by 
Roland Fréart de Chambray, one of the patrons of Poussin, published in 
Le Mans in 1662:

“Whenever the painter claims that he imitates things as he sees them 
he is sure to see them wrongly. He will represent them according to his 
faulty imagination and produce a bad painting. Before he takes up his
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pencil or brush he must therefore adjust his eye to reasoning according 
to the principles of art which teach how to see things not only as they are 
in themselves but also how they should be represented. For it would often 
be a grave mistake to paint them exactly as the eye sees them, however 
much this may look like a paradox.”

It is this paradox, I believe, which accounts for the fact that illusionist 
art grew out of a long tradition and that it collapsed as soon as the value of 
this tradition was questioned by those who relied on the innocent eye.

Some of the historical facts supporting this contention have been dis-
cussed in preceding chapters. All representations are grounded on sche-
mata which the artist learns to use. But we may now see more clearly why 
he is so dependent on tradition. The injunction to “copy appearances” is 
really meaningless unless the artist is first given something which is to be 
made like something else. Without making there can be no matching. With-
out some example of relationships and the way visual elements interact, 
he could never start on the difficult path of adjusting the “patch” of “sul-
phur yellow” till it might not only be taken for primroses ( to remain with 
Ruskin’s example) but might also suggest, in the right juxtaposition with 
green, a sunlit lawn. In fact, the achievement of the innocent eye, what 
modern authorities call “stimulus concentration,” turned out to be not 
only psychologically difficult but logically impossible. The stimulus, as we 
know, is of infinite ambiguity, and ambiguity as such, to return to the 
theme song of this book, cannot be seen-it can only be inferred by trying 
different readings that fit the same configuration. I believe, indeed, that 
the artist’s gift is of this order. He is the man who has learned to look 
critically, to probe his perceptions by trying alternative interpretations 
both in play and in earnest. Long before painting achieved the means of 
illusion, man was aware of ambiguities in the visual field and had learned 
to describe them in language. Similes, metaphors, the stuff of poetry 
no less than of myth, testify to the powers of the creative mind to create 
and dissolve new classifications. It is the unpractical man, the dreamer 
whose response may be less rigid and less sure than that of his more effi-
cient fellow, who taught us the possibility of seeing a rock as a bull and 
perhaps a bull as a rock. An artist of our own day, Georges Braque, has 
recently spoken of the thrill and awe with which he discovered the fluidity 
of our categories, the ease with which a file can become a shoehorn, a
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bucket a brazier. We have seen that this faculty for finding and making 
underlies the child’s discoveries no less than the artist’s. Finding, indeed, 
even precedes making, but it is only in making things and trying to make 
them like something else that man can extend his awareness of the visible 
world. It was Konrad Fiedler who constantly stressed this aspect of human 
creativity, but even he, perhaps, underrated the difficulty in extending 
our knowledge, the achievement in the “discovery of appearances” that is 
really the discovery of the ambiguities of vision.

X

i t  is in these facts that we must see the ultimate reason why representa-
tional art has a history, and a history of such length and complexity. To 
read the artist’s picture is to mobilize our memories and our experience of 
the visible world and to test his image through tentative projections. To 
read the visible world as art we must do the opposite. We must mobilize our 
memories and experience of pictures we have seen and test the motif 
again by projecting them tentatively onto a framed view.

Sir Winston Churchill appealed to psychology to elucidate the part 
which memory plays in painting, or what he calls the “post office” that 
turns the message of light into the code of paint. The conclusion seems 
to me inescapable that the memory that performs this miracle is very much 
a memory of pictures seen. We have come to the paradoxical result that 
only a picture painted can account for a picture seen in nature. But we 
have seen a good deal of evidence to support this paradox. Indeed, the 
argument of this book was designed mainly to account for these phe-
nomena and to lead up to this conclusion; yet if it were to be taken literally, 
it would also end in an impasse. If only those who had experience of read-
ing pictures in terms of nature could turn round and see nature in terms 
of pictures, the process would never have started and the first picture 
would never have been painted. But after all, we have seen that the first 
picture was not intended as a likeness. There are few civilizations that 
even made the change from making to matching, and only where the 
image has been developed to a high degree of articulation does that sys-
tematic process of comparison set in which results in illusionist art. But 
even then the imitation of nature remains selective. Not every motif in-
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vites the artist. Even after the development of naturalistic art, the vocab-
ulary of representation shows a tenacity, a resistance to change, as if only 
a picture seen could account for a picture painted. The stability of styles 
in art is sufficiently striking to demand some such hypothesis of self-
reinforcement.

It was in the field of landscape painting, where sight counts for so 
much more than calculation, that these psychological facts were first dis-
covered and discussed. Eleven years after Freart de Chambray had told 
his Poussinist friends of the “paradox” that the good artist must never 
trust to his vision, the leader of the emergent Rubeniste party, Roger de 
Piles, pointed to the other side of the case in his Dialogue sur le Colons 
(1673). The bad habits of painters, he says, “even affect their organs, so 
that their eyes see the objects of nature colored as they are used to paint-
ing them.” We have seen the effect of this mutual induction both in the 
“pathology” of topographic portrayal and in its transformation into an art. 
For there is always the credit side to be remembered: nature could never 
have become “picturesque” for us unless we, too, had acquired the habit 
of seeing it in pictorial terms. Richard Payne Knight, a clear-sighted 
art lover of the eighteenth century, knew very well that the search for 
picturesque beauty that sent poets and painters to the Lakeland was a 
search for motifs that reminded the art lover of paintings, preferably those 
of Claude and Poussin.

We are back at the problem of Constable’s achievement, the exact 
character of those visual discoveries that were characterized by Roger 
Fry as an "advance toward appearances.” There is no doubt that Constable 
saw his work in this light. He rebelled against a public that ‘looked upon 
pictures as standards by which nature is to be judged rather than the 
reverse.” But the very violence of his reaction would be unintelligible if it 
were not for that inevitable pull which the memory of pictures seen also 
exercised on his sensitive mind. The Victoria and Albert Museum posses-
ses a fine study by Constable of Borrowdale in the Lakeland which he made 
at the age of twenty-two [252]. On the reverse he wrote the following 
note to aid his memory: “Fine, blowing day, tone very mellow, like the mild-
est of Gaspar Poussin and Sir George Beaumont, on the whole deeper 
toned than this drawing.”

We can observe how a comparison immediately arises in the painter’s
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mind in front of his motif. He thinks of Gaspar Poussin, whose grandiose 
mountain scenes had taught the eighteenth century to see the Lakeland in 
terms of the picturesque. Sir George Beaumont we remember as that 
representative of the academic tradition who figures in the anecdote about 
the brown fiddle.

But even when he renounces the picturesque, it is still in terms of 
pictures that Constable thinks. Of his native Suffolk he writes: “It is a most

delightful landscape for a painter. I fancy I see Gainsborough in every 
hedge and hollow tree.” And indeed, it is not hard to show that the vocabu-
lary which Constable used for the portrayal of these East Anglian scenes 
comes from Gainsborough. We have seen one of Constable’s preliminary 
sketches [192] for his painting of Wivenhoe Park. On a later drawing 
[253] we see him groping for a paintable picturesque motif on the estate 
of his patron. What did he select? A group such as he must often have 
seen in Gainsborough’s idyllic compositions-the Watering Place [254], 
for example, with its woodland pastoral. He saw the scene in terms of 
Gainsborough.

But if this is true, are we not led into what philosophers call an infinite 
regress, the explanation of one thing in terms of an earlier which again 
needs the same type of explanation? If Constable saw the English land-
scape in terms of Gainsborough’s paintings, what about Gainsborough him-

252 Co n s t a b l e : Sketch  o f 
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self? We can answer this. Gainsborough saw the lowland scenery of East 
Anglia in terms of Dutch paintings which he arduously studied and copied. 
We have his drawing [255] after Ruisdael [256], and we know that it was 
this vocabulary which he applied to the rendering of his own idyllic wood-
land scenes [257]. And where did the Dutch get their vocabulary? The 
answer to this type of question is precisely what is known as the “history 
of art.” All paintings, as Wolfflin said, owe more to other paintings than 
they owe to direct observation.

That the artist can learn from tradition how to render nature it never 
entered Constable’s mind to doubt. Ruskin having repeated the legend of 
Constable’s unwillingness to learn from others, Leslie reminded the readers 
of his Handbook for Young Painters that “Constable’s first-known attempts 
in Art were pen-and-ink copies of the prints from Raphael’s Cartoons; his 
next, copies of the etchings of Ruysdael; and that, later in life . . .  he 
made careful copies of Wilson, of Ruysdael, Rubens, Teniers, and Claude. 
. . . His walls also were covered with pictures, drawings and prints, of

254 Ga i n s b o r o u g h : The  
W aterin g  Place. 1777
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the great landscape and other painters.” We have seen him copying the 
drawing book of Alexander Cozens, and even toward the end of his life 
he wrote to the father of a young painter-friend who had recently died, 
“If you can lend me two or three of poor John’s studies of the ashes in the 
town meadow . . .  I will take great care of them . . .  I am about an 
ash or two now.” In the same period, we find him writing about the collec-
tion of Ham House: ‘There is there a truly sublime Cuyp [258], still and 
tranquil, the town of Dort is seen with its towers and windmills under the 
insidious gleam of a feint watery sun, while a horrid rent in the sky almost 
frightens one, and the lightning descends to the earth over some poor 
cottages with a glide that is so much like nature that I wish I had seen it 
before I sent away my ‘Salisbury’ [259].”

Constable was convinced Cuyp had made a valid discovery. He had 
examined Cuyp’s rendering of lightning and found it like nature. Not a 
transcript, of course—who could transcribe a flash of lightning, and that
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in oil paint?-but a configuration which, in the context, became the 
valid cryptogram for that unpaintable glare. On that point, then, there 
was no need to experiment any more.

For I think we may now be a little better equipped to appreciate 
Constable’s description of landscape paintings as experiments in what he 
calls "natural philosophy,” that is, in science. He thought, and rightly, that 
only experimentation can show the artist a way out of the prison of style 
toward a greater truth. Only through trying out new effects never seen 
before in paint could he learn about nature. Making still comes before 
matching.

X I

t h e  r e v i s i o n  I advocate in the story of visual discoveries, in fact, can be 
paralleled with the revision that has been demanded for the history of 
science. Here, too, the nineteenth century believed in passive recording, in 
unbiased observation of uninterpreted facts. The technical term for this 
outlook is the belief in induction, the belief that the patient collection of 
one instance after the other will gradually build up into a correct image 
of nature, provided always that no observation is ever colored by sub-
jective bias. In this view nothing is more harmful to the scientist than a 
preconceived notion, a hypothesis, or an expectation which may adulter-
ate his results. Science is a record of facts, and all knowledge is trust-
worthy only in so far as it stems directly from sensory data.
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This inductivist ideal of pure observation has proved a mirage in 
science no less than in art. The very idea that it should be possible to 
observe without expectation, that you can make your mind an innocent 
blank on which nature will record its secrets, has come in for strong 
criticism. Every observation, as Karl Popper has stressed, is a result of a 
question we ask nature, and every question implies a tentative hypothesis. 
We look for something because our hypothesis makes us expect certain 
results. Let us see if they follow. If not, we must revise our hypothesis and 
try again to test it against observation as rigorously as we can; we do that 
by trying to disprove it, and the hypothesis that survives that winnowing 
process is the one we feel entitled to hold, pro tempore.

This description of the way science works is eminently applicable to 
the story of visual discoveries in art. Our formula of schema and correc-
tion, in fact, illustrates this very procedure. You must have a starting 
point, a standard of comparison, in order to begin that process of making 
and matching and remaking which finally becomes embodied in the fin-
ished image. The artist cannot start from scratch but he can criticize his 
forerunners.

There is an interesting pamphlet by a minor painter called Henry 
Richter, published in 1817-the  year Constable exhibited Wivenhoe 
Park-which well illustrates the spirit of creative research that animated 
the young painters of the nineteenth century. It is called Daylight: A 
Recent Discovery in the Art of Painting. In this amusing dialogue the
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painter challenges the Dutch seventeenth-century masters, or rather their 
ghosts assembled at an exhibition, with the question: "Was there no clear 
sky in your day, and did not the broad blue light of the atmosphere shine 
then, as it does now . . . ? I find it is this which gives the chief splen-
dour of sunshine by contrasting the golden with the azure lights. . .

Like Constable, Richter scrutinized the traditional formula handed 
down in the science of painting and found that if you tested pictures 
painted in that way they did not look like scenes in daylight. He therefore 
advocated the addition of more blue in contrast to yellow in order to 
achieve that equivalence to daylight which had hitherto eluded art.

Richter’s criticism was right, but he does not appear to have suc-
ceeded in producing a satisfactory alternative. Perhaps he was not inven-
tive enough to put his hypothesis to the test of a successful painting, 
perhaps he lacked the stamina for trying again and again, and so he dis-
appeared into the oblivion of a tame and uninspired Victorian illustrator 
while Constable went on experimenting till he found those brighter and 
cooler harmonies which, indeed, took painting nearer to the plein air.

But the evidence of history suggests that all such discoveries involve 
the systematic comparison of past achievements and present motifs, in 
other words, the tentative projection of works of art into nature, experi-
ments as to how far nature can in fact be seen in such terms. One of the 
most influential teachers of art in nineteenth-century France, Lecoq de 
Boisbaudran, who was an ardent reformer and advocate of memory train-
ing, provides another instance of this interaction. Critical of accepted life- 
class routines and eager to guide the student toward "the immense field, 
almost unexplored, of living action, of changing, fugitive effects,” he ob-
tained permission to let models pose in the open air and made them move 
freely, as Rodin was to do: "Once our admiration rose to the height of 
enthusiasm. One of our models, a man of splendid stature with a great 
sweeping beard, lay at rest upon the bank of the pond, close to a group 
of rushes, in an attitude at once easy and beautiful. The illusion was 
complete—mythology made true lived before our eyes, for there, be-
fore us was a river god of old, ruling in quiet dignity over the course of 
his waters. . .

What an opportunity, we may infer, to test tradition and improve upon 
it. It is examples such as these which explain the gradual nature of all



artistic changes, for variations can be controlled and checked only against 
a set of invariants.

Does not the experience of Lecoq de Boisbaudran suggest the revolu-
tionary work of a much greater innovator, Manet's Déjeuner sur 
iherbel [260] It is well known that this daring exploit of naturalism was 
based, not on an incident in the environs of Paris as the scandalized 
public believed, but on a print from Raphael's circle [261] which none 
other than Fréart de Chambray had extolled as a masterpiece of composi-
tion. Seen from our point of view this borrowing loses much of its 
puzzling nature. The systematic explorer can afford less than any one else 
to rely on random actions. He cannot just splash colors about to see 
what happens, for even if he should like the effect he could never repeat 
it. The naturalistic image, as we have seen, is a very closely knit con-
figuration of relationships which cannot be varied beyond certain limits

261 Ma r c a n t o n i o  Ra i m o n d i : 
The Judgm en t o f Paris, 
c. 1515, engraving

26o Ma n e t : Le D éjeuner sur  
Vherbe. 1863
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without becoming unintelligible to artist and public alike. Manet’s action 
in modifying a compositional schema of Raphael’s shows that he knew 
the value of the adage “One thing at a time.” Language grows by intro-
ducing new words, but a language consisting only of new words and a 
new syntax would be indistinguishable from gibberish.

These considerations must surely increase our respect for the achieve-
ment of the successful innovator. More is needed than a rejection of 
tradition, more also than an “innocent eye.” Art itself becomes the in-
novator’s instrument for probing reality. He cannot simply battle down 
that mental set which makes him see the motif in terms of known 
pictures; he must actively try that interpretation, but try it critically, vary-
ing here and there to see whether a better match could not be achieved. 
He must step back from the canvas and be his own merciless critic, in-
tolerant of all easy effects and all short-cut methods. And his reward might 
easily be the public’s finding his equivalent hard to read and hard to ac-
cept because it has not yet been trained to interpret these new combina-
tions in terms of the visible world.

No wonder the boldest of these experiments led to the conviction that 
the artist’s vision is entirely subjective. With impressionism the popular 
notion of the painter became that of the man who paints blue trees and 
red lawns and who answers every criticism with a proud “That is how I 
see it.” This is one part of the story but not, I believe, the whole. This 
assertion of subjectivity can also be overdone. There is such a thing as a 
real visual discovery, and there is a way of testing it despite the fact we 
may never know what the artist himself saw at a certain moment. What-
ever the initial resistance to impressionist paintings, when the first shock 
had worn off, people learned to read them. And having learned this 
language, they went into the fields and woods, or looked out of their win-
dow onto the Paris boulevards [263], and found to their delight that the 
visible world could after all be seen in terms of these bright patches and 
dabs of paint. The transposition worked. The impressionists had taught 
them, not, indeed, to see nature with an innocent eye, but to explore an 
unexpected alternative that turned out to fit certain experiences better 
than did any earlier paintings. The artists convinced art lovers so 
thoroughly that the bon mot “nature imitates art” became current. As 
Oscar Wilde said, there was no fog in London before Whistler painted 
it [262].
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X I I

t h o s e  w h o  h a v e  e x p e r i e n c e d  the thrill of such visual discoveries 
have generally expressed their gratitude in the words that only art has 
taught them to see. Even in classical antiquity Cicero had marveled at 
the many things painters saw in shade and light that we ordinary mortals 
do not see. No doubt this is true, and yet it is not the whole truth. Seeing 
in itself is so complex and miraculous a process of interaction and 
integration that not even art could teach us that. The current idea that 
we look lazily into the world only as far as our practical needs demand it 
while the artist removes this veil of habits scarcely does justice to the 
marvels of everyday vision. I believe that André Malraux here came 
much nearer to the truth when he stressed that all seeing is a purposeful 
activity, the artist’s purpose being painting. In thus looking for possible 
alternatives the artist does not necessarily see more than the layman. In a 
certain sense he sees even less (as he shows when he half closes 
his eyes). And yet he enriches our experience because he offers us an 
equivalence within his medium that may also “work” for us. The layman 
who looks at his painting and says, after an honest try, “I am afraid 
I cannot see it like that” is not the artist’s enemy, he is his partner in the 
game of equivalences. Admittedly there are other games in art, but it is 
not always the layman who is a little muddled about what game is actually 
being played at a certain moment.

I believe it is necessary to stress this partnership and the act of ac-
ceptance, not because we need worship success and popularity in art, but 
because we cannot speak of experiments without some standard by which 
to judge their success or failure.

The history of naturalism in art from the Greeks to the impressionists 
is the history of a most successful experiment, the real discovery of ap-
pearances, as Roger Fry described it. The only question mark we are 
forced to make after his account concerns the term “discovery.” You can 
only discover what was always there. The term implies the idea of the in-
nocent eye, the idea, that is, that we really “ought” to see those colored 
patches of which Berkeley spoke and that there is a kind of original sin
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that has made us transform and corrupt the beauty which was given 
us to contemplate.

I believe this reading of mankind’s development is in increasing con-
tradiction to the findings of psychology. Only recently, J. J. Gibson made 
an eloquent case for the opposite reading of the facts. He argues that we 
are born with the capacity to interpret our visual impressions in terms 
of a possible world, that is, in terms of space and light. His wartime 
work on such problems as how pilots estimate speed and distance when 
they land on an aircraft carrier has given him a sound respect for the 
efficiency of our visual endowment. Would such feats be possible if we 
really had to learn about space through a series of experiments? Indeed, 
could a squirrel ever jump from branch to branch if all it “really” saw 
were black streaks which “stand for” branches in the distance?

Luckily for our purpose we need not await the final answer to this 
question that has divided psychologists for centuries into “nativists” and 
“empiricists.” For, whether by endowment or by early learning, we are 
certainly equipped with a miraculous capacity for interpreting the clues 
which rush in on us from the outside world and for testing their con-
sistency in terms of possible configurations in space and light.

This does not mean, as we have seen, that these interpretations are 
always right or, as the technical term has it, “veridical.” If they were, ac-
cidents could not happen. On the contrary, our first hypothesis is often 
mistaken and remains so if we lack adequate clues for eliminating false 
guesses. We have seen that it is in the work of elimination that such cross 
checks as touching things and, most of all, movement play a vital part. 
Though they may not teach us to learn the skill of interpreting visual 
impressions as such, they do teach us how to decide between alternative 
interpretations and possible reactions.

X I I I

f o r  t h i s , to  su m  u p , se em s to  be th e  dec is iv e  m a t te r  o f w h ic h  th e  

h is to r ia n  sh o u ld  ta k e  c o g n iz a n c e : th a t  a ll o rg a n ism s  to  so m e  e x te n t, b u t  
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fo u n d  th a t  e n s u re s  o u r  su rv iv a l.
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One of Bernard Berenson’s most brilliant essays, in which he restates 
the theory of “seeing and knowing” that I have been trying to amend, opens 
with a description of the Palio in Siena, with the surging crowd on the 
piazza looking to the sensitive beholder like a field of flowers. It is only 
his knowledge, Berenson concludes, that makes him see people and not 
flowers. I would rather say that it is only his knowledge that allows him to 
decide between these two interpretations by testing them against the situa-
tion. It is true that for him there is always that other possibility in the 
background: he can interpret what he sees in terms of mere colored 
patches; but this, I submit, is not because he is aware of his visual sen-
sations but because once more he interprets what he sees in terms of 
something he probably knows even better than people and flowers, I mean 
in terms of paintings.

It was again J. J. Gibson who drew the most radical conclusion from 
this experience, albeit only as an aside in the context of a discussion 
when E. G. Boring had challenged the whole distinction between the 
visual world (the world of things) and the visual field (the experience of 
color patches) on which Gibson’s book had been based.

“The visual field, I think,” wrote Gibson, “is simply the pictorial mode 
of visual perception, and it depends in the last analysis not on condi-
tions of stimulation but on conditions of attitude. The visual field is the 
product of the chronic habit of civilized men of seeing the world as a 
picture. . . .  So far from being the basis, it is a kind of alternative to 
ordinary perception.”

If this analysis should prove correct, a good deal would follow for the 
student of art. In fact, it is one of the points where the psychologist 
might with profit test his theories against the material offered by the his-
torian. He might find, I believe, that the “chronic habit of civilized men” 
is not sufficient for most of them to adopt the attitude necessary to paint 
without training. But the very difficulties encountered in presenting the 
alternative to ordinary perception confirms, I believe, this bold reversal 
of the traditional way of putting things.

It is even harder to see the visible world as a two-dimensional field 
than it is to see one’s own image on the mirror’s surface. Our belief that 
we can ever make the world dissolve into such a flat patchwork of colors 
rests in itself on an illusion, connected, maybe, with the same urge for 
simplicity that makes us see the indeterminate sky as the vault of heaven.
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It is to the three-dimensional world that our organism is attuned, where it 
learns to test its anticipations against the flow of incoming stimuli, 
weeding out or confirming the predictable melodies of transformation 
that result from movement. The relationships in the plane that the il-
lusionist painter has learned to attend to are of no biological relevance. 
They are studied in the highly artificial situation of one-eyed stationary 
vision. Now, under this constraint, as we remember from the Ames 
demonstrations [213], the stimulus pattern on the retina must of necessity 
allow of an infinite number of interpretations, none of which can be 
further confirmed or refuted except on grounds of probability. Neither 
logic nor psychology, therefore, allows us to say that any flat intersection 
of the visual cone represents more “really” what we see than any other. 
Distant ones and near ones, oblique ones and curved ones, must be 
equivalent, and none can be privileged. Yet, we remember from the last 
chapter, our mind will still react to the challenge of this conundrum by 
throwing out a random answer, making ready to test it in terms of con-
sistent possible worlds. It is these answers that will transform the am-
biguous stimulus pattern into the image of something “out there.”

What Constable “really” saw in Wivenhoe Park was surely a house 
across a lake. What he had learned to paint was a flat patch that allowed 
of any number of readings, including the correct one. Ambiguity cannot 
be seen, and so we rightly ignore the innumerable weird interpretations 
that must also lurk behind the serene surface of the painting. For as we 
scan the flat pigments for answers about the motif “out there,” the con-
sistent reading suggests itself and illusion takes over. Not, be it said, be-
cause the world really looks like a flat picture, but because some flat pic-
tures really look like the world.

By its very function and intention naturalistic art was driven to search 
for alternatives which could be developed in the media of painting. One 
by one it eliminated the memories and anticipations of movement and 
separated out those clues which fuse into a convincing semblance of the 
visible world. Long before experimental psychology was ever thought 
of, the artist had devised this experiment in reduction and found that the 
elements of the visual experience could be taken to pieces and put to-
gether again to the point of illusion. Ultimately we owe it to this inven-
tion that we can now discover for ourselves that the world can be con-
templated as pure appearance and as a thing of beauty.



X

The Experiment of Caricature

“Well! I've often seen a cat without a grin,” thought Alice, “but a 
grin without a cat! It’s the most curious thing I ever saw in all my 
life!”

Le w is  Ca rr ol l , Alice in Wonderland

I
TH E LAST chapter has led this inquiry back to the old truth that the 
discovery of appearances was due not so much to a careful observation 
of nature as to the invention of pictorial effects. I believe indeed that 
the ancient writers who were still filled with a sense of wonder at man’s 
capacity to fool the eye came closer to an understanding of this achieve-
ment than many later critics. We have seen that to Pliny every step in 
the road towards mimesis was an invention which he attributed to a 
heuretes, a finder. Vasari, too, still remembered this ancient truth and 
understood, as we have seen, that this invention can only progress piece-
meal, building up through gradual improvement on past achievements. I 
trust that if we take this view more seriously again, the history of 
Western art will yield fresh and interesting aspects which have been 
somewhat obscured by the belief that the imitation of nature was al-
ways there for the picking. As far as I can see, only one aspect of mimesis 
has never ceased to be seen in the light of a real scientific invention, the 
rendering of space and the development of “artificial perspective” by 
Brunelleschi and his followers. Perhaps it is for this reason that this aspect 
has attracted so much attention on the part of art historians. I do not 
deny for a moment that the suggestion of space is an interesting achieve-
ment, but if we discard Berkeley’s theory of vision, according to which we
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“see” a flat field but “construct” a tactile space, we can perhaps rid art 
history of its obsession with space and bring other achievements into focus, 
the suggestion of light and of texture, for instance, or the mastery of 
physiognomic expression.

In all these cases there is the same need to proceed by experiment, 
and for the same reason: The filing system of our minds works so dif-
ferently from the measurements of science. Things objectively unlike can 
strike us as very similar, and things objectively rather similar can strike 
us as hopelessly unlike. There is no way of finding out except by trial 
and error, in other words, through painting. I believe that the student of 
these inventions will generally find a double rhythm which is familiar 
from the history of technical progress but which has never yet been de-
scribed in detail in the history of a r t-I  mean the rhythm of lumbering 
advance and subsequent simplification. Most technical inventions carry 
with them a number of superstitions, unnecessary detours which are grad-
ually eliminated through short cuts and a refinement of means. In the his-
tory of art we know this process mainly in the work of the great masters. 
Even the greatest of them—maybe the greatest most of all—began their 
careers with a very circumspect and even heavy technique, leaving nothing 
to chance. We have read Vasari's comment on the distinction between 
Titian's early manner and the loose brushwork of his later masterpieces. 
Such sublime simplification is only possible on the basis of earlier com-
plexities. Take Rembrandt's development: he had to learn to build up the 
image of sparkling gold braid in all its detail [264, 265] before he could 
find out how much could be omitted for the beholder ready to meet him 
halfway. In his portrait of his enlightened patron Jan Six, one brush-
stroke is really all that is needed to conjure up the gold braid [266, 267]- 
but how many such effects did he have to explore before he could thus 
reduce them to this magic simplicity!

We would not call it magic, though, if it did not work better than the 
laborious method. There is less paint there to explain and disturb. We 
remember the Chinese formula: “Ideas present, brush may be spared 
performance”-and  the idea is more truly present the less there is to 
contradict our projection.

Such sublime wizardry eludes the history of styles, but the rhythm of 
invention and simplification is similar, with the beholder playing the
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willing partner in the game of equivalences. The laborious constructions 
of Uccello and Piero della Francesca soon ceased to be necessary for the 
suggestion of space and solidity when the public was prepared to “take 
them as read.” It was found, moreover, that once the requisite mental set 
was established among the beholders, the careful observation of all clues 
was not only redundant but something of a hindrance. One effect could 
do the work of many, provided again there was no blatant contradiction 
in the work which hindered the illusion from taking shape.

The rendering of texture also provides an illustration of this collective, 
or “stylistic,” development. Jan van Eyck still rendered “every stitch”-o r 
so we are led to believe. But soon it turned out that this labor was un-
necessary if the light was skillfully disposed. You do not have to be a 
Rembrandt to achieve some such effect. More than one amateur has 
blessed the invention of highlights which gave his painted jug a plausi-
bility which it did not, strictly speaking, “deserve.” This is an old observa-
tion: “Wee finde many painters,” says Lomazzo, in Haydock’s lively transla-
tion, “who being ignorant of the arte of proportions, onely by a little practize 
in disposing their lights in some tolerable sorte, have notwithstanding bin 
reputed good workemen.”
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It would be interesting to speculate on the reasons for this dominance 
of light over form. Somehow, I believe, these equivalences of texture 
touch a deeper layer of our awareness. We instinctively feel that glitter 
means, if not gold, at least smoothness, brightness, a sensual quality to 
which we respond with greater immediacy than we respond to outline 
and which is therefore less easily analyzed. What we see when we respond 
to moistness or smoothness is the “global” quality itself, not the elements 
of local color and reflection-hence the intriguing and compelling effect 
of the pictorial illusion.

But if there is one effect more difficult to analyze than the impression 
of texture it is that of physiognomic impression. Here we are even more 
deeply involved. We hardly know how we take it in—it is there, and we 
respond. No wonder, therefore, that the rendering of facial expression in 
art is far from being an obvious problem. In the earliest treatise on paint-
ing, Alberti’s Della Pittura, we read that it is hard for the painter to dis-
tinguish a laughing from a weeping face. Even today the rendering of the 
exact nuance of facial expression is notoriously difficult. Portrait painters 
know those tiresome relatives of their sitters who “can’t see him like that” 
and complain that there is something around the mouth which is not quite
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right. Nor does this difficulty apply only to a copy from life. Max Friedländer 
tells the revealing story of the bank official who insisted that German bank 
notes should retain a portrait head in their design. Nothing, he said, was 
harder for the forger to imitate than precisely the right expression of 
these artistically quite insignificant heads, nor was there a quicker way 
of discovering a suspect note than simply observing the way these faces 
look at you. I believe the same is true of forged paintings. They look at 
you with a “modern” look which, for those who like to converse with the 
figures of the past, is easy to spot but extremely hard to analyze. The reason 
is plain. We respond to a face as a whole: we see a friendly, dignified, or 
eager face, sad or sardonic, long before we can tell what exact features or 
relationships account for this intuitive impression. I doubt if we could ever 
become aware of the exact changes that make a face light up in a smile 
or cloud over in a pensive mood simply by observing the people around 
us. For, as in our previous examples, what is given us is the global 
impression and our reaction to it; we “really” see distance, not changes in 
size; we “really” see light, not modifications of tone; and most of all we 
really see a brighter face and not a change in muscular contractions. The 
very immediacy of the impression stands in the way of analysis, and so 
the discovery and simplification of facial expression provide the best exam-
ple of the course taken by an artistic invention. It is also an example of an 
invention the history of which has not been attempted. I dare say to write 
it seriously would present great difficulties, precisely for the reasons alluded 
to. Expression is hard to analyze and harder to describe unequivocally. 
It is a curious fact, moreover, that our immediate reaction results in firm 
convictions, but convictions which are rarely shared by all-witness the 
pages of interpretation that have been devoted to Mona Lisa’s smile.

I I

i t  m a y  be better, therefore, to start at the end and to demonstrate the 
final distillation of expression in the simple works of illustrators or of de-
signers of children’s books, for instance, a drawing by the lovable creator 
of the Babar stories, Jean de Brunhoff. Brunhoff with a few hooks and 
dots could impart whatever expression he desired even to the face of an 
elephant [268], and he could make his figures almost speak merely by
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shifting those conventional signs which do duty for eyes in children’s books. 
A1 Capp’s Shmoo of happy m em ory [269] receives the law of its blissful 
being from  a m ere shapeless form  endowed with a speaking expression. 
And how could Disney have enchanted us if he and his team  had not 
probed into the secret of expression and physiognomy that allowed them  to 
perform  that true magic of anim ation which created a Mickey Mouse, a 
Donald Duck, a Dumbo [270], even before anim ation through m ovem ent 
began?

268 Je a n  d e  Br u n h o f f : From 
“The Story of Babar.” 1937

269 Al  Ca p p : The Shmoo

270 Wal t  D i s n e y : Dumbo
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I believe there are two conditions which account for this success in the 
illusion of life which can do without any illusion of reality: one is the 
experience of generations of artists with the effect of pictures, another 
the willingness of the public to accept the grotesque and simplified partly 
because its lack of elaboration guarantees the absence of contradictory 
clues. If this sounds chilling, it is perhaps lucky that these points about 
the discovery of the springs of expression within the context of pictorial 
entertainment have been anticipated by an artist who did not have my 
particular psychological ax to grind: I am referring to a pamphlet on 
physiognomies published in 1845 by the humorist and draughtsman 
Rodolphe Topffer of Geneva.

It is no accident that we should be led back from Disney, A1 Capp, and 
Brunhoff to that half-forgotten artist and thinker, for to Topffer belongs 
the credit, if we want to call it so, of having invented and propagated the 
picture story, the comic strip.

Topffer’s humorous picture novels, the first of which Goethe admired 
and encouraged him to publish, are the innocent ancestors of today’s 
manufactured dreams. We find everything in them, albeit still in genuinely 
comic garb. There is violence, as in the sequence [271] where the miller 
thrashes his wife for having seen nothing and she thrashes the boy for 
having said he saw something and the boy thrashes the donkey who was

271 To pf f e r : From “Le D octeur F estus.” D raw n in  182,9
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272 Tó p f f e r : From “Le D octeur F estus”

the cause of that particular episode. There is also space travel, though 
not intentional: Topffer’s scientists were hurled into outer space [272] 
by an explosion while their telescope was transported on a steamer. 
Everywhere in these countless episodes of almost surrealist inconse-
quence we find a mastery of physiognomic characterization [273] which 
sets the standard for such influential humorous draftsmen of the nine-
teenth century as Wilhelm Busch in Germany.

As so often in the history of art, a personal and a technical factor 
conspired to produce this invention. Topffer, the son of a well-known 
painter of landscapes and genre pieces, had himself become a painter in 
a similar vein, but he had trouble with his eyes and turned to writing— 
some of his short stories and idyls are among the gems of Swiss literature. 
Though his eyes could not take the strain of a meticulous technique he 
did feel the urge to continue as an artist, and here the invention of new 
graphic techniques stood him in good stead. Lithography enabled him to 
draw without encumbrance, and to have his light and unpretentious line 
drawings reproduced cheaply.

In view of what has happened during the last decades, Topffer’s little 
treatise on physiognomies sounds prophetic. ‘There are two ways of 
writing stories, one in chapters, lines, and words, and that we call 
literature/ or alternatively by a succession of illustrations, and that we
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call the ‘picture story/ ” The advantage of this second method over the 
first was put to the test by Hogarth, whose short sequence of pictures 
Marriage a la Mode is equivalent to at least two volumes of Richardson’s 
novels. “The picture story to which the criticism of art pays no atten-
tion and which rarely worries the learned,” Topffer goes on, “has always 
exercised a great appeal. More, indeed, than literature itself, for be-
sides the fact that there are more people who look than who can read, 
it appeals particularly to children and to the masses, the sections of the 
public which are particularly easily perverted and which it would be 
particularly desirable to raise. With its dual advantages of greater con-
ciseness and greater relative clarity, the picture story, all things being 
equal, should squeeze out the other because it would address itself with 
greater liveliness to a greater number of minds, and also because in any 
contest he who uses such a direct method will have the advantage over 
those who talk in chapters.”

Topffer thought there must be a great power for good in so potent a 
weapon, and so he deplored the fact that artists, on the whole, work for 
art and not for morals. Luckily, so he thought, little artistic skill is needed 
for telling a story in pictures; his own idle fancies had been so well re-
ceived he regretted not having embodied some useful or moral idea in 
his picture stories.

2 7 3  T o p f f e r : From “Le D octeur F estus”
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274 To pf f e r ( ? ) : M. de Vertpre

To recommend the medium to well-meaning but untrained educa-
tors, Topffer comes out with his psychological discovery-you can evolve 
a pictorial language without any reference to nature, without learning 
to draw from a model. The line drawing, he says, is purely conventional 
symbolism. For that very reason it is immediately intelligible to a child, 
who might have difficulty in disentangling a naturalistic painting. More-
over, the artist who uses such an abbreviatory style can always rely on 
the beholder to supplement what he omits. In a skilled and complete 
painting, any gap will be disturbing; in Topffer’s style these elliptic ex-
pressions are read as part of the narrative [274].

One thing only is needed for the pictorial narrator-a knowledge of 
physiognomies and human expression. After all, he must create a con-
vincing hero and characterize the people he comes into contact with; 
he must convey their reaction and let the story unfold in terms of 
readable expressions. Does this not need a skilled artist who has spent 
years drawing from plaster casts, who has drawn those eyes, ears, noses 
which, as Topffer says, are the pleasant exercises which art schools impose 
on budding artists? For Topffer all this is waste of time. The practical 
physiognomies needed for a picture story could be learned by a recluse 
who never sets eyes on any human being. All he needs is drawing material 
and some perseverance. For any drawing of a human face, however inept,
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however childish, possesses, by the very fact that it has been drawn, a 
character and an expression. This being so, and being quite independent 
of knowledge and of art, anybody who wants to try should be able to find 
out the traits in which this expression resides. All he must do is to vary his 
scrawl systematically. If his first mannikin [275] looks stupid and smug,

another with the eyes a little closer to the nose may look less so. By a simple 
reshuffle of these primitive traits, our lonely hermit will find out how these 
elements and their combinations affect him and us. Thus a little experi-
mentation with noses or mouths will teach us the elementary symptoms, 
and from here we can proceed, simply by doodling, to create characters. 
Topffer maintains that the heroes of his stories thus arose out of his pen- 
plays. Only one more step is needed for the picture story. We must 
learn to distinguish between what Topffer calls the “permanent traits” 
indicating character and the “impermanent ones” indicating emotion. As to 
the permanent ones, Topffer makes fun of the phrenologists of his time 
who sought the root of character in certain isolated signs. All of a dozen 
profiles [276], he maintains, have the same forehead, that of the 
Apollo Belvedere. But look at the difference in the Gestalt! The “imperma-
nent traits” can also be found by similar methods of trial and error. We 
will soon be able to draw Johnny laughing and Johnny weeping [277]

275 T o p f f e r : From the “E ssay du  physiognom ie ” 1845
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2 7 6  T o p f f e r : From the “E ssay du ph ysiogn om ie”

and isolate the features which make the expression. We cannot follow 
Topffer here into all his subtle observations, his attempts, for instance, to 
combine laughing eyes and a weeping mouth and his comments on the 
resulting character [278]. What matters to us is the principle he estab-
lished with these lighthearted experiments. Perhaps we should say the 
principle of experiments, which we know from Constable who was a child 
of the same generation. We have here a further shift, compared with Con-
stable, from the idea of imitation and observation of the visible world to 
that of an exploration of our own imitative faculty. Topffer looks for 
what psychologists would call the “minimum clues” of expression to which 
we respond whether we meet them in reality or in art. In trying to find 
out what happens, not to the doodle but to himself, when these clues are 
systematically varied, Topffer uses them as a tool to probe into the secrets 
of physiognomic perception.

In a previous chapter we have met with this very principle of system-
atic variation in the psychologist's laboratory—in those experiments de-
signed to test inborn release mechanisms of the lower species [71]. I 
mentioned the possibility that even man shows traces of such inborn re-
sponses, that, in particular, our reaction to faces and physiognomic

2 7 7 / 2 7 8  T o p f f e r : From the “E ssay”
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expression may not be wholly due to learning, and that the mental set 
which makes us read faces into blots, rocks, or wallpapers may be biologi-
cally conditioned.

The most astonishing fact about these clues of expression is surely 
that they may transform almost any shape into the semblance of a living 
being. Discover expression in the staring eye or gaping jaw of a lifeless 
form, and what might be called “Topffer’s law” will come into operation— 
it will not be classed just as a face but will acquire a definite character 
and expression, will be endowed with life, with a presence. If there is a 
hierarchy of clues to which we react instinctively, expression will surely 
trump light. I believe it needed Topffer’s method of a prior construction to 
bring about an easy mastery of that aspect of representation and that 
art here, as always, actually went that way. But why, we may still ask, 
did this method not develop much earlier? Questions of why are dan-
gerous in history. But may it not be that its very power held it in check? 
It needs the detachment of an enlightened nineteenth-century humorist 
to play with the magic of creation, to make up these playful doodles, and 
to question them for their character and soul as if they were real creatures. 
To the humble craftsman of earlier periods, the experience may not have 
been free from half-conscious or unconscious fears. One of Topffer’s later 
successors has summed them up in a witty strip [279]. The very laws of 
proportion and style that held the schemata of beauty together in past 
centuries may have served this additional aim of preventing too much life 
from entering the artist’s creations.

279 Guy  Bara : From  “Tom  the T raveller.” 1957



I l l

t h e s e  s p e c u l a t i o n s  were particularly suggested to me by researches 
into the history of caricature which I was privileged to undertake with 
my friend Ernst Kris. Our starting point at the time was the question 
of why portrait caricature, the playful distortion of a victim’s face, makes 
only so late an appearance in Western art. The word and the institution 
of caricature date only from the last years of the sixteenth century, and 
the inventors of the art were not the pictorial propagandists who existed 
in one form or another for centuries before but those most sophisticated 
and refined of artists, the brothers Carracci. Few of their caricatures 
have been identified [280], but according to literary sources which we 
have no reason to doubt, they also invented the joke of transforming 
a victim’s face into that of an animal, or even a lifeless implement, which 
caricaturists have practiced ever since.

We thought at the time that it was the fear of image magic, the 
reluctance to do as a joke what the unconscious means very much in 
earnest, which delayed the coming of that visual game. I still believe these 
motives may have played their part, but the theory might be generalized. 
The invention of portrait caricature presupposes the theoretical discovery 
of the difference between likeness and equivalence. This is how the great 
seventeenth-century critic Filippo Baldinucci defines the art of mock 
portraiture: “Among painters and sculptors,” he explains in his dictionary

2 8 o  A g o s t i n o  Ca r r a c c i : 
Caricatures, c. 1600
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of artistic terms, which came out in 1681, "the word signifies 
a method of making portraits, in which they aim at the 
greatest resemblance of the whole of the person portrayed, 
while yet, for the purpose of fun, and sometimes of mockery, 
they disproportionately increase and emphasize the defects 
of the features they copy, so that the portrait as a whole ap-

pears to be the sitter himself, while its components are changed.” The 
caricatures Baldinucci had in mind were those of Bernini [281], the great 
sculptor who had mastered the skill of physiognomic reduction to perfec-
tion. But the locus classicus for a demonstration of this discovery of like 
in unlike is the Poire [282], the pear into which Daumier’s employer, 
Philipon, transformed the head of the Roi Bourgeois, Louis Philippe. Poire 
means a "fathead,” and when Philipon’s satirical papers continuously

pilloried the King as a poire, the 
editor was finally summoned and a 
heavy fine was imposed. The fa-
mous sequence, a kind of slow-mo- 
tion analysis of the process of cari-
caturing, was published in his pa-
per as his defense. It rests on the 
plea of equivalence. For which step, 
it asks, am I to be punished? Is it a 
crime to substitute this likeness for 
that? Or then the next? And if not 
that, why not the pear? And indeed 
we feel that despite the change of 
each individual feature, the whole 
remains remarkably similar. We 
accept it as a possible alternative 
mode of seeing the King’s face. For 
this is the secret of a good carica-
tu re-it offers a visual interpreta-
tion of a physiognomy which we can 
never forget and which the victim 
will always seem to carry around 
with him like a man bewitched.

2 8 2  P h i l i p o n :
From “Le C harivari ” 1834
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I V

i n  t h i s  f o r mu l a t io n  caricature becomes only a special case of what 
I have attempted to describe as the artist’s test of success. All artistic 
discoveries are discoveries not of likenesses but of equivalences which 
enable us to see reality in terms of an image and an image in terms of 
reality. And this equivalence never rests on the likeness of elements so 
much as on the identity of responses to certain relationships. We respond 
to a white blob on the black silhouette of a jug as if it were a highlight; 
we respond to the pear with these crisscross lines as if it were Louis 
Philippe’s head.

It is precisely because these identities do not depend on the imitation 
of individual features so much as on configurations of clues that they are 
so difficult to find by mere looking. What we experience as a good like-
ness in a caricature, or even in a portrait, is not necessarily a replica of 
anything seen. If it were, every snapshot would have a greater chance 
of impressing us as a satisfactory representation of a person we know. In 
fact only a few snapshots will so satisfy us. We dismiss the majority 
as odd, uncharacteristic, strange, not because the camera distorts, but 
because it caught a constellation of features from the melody of expres-
sion which, when arrested and frozen, fails to strike us in the same way 
the sitter does. For expression in life and physiognomic impression rest 
on movement no less than on static symptoms, and art has to compensate 
for the loss of the time dimension by concentrating all required informa-
tion into one arrested image.

Put in this form, the problem may sound somewhat forbiddingly ab-
stract, but its practical consequences were well known to the guardians of 
the academic tradition. One of them, Arnold Houbraken, who in the 
early eighteenth century wrote the biographies of the Dutch masters, 
discusses this issue, not without some asperity, in the chapter he devotes 
to Rembrandt. Rembrandt, Houbraken maintains, rejected the road to per-
fection offered by the academic method, the road of tradition, insisting 
that the artist should only imitate nature. Houbraken denies that this can 
ever be desirable. Nature in the raw lacks that decorum and beauty which 
secure the dignity of art and which Rembrandt so often violated. But
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quite apart from being undesirable, Houbraken argues, Rembrandt’s pro-
gram demands the impossible. You may be able to paint a still life from 
nature. But how are you to copy rapid movement, running, flying, jumping? 
These will be over before you ever put pen to paper. But worse still, 
how are you to copy what he calls the “expression of human passions”? It 
is true that you might ask a model to feign laughing or weeping, but 
you will not get more than a grimace, for genuine expression must be 
genuinely felt, and-most of all-it, too, happens in time.

At this point in the argument Houbraken must ask himself whether he 
has not proved too much. For though he found much to censure in 
Rembrandt’s outlook, he granted him unrivaled knowledge of the human 
heart, a complete understanding of gesture and expression. As an ex-
ample of Rembrandt’s mastery in this sphere, he includes, for the benefit 
of aspiring art students, a print after a drawing by Rembrandt [283], 
now lost, which shows the disciples at Emmaus in fear and awe at the sud-
den disappearance of the companion in whom they had just recognized 
Christ. In comparison with the master’s still extant drawings [284] for 
the same subject, the copyist has coarsened and overdramatized Rem-
brandt’s mysteriously subtle art. I know few more moving illustrations 
of a conflicting emotion than the rapid study for one of the disciples in 
whom fear is just giving way to the joy of recognition.

283 T he D iscip les a t E m m aus,
a fter  a lost draw ing  by R em brandt. 1753

284 R e m b r a n d t : S tu dy for “T he D iscip les a t 
E m m aus ” c. 1632
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To account for this miracle in Rembrandt’s art, the eighteenth-cen-
tury critic attributes to Rembrandt an unusual visual memory-a memory 
so retentive it could hold any phase of any movement and use it in his 
art. We must agree with Houbraken that Rembrandt was not like ordi-
nary mortals, but the explanation he gives is still unconvincing. We pos-
sess a mechanical device which does exactly what Rembrandt was sup-
posed to do-the snapshot which arrests movement and fixes it for ever. 
We also know, therefore, how unlike Rembrandt’s drawing is to such a 
snapshot. It is true that Otto Benesch in his great work on Rembrandt’s 
drawings calls our sketch a “study from life.” But even if it is, it is in-
vented in the highest sense of the term. Houbraken was certainly right 
when he argued that such things cannot be a transcript of things seen. 
But they cannot be a transcript of things remembered either. There is no 
difference in principle between representing a thing seen and a thing

remembered—neither of them can be transcribed as such without a lan-
guage, in this case without that command of expression which Rembrandt 
had made his own in and through his art. Here as always the memory 
of successful solutions, the artist’s own and those of tradition, is as im-
portant as the memory of observations.

This great truth, like so many others, was well known to Leonardo da 
Vinci. When he discusses a memory for physiognomies in his Treatise 
on Painting, Leonardo advises the artist to hold in readiness a system of 
classifications-divide the face for this purpose into four parts: the fore-
head, the nose, the mouth, and the chin-and study the possible forms 
they can take. Our illustration [285] shows the categories for noses he ad-
mits. Once you have these elements of the human countenance firmly 
engraved on your mind, you can analyze and retain a face at a single 
glance.

285 L e o n a r d o  d a  V i n c i : From the “T reatise  on P a in ting”
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Leonardo here speaks of what Tôpffer called the “permanent traits” of 
physiognomies, their structure. Like Tôpffer, he was fond of experiment-
ing with what happens to such faces if you vary the elements to their ex-
tremes in doodles and caricatures [69]. The systematic investigation of 
the changing traits—that is to say, of the passing emotions-had to 
wait for the next century. In discussing the difficulties of rendering these 
fleeting emotions, Rembrandt’s critic Houbraken referred his readers

286 Le Br un: From “Le M éthode pour apprendre à 
dessin er les passions ” i6 g 6

to a work which might help them to enrich their knowledge of expression. 
It was the treatise by the head of the French Academy in the Grand Siècle, 
Charles Le Brun.

The method used by Le Brun is all the more interesting in our context 
because it, too, is based on the study of art rather than on the observa-
tion of living expression. Le Brun compiled a patternbook of typical 
heads [286] in the grand manner—the fierce soldier, the simpering 
maiden—and then proceeded to analyze these heads in order to find out 
what it was that made them expressive. His treatise includes a series of 
schematic heads exhibiting the decisive clues indicative of the “passions of 
the mind.”

These are the diagrams which were recommended as a substitute 
for that incredible visual memory to which Houbraken had attributed 
Rembrandt’s success in the rendering of emotions. Intended to enable or-
dinary mortals to master human expressions, they were spread all over 
Europe in many handbooks and drawing books. I believe they did in fact
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contribute to the store of visual knowledge, though not, at first, in Great 
Art. There that other shibboleth of academic creeds, decorum, militated 
against experimenting with all varieties of human types and emotions. 
The noble neither laugh nor cry. Thus humorous art was left to become 
the testing ground of these discoveries.

V

a mo ng  t h e  eighteenth-century artists who mention Le Brun in their 
writings, none is more interesting in this respect than William Hogarth 
[287]. His autobiographical notes show that he, too, was much con-
cerned with the problem of acquiring a retentive memory for physiogno-
mies and expressions. And he, too, doubted whether copying from nature 
would really be of use to the artist in this respect. The gist of his doctrine 
is found in a remark that he attributes to an “arch brother of the pencil” 
who turned Hogarth’s fulminations against prevalent teachings into the 
paradox that “the only way to learn to draw well is never to draw at 
all.” Copying the model in the academies was mostly a waste of time. The 
artist should “learn the language” of objects and “if possible find a gram-
mar to them.” In other words, he should stock his mind well with what we 
called “schemata,” and among those Hogarth certainly gave pride of place 
to schemata for “character” and “expression” [288].

287 Ho g a r t h : T he L aughing A udience. 
1733, etch ing

288 Ho g a r t h : C haracters an d  C aricaturas. 
1743, etch ing



In our story, therefore, Hogarth stands somewhere in be-
tween Leonardo and Le Brun on the one hand—both of whom 
he quoted-and Topffer on the other. To Leonardo, nature 
was still the great teacher and rival and the training of mem-
ory was just a by-product of his interest in morphology. For 
Le Brun, art had become a lofty language from which it was 
dangerous to depart without loss of caste. Hogarth accepted 
the idea of art as a language and seized eagerly on the pos-
sibilities it offered for the creation of characters with which 
to people his imaginary stage.

That this was his aim is apparent from such prints as 
Characters and Caricaturas [288], which drives home the dif-
ference between a mastery of variety-the knowledge of char-

acter-and the exaggerations of caricature. Later in his life he defined this 
difference explicitly. Caricature rests on comic comparison. Any scrawl will 
do if it is found to exhibit a surprising likeness. Hogarth quotes as an ex-
ample of such a successful caricature the drawing of a singer which con-
sisted of nothing but a stroke and a dot over it. Character, by contrast, rests 
on knowledge of the human frame and heart. It shows the artist as a creator 
of convincing types. And here, Hogarth hints, comic art is no less supreme 
than the much-admired grand manner of Raphael who also did no m ore- 
but no less-than create characters.

It would be tempting to trace the development which leads from Ho-
garth’s picture stories to those of Topffer and from Hogarth’s interest in 
physiognomies to that of his Swiss admirer. The license given to humorous 
art, the freedom from restraint, allowed the masters of grotesque satire to 
experiment with physiognomies to a degree quite impossible for the serious

2 8 9 / 2 9 2  A. C o z e n s :
From “P rinciples of 
B eauty R ela tive  to the  
H um an H ead.” 1778
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artist. This difference becomes clear in and through the story of empirical 
physiognomies.

The true discoverer of the experimental method in art is Alexander 
Cozens. We have already encountered his “new method” of blotting and 
his configuration of skies that interested Constable. But Cozens published 
yet another system, and here he anticipated Topffer-he is thus the joint 
ancestor of both these discoverers. In an interesting series of prints 
Cozens presents a standard head of classical beauty and that blankness 
of expression that often goes with it [289-92]. By systematically varying 
the proportions, he attempts to investigate the creation of what he calls 
“character” through deviations from the canon. His attempt misfired be-
cause it was too subtle. It is hard to see much difference between the 
various types of beauty because he tried to remain within the laws of 
decorum. But the principle he advocated proved useful in the more robust 
hands of a humorous artist.

In 1788 Francis Grose, an English antiquarian, published a pamphlet 
called Rules for Drawing Caricatures [293]. It certainly met a demand at 
the time when the merging of the Hogarthian tradition of comic art 
with the fashion of portrait caricature led to a popular craze for such 
drawings among amateurs. Grose combines the diagrams of Le Brun 
with the variation principle advocated by Cozens. The academic standard 
face, which corresponds to the canon of Greek art, is experienced as 
beautiful, he says, precisely because it lacks expression. Try varying the 
proportions as drastically as you like, and watch what happens. You will

294 Gr o s e : From “Rules for Drawing 
Caricatures”

293 Grose: From “Rules for Drawing 
Caricatures.” 1788
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soon be equipped with a repertory of funny faces that will be useful in 
drawing humorous pictures [294].

Historically Grose is the immediate source of Topffer’s theories just 
as Grose’s contemporary, Rowlandson, is the source of Topffer’s types.

The comic antics of Dr. Syntax in 
search of the Picturesque [295] fore-
shadow the crazy adventures of 
Topffer’s heroes. But artistically the 
English tradition of humorous art 
had an heir much greater than the 
Swiss inventor of the comic strip. 
Without Hogarth and Rowlandson 
there could have been no Daumier.

Daumier is a master of such stat-
ure that he is usually seen in the 
context of the French tradition of 
great art. He can be linked with 
Delacroix or compared with Millet. 
Yet there are perhaps more links be-
tween Daumier and the English 
school of political pamphleteers than 
are usually acknowledged. Even so 
feeble a representative of English po-
litical cartooning as H. B. may have 
contributed something to the idiom of 
Daumier’s political lithographs [296]. 
Compare H. B.’s crowds and the way 
these physiognomies arise out of 

careless scribbles, the artist groping his way through a welter of lines. Row-
landson had done the same thing with much more gusto. Daumier did it 
with genius [297]. But the method is the same. It relies not on pre-existent 
forms, on the schemata of academic art checked and clarified in front of 
the model, but on configurations arising under the artist’s hand as if by acci-
dent. Each of these men, like Topffer’s Dr. Festus, is a true creation of the 
artist, each owes his life to him alone. Contemporaries tell us that they were 
struck by the likeness of the painter Daumier to all his creatures. It is signifi-

295 Ro w l a n d s o n : An illustration for “Dr. Syntax ” 
1810, pen and water color



cant that Leonardo, the inventor of variations of physiognomic themes, was 
almost obsessed by the danger of committing this common fault. And need 
it be an accident that Rembrandt was constantly returning to his own im-
age as a source of knowledge? But let Rembrandt remain hors de concours 
in this story of discovery. Daumier, too, has been praised for his uncannily 
retentive memory which made him scorn study from the model—but 
is not his art rather a tribute to his power to project features into the 
clouds of lines he draws and from which ever new physiognomies emerge

297 Da u m i e r : The Audience 
Pleased. 1864, lithograph
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as they do from the soft clay under a modeling hand? [298] Daumier 
started with portrait busts, and something of the modeling habit remained 
with him in his extraordinary noncommittal drawing technique, the very 
opposite of the schematic forms taught by the Academy. Remembering 
our formula of schema and correction, we might say that Daumier does 
not put down on paper more than the merest indications of ambiguous 
forms, mere clouds of lines in which he will find his schema for modifica-
tions. He concentrates on the features which make for physiognomic char-
acter or gesture or facial expression, but these he brings out with such 
force that we forget the multiple and ambiguous outlines of the form and 
invest it with immense vitality [299].

299 Da u m i e r : Head, c . 1865, draw in g
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It may seem a little blasphemous to compare this 
achievement with that of Topffer, and so far as artistic 
quality is concerned, I have no such intention. And yet 
from one point of view such a comparison is illuminat-
ing. It helps to define Daumier’s historical position. We 
usually count him a founder-hero of modern art, and 
we are right in doing so. But his contribution had noth-
ing to do with visual discoveries of the kind Constable 
made and the impressionists continued. Daumier made 
fun of Courbet and despised Monet. To him who never 
drew from life, the study of “plein-air” effects must 
have seemed nugatory compared with the study of hu-
man reactions. And so it is not surprising that the art-
ists who hailed him as their ancestor were not the 
impressionists but the expressionists, and in this con-
text, for once, this misleading contrast acquires some 
meaning. For in and with Daumier the tradition of physiognomic experi-
ment began to be emancipated from that of humor. Very early in his career 
Baudelaire had noticed that his lawyers, judges, or fauns are far from hu-
morous. They are creations in their own right, often terrifying in their in-
tensity, masks of the human passions which probe deeply into the secret of 
expression. Without this breaking down of barriers between caricature and 
great art, a master such as Munch [300] could never have evolved his in-
tensely tragic, distorted physiognomies, nor could the Belgian Ensor [301] 
in the same period have created his idiom of terrifying masks which so 
excited the German expressionists.

30 1  E n s o r : La V ieille au x  m asqu es. 1889
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V I

i t  m e a n s  no disrespect to the achievements of twentieth-century art if 
we thus link them with the emancipation from the study of nature which 
was first tried out in the licensed precincts of humor and elucidated in 
the experiments of Topffer. Nor need we assume that Topffer would 
have been surprised at the course which art was taking. His failing eyesight 
led him increasingly to meditations on art which were published after 
his death under the title Menus propos d’un peintre genevois and dis-
cussed with much respect by Théophile Gautier. Rambling at a leisurely 
pace through the fields of aesthetics, Topffer comes to insist increasingly 

on the conventional character of all artistic signs and concludes that 
the essence of art is not imitation but expression.

Topffer’s method—to “doodle and watch what happens”—has in-
deed become one of the acknowledged means of extending the lan-
guage of art.

When Picasso says, “I do not seek, I find,” he means, I submit, 
that he has come to take as a matter of course that creation itself is 
exploration. He does not plan, he watches the weirdest beings rise 
under his hands and assume a life of their own. The films which 
show him at work and his more playful creations, such as his papiers 
déchirés [302], show that here is a man who has succumbed to the 
spell of making, unrestrained and unrestrainable by the mere de-
scriptive functions of the image.

It is fitting that a similar claim of discovery through making has been 
made with much charm and humor by one of the most original of con-
temporary humorists, James Thurber. Thurber describes how some of 
his most popular drawings arose unplanned. The drawing “What have you 
done with Dr. Millmoss?” [303] is a case in point. “The hippopotamus 
was drawn to amuse my small daughter,” Thurber says, “Something 
about the creature’s expression convinced me that he had recently eaten a 
man. I added the hat and pipe and Mrs. Millmoss and the caption followed 
easily enough.”

But what is an accident in art? Are we right when we speak of ran-
dom movements and random changes only because the artist did not seem

302
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aware of his intention beforehand? It is often thought that such an interpre-
tation would contradict the findings of psychoanalysis, which has warned 
us against attaching too much importance to conscious intention. The 
forms and expressions found by twentieth-century artists in the course of 
their experiments with colors and shapes have been popularly accepted 
as images arising out of the depth of the artist’s “unconscious.” But 
this is, to my mind, a naive misunderstanding. What psychoanalysis claims 
is that our conscious and preconscious mind will always tend to guide 
and influence the way we react to accidents. The inkblot is a random 
event; how we react to it is determined by our past. No one could predict 
where the paper which produced Picasso’s ghostly mask would tear— 
what matters is why he kept it. It must have been almost equally hard 
to know beforehand how the exact position of the eyebrows would affect 
the expression of Thurber’s hippo-what matters is that he knew how to 
observe and exploit it. The whole vexing question of what we mean by 
“intention” and how far we are ever in control of our movements is in a 
state of flux. In a way, perhaps, we always control and adjust our move-
ments by observing their effects, similar to those self-regulating mecha-
nisms that engineers call “feedback.” Skill consists in a most rapid and 
subtle interaction between impulse and subsequent guidance, but not 
even the most skillful artist should claim to be able to plan a single 
stroke with the pen in all its details. What he can do is adjust the sub-
sequent stroke to the effect observed in the previous one—which is, after 
all, precisely what Thurber has done. In this new process of schema and 
modification, the artist is one controlling fact, the public another. The 
artist may fear the accident, the unexpected which seems to endow the 
created image with a life of its own, or he can welcome it as an ally to 
expand the range of his language, as Leo-
nardo and Cozens did. The more the public 
wants to join in this game, the less it will be 
interested in the artist’s intention. Those who 
attribute to modern art the capacity of tran-
scribing the images of our unconscious obvi-
ously gravely oversimplify a very complex 
train of events. We should say rather that it 
has swept away those restraints and taboos

3 0 3  Jam es  Th u r b e r : “What have you done 
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that restricted the artist’s choice of means and the freedom of experi-
mentation.

The modern sculptor is free to grope for a global, physiognomic form 
in shapes which are sisters under their skin to A1 Capp’s motherly Shmoo. 
The modern painter may use what he calls “automatic painting,” the crea-
tion of Rorschach blots, in order to stimulate the mind—his own and 
those of others—toward fresh inventions. In this new-found freedom 
the old divisions created by the social idea of decorum have fallen. We 
hardly ask ourselves whether to pigeonhole the drawings of William 
Steig [304] as humor or as serious art. No artist is more characteristic 
of this ultimate fusion of humorous experiment and artistic search 
than Paul Klee [305], who described how the artist-creator first builds 
and shapes the image according to purely formal laws of balance and 
harmony and then salutes the being that has grown under his hand by 
giving it a name, sometimes whimsical, sometimes serious, sometimes 
both.

In turning away from the visible world, art may really have found an 
uncharted region which waits to be discovered and articulated, as music 
has discovered and articulated it through the universe of sound. But this 
inner world, if we may call it so, can no more be transcribed than can 
the world of sight. To the artist the image in the unconscious is as mythi-
cal and useless an idea as was the image on the retina. There is no short

cut to articulation. Wherever the artist turns 
his gaze he can only make and match, and 
out of a developed language select the near-
est equivalence.

305 K l e e : T he T im id  Tough. 1938 , oil on ju te



XI

From Representation to 
Expression

By their true nature rhythms and tunes are copies of anger and 
mildness, courage and temperance (with their opposites) and all the 
other qualities of character. . . . What we perceive by the other 
senses are not such copies, for instance the things we touch or taste, 
except for the things we see, because shapes do partake of this char-
acter, though only a little. . . .

Ar is t o t l e , Politics

You need not be in the least afraid of pushing these analogies too far. 
They cannot be pushed too far; they are so precise and complete, 
that the farther you pursue them, the clearer, the more certain, the 
more useful you will find them. . . . Affection and discord, fretful-
ness and quietness, feebleness and firmness, luxury and purity, pride 
and modesty, and all other such habits, and every conceivable modi-
fication and mingling of them, may be illustrated, with mathematical 
exactness, by conditions of line and colour.

John  Ru s k in , The Elements of Drawing

I

TH E HI STORY of art, as we have interpreted it so far, may be de-
scribed as the forging of master keys for opening the mysterious locks of 
our senses to which only nature herself originally held the key. They are 
complex locks which respond only when various screws are first set in 
readiness and when a number of bolts are shifted at the same time. Like 
the burglar who tries to break a safe, the artist has no direct access to the 
inner mechanism. He can only feel his way with sensitive fingers, prob-
ing and adjusting his hook or wire when something gives way. Of course, 
once the door springs open, once the key is shaped, it is easy to repeat the
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performance. The next person needs no special insight—no more, that is, 
than is needed to copy his predecessor’s master key.

There are inventions in the history of art that have something of the 
character of such an open-sesame. Foreshortening may be one of them in 
the way it produces the impression of depth; others are the tonal system 
of modeling, highlights for texture, or those clues to expression dis-
covered by humorous art which were the topic of the last chapter. The 
question is not whether nature “really looks” like these pictorial devices but 
whether pictures with such features suggest a reading in terms of natural 
objects. Admittedly the degree to which they do depends to some extent 
on what we called “mental set.” We respond differently when we are 
“keyed up” by expectation, by need, and by cultural habituation. All these 
factors may affect the preliminary setting of the lock but not its opening, 
which still depends on turning the right key.

The growing awareness that art offers a key to the mind as well as to 
the outer world has led to a radical change of interest on the part of 
artists. It is a legitimate shift, I believe, but it would be a pity if these 
fresh explorations failed to profit from the lessons of tradition. For there 
is a curious reversal of emphasis in recent critical writings. It has become 
an accepted fact that naturalism is a form of convention—indeed, this as-
pect has been somewhat exaggerated. The language of forms and colors, 
on the other hand, that explores the inner recesses of the mind has come 
to be looked upon as being right by nature. Our nature.

In conclusion, I should like at least to throw a spotlight on this ques-
tion. And here as always it seems to me useful to go back to the origins 
of this type of problem. It was a much-debated question at the time of 
Plato whether the language of words, the names of things, exists by con-
vention or by nature. Whether there is some real bond between the word 
“horse” and a horse, or whether it might also be called by any other name. 
The question, put in that form, looks to us a little childish. Most of us are 
convinced that with the exception of such onomatopoeic words as “moo- 
cow,” the names of things are more or less fortuitous labels, noises we 
have learned to make in order to indicate certain classes of things. It has 
been traditional in this context to bring out the arbitrary and conventional 
nature of language by contrasting the accidental name “horse” or “cheval” 
with the artist’s visual image of a horse. This, it was thought, is not con-
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ventional but a real likeness, a natural sign, or what is also called an “icon.”
In Plato’s Cratylus, which is devoted to this problem, Socrates con-

stantly makes use of this contrast. “Could a painting, to revert to our 
previous comparison, be made like any real thing, if there were not 
pigments out of which the painting is composed, which were by nature 
like the objects which the painter’s art imitates? Is that not impossible?”

“Impossible,” echoes his victim. It is one of the moments in Plato’s 
dialogues when one would like to have been present to thrust the speaker 
aside. “O Socrates,” I would have said, “were you not trained as a sculp-
tor?” “I was,” he would have admitted. “And did you find that the stone 
you used was like the objects you imitated?” “Not very much, by the dog.” 
“Or what about the cups from which you drank at the symposium? Have 
you not noticed that the old-fashioned ones have black figures on the red 
burnt clay, while most of your recent pottery uses black for the ground 
and leaves the natural red of the cup free for the figures? Are objects 
then both black and red according to the painter’s whim? But even if 
you thought of the colored paintings by Polygnotus or Zeuxis, we now 
know, O Socrates, that they could never hope to match their pigments 
against the reality of a sunlit landscape. Yet sunlit landscapes have been 
painted, and what you considered impossible has happened.”

In my joy of victory I would not allow the venerable twister to plead 
that he had never seen sunlit landscapes painted and had never been 
aware of those perceptual constancies and the miracles of mental set 
which make the trick possible. I would take him to a nursery and show 
him children playing with colored blocks. There would be red, green, and 
yellow blocks all in a row with one double on top, and the child would 
push them along shouting “choo choo.” “What has this in common with 
a train?” I would ask triumphantly. “A what?” he would say. And before 
I knew where I was he would have his own back. If I told him what 
trains are, he would believe, or at least pretend to believe, that they move 
through the country as red, green, and yellow cubes saying “choo choo.” 
“If not,” he would say, “why do you call this a train? And if it does not 
say ‘choo choo,’ what purpose do these strange and senseless syllables 
serve?”

Perhaps then at last, with both of us a little humbled, we could 
settle down to the proper argument which is, I believe, that there is more
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in common between the language of words and visual representation than 
we are sometimes prone to allow. The train, we would agree, is not a 
likeness; it is an attempt to arrange the blocks at our disposal in such a way 
that they can serve as a train on the nursery floor. The child does not 
say, “Shall we represent a train in blocks, Daddy?” He says, “Shall we 
make a train?” By this he means something like a rudimentary model, 
a row of units which he can push and which he can people in imagina-
tion.

And is it different with the word “choo choo”? Trains do not make 
this noise, but within the structure of the child’s linguistic medium— 
which linguists call the phonemes or blocks out of which English is built— 
the syllable “choo” matches the noise of a steam engine better than others, 
and so it has been adopted to represent the thrusts of the piston, a conven-
tion, incidentally, which probably continues in countries with electrified 
railways that never say anything remotely like “choo.”

In the language of words this type of conventionalized imitation 
plays a subsidiary part. Yet I believe the student of visual images should 
consider these so-called onomatopoeic imitations of sound in language for 
the light they throw on his own problems. Nowhere, I submit, is the link 
between convention, mental set, and perception more easily analyzed 
than in this restricted field. We have seen that these so-called imitations 
are not imitations proper but approximations, within the given medium of 
language, to the sound heard. The sound of the drum, for instance, is 
imitated as “rataplan” in French; English, lacking the nasal phoneme, uses 
instead the syllables “rumtitum,” which—to me at any rate—is less of 
an approximation. For that very reason, I believe, we may find it used 
less than its more successful French equivalent. I would not be surprised 
if the better match of the French sound results in more projection and 
illusion-in other words, that more French people hear the drum say 
“rataplan” than English people hear it say “rumtitum.” To me, at least, the 
cock says not “cock-a-doodle-doo” as he calls to the English in the morning, 
nor “cocorico ” as he says in French, nor “kiao kiao” as in Chinese, but 
still “kikeriki ” as he says in German. O r-not to fall into the mistake of 
Socrates-it is not precisely “kikeriki” he says; he still speaks cockish and 
not Viennese. My percept of the throaty noise of his call is distinctly 
colored by habitual interpretation. How much it is colored would be the
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problem between nature and convention; to answer that truthfully we 
would have to be able to compare the sound it really makes with the sound 
we hear. Put in this way, the difficulty, or perhaps the absurdity, of the 
problem becomes apparent. There is no reality without interpretation; just 
as there is no innocent eye, there is no innocent ear.

Take an onomatopoeic w ord-“tick-tock.” Some clocks should really 
say “tick-tick,” since the units of sound are almost identical, and yet I feel 
compelled to organize my percepts. But this need to organize and interpret 
does not mean that we are helplessly caught in our interpretation. We can 
experiment and through trial and error learn something about such 
impressions. An alternative interpretation may drive out the accepted one 
and reveal a glimpse of the reality behind it. Having become critical of 
my hearing “tick-tock,” I can try to hear something else. I can adopt the 
tentative hypothesis of making the clock say “tick-tick-tock,” and when 
I succeed in projecting this alternative, I can conclude that the stimuli 
I group in these different ways must be neutral. I have made a discovery 
about reality by trying alternative interpretations. This is what the ad-
venturous artists were doing when, in the face of a tick-tock-believing 
public, they imposed an alternative reading on reality and thus gradually 
succeeded in exploring the dazzling ambiguity of vision. In language, of 
course, the imitation of nature is marginal. What we imitate is one an-
other’s speech. But even this process is not without its lessons for the 
student of mimesis. As readers of this book may have learned to expect, 
it has proved impossible to analyze speech sound down into its com-
ponent stimuli however carefully the student of phonetics attends to the 
noise and disregards the meaning. Those who have tried to produce arti-
ficial speech mechanically have made the most astounding observations. 
When speech is translated into light impulses in special apparatus, 
it is found that sounds which impress us as identical look very differ-
ent, while others which we accept as quite different produce identical 
visible traces. Like the maker of the “facsimile,” the makers of artificial 
speech found that the context and-in  this case-the sequence of sounds 
affect every element. If we play a recorded speech in reverse we do not 
hear the same noises simply in a different order; the result is quite unlike 
human speech. In trying to devise a mimetic machine of speech sounds 
that would give the illusion of real speech, the engineers had to fall back
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on the same technique of experimentation which art employed on a secu-
lar scale: they devised a “speech synthesizer” which can translate visible 
speech into sound, and by this means they are patiently trying out the 
mutual effect of various noises on one another. It is hoped that the speech 
synthesizer may thus shortly answer the question that the “innocent 
ear” could never have solved, the question of what the auditory clues are 
that make us recognize speech sounds as what we believe we hear.

In learning to speak we follow a path which is also similar to that of 
art. A few simple schemata are progressively adjusted to match the sound 
without need for analysis. When confronted with the task of saying “Lis- 
beth,” a child who had learned to say “papa” and “mama” produced the 
compromise “Pippa”—a transposition of the sounds he heard into the 
limited phonemes of his language. What we call a “foreign accent” is 
nothing but an extension of this “Pippa principle.” The foreigner imitates 
the sounds of the new language as far as the phonemes of his native 
tongue allow. The motor habits acquired early in life will not only condi-
tion his speech but also the way he “hears” the language. His original 
schemata have conditioned him to watch out for certain distinctive fea-
tures while ignoring other variations in sound as irrelevant, and nothing 
proves harder than articulating the world of sound afresh. Once more the 
parallel with our findings in this book could hardly be more complete. We 
have seen the Pippa principle at work in our study of the role of stereotypes 
in portrayal. An accent, we suspect, has many similarities to those all- 
pervading qualities we call “style.”

Few areas in this no man’s land between psychology, aesthetics, and 
linguistics are as unexplored as that of skill, and it is not my intention to

3 o 6 v a n  Go g h : Copy after  
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open it up here. But I believe the skill of hand in art, like the skill of 
throat in language, follows the awareness of differences that have to be 
pointed out to be experienced. Wherever there is a clash of style, where 
one artist wants to copy the work of a different tradition, the importance 
of these motor habits becomes apparent.

We have seen, in fact, that the artist who copies will always tend to 
build up the image from the schemata he has learned to handle. In van 
Gogh’s moving copy of a print after Millet [306], his manner—his motor 
habits—always breaks through. He repeats Millet’s statements [307] in 
his own accent. It is true that a strong obtrusive accent in its turn can be 
learned and imitated. Van Gogh’s own can be forged with relative ease. 
But then his swirling lines still belong to the macrostructure of his 
style. It is in the microstructure of movement and shapes that the con-
noisseur will find the inimitable personal accent of an artist.

When the Italian physician Morelli first systematically applied such 
graphological criteria to the study of drawings, his new scientific method 
aroused great hopes. It consisted precisely of looking at the minute sche-
mata, the habits of the pen in indicating an ear lobe or a fingernail. Why 
was it that this method produced results only when used by the most 
gifted of experts and led to absurdities in unskilled hands? Why was it 
that the true connoisseur, such as Max J. Friedländer, turned away from 
any pretense at rational analysis and proclaimed that the recognition of 
personal style was merely a matter of intuition based on experience?

Perhaps the analysis of language perception indicates a direction in 
which an answer to this puzzle may lie. The personal accent of the artist 
is not made up of individual tricks of hand which can be isolated and

3 0 7  M i l l e t : The Cornfield. 1 8 6 7
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described. It is again a question of relationships, of the interaction of 
countless personal reactions, a matter of distribution and sequences which 
we perceive as a whole without being able to name the elements in com-
bination. Friedländer may well have been right in declaring that the trained 
eye is the most sensitive recording apparatus for such total impressions 
that defy analysis. By the analogy of the speech synthesizer there would 
only be one way of probing into the secrets of such total effects: a com-
mittee of forgers would have to submit their systematically varied results 
to a committee of connoisseurs who might then agree on the exact criteria 
by which they recognize a van Gogh.

I I

w i t h  t h e  q u e s t i o n  of personal style we have reached the frontier of 
what is usually called “representation.” For in these ultimate constituents 
the artist is said to express himself. But is there really such a sharp division 
between representation and expression? The results of our last chapter have 
made us doubt it, and a comparison with language will confirm these 
doubts. For language, like the visual image, functions not only in the 
service of actual description and subjective emotion but also in that wide 
area between these extremes where everyday language conveys both the 
facts and the emotive tone of an experience.

Indeed, in the Cratylus, Socrates toys with the idea that the principle of 
onomatopoeia, of imitating sounds, might extend beyond the obvious 
instances I have quoted: that vocal imitation does not stop short where the 
realm of sound ends but extends beyond into that of sight and movement; 
that the letter r will suggest something flowing or moving, and the letter 
i something sharp or bright. This is dangerous ground, a favorite haunt 
of cranks and even of madmen, and yet I think it is ground which will have 
to be traversed. For we all feel that sounds can indeed imitate or match 
visual impressions-that words like “flicker,” “blinking,” “scintillating” are 
at least as good approximations in the language to the visual impression 
as “tick-tock” or “choo choo” were to the auditory ones. What is called 
“synesthesia,” the splashing over of impressions from one sense modality 
to another, is a fact to which all languages testify. They work both ways-
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from sight to sound and from sound to sight. We speak of loud colors or 
of bright sounds, and everyone knows what we mean. Nor are the ear 
and the eye the only senses that are thus converging to a common center. 
There is touch in such terms as ‘velvety voice” and “a cold light,” taste 
with “sweet harmonies” of colors or sounds, and so on through countless 
permutations.

Artists at all times have been interested in these correspondences, 
which are invoked in a famous poem by Baudelaire, but the Romantics 
and symbolists were particularly intent on exploring the laws of synesthe-
sia. Rimbaud assigned colors to the five vowels, thus translating auditory 
impressions into visual ones. Musicians, in their turn, were fond of repre-
senting the visible world in tones—we need only look down the list of 
titles Debussy gave to his pieces to see his faith in the efficacy of such 
evocation: “Bruyères,” “Clair de Lune,” “Feux d'artifice” all represent or 
paint visual experiences on the keys of the piano. Some artists indulged in 
the dream of combining the world of sound and that of sight in higher 
orders; the fantastic painter Arcimboldo took the lead in the seventeenth 
century with a color piano, and the idea persists to Wagner, Scriabin, and 
Disney's Fantasia. Finally painting, in withdrawing from the exploration of 
pure visibility, took up the challenge and explored the world of sound. 
Whistler's attempts are still vague and somewhat indefinite, but Kandinsky 
went further, and in Mondrian's painting labeled Broadway Boogie-Woogie 
[309], we have an example of such a transposition which seems generally 
accepted and acceptable. I don't know exactly what boogiewoogie is, but 
Mondrian's painting explains it to me.

And yet can we really compare such renderings of sound patterns in 
visual terms with the rendering of visual impressions in visual terms? 
Granted even that most of us experience such synesthetic images with 
more or less intensity, are they not completely subjective and private, 
inaccessible and uncommunicable? Can there be real objective discoveries 
of good and better matches in these elusive spheres as there were in the 
discovery of visual analogies to visual experience? Can the world of the 
mind, of the dream, be explored by experiments that result in accepted 
conventions as was the world of the waking eye? Much of our assessment 
of twentieth-century art may depend on our answer to this question, for 
though not all, or even most, of it is concerned with synesthesia proper, all
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or most of it tries to represent the world of the mind where shapes and 
colors stand for feelings. I believe the analysis of representation may indeed 
lead us to understand these attempts better and to assess the chances of 
any new experiments in that direction.

For this analysis has taught us to remain aware of three factors—the 
medium, the mental set, and the problem of equivalence. When we talk 
about art we usually take all these matters for granted—they are the 
eight-ninths of the iceberg that remain submerged and do not obtrude 
on our awareness. But many an aesthetician’s ship has suffered ship-
wreck for disregarding them.

To enjoy the Mondrian I need not think of any of these things. But 
if anyone should ask me seriously if Mondrian had represented a bit of 
boogiewoogie so accurately that I could now recognize the style if you 
played it to me, I would have to point to the underwater cliffs-the need, 
that is, for the context in which the communication takes place. If you 
made the context sufficiently specific I could. I trust myself to plump for 
the right piece if one played two contrasting pieces to me-one slow and 
blue, one fast and noisy. For here the Mondrian would give me a pointer—a 
pointer for that game which psychologists call “matching.” Given a simple
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choice, Mondrian tells me in what class, category, or pigeonhole of music 
to seek for the equivalent. Without a knowledge of possibilities, this type 
of representation would work even less than the representation of the 
visible world that we also found to be dependent on our knowledge of what 
things might be.

But our analysis is not quite complete yet. For my understanding de-
pends not only on my expectation and experience of possible types of mu-
sic, but also on my knowledge of possible types of painting-in other 
words, on the mental set with which I approach the Mondrian.

In most of us the name of Mondrian conjures up the expectation of 
severity, of an art of straight lines and a few primary colors in carefully 
balanced rectangles [308]. Seen against this background, the boogiewoo- 
gie picture gives indeed the impression of gay abandon. It is so much less 
severe than the alternative we have in mind that we have no hesitation in 
matching it in our mind with this style of popular music. But this im-
pression is in fact grounded on our knowledge of the restricted choice 
open to the artist within his self-imposed discipline. Let us imagine for a 
moment that we were told the painting is by Severini [310], who is 
known for his futuristic paintings that try to capture the rhythm of dance
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music in works of brilliant chaos. Would we then still feel the Mondrian 
belongs in the pigeonhole with boogiewoogie, or would we accept a label 
calling it Bach’s First Brandenburg Concerto?

I do not think this analysis need speak in any way against the attempt 
to use forms and colors only as a medium of representing feeling. For if 
we have learned anything in the course of these chapters it is that a 
representation is never a replica. The forms of art, ancient and modern, 
are not duplications of what the artist has in mind any more than they 
are duplications of what he sees in the outer world. In both cases they are 
renderings within an acquired medium, a medium grown up through 
tradition and skill-that of the artist and that of the beholder.

It is my conviction that the problem of synesthetic equivalences will 
cease to look embarrassingly arbitrary and subjective if here, too, we fix our 
attention not on likeness of elements but on structural relationships within 
a scale or matrix. When we say that u is dark blue and i bright green, we 
are talking playful nonsense, or serious nonsense if we are in earnest. 
But when we say that i is brighter than u, we find a surprising degree 
of general consent. If we are more careful still and say the step from u 
to i is more like an upward step than a downward step, I think the ma-
jority will agree, whatever explanations each of us may be inclined to 
offer. I have chosen this example because I believe that once again the re-
search of linguists offers us the best chance to make this much-discussed 
problem a little more manageable. It was Professor Roman Jakobson who 
drew my attention to the fact that synesthesia concerns relationships. I 
have tried out this suggestion in a party game. It consists of creating the 
simplest imaginable medium in which relationships can still be expressed, 
a language of two words only—let us call them "ping” and “pong.” If these 
were all we had and we had to name an elephant and a cat, which wrould 
be ping and which pong? I think the answer is clear. Or hot soup and ice 
cream. To me, at least, ice cream is ping and soup pong. Or Rembrandt 
and Watteau? Surely in that case Rembrandt would be pong and Wat-
teau ping. I do not maintain that it always works, that two blocks are 
sufficient to categorize all relationships. We find people differing about 
day and night and male and female, but perhaps these different an-
swers could be reduced to unanimity if the question were differently 
framed: pretty girls are ping and matrons pong; it may depend on which
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aspect of womanhood the person has in mind, just as the motherly, en-
veloping aspect of night is pong, but its sharp, cold, and menacing 
physiognomy may be ping to some.

In their recent book The Measurement of Meaning, Professor Charles E. 
Osgood and his collaborators have submitted a similar technique to a 
rigorous statistical analysis. They asked their subjects to place a notion 
such as "lady” or "boulder” along a scale extending between two such 
contrasting adjectives as "rough” and "smooth,” "good” and "bad,” "ac-
tive” and "passive.” Like myself in the game of “ping” and "pong,” they got 
a surprising agreement on apparently senseless questions, such as whether 
a boulder is happy or sad. They conclude that we always place any concept 
into a structured matrix, what they call the "semantic space” of which the 
basic dimensions are "good and bad,” "active and passive,” "strong and 
weak.” There may be objections to certain of Osgood's methodological as-
sumptions, but I still believe that these observations will give us an access 
to the workings of traditional symbolisms, the polarities of Yin and Yang 
in China, for instance, or to the symbolic meaning attached to light and 
darkness in the Western tradition.

The individual meaning of Lorenzo Lotto's Allegory [311] in the Na-
tional Gallery in Washington may be hard to decipher, but the relationships, 
the ping pong of it all, are as clear to us as they were to Lotto's contempo-
raries. Obviously the satyr with his wine jug represents what we call "the 
powers of darkness,” and the healthy putto with its compass is on the side 
of light. In the background behind the evil satyr there are turmoil and 
shipwreck; behind the putto the mountain rises toward heaven, and a little 
creature, well supplied with wings, works its way toward the heights. The 
tree of Pallas, broken on its left, the sinister side, grows and endures on 
the right. The very metaphors of our language that we use in describing 
this picture still preserve the basic relationships on which its symbolism is 
grounded.

Lotto’s painting proves, if proof be needed, that artists have been aware 
of the expressive potentialities of shapes and colors long before expres-
sionist theory seized upon that aspect of painting. By the eighteenth cen-
tury this practical tradition was also a commonplace of the critics. Thus 
Jonathan Richardson wrote: "If the subject be grave, melancholy, or terri-
ble, the general tint of the colouring must incline to brown, black, or red,
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and gloomy; but be gay, and pleasant In subjects of joy, and triumph.” And, 
“Generally, if the character of the picture is greatness, terrible, or savage, 
as battles, robberies, witchcrafts, apparitions, or even the portraits of men 
of such characters there ought to be employed a rough, bold pencil; and 
contrarily, if the character is grace, beauty, love, innocence, etc. a softer 
pencil, and more finishing is proper.”

To some readers these words of an eighteenth-century critic may sound 
surprisingly modern. They may remind him of similar utterances by Dela-
croix and van Gogh that led the way to expressionism and Kandinsky’s 
version of abstract art. But I believe this similarity is somewhat deceptive. 
What Richardson recommends for certain subjects is a deviation from the 
normal palette and the normal type of brushwork in the direction of darker 
tones or greater roughness. In giving this advice, he took it for granted that 
every medium and every convention has its own level of normality that 
determines the expectations of the connoisseur who would register any 
subtle emphasis in one direction or another. The identical tone, therefore, 
that would strike him as expressive of gloom in a water color might have 
impressed him as calm and serene in an ink drawing.

It is this awareness of relationships, I feel, that has sometimes been 
lost in the writings of the expressionists. Anxious as they were to overthrow 
the hold of conventions, they had to look for absolutes where none can be 
found. As a consequence, they frequently talked as if a given shape or color 
were inherently “charged” with an expressive meaning that would explode 
in the mind of the beholder. But artistic communication is quite unlike 
throwing hand grenades. There must be not only a sender but also a re-
ceiver suitably attuned. In our response to expression no less than in our 
reading of representation, our expectations of possibilities and probabilities 
must come into play. Given such a keyboard of relationships, a matrix 
or scale that has intelligible dimensions of “more” or “less,” there is perhaps 
no limit to the systems of forms that can be made the instrument of artistic 
expression in terms of equivalence. The rigid orders of ancient architecture 
[312] would seem to be a fairly recalcitrant matrix for the expression of 
psychological and physiognomic categories; still it makes sense when Vi-
truvius recommends Doric temples for Minerva, Mars, and Hercules, 
Corinthian ones for Venus, Flora, and Proserpina, while Juno, Diana, and 
other divinities who stand in between the two extremes are given Ionic



temples. Within the medium at the architect’s dis-
posal, Doric is clearly more virile than Corinthian. 
We say that Doric expresses the god’s severity; it 
does, but only because it is on the more severe end 
of the scale and not because there is necessarily 
much in common between the god of war and the 
Doric order. Following a similar trend of thought, 
Nicolas Poussin compared in a famous letter the 
expressive qualities of form and color with the so- 
called “modes” of ancient music. The Doric mode 
is again the severe one and thus suited to stern 
subjects; the Phrygian mode is passionate and 
thus comparable to the appropriate treatment of 
warlike subjects. He compares this change of 
modes with the methods of poets who attune the 
sound of the words to the theme of their song. 
Where Vergil talks of love, his sound is sweet and 
harmonious; where war is his subject, his verse 
rushes headlong. The medium is used to express 
or, as Poussin would have said, “to paint the pas-
sions.” It is not an immediate expression but one 

dependent on conventions. To those of us who do not know the potentialities 
of Latin verse, the sound of the lines where Vergil speaks of love will not 
differ much from that where he describes wars; in fact, we might feel in-
clined to suspect that the critic imagines things. But when we understand 
that Poussin felt the difference between two Vergilian lines to be analogous 
to the difference between love and war, we may come nearer to an under-
standing of what he called the “depiction of the passions.”

Now here our wanderings have brought us back to the starting point of 
this book, the concept of style. It will be remembered from the Introduction 
that art criticism borrowed this notion from the ancient critics of literature, 
especially from the teachers of rhetoric. The application of the term to 
painting and sculpture dates precisely from Poussin’s period.

In classical writings on rhetoric we have perhaps the most careful 
analysis of any expressive medium ever undertaken. Language, to these 
critics, is an organon, an instrument which offers its master a variety of

312 Vi g n o l a : The Five O rders 
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different scales and “stops.” Whenever they discuss expression, therefore, 
they speak of the rich choice of “expressions.”

This subtle analysis of speech should provide a most valuable supple-
ment and even a corrective to Osgood’s investigations. Where he speaks 
only of concepts, these critics focused their attention on the influence of 
words, their sounds and their status in our reactions. Thus Demetrius, in 
his Greek textbook On Style (written, it is believed, in the first century of 
our era), tells his readers to heed the musical distinction between smooth- 
and rough-sounding words. When the subject is as rugged and formidable 
a hero as the Homeric Ajax, the writer will do well to select expressions 
with harsh and even unpleasant sounds.

But the main distinction which the orator would observe was really a 
social one, the gamut between noble and lowly. The identical meaning can 
be expressed in words from different levels along this scale. We can say 
“face” or “countenance,” “girl” or “maiden.” Cicero, who discusses the 
fitting choice of language in his dialogues on oratory, elaborates this dis-
tinction by establishing three modes of speech, the plain, the medium, and 
the ornate. “Boy meets girl” would be humble style; “youth encounters 
maiden” is ornate. Then as now, the archaic and obsolete term often 
sounded more lofty than the word in current usage. This shift in emphasis 
is known to all students of style: in admiring the force and power of the 
Authorized Version, we have to remind ourselves that the passage of time 
has turned the humble speech of the gospels into the lofty style of archaism.

There has always been a temptation in language to treat the social, 
the historical, and the moral scale as equivalent: to group the ancient with 
the noble and the restrained, and the modern with the vulgar and the in-
dulgent. Luckily this tendency was sometimes counteracted by those who 
equated the plain and humble with the good, and the ornate with the 
stilted, affected, and degenerate.

When Johann Joachim Winckelmann in the eighteenth century first 
applied the categories of style systematically to the history of art, he 
projected these shifting categories onto the development of representation. 
Looking at Greek art through eyes surfeited with Baroque exuberance and 
rococo frivolity, he exalted it as both simple and noble, the expression of 
untroubled innocence and moral restraint. The psychological pitfalls of 
such interpretations need no longer concern us here. We have seen that
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we cannot judge expression without an awareness of the choice situation, 
without a knowledge of the organon. I have emphasized in the Introduction 
how the neglect of skill will deprive the historian of the means to interpret 
style as expression. Where we have no matrix, no keyboard, we cannot 
assess the meaning of an individual feature.

The main purpose of the preceding chapters of this book, it will be 
remembered, was to investigate the limitations in the artist’s choice, his 
need for a vocabulary, and his restricted opportunities for widening the 
range of representational possibilities. It is the purpose of this present 
chapter to show why this limitation is not a weakness but rather a source 
of strength for art. Where everything is possible and nothing unexpected, 
communication must break down. It is because art operates with a struc-
tured style governed by technique and the schemata of tradition that 
representation could become the instrument not only of information but 
also of expression. Having begun these chapters with Constable’s achieve-
ment, I should like in conclusion to test these results by returning to his 
views on art.

I l l

c o n s t a bl e  is s u c h  a crucial witness in our context precisely because 
of his own ambivalent attitude toward style, the ready-made vocabulary 
of representation he had inherited. We remember how violently he fought 
against “mannerisms,” against that obtruding memory of pictures which, 
he thought, obscured both the artist’s and the public’s vision of nature. 
And yet, as Leslie tells us, “In speaking of a young artist who boasted that 
he had never studied the works of others, he said ‘After all, there is 
such a thing as the art.’ ”

The art, of course, is the language in which the master alone can ex-
press his vision. We have seen in previous chapters what this statement 
means in terms of the history of representation; why it is, in other 
words, that the art historian is entitled to look for the derivation of any 
artist’s vocabulary in the traditions of the past. It would be the task of a 
monograph on Constable to refine this research by analyzing the elements 
he took over from the artists he studied and admired. In our present con-
text, however, we are less concerned with these visual derivations than 
with their meaning in terms of expression, and here the historian will do
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well to keep to the explicit interpretations he finds in the written sources 
of the period. In Constable’s case they yield a good deal of informa-
tion.

The subject of Constable’s choice, the art of landscape painting, had 
not begun as a study of natural appearances; it had grown up within such 
systems of modes or moods as could be reflected in the various genres of 
poetry, the epic [313], or the idyl [314].

When young Constable opened the book on the art of painting that 
contained the most detailed account of landscape painting in English,
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the translation of de Piles, he would read there:
“Among the many different styles of landskip, I shall confine myself 

to two; the heroick and the pastoral or rural; for all other styles are but 
mixtures of these. . . . The heroick style . . .  is an agreeable illusion, 
and a sort of inchantment, when handled by a man of fine genius. . . . 
But if, in the course of this style, the painter has not talent enough to 
maintain the sublime, he is often in danger of falling into the childish 
manner.

“The rural style is a representation of countries, rather abandoned to 
the caprice of nature than cultivated: We there see nature simple, without 
ornament, and without artifice; but with all those graces with which she 
adorns herself much more, when left to herself than when constrained by 
art.”
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The words here used by de Piles directly echo Cicero’s characterization 
of the “humble style.” And like the orator, the painter would take it for 
granted that this style, too, has to be learned.

At the time of Constable’s apprenticeship there existed a popular 
treatise on landscape painting by the Swiss writer and illustrator of 
idyls Salomon Gessner [315]. To read Gessner’s account of his own 
training is to see the background against which Constable’s utterances 
must be seen, because Gessner still looks at “The Art” as a system of con-
ventional motifs best picked up from tradition. He tells us, “Trees were 
the first things I essayed: and I chose for my model Waterloo [316]. The 
more I studied this artist the more I found in his landscapes the true 
character of nature. . . . For rocks I chose the bold masses of Berchem. 
Lorrain instructed me in the disposition and harmony of foreground and
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soft fading distance. . . .  In returning after these preparations to nature, 
I found my efforts much less laborious.”

We know that Constable himself explored the same approach to na-
ture. We have seen his copies, and we have his own word for it in that 
famous letter which records his emancipation.

“For the last two years I have been running after pictures and seek-
ing the truth at second hand . . .  I shall return to Bergholt, where I shall 
endeavour to get a pure and unaffected manner of representing the scenes 
that may employ me. . . . There is room enough for a natural painture. 
. . . The great vice of the present day is bravura, an attempt to do some-
thing beyond the truth. . . .”

There is protest here, and rebellion, but rebellion in terms of existing 
categories. The “natural painter” for whom there is room would cultivate 
a version of the style champêtre. As late as 1824 Constable still wrote to a 
friend: “I hold the genuine pastoral feeling of landscape to be very rare 
. . . it is by far the most lovely department of painting . . .”

Now in deciding which mode or style of art he would make his own, 
Constable was again following traditional wisdom codified by de Piles: 
“It rarely happens,” he would read in de Piles, “that a painter has a 
genius extensive enough to embrace all the parts of painting: there is 
commonly some one part that pre-engages our choice, and so fills our 
mind, that we forget the pains that are due to the other parts. . . . those 
who practice the pastoral, apply closely to colouring, in order to represent 
truth more lively. Both these styles have their sectaries and partisans. 
Those who follow the heroick, supply by their imagination, what it wants 
of truth, and they look no farther.

“As a counterbalance to heroick landskip, I think it would be proper 
to put into the pastoral, besides a great character of truth, some affecting, 
extraordinary, but probable effect of nature. . . .”

Now here, it may be, Constable came up against a contradiction in de 
Piles. We have seen in a previous chapter that that author advocated 
different methods of handling for the two modes: “As there are styles of 
thought, so there are also styles of execution. I have handled the two 
relating to thought, to w it the heroick and pastoral; and find that there 
are two also with regard to execution, to w it the firm style, and the 
polished.”
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In de Piles’ “ping pong” the pastoral was the polished. Constable, who 
followed the line of truth and natural effects, would reject this categoriza-
tion. His style of truth was rough and forceful.

Even this decision, though, would not have surprised any of Constable’s 
contemporaries who had read their classics. The sublimity of truth and of 
genuine emotion as distinct from affectation was, after all, the message of 
one of the most influential treatises on rhetoric, the one attributed to 
Longinus.

By this time, I suppose, many a reader may wonder what can possibly 
be gained through this intellectual game of pigeonholing. A good deal, I 
venture to think. For the rhetorical tradition may help us to see not only 
the problem of expression but even that of self-expression from an unex-
pected angle. Romanticism has taught us to talk of art in terms of inspira-
tion and creativity. It was only interested in what was new and original. 
The very existence of styles and traditions has made us doubtful of the 
value of this approach to the history of art. It is here that the tradition 
of rhetoric is such a useful corrective because it supplies a philosophy of 
language. In this tradition the hierarchy of modes, the language of art, 
exists independent of the individual. It is the young artist who is born into 
this system and who has to make his choice. To do so he must study him-
self and follow his own bent, and in so far as he succeeds he will also 
express his personality.

Now, this view of self-expression as a series of decisions between al-
ternatives certainly overrationalizes the subtle interactions between an 
artist and his style. But it has the advantage of presenting precisely that 
framework of the social situation which Ernst Kris was demanding for a 
fuller understanding of the psychology of style. In a case such as Con-
stable’s it should indeed be possible to reconstruct some of the motiva-
tions, social, historical, and psychological, which determined his choice 
though they did not “create” his art.

The social factor was strongly felt by Ruskin, who deplored the fact 
that “Constable’s early education and associations induced a morbid pref-
erence of subjects of a low order.” There is no doubt that Constable, the 
son of a miller, was conscious of his place in the social scale and 
proud of it. Had not Rembrandt, too, been the son of a miller and become 
the bogeyman of the overrefined? For him to aspire to the lofty and heroic
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would seem false and hypocritical. But though Ruskin still thought in 
terms of strict social hierarchies, times had changed. Perhaps, after all, 
the future belonged to the lowborn and humble.

We know little of Constable’s political sympathies, and it is not these 
that are here in question. But no one whose youth coincided with the 
French Revolution could remain unaffected by its challenge to the old 
hierarchy of values. The “humble style” had always been associated with 
truth unadorned. Now this truth had acquired a new pathos. There was 
too much timidity, too much conformity in the higher ranks of art and 
society. They had become conservative from choice.

There is no more telling document of this attitude against which 
Constable rebelled than the writings of that lovable and prolific propa-
gandist for picturesque travel, the Reverend William Gilpin. Writing in 
1791, Gilpin advised the artist against the search for visual truth:

“The appearance of blue and purple trees, unless in the remote dis-
tance, offends, and though the artist may have authority from nature for 
his practice, yet the spectator, not versed in such effects, may be dis-
pleased. Painting, like poetry, is intended to excite pleasure: and though 
the painter with this view should avoid such images as are trite and 
vulgar; yet he should seize only those which are easy and intelligible. 
Neither poetry or painting is a proper vehicle of learning. The painter will 
do well to avoid every uncommon appearance in nature.”

As the heirs of the Romantic revolution, we find something shock-
ing, almost immoral, in this frank appeal to timid conformity. But the his-
torian does well to remember that his values are not necessarily those of the 
past. The passage reminds us of the important fact that there must al-
ways be two sides to the progress of visual discoveries: the artist who 
makes them and the public which is ready to share in the game. Perhaps 
the public will make this effort only in a situation when the idea of 
innovation, discovery, and progress has acquired some luster elsewhere. 
That Constable’s was such a period is clear. Did he not himself appeal 
to the prestige of science to justify his experiments?

Lonely though Constable may have felt when he decided for truth and 
science against the forces of falsehood and affectation, he was not alone in 
his decision. We need only open the Prefaces to Wordsworth’s poems, the 
one of 1800 and the other of 1815, to get an inkling of the situation.
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For Wordsworth, too, was championing the humble mode of speech 
against the claims of “poetic diction”; he, too, saw the poet “ready to fol-
low the steps of the Man of Science” in his search for truth, and he, too, 
demanded, as the first power requisite for the production of poetry, “the 
ability to observe with accuracy things as they are in themselves, and with 
fidelity to describe them.” These are no mere parallels. For it so happens 
that this last quotation comes from the 1815 edition of Wordsworth’s 
poems, which was dedicated to and illustrated by none other than Sir 
George Beaumont, Constable’s patron and mentor.

Here, in the roughest outlines, is the framework, the situation, which 
determined the alternatives open to a young artist of Constable’s back-
ground and generation. But the choice itself could not be fully determined 
from outside. It was his own, rooted in his past and in his personality. 
Can the historian pry into these secrets? Constable never fails when we 
ask him. Indeed, his answer shows so much psychological insight that little 
need be added to his words in this century of Freud: “The sound of water 
escaping from mill-dams, etc., willows, old rotten planks, slimy posts, and 
brickwork, I love such things. . . .  I shall never cease to paint such 
places . . . painting is with me but another word for feeling, and I as-
sociate ‘my careless boyhood’ with all that lies on the banks of the Stour; 
those scenes made me a painter.”

The observant Leslie tells us even more—a piece of information which 
needs no further elucidation for those who know how to assess the cate-
gories and equivalences of the dreaming mind: in passing some slimy 
posts near an old mill, Constable said, “I wish you could cut off and send 
their tops to me.”

I have invoked Freud. I could also have quoted William James in that 
wonderful image he used: “As the bees in swarming cling to one another 
in layers till the few are reached whose feet grapple the bough from 
which the swarm depends; so with the objects of our thinking,-they 
hang to each other by associated links, but the original source in all of 
them is the native interest which the earliest one once possessed.”

“The interest suffusing the whole system” of Constable’s professional 
life-for this is the type of interest William James is discussing-rose 
from this primal and primary interest in the slimy posts of his father’s 
mill. It must have been to the boy Constable a thrilling discovery that
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there existed a medium in which this original interest could be rep-
resented and expanded. Rural scenery in general and watermills [34, 
317, 318] in particular had a fixed place in the vocabulary of land-
scape art. Let others such as Turner develop the heroic range of the 
scale; he would press on to make the Dutch rural tradition more and 
more amenable to the representation of those aspects which make land-
scape dear to him. We may here gain a glimpse of the deep sources 
that fed his dissatisfaction with ready-made idyllic schemata, his wish 
to go beyond them and discover visual truth. Not just any truth. We have 
learned that all paintings must be interpretations but that not all inter-
pretations are equally valid. The truth Constable was after he has often 
explained: “Lights—dews-breezes—blooms and freshness, not one of 
which has yet been perfected by any painter in the world.” It was for their
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sake that he looked upon other men’s pictures as things to be avoided, 
for their sake that he looked upon his own as experiments. When 
old Fuseli made the famous remark that Constable’s landscapes made 
him call for his greatcoat and umbrella, he showed he understood the 
kind of truth the master was aiming at. Not the dry but the humid, 
not the linear but the atmospheric, not the lasting but the transient. As 
Constable himself said in the preface to his published landscapes, to 
give “one brief moment caught from fleeting time a lasting and sober 
existence.” Lasting and sober. We do well to remember these beautiful 
honest words before we rashly fall in with the view that Constable’s 
finished paintings are less interesting, less artistic than his sketches.

The source of this preference is clear. We prefer suggestion to repre-
sentation, we have adjusted our expectations to enjoy the very act of 
guessing, of projecting. And we rationalize this preference by fancying 
that the sketch must be nearer to what the artist saw and to what he 
felt than the finished work. I do not deny that artists are human and 
sometimes spoil their works. But I consider it a heresy to think that any 
painting as such records a sense impression or a feeling. All human com-
munication is through symbols, through the medium of a language, and 
the more articulate that language the greater the chance for the mes-
sage to get through. The private meaning of Constable’s work is interest-
ing to the psychologist only. Had he been not an artist but a madman 
incapable of articulate communication, he would have been satisfied with 
collecting slimy posts. But he was an artist and one bom into a situation 
in which this particu lar bent could lead to experim ent and discovery in 
the visual arts. One of these discoveries concerned the shift of scale, an 
adjustment of the palette to greater brightness; another, the dancing 
highlights that the master’s contemporaries, who had not yet learned to 
see nature in these terms, called “Constable’s snow” [318]. The fact that 
we know better need not lead us to underrate the achievement which the 
artist aimed at. “Sparkle with repose . . .  is my struggle just now,” he 
writes. And of another canvas, “I have got my picture into a very beauti-
ful state; I have kept my brightness without my spottiness, and I have 
preserved God Almighty’s daylight.” And finally: “I have been very busy 
with Mr. Vernon’s picture [319]. Oiling out, making out, polishing, scrap-
ing, etc. seem to have agreed with it exceedingly. The ‘sleet’ and ‘snow’ have
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disappeared, leaving in their places silver, ivory, and a little gold.” I know 
of no more beautiful description of that transfiguration which only art 
can achieve. Psychoanalysts speak of sublimation here-and indeed the 
sleet and snow which Constable got out of his unfinished picture must 
have been nearer the primal satisfaction for the artist to whom painting 
was but another word for feeling. Constable quoted with approval the 
definition of one of his friends, calling it useful and comprehensive. 'The 
whole object and difficulty of the art (indeed of all the fine arts) is to 
unite imagination with nature”

Constable’s Wivenhoe Park [5], the painting which has not failed us so 
far, will help to give a precise and clear-cut meaning to this idea of uniting 
imagination with nature, the inner with the outer world. Let us see it for 
a moment in its historical and social context. Wivenhoe Park was a coun-
try house owned by General Rebow, who befriended the struggling painter 
and commissioned the work partly to help him financially, a help which 
was all the more needed because Constable wanted to marry.

A generation earlier, Gainsborough, whom Constable admired so 
much, had politely but firmly declined a similar commission to paint the

318 Co n s t a b l e : Sketch  for “V alley Farm  ” c. 1835
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exact view of a country house: “Mr. Gainsborough presents his humble 
respects to Lord Hardwicke, and shall always think it an honour to be 
employ’d in anything for His Lordship. But with regard to real views 
from Nature in this country, he has never seen any place that affords a 
subject to the poorest imitation of Gaspar or Claude . . .  if His Lordship 
wish to have anything tollerable of the name of Gainsborough, the subject 
altogether . . . must be of his own Brain.”

We also possess a letter which Constable wrote to his bride while he 
was working on Wivenhoe Park: “I am going on very well with my pic-
tures. . . . The Park is the most forward. The great difficulty has been to 
get so much in it as they wanted. On my left is a grotto with some elms, at 
the head of a piece of water; in the centre is the house over a beautiful
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wood; and very far to the right is a deer house, which it was necessary to 
add; so that my view comprehended too large a space. But today I have got 
over the difficulty, and begin to like it myself.”

Gainsborough, a man of the eighteenth century, finds the mere imita-
tion of a real view unworthy of the artist who is concerned with the chil-
dren of his brain, the language of the imagination. Constable is aware of 
the same difficulty, enhanced by the exacting demand of his literal-minded 
patron who wanted to have all the notable features of his beautiful estate 
faithfully recorded on the artist’s canvas. The task for him is not an insult 
but a challenge. Steeped as he is in the love of nature that belongs to the 
contemporary of Wordsworth, he has forged himself a language that is 
both truthful and poetic, that makes it possible to fulfill the patron’s de-
mand for accuracy and his own urge for poetry.

The purpose of this book was to explain why art has a history, not why 
its history developed in one direction rather than another. I do not be-
lieve that this second question can ever be completely answered. Our evi-
dence for reconstructing the situation in which Constable’s Wivenhoe 
Park gained shape is unusually rich, but who would pretend that the 
few pointers it provides can do more than plot its approximate position on 
the map of history? And just as the historian can never fully explain the 
individual work of art with all the decisions involved in making it, so the 
psychologist can never fully interpret its meaning to the questioning art 
lover. This admission may come as a surprise to any reader who has felt 
troubled by so much rationalism in the face of art. Yet it is rational, I 
think, to maintain that the meaning of human expression will always elude 
scientific explanation. Have we not seen that our responses in life to the 
interacting stimuli of light or shape no less than our responses to facial 
expressions or speech sounds are always immediate, global, unanalyzed, 
and in that sense intuitive? Where we understand we understand directly, 
as we understand the meaning of a musical phrase or the inflection of a 
voice. The mystic and irrationalist errs only in thinking that such intuition 
must always be superior to reason, infallible. There are misunderstandings 
of expression as there are other false responses. The rational approach can 
help to eliminate such mistakes by showing what a work of art cannot have 
meant within the framework of its style and situation. Having thus nar-
rowed down the area of misunderstandings it must retire; for the particular
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in all its richness is bound to slip through the clumsy net of general con-
cepts which we make by asking our twenty questions. Created as a tool to 
help us find our way through the world of things, our language is notori-
ously poor when we try to analyze and categorize the inner world.

In investigating the growth of the language of representation we may 
have gained some insight into the articulation of other languages of 
equivalences. Indeed, the true miracle of the language of art is not that 
it enables the artist to create the illusion of reality. It is that under the 
hands of a great master the image becomes translucent. In teaching us 
to see the visible world afresh, he gives us the illusion of looking into 
the invisible realms of the mind—if only we know, as Philostratus says, 
how to use our eyes.
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Retrospect

SEVERAL F R I E N D S  who have read the manuscript of this book 
have urged me to conclude with a recapitulation. They did not want me, 
however, to start all over again with wire gates and windowpanes to prove 
that the total ambiguity of one-eyed static vision is logically compatible 
with the claims of geometrical perspective but incompatible with the idea 
that we “really” see the world flat or curved. Nor were they anxious for 
another demonstration of why any representation must of necessity allow 
of an infinite number of interpretations and why the selection of a reading 
consistent with our anticipations must always be the beholder’s share. 
These proofs in themselves, after all, have no direct bearing on art, and it 
was this aspect that the conspectus should bring into focus. Luckily, I 
found that I had written such a conspectus already-before I ever em-
barked on this book. I mentioned in the Preface that the plan of this in-
vestigation took its origin from certain ideas which I had expressed in 
The Story of Art. They are the passages where I attempted to link the 
experiments of twentieth-century artists with the problems posed by the 
triumph of representational skill in the visual discoveries of impression-
ism. I hope that in reading them in this fresh context the reader may find 
that what then were rather unsupported assertions can now be read in 
the light of an explanatory theory:

“But what should a painter experiment with and why can he not be 
content to sit down before nature and paint it to the best of his abilities? 
The answer seems to be that art has lost its bearings because artists have 
discovered that the simple demand that they should ‘paint what they see’ 
is self-contradictory. This sounds like one of the paradoxes with which 
modern artists and critics like to tease the long-suffering public; but to 
those who have followed this book from the beginning it should not be 
difficult to understand. We remember how the primitive artist used to
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build up, say, a face out of simple forms rather than copy a real face. . . . 
We have often looked back to the Egyptians and their method of repre-
senting in a picture all they knew rather than all they saw. Greek and 
Roman art breathed life into these schematic forms; medieval art used 
them in turn for telling the sacred story, Chinese art for contemplation. 
Neither was urging the artist to ‘paint what he saw/ This idea dawned 
only during the age of the Renaissance. At first all seemed to go well. 
Scientific perspective, ‘sfumato/  Venetian colours, movement and expres-
sion, were added to the artist’s means of representing the world around 
him; but every generation discovered that there were still unsuspected 
‘pockets of resistance/ strongholds of conventions which made artists apply 
forms they had learned rather than paint what they really saw. The nine-
teenth-century rebels proposed to make a clean sweep of all these conven-
tions; one after another was tackled, till the Impressionists proclaimed 
that their methods allowed them to render on the canvas the act of vision 
with ‘scientific accuracy/

“The paintings that resulted from this theory were very fascinating 
works of art, but this should not blind us to the fact that the idea on 
which they were based was only half true. We have come to realize more 
and more, since those days, that we can never neatly separate what we 
see from what we know. A person who was born blind, and who gains 
eyesight later on, must learn to see. With some self-discipline and self-
observation we can all find out for ourselves that what we call seeing is 
invariably coloured and shaped by our knowledge (or belief) of what we 
see. This becomes clear enough whenever the two are at variance. It hap-
pens that we make mistakes in seeing. For example, we sometimes see a 
small object which is close to our eyes as if it were a big mountain on the 
horizon, or a fluttering paper as if it were a bird. Once we know we have 
made a mistake, we can no longer see it as we did before. If we had to 
paint the objects concerned, we should have to use different shapes and 
colours to represent them before and after our discovery. In fact, as soon 
as we start to take a pencil and draw, the whole idea of surrendering 
passively to what is called our sense impressions becomes really an ab-
surdity. If we look out of the window we can see the view in a thousand 
different ways. Which of them is our sense impression? But we must 
choose; we must start somewhere; we must build up some picture of the
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house across the road and of the trees in front of it. Do what we may, 
we shall always have to make a beginning with something like ‘conven-
tional’ lines or forms. The ‘Egyptian’ in us can be suppressed, but he can 
never be quite defeated.”

The main thing I have learned since I wrote these words is that the 
last sentence is still an understatement. The “Egyptian” in us ultimately 
stands for the active mind, for that “effort after meaning” which cannot 
be defeated without our world’s collapsing into total ambiguity. But it 
does not quite follow from this that the end result of the artist’s represen-
tation must be governed by his initial interpretation. The small object 
close by and the big mountain on the horizon, the fluttering paper and the 
bird might really be represented through identical shapes on the canvas-  
though they rarely would be. Strictly speaking, after all, it is because we 
can make such mistakes and take one thing for another that the eye can 
be deceived by an illusionist picture. But to see the patch on the close-by 
canvas as a distant mountain is to transform it in turn according to its 
meaning. These transformations explain the paradox that the world can 
never quite look like a picture, but a picture can look like the world. It 
is not the “innocent eye,” however, that can achieve this match but only 
the inquiring mind that knows how to probe the ambiguities of vision. 
I had a hunch when I wrote The Story of Art that the explorations by 
surrealist artists of the ambiguity of shapes, the game of “rabbit or 
duck?,” would provide the best point of entry into the labyrinth of repre-
sentation :

“The artist who wants to ‘represent’ a real (or imagined) thing does 
not start by opening his eyes and looking about him but by taking colours 
and forms and building up the required image. The reason why we often 
forget this simple truth is that in most pictures of the past each form and 
each colour happened to signify only one thing in nature-the brown 
strokes stood for tree trunks, the green dots for leaves. Dali’s way of letting 
each form represent several things at the same time may focus our atten-
tion on the many possible meanings of each colour and form-much in 
the way in which a successful pun may make us aware of the function 
of words and their meaning.”

What I did not know at the time was that the very “effort after mean-
ing” that enables us to decode those “cryptograms on the canvas” of which
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Sir Winston Churchill speaks will tend to hide ambiguity from us as long 
as possible. This reluctance to recognize ambiguity behind the veil of illu-
sion has also made the path of this investigation a little more arduous for 
the reader than I would have wished. I must hope all the more that it has 
helped not only to answer some old questions but also to pose fresh ones.
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XXIII (1903), 279, and his book, Die Kunst des Mittelalters, ed. A. E. 
Brinckmann (Berlin, 1923). For a recent appreciation, see O. Kurz, “Julius 
von Schlosser: Personalità-Metodo-Lavoro,” Critica d’arte XI/XII (1955), 
402-19.

ABY w a r b u r g , “Dürer und die italienische Antike” (1905), Gesammelte Schrif-
ten, ed. Gertrud Bing (Leipzig and Berlin, 1932), II, 445-49; for other ex-
amples of his use of the term, see under Antike: Wirkungen and Pathos-
stil in the index of that edn. For a recent appreciation see Fritz Saxl, 
“Three Florentines,” in Lectures (London, 1957), I, 331-44.

p. 24 i n v e s t i g a t i o n  o f  c o n t i n u i t i e s  : In addition to the writings of Warburg’s
immediate followers, especially Fritz Saxl and Erwin Panofsky, and to many 
papers printed in the Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, see 
Henri van de Waal, Drie Eeuwen vaderlandsche Geschieduitbeelding, 1500- 
1800, Een iconologische Studie (The Hague, 1952).

An d r é  m a l r a u x , La Psychologie d'art (Vols. I, II: Geneva, 1947-48; Vol. Ill: 
Paris, 1950), tr. Stuart Gilbert: The Psychology of Art (3 vols., New York 
[Bollingen Series XXIV] and London, 1949-51). Revised as Les Voix du 
silence (Paris, 1951), tr. Stuart Gilbert: The Voices of Silence (New York, 
1953; London, 1954). See my review, “André Malraux and the Crisis of 
Expressionism,” The Burlington Magazine (December 1954).

c u r t i u s , European Literature, a s  c i t e d  a b o v e  f o r  p . 2 1 .
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p. 25 Qu i n t i l i a n : "Tradi enim omnia, quae ars efficit, non possunt. Nam quis pictor
omnia, quae in rerum natura sunt, adumbrare didicit? Sed percepta semel 
imitandi ratione adsimulabit quidquid acceperit. Quis non faber vasculum 
aliquod, quale nunquam viderat, fecit?” Institutio oratoria VII, x, 9. See 
Becatti, Arte e gusto, p. 180.

f a m il y  o f  f o r m s : William Morris in his lecture The Lesser Arts (1877) an-
swers Quintilian across the centuries: “I do not think it is too much to say 
that no man, however original he may be, can sit down today and draw the 
ornament of a cloth, or the form of an ordinary vessel . . . that will be 
other than a development or a degradation of forms used hundreds of years 
ago.” William Morris, On Art and Socialism, ed. Holbrook Jackson (London, 
1957), p. 20.

p. 26 j a m e s  j. g ib s o n , The Perception of the Visual World (Boston, 1950), p. 129.
d o n a l d  o. h e b b , The Organization of Behavior (New York and London, 1949), 

p. 44.
Ra l ph  m . e v a n s , Introduction to Color (New York and London, 1948), p. 181.
w o l f g a n g  k ö h l e r , Dynamics in Psychology (New York, 1940; London, 1942), 

pp. 89 and 87 in the later edition.
r u d o l f  a r n h e im , Art and Visual Perception (Berkeley, Calif., 1954; London, 

1956).
p. 27 c u b i s m : Arnheim, p. 93.

w il l ia m  m . iv in s , j r ., Prints and Visual Communication (Cambridge, Mass, 
and London, 1953).

a n t o n  e h r e n z w e ig , The Psycho-analysis of Artistic Vision and Hearing (Lon-
don, 1953).

p. 28 K. R. p o p p e r , The Open Society and Its Enemies (Princeton, 1950; 3rd edn.,
London, 1957), II, 213 ff. in the later edition; see also his chapter, 'The 
Philosophy of Science: A Personal Report,” in British Philosophy in the Mid- 
Century, ed. Cecil A. Mace (London, 1957), pp. 155-94.

g ib s o n , Perception of the Visual World, p. 222.
l . v o n  b e r t a l a n f f y , "Theoretical Models in Biology and Psychology,” in Theo-

retical Models and Personality Theory, ed. David Krech and George S. Klein 
(Durham, N. C., 1952), p. 28.

p i a g e t : E.g., Jean Piaget, The Child's Construction of Reality, tr. Margaret
Cook (London, 1955), especially pp. 350 ff.

f r e u d  a n d  h is  d i s c ip l e s : E.g., H. Hartmann and Ernst Kris, "The Genetic
Approach in Psychoanalysis,” The Psychoanalytic Study of the Child (New 
York), I (1945), 11-30; H. Hartmann, Ernst Kris, and R. M. Loewenstein, 
"Comments on the Formation of Psychic Structure,” ibid., II (1946), 11-38.

m a c h in e s  t h a t  l e a r n : W. Sluckin, Minds and Machines (Harmondsworth
[Penguin], 1954). PP- 3  ̂ff-

c a t e g o r iz in g : For a recent lucid statement, see Jerome S. Bruner, "On Per-
ceptual Readiness,” Psychological Review, LXIV, no. 2 (1957), 64; reprinted
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in David C. Beardslee and Michael Wertheimer, eds., Readings in Percep-
tion (New York and London, 1958), with further bibliography.

Fr i e d r i c h  a u g u s t  v o n  h a y e k , The Sensory Order (Chicago and London,
1 9 5 2 ) .

p. 29 b r u n e r  a n d  p o s t m a n : As summarized in Floyd H. Allport, Theories of Per-
ception and the Concept of Structure (New York and London, 1955), 
p. 376, with further bibliography. The pioneers of this approach were Ed-
ward C. Tolman and Egon Brunswik, to whose joint paper “The Organism 
and the Causal Texture of Environment/’ Psychological Review, XLII 
( I935)> I have referred in the Preface. 

p o p p e r , The Logic of Scientific Discovery (London and New York, 1959).

p. 30 e r n s t  k r i s , Psychoanalytic Explorations in Art (New York and London, 1952), 
p. 21.

f a s h i o n s  a n d  t a s t e : See my papers: “Visual Metaphors of Value in Art,” in
Symbols and Values: An Initial Study, Thirteenth Symposium of the Con-
ference on Science, Philosophy, and Religion, ed. Lyman Bryson and others 
(New York, 1954); “Psycho-Analysis and the History of Art,” cited above 
for p. 21; and “The Tyranny of Abstract Art,” cited for p. 7.

Chapter I: From Light into Paint

p. 33 m o t t o : “La peinture est la plus étonnante magicienne; elle sait persuader,
par les plus évidentes faussetés, quelle est la vérité pure.” Liotard, 
Traité . . .  de la peinture, first pub. at Geneva, 1781 (modem edn., 1945), 
Ch. I.

c o n s t a b l e  i n  1816: Michael Kitson, “John Constable, 1810-1816: A Chrono-
logical Study,” Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, XX (July- 
December 1957).

p a i n t i n g  a  s c i e n c e : Constable’s fourth lecture at the Royal Institution
(1836), in Leslie, Memoirs, p. 323.

p. 37 p i g m e n t  m a t c h i n g  l i g h t : The most recent discussion is in Evans, An Intro-
duction to Color, pp. 92-93 and 309-10 (with bibliography). The history of 
the problem has still to be written. Wolfgang Schöne, Über das Licht in der 
Malerei (Berlin, 1954), concentrates on the luminosity of colors and mostly 
bypasses the issue of representation. Some historical notes are to be found 
in Wilhelm Seiht, Helldunkel (Frankfurt am Main, 1885). Key passages are 
Leone Battista Alberti, Della Pittura, ed. H. Janitschek, pp. 77 and 135-37; 
Vasari, Vite, ed. Milanesi, VII, 657; Ruskin, Modern Painters, Vol. I, part 1, 
sec. 2, Ch. I: “Of Truth of Tone”; Vol. IV; part 1, sec. 1, Ch. Ill: “Of Turner- 
ian Light”; Hippolyte Taine, Philosophie de Vart (Paris, 1865), I, iv; Her-
mann van Helmholtz, “Optisches über Malerei,” in Vorträge und Reden II
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(Braunschweig, 1884); Georg Hirth, Aufgaben der Kunstphysiologie (Mu-
nich and Leipzig, 1891), pp. 171-84; M. Luckiesh, Light and Shade and 
Their Applications (New York, 1916), Ch. X; Arthur Pope, The Language 
of Drawing and Painting (Cambridge, Mass., 1949), and remarks by Ma-
tisse quoted in Alfred H. Barr, Jr., Matisse (New York, 1951), p. 552.

p. 38 d i o r a m a : Leslie, Memoirs, p. 106.
W i n s t o n  s. Ch u r c h i l l , Painting as a Pastime (London, 1948; New York, 

1950), PP* 28-29.

p. 39 t h e  p o s t -o f f i c e  a s p e c t  : For general background in information theory, see
Colin Cherry, On Human Communication (Cambridge, Mass., 1957); for 
psychological aspects, see Fred Atteneave and Malcolm D. Arnoult, ‘The 
Quantitative Study of Shape and Pattern Perception,” The Psychological 
Bulletin, LIII:6 (1956) (with bibliography on earlier papers); see also Os-
good, Method and Theory, pp. 229 and 237, for the neurological aspect. An 
example of engineering wizardry with gradations: K. Bischoff and O. Schott, 
“Eine neue Kontrastverstärkungseinrichtung für Röntgenaufnahmen,” Fort-
schritte auf dem Gebiete der Röntgenstrahlen, LXXXVII/2 (1957).

p. 40 d i s c o v e r y  o f  l i g h t  a n d  s h a d e : Ernst Pfuhl, Malerei und Zeichnung der
Griechen (Munich, 1923), Index 7, Licht und Schatten, p. 948.

p. 42 g r a p h i c  n o t a t i o n s  : Masterly discussions in Erwin Panofsky, Albrecht Dürer
(Princeton, 1943), pp. 47-48, 63-68, 133-35; and Ivins, Prints and Visual 
Communication, p. 66.

p. 44 c r e m o n a  f i d d l e : See my Story of Art (London and New York, 1950), pp.
374-75, after Leslie, Memoirs, p. 114.

t h e  f a r i n g t o n  d i a r y  (May 8 ,  1799), quoted from Great Paintings from the 
National Gallery of Art, ed. Huntington Cairns and John Walker (Washing-
ton, 1952), p. 114*

p. 46 t h e  c l a u d e  g l a s s : Christopher Hussey, The Picturesque (London and New
York, 1927), p. 107.

p. 48 e v a n e s c e n c e : E.g., Leslie, Memoirs, p. 100.
“n a s t y  g r e e n  t h i n g ” : Sidney J. Key, John Constable (London, 1948), p. 88.

p. 49 e r n s t  w i l h e l m  v o n  b r ü c k e , Bruchstücke aus der Theorie der bildenden Kün-
ste (Leipzig, 1877), p. 157.

t h e  d a z z l e : Wilhelm Ostwald, Malerbriefe (Leipzig, 1904), p. 151; tr. H. W.
Morse: Letters to a Painter (New York, 1907), pp. 147-51.

r e l a t i o n s h i p s : For the history of this discovery, see Boring, Sensation and
Perception, especially p. 255.
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p. 50 W o l f g a n g  k ö h l e r , Gestalt Psychology (New York, 1929), pp. 167-68; for re-
lated experiments, see Osgood, Method and Theory, p. 279; for a critical 
view, see D. W. Hamlyn, The Psychology of Perception (London, 1957), 
p. 61.

W HAT W E GET ON THE R ETINA: See Osgood, p. 197.
t h e  s t a b l e  w o r l d : Gibson, Perception of the Visual World, especially Ch. III.

p. 52 t h e  c o n s t a n c i e s : Osgood, pp. 271 ff.; M. D. Vernon, A Further Study of Vis-
ual Perception, Ch. VI; Gibson, Ch. IX; Woodworth and Schlosberg, Ch. XV; 
Metzger, Gesetze des Sehens, Ch. IX; all with bibliographies. 

p i c t u r e s  s e e n  f r o m  t h e  s i d e : D. Katz, “Zwei Beiträge zur Theorie der
Wahrnehmung,” Theoria (Gothenburg, 1951), pp. 89-102.

p. 53 g r i m e  i t  d o w n : Leslie, Memoirs, p. 96.
r u b b e d  o u t : Ibid., p. 218. 
t h e  e n d  o f  a r t : Ibid., p. 97.

p. 54 p i c t u r e  c l e a n i n g : For the chemical aspect, see Gilson, Painting and Reality
(as cited for p. 4, above), Ch. Ill, Part 3 (with bibliography). See also: Na-
tional Gallery (London), An Exhibition of Cleaned Pictures (1947).

p. 57 c i c e r o , De oratore III, 98.
a p e l l e s ' d a r k  v a r n i s h : “Unum imitari nemo potuit, quod absoluta opera

atramento inlinebat . . . ne claritas colorum aciem offenderet veluti per 
lapidem specularem intuentibus et e longinquo eadem res nimis floridis 
coloribus austeritatem occulte daret.” Pliny, Historia naturalis XXXV, 97. 
I have previously drawn attention to this passage in a letter to the Burling-
ton Magazine, XCII (1950).

p. 60 t h e  w a x  i m a g e : Julius von Schlosser, “Porträtbildnerei in Wachs,” Jahrbuch 
der kunsthistorischen Sammlungen in Wien, XXXI, (1911). 

m e n t a l  s e t : For recent discussions and bibliography, see Woodworth and
Schlosberg, Experimental Psychology, esp. pp. 830 if.; Allport, Theories of 
Perception and the Concept of Structure, pp. 208 ff.; and J. S. Bruner, “On 
Perceptual Readiness,” cited for p. 28 above. The German tradition of “Ein-
stellung” is summarized in Hubert Rohracher, Einführung in die Psycholo-
gie (Vienna, 1946), p. 336.

h o r i z o n  o f  e x p e c t a t i o n s  : I owe this phrase to K. R. Popper.

p. 61 B o c c a c c i o , Decamerone, Giornata VI, Novella 5.

p. 62 m a l r a u x , The Voices of Silence, and my review, “André Malraux and the Crisis 
of Expressionism,” in the Burlington Magazine, as cited for p. 24, above.
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Chapter II: Truth and the Stereotype

p. 63 m o t t o : “Dieser Schematismus unseres Verstandes, in Ansehung der Erschei-
nungen . . .  ist eine verborgene Kunst in den Tiefen der menschlichen 
Seele, deren wahre Handgriffe wir der Natur schwerlich jemals abraten 
. . . werden.” Kant, Kritik der reinen Vernunft (Riga, 1787), pp. 180—81.

Lu d w i g  Ri c h t e r  (Adrian Ludwig), Lebenserinnerungen eines deutschen Ma-
lers, ed. Heinrich Richter, introd. Ferdinand Avenarius (Leipzig, 1909), 
pp. 176-77. The passage is also referred to in the beginning of Heinrich 
WölfflhTs Principles of Art History.

p. 64 Em i l e  Zo l a , Mes Haines (Paris, 1866); see Collection des Œuvres complètes 
Emile Zola (Paris, n.d.), XXIII, 176.

p. 65 p h o t o g r a p h s  o f  p a i n t e r 's  m o t i f s  : See John Rewald's comparisons of Cé-
zanne's paintings, with photographs of his subjects, in Art News, XLIII 
(1944), Nos. I, i i ,  12, and a similar treatment of van Gogh's motifs in the 
Art News Annual, 19 (1949). Also Erie Loran, Cézanne9s Compositions 
(2nd edn., Berkeley, 1946), and Josiah de Gruyter, Vincent van Gogh (The 
Hague, 1953). For a deliberate challenge to the camera, see Pietro Annigoni 
and Alex Sterling, Spanish Sketchbook (London, 1957).

p. 66 t h e  i m a g e  o n  t h e  r e t i n a : See above, notes for p. 50. One of the first to pro-
test against the naïve assumption that the mind looks at this image was 
Thomas Reid, An Inquiry into the Human Mind, on the Principles of Com-
mon Sense (Edinburgh, 1764).

g e o r g e  i n n é s s, JR., Life, Art and Letters of George Inness (New York, 1917) 
as quoted in Great Paintings from the National Gallery of Art, ed. Hunting- 
ton Cairns and John Walker (New York, 1952), p. 174.

p. 67 l o g i c i a n s  : A strict definition of a statement and, therefore, of truth is only
possible in what is called a “formalized” language, as has been first shown 
in a famous paper by Alfred Tarski, ‘The Concept of Truth in Formalized 
Languages,” now available tr. by J. H. Woodger in A. Tarski, Logic, Seman-
tics, Meta-Mathematics (Oxford, 1956).

p. 68 f a l s e  c a p t i o n s : Arthur Ponsonby, Falsehood in War-time (New York and
London, 1928), pp. 135- 39-

p i g  e m b r y o : The reference is to Ernst Haeckel; see Richard B. Goldschmidt,
Portraits from Memory (Seattle, 1956), p. 36.

t r u t h  i n  c a p t i o n s : See my review of Charles W. Morris, Signs, Language
and Behavior (New York, 1946), in The Art Bulletin, XXI: 1 (1949).

a l t e r e d  p o r t r a i t s  : George S. Layard, Catalogue Raisonné of Engraved Brit-
ish Portraits from Altered Plates (London, 1927).
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s c h e d e l ’s  “N u r e m b e r g  c h r o n i c l e ” : V. von Loga, “Die Städteansichten in

Hartman Schedel’s Weltchronik,” Jahrbuch der preussischen Kunstsamm-
lungen, IX (1888). This was one of the favorite examples of Julius von 
Schlosser; see his “Portraiture/’ Mitteilungen des österreichischen Instituts 
für Geschichtsforschung, Ergänzungsband XI (Festschrift zu Ehren Oswald 
Redlichs; 1929), 882-94.

p. 73 s i m i l e  : See the works of Julius von Schlosser discussed in the notes for pp. 23
and 68.

p. 74 s c h e m a  a n d  c o r r e c t i o n : Woodworth and Schlosberg, Experimental Psychol-
ogy, p. 715. A somewhat fuller account is contained in the earlier edition of 
Woodworth, Experimental Psychology (New York, 1938; London, 1939), 
pp. 73 ff., based on an article by F. Kuhlmann, Psychological Review, XIII 
(1906), 316-48. The importance of this formula was stressed by D. O. 
Hebb, The Organization of Behavior, pp. 46 and h i . 

o .  l . ZAN GW iLL, “An Investigation of the Relationship between the Processes 
of Reproducing and Recognizing Simple Figures, with Special Reference 
to Koffka’s Trace Theory,” British Journal of Psychology, XXVII (1937), 
250- 75-

l a b e l  i n f l u e n c i n g  d r a w i n g : L. C. Carmichael, H. P. Hogan, and A. A.
Walter, “An Experimental Study of the Effect of Language on Visually 
Perceived Form,” Journal of Experimental Psychology, XV (1932), 73-86. 
For a critical discussion of their findings, see W. C. H. Prentice, “Visual 
Recognition of Verbally Labelled Figures,” The American Journal of Psy-
chology, LXVII (June 1954), 315-20.

F . c. Ba r t l e t t , Remembering: A Study in Experimental and Social Psychology 
(Cambridge, 1932), p. 180; see also Gibson, The Perception of the Visual 
World, pp. 209-10. 

c o n s e q u e n c e s : Bartlett, p. 19.

p. 75 Ce l t i c  c o p i e s  o f  c l a s s i c a l  c o i n s : Julius von Schlosser, “Zur Genesis der mit-
telalterlichen Kunstanschauung” (1901), in Präludien (Berlin, 1927), p. 
198; Malraux, The Voices of Silence, pp. 132-44; see also R. Bianchi Bandi- 
nelli, Organicitä e astrazione (Milan, 1956), pp. 17-40, the source of our 
illustration.

p. 78 t h u t m o s e : Walter Wreszinski, Atlas zur altägyptischen Kulturgeschichte
(Leipzig, 1923), II, 226, with a translation of the inscription.

p. 79 v i l l a r d ’s  l i o n : Hans R. Hahnloser, Villard de Honnecourt (Vienna, 1935);
see also Schlosser, in Präludien, p. 199, and his Die Kunst des Mittelalters, 
p. 83.

p. 80 s t r a n d e d  w h a l e s : A. B. van Deinse, “Over de potvissen in Nederland gestrand 
tussen de jaren 1531—1788,” Zoologische Mededeelingen . . . s’Rtfks Mu-
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seum van Natuurlijke Historie te Leiden, IV (1918). The drawing for our 
print by Goltzius, now in the Teylers Stitchting, Haarlem, is listed in the 
catalogue of the exhibition “H. Goltzius als Tekenar,” Museum Boymans Rot-
terdam (May/July 1958), as No. 90 (with full bibliography).

p. 81 r h i n o c e r o s  : F. J. Cole, ‘The History of Albrecht Dürer’s Rhinoceros in Zoo-
logical Literature,” Science, Medicine, and History (Essays Written in 
Honor of Charles Singer), ed. E. Ashworth Underwood (New York and 
London, 1953), I, 337- 56-

j a m e s  Br u c e , Travels to Discover the Sources of the Nile in the Years 1768, 
1769, 1770, 1771, 1772 and 1773 (Edinburgh, 1790), V, 86-87.

p. 82 e l e p h a n t s : A. E. Popham, “Elephantographia,” Life and Letters, V (1930),
and in The Listener (April 24, 1947).

n i c o n ’s  h o r s e : Franciscus Junius, The Painting of the Ancients (London,
1638), p. 234.

e y e s : W. Reitsch, “Das Dürer-Auge,” Marburger Jahrbuch für Kunstwissen-
schaft, IV (1928), 165-200.

p. 83 L e o n a r d o  : K. D. Keele, Leonardo da Vinci on the Movement of the Heart and
Blood (London, 1952).

s c i e n t i f i c  i l l u s t r a t i o n s : Ivins, Prints and Visual Communications; Claus
Nissen, Die naturwissenschaftliche Illustration (Bad Münster am Stein, 
1950), with rich bibliography.

p. 85 Ch i n e s e  e y e s  : The allusion is to Chiang Yee’s beautiful book The Chinese
Eye (London, 1935).

p. 86 f . w .  N i e t z s c h e , Scherz, List und Rache, no. 55, in Die fröhliche Wissenschaft, 
Nietzsche's Werke, V (Leipzig, 1895), 2&- The German reads:

“Treu die Natur und ganz!”—Wie fängt er s an:
Wann wäre je Natur im Bilde a'b g e t han?
Unendlich ist das kleinste Stück der Welt!—
Er malt zuletzt davon, was ihm g e f ä l l t .
Und was gefällt ihm? Was er malen k a n n !

p. 87 d u t c h  t y p e s : See the beautiful chapter on “Individualität und Typus” in
Max J. Friedländer, Von Kunst und Kennerschaft, pp. 74-76 (tr. Tancred 
Borenius, pp. 85-86).

n o  n e u t r a l  n a t u r a l i s m : Malraux, The Voices of Silence, p p . 315 ff.
c o n v e n t i o n a l  a n d  n a t u r a l  s i g n s  : For some remarks on the history of this

distinction, see my lecture on “Lessing” in the Series on Master Minds, in 
Proceedings of the British Academy, XLIII (1957), 139.

c h i l d r e n ’s  d r a w i n g s  : Gustaf Britsch, Theorie der bildenden Kunst, ed. Egon
Kommann (Munich, 1926, 1930); Arnheim, Art and Visual Perception,
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esp. pp. 128-30. See also Helga Eng, The Psychology of Children’s Draw-
ings (London, 1937), with rich bibliography.

p. 88 f l e x i b l e  s c h e m a : Popper, “The Philosophy of Science” (as cited for p. 28
above), esp. pp. 171-75.

t w e n t y  q u e s t i o n s : Cherry, On Human Communication, p. 85.
m a c h i n e  l e a r n i n g : See W. Sluckin, as cited above for p. 28; Donald M.

McKay, “Towards an Information-Flow Model of Human Behaviour,” 
British Journal of Psychology, XLVII:i (1956), 30-43. Recent applications 
of related ideas to the theory of perception are surveyed in D. T. Campbell, 
“Perception as Substitute Trial and Error,” Psychological Review, LXIII 
(Sept. 1956), 330-42, and J. S. Bruner, “On Perceptual Readiness,” as cited 
above for p. 28; to expression, in René A. Spitz, No and Yes (New York, 
I957)> PP- ff-

a r b o r i f o r m  s t r a t i f i c a t i o n : O. G. Selfridge, “Pattern Recognition and Learn-
ing,” Information Theory (Papers read at a symposium on information 
theory held at the Royal Institution, London, Sept. 12-16, 1955), ed. Colin 
Cherry (New York and London, 1956), p. 349.

p o l i c e  d r a f t s m e n : The Sunday Pictorial (London), May 14, 1950, p. 9; the
name of the artist referred to is Al Valanis. A more recent instance was re-
ported and illustrated in The New York Times, August 5, 1958, p. 28.

p . 89 l a n g u a g e : Stephen Ullmann, The Principles of Semantics (Glasgow, 1951),
with rich bibliography. See now also C. Rabin, “The Linguistics of Transla-
tion,” in Aspects of Translation, Studies in Communication 2 (The Commun-
ication Research Centre, University College, London, 1958).

p. 90 b . l . w h o r f , Language, Thought and Reality, ed. John B. Carroll (Cambridge, 
Mass., 1956). For a critical discussion of Whorfs views, see C. Lévi-Strauss, 
R. Jakobson, C. F. Voegelin, and T. A. Seboek, “Results of the Conference 
of Anthropologists and Linguists” (in Bloomington, Indiana), International 
Journal of American Linguists, XIX (April 1953).

Chapter III: Pygmalion's Power

p. 93 m o t t o : Ernst Vatter, Die religiose Plastik der Naturvölker (Frankfurt am
Main, 1926), after Walter E. Roth, “An Inquiry into the Animism and Folk-
lore of the Guiana Indians,” Thirtieth Annual Report of the Bureau of 
American Ethnology, 1908-1909 (Washington, 1915), p. 130.

p. 94 L u c i e n  f r e u d , “Thoughts on Painting,” Encounter, 10 (1954).
Do n a t e l l o ’s  c u r s e : Vasari, Vite, II, 404.

p. 95 t h e  p a i n t e r  l o r d  o f  a l l  t h i n g s  : Leonardo da Vinci, Treatise on Painting, ed.
A. Philip McMahon (Princeton, 1956), No. 35 (or J. P. Richter, ed., The 
Literary Works of Leonardo da Vinci [Oxford, 1939], No. 19).
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a r t  r o u s i n g  p a s s i o n s : Leonardo, Treatise, ed. McMahon, No. 33 (or Richter, 
Literary Works, No. 28).

p. 96 p a i n t e r s  i n  d e s p a i r : Leonardo, Treatise, ed. McMahon, No. 220.

p. 97 L e o n a r d o  t h e  m a k e r : See my articles, “Leonardo’s Grotesque Heads,” in
Leonardo, Saggi e ricerche, ed. Achille Marazza (Rome, 1954), esp. p. 216, 
and “Conseils de Léonard sur les esquisses de tableaux,” Etudes d’art, 8—10 
(Paris-Alger, 1954).

P l a t o , Republic X, 596-98, tr. Paul Shorey (LCL, 1930, 1935), II, 420-35.

p. 98 i c o n i c  s i g n s : For this term (coined by C. S. Peirce), see Charles Morris,
Signs, Language and Behavior, and my review cited above for p. 68.

r e i n s  a n d  b i t : Plato, Republic X, 601C; Shorey, II, 442-43.

p. 99 t h e  w o r l d  o f  t h e  c h i l d : See my paper, “Meditations on a Hobby Horse,” in
Aspects of Form, ed. L. L. Whyte (New York and London, 1951), which 
partly supplements this chapter.

a r t i f i c i a l  s i n g i n g  b i r d s : For the early history and popularity of such auto-
mata, see Paul Jacobsthal, Ornamente griechischer Vasen (Berlin, 1927), 
pp. 102-109. See also A. Chapuis and E. Droz, Les Automates; Figures arti-
ficielles d’hommes et d’animaux (Paris, 1949), and J. Huizinga, The Waning 
of the Middle Ages (Harmondsworth [Penguin], 1955; also in an Anchor 
paperback, New York, 1957), Ch. XIX.

p. 100 t h e  s n o w m a n  i n  o u r  h e a d : See my criticism of Loewy above, p. 22.
d e f i n i t i o n s  l a i d  d o w n  i n  h e a v e n : The philosophical consequences of Plato’s

and Aristotle’s theories of universals are discussed by K. R. Popper, The 
Open Society, especially in Ch. XI. See also F. A. Hayek, The Sensory Order,
pp. 48-49.

c o p y  t h e  i d e a  o f  a  m o u n t a i n : Erwin Panofsky, “Idea,” Ein Beitrag zur Be-
griff sge schichte der älteren Kunsttheorie (Studien der Bibliothek Warburg 
5, ed. Fritz Saxl; Leipzig and Berlin, 1924).

p. 101 w e  l e a r n  t o  p a r t i c u l a r i z e : See above, Introduction, p. 28, and Ch. II, p. 88.
t h e  c h i c k e n : See above, Ch. I, p. 50.
t h e  e g g : O. L. Zangwill, An Introduction to Modern Psychology (London,

1950), P- I26, after K. S. Lashley’s findings published in Psychological Re-
view, XLV (1938).

a n i m a l  b e h a v i o r : Nikolas Tinbergen, The Study of Instinct (Oxford, 1951).
For a popular presentation, see Konrad Lorenz, King Solomon’s Ring: New 
Light on Animal Ways, tr. M. K. Wilson (New York and London, 1952). 
For the theoretical foundations (even more interesting but also more vul-
nerable from the point of view of ethics and methodology), see Konrad
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Lorenz, "Die angeborenen Formen möglicher Erfahrung,” Zeitschrift für 
Tierpsychologie, V (1943). A note on the early history of these ideas by
J. B. S. Haldane is in the British Journal of Animal Behaviour, IV (October 
1956). For tentative applications of these findings to the problems of primi-
tive art, see my paper on the "Hobby Horse” (cited above for p. 99) and 
Katesa Schlosser, Der Signalismus in der Kunst der Naturvölker: biologisch-
psychologische Gesetzlichkeiten in den Abweichungen von der Norm des 
Vorbildes (Arbeiten aus dem Museum für Völkerkunde der Universität Kiel 
I; Kiel, 1952).

p. 103 r e s p o n s e  t o  f a c e s : A brief summary of Lorenz’s views (with illustrations)
in Tinbergen, The Study of Instinct, p. 209. A paper by R. A. Spitz and K. M. 
Wolfe on first reactions to faces is discussed by Gibson, The Perception of 
the Visual World, p. 207.

p. 105 r o r s c h a c h  t e s t : A full bibliography in Bruno Klopfer and others, Develop-
ments in the Rorschach Technique (2 vols., Yonkers, 1954—56).

r o r s c h a c h  o n  p e r c e p t i o n : H. Rorschach, Psychodiagnostik (Berne and Leip-
zig, 1921), p. 18. (Cf. tr. Paul Lemkan and Bernard Kronenberg, New York, 
1942.)

l e o n e  b a t t i s t a  a l b e r t i , De Statua, in Kleinere kunsttheoretische Schriften, 
ed. Janitschek, p. 173.

p. 106 t h e  s p e l l  o f  t h e  s t a r s : Georg Thiele, Antike Himmelsbilder (Berlin, 1898),
and Aby Warburg, Gesammelte Schriften, ed. Gertrud Bing (Leipzig and 
Berlin, 1932), II, especially 464 ff. and 491.

Th e o d o r  k o c h -g r ü n b e r g , Anfänge der Kunst im Urwald (Berlin, 1905).

p. 107 d i s c o v e r e d  s h a p e s  a s  s t a r t i n g  p o i n t : Kurt Heinrich Busse, "Die Ausstel-
lung zur vergleichenden Entwicklungspsychologie der primitiven Kunst bei 
den Naturvölkern, den Kindern und in der Urzeit,” Kongress für Aesthetik 
und allgemeine Kunstwissenschaft (Berlin, 1913). For the use of accidental 
shapes in cave art, see G. H. Luquet, The Art and Religion of Fossil Man, 
tr. J. Townsend Russell (New Haven, 1930), p. 119, and K. Schlosser, Der 
Signalismus (cited above for p. 101), p. 12 (with further bibliography).

p. 108 c a v e  a r t  a  c u l m i n a t i o n : Gene Weltfish, The Origins of Art (Indianapolis,
1953), PP- 229-32.

t h e  u n s p o i l t  h u n t e r s : A recent exposition of this traditional view, with
bibliography, is A. R. Willcox, Rock Paintings of the Drakensberg (London, 
1956), Ch. XII.

e v o l u t i o n i s m : See above, Introduction, p. 22.

p. 109 a s s u m p t i o n s  a b o u t  n e o l i t h i c  a r t : Arnold Hauser, The Social History of Art
(New York and London, 1951), p. 34.
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p. n o  t h e  j e r i c h o  s k u l l s : K. M. Kenyon, Digging Up Jericho (London, 1957; New 
York, 1958).

p. h i  t h e  k a y a k  s p e l l : Hans Himmelheber, Eskimokünstler (Eisenach, 1953), pp.
43 and 62. The author does not illustrate this type of decoration, and in-
quiries at the Smithsonian Institution in Washington failed to produce an 
example. A letter to the author elicited no reply, but at least I have no rea-
son to doubt the existence of the legend.

e r n s t  KRis a n d  o t t o  k u r z , Die Legende vom Künstler (Vienna, 1934).
s a c r e d  w o r d s  : Ludwig Traube, Nomina Sacra, Versuch einer Geschichte der

christlichen Kürzung (Quellen und Untersuchungen zur lateinischen Philo-
logie des Mittelalters, II; Munich, 1907).

p. h 2  i n c o m p l e t e  h i e r o g l y p h s : Pierre Lacau, “Suppressions et modifications de
signes dans les textes funéraires,” Zeitschrift für Aegyptische Sprache und 
Altertumskunde, LI (1914), 1-64.

f r o n t a l  f i g u r e s  i n  Eg y p t : Wreszinski, Atlas zur altägyptischen Kulturge-
schichte, pl. 91 (with commentary).

t h e  i m a g e  i n  J u d a i s m : For a full discussion of various interpretations, see
Karl Heinz Bernhardt, Gott und Bild (Berlin, 1956).

p. 113 t h e  i m a g e  i n  e a s t e r n  Ch r i s t i a n i t y : Edwyn R. Bevan, Holy Images (London,
1 9 4 0 ) .

t h e  e v i l  e y e : W. Staude, “Die Profilregel in der christlichen Malerei Aethio-
piens und die Furcht vor dem bösen Blick,” Archiv für Völkerkunde, IX 
(1954), 287; Otto Demus, Byzantine Mosaic Decoration (London, 1948; 
Boston, 1951), p. 8.

p i c t u r e s  t h a t  f o l l o w  w i t h  t h e i r  e y e s  : Classical instances mentioned by
Pliny, H is to r ia  n a tu r a lis  XXXV, io (37) (a Minerva by the painter Famulus 
or Amulius) and by Lucian, De Syria Dea, quoted in Franciscus Junius, 
The Painting of the Ancients, p. 233. A fifteenth-century example connected 
with Rogier van der Weyden is discussed with other texts in Kurt Rathe, 
Die Aus drucks funktion extrem verkürzter Figuren (Studies of the Warburg 
Institute, 8; London, 1938), pp. 48-50. For ancient and modern explana-
tions of the illusion, see below, Ch. VIII, note for p. 276.

t h e  m i n d  o n  v a r i o u s  l e v e l s : Bevan, Holy Images (as cited above), p. 31.

p. 114 m a l r a u x , “The Imaginary Museum,” in The Voices of Silence, Part L

p. 115 p a l i s  s y  : Ernst Kris, “Der Stil Rustique,” Jahrbuch der kunsthistorischen
Sammlungen in Wien, n.s., I (1926).

m a t i s s e : For the master’s own version of the anecdote, see his “Notes d’un
peintre sur son dessin,” Le Point IV, XXI (1939), 14. “J’ai répondu à quel-
qu’un qui disait que je ne voyas pas les femmes comme je les représentais: 
Si j’en rencontrais de pareilles dans la rue, je me sauverais epouventé. 
Avant tout, je ne crée pas une femme, je fais un tableau ”
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Chapter IV : Reflections on the Greek Revolution

p. 116 m o t t o : Plato, Greater Hippias 282A.
P l a t o  a g a i n s t  m i m e s i s : Alexander W, Byvanck, De beeidende Kunst in der

Tijd van Plato (Mededelingen der Koninklijke Nederlandse Akademie van 
Wetenschappen, Afd. Letterkunde, n.s., part 18, 16; 1955), pp. 429-75.

p. 117 a w a k e n i n g  o f  Gr e e k  a r t : The best introduction from the point of view of
this chapter is John Davidson Beazley and Bernard Ashmole, Greek Sculp-
ture and Painting to the End of the Hellenistic Period (Cambridge, 1932). 

e v i d e n c e  f o r  d a t i n g  Gr e e k  s c u l p t u r e : Gisela M. A. Richter, The Sculpture
and Sculptors of the Greeks (rev. edn., New Haven, 1950).

p. 118 E. l o e w y , see Introduction, p. 22.
u n i q u e n e s s  o f  Gr e e k  a r t : For the most detailed and searching discussion,

fundamental to this chapter, see Waldemar Deonna, Du Miracle grec au 
miracle chrétien (3 vols., Basel, 1945-48).

H e i n r i c h  Sc h ä f e r , Von ägyptischer Kunst (3rd edn., Leipzig, 1930).

p. 119 m o s a i c  t e s t : Margaret Lowenfeld, The Lowenfeld Mosaic Test (London,
1954), P- 52.

p. 121 t h e  s p h i n x : I. E. S. Edwards, The Pyramids of Egypt (Harmondsworth [Pen-
guin], 1947), P- 107.

THE PLA N TS BROUGHT BY TH UTM O SE : See above, Ch. II, p. 78.
a m a r n a  a n d  t h e  Gr e e k  m i r a c l e  : Deonna (as cited for p. 118), pp. 337 ft.

p. 123 h . a . g r o e n e w e g e n -f r a n k f o r t , Arrest and Movement (London, 1951).
m e r e r u -k a : My interpretation is based on William S. Smith, A History of

Egyptian Sculpture and Painting in the Old Kingdom (London, 1946), p. 
355, who refers to the opinions of Schäfer and Sethe. See also Wreszinski, 
Atlas zur altägyptischen Kulturgeschichte, III, PI. 1 and text. Prentice Duell, 
The Mastaba of Mereruka (Publications of the Oriental Institute, University 
of Chicago, XXXI, XXXIX; Chicago, 1938), gives a somewhat different in-
terpretation of the painting scene as an invocation to the seasonal gods to 
protect the crops. The same author, however, also regards the totality of 
the scenes depicted in the tomb as “both retrospective and prospective,” 
which tallies well with my interpretation.

p. 124 t h e y  s h o u l d  b e  r e a d : Groenewegen-Frankfort, Arrest and Movement (as
cited for p. 123), pp. 33, 34.

p. 125 o n e  w h o  k e e p s  a l i v e ; Heinrich Schäfer and Walter Andrae, Die Kunst des 
alten Orients (Propyläen-Kunstgeschichte, 2; Berlin, 1925), p. 33.
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c y c l i c  i d e a  o f  t i m e  : Mircea Eliade, The Myth of the Eternal Return, tr. Wil-
lard R. Trask (New York [Bollingen Series XLVI] and London, 1954). For 
the serpent biting its own tail, see Ficino after Iamblichus as discussed in 
my article "leones Symbolicae, The Visual Image in Neo-Platonic Thought,” 
Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, XI (1948), and George 
Boas, tr., The Hieroglyphics of Horapollo (New York [Bollingen Series 
XXIII], 1950). Some material on seasons, eternity, and funerary art in late 
antiquity in G. M. A. Hanfmann, The Season Sarcophagus in Dumbarton 
Oaks (Dumbarton Oaks Studies, 2; Cambridge, Mass., 1951 [i.e., 1952]), 
especially p. 234.

e u r i p i d e s , Alcestis, 348-54. (I am indebted for the translation to Richard 
Gombrich.)

p. 126 p l a t o , Laws II, 656D tr. R. G. Bury (LCL, 1926), I, 101-3.
t h e  c o u c h : Plato, Republic X, 598, tr. Paul Shorey (LCL, 1930-1935), II, 430- 

3 i-
o p t i c a l  i l l u s i o n s  : Republic X, 602C-D, tr. Shorey, II, 448-49.

p . 1 2 7  p l a t o  a g a i n s t  m o d e r n  a r t : See above, note f o r  p . 1 1 6.

p. 128 f i c t i o n  i n  Gr e e k  t h o u g h t : Edgar John Forsdyke, Greece before Homer (Lon-
don, 1955), Ch. VIII.

Ch i c a g o  s y m p o s i u m : Helene J. Kantor, George Hanfmann, and others, "Nar-
ration in Ancient Art: A Symposium,” American Journal of Archaeology, 
LXI (January 1957).

p. 129 h a n f m a n n , Greek Narration, p. 74.

p. 130 j u d g m e n t  o f  p a r i s  : Christoph Clairmont, Das Parisurteil in der antiken Kunst
(Zurich, 1951), with bibliography.

p . 131 s c e n i c  a r t  a n d  i l l u s i o n : Ernst Pfuhl, Malerei und Zeichnung der Griechen
(Munich, 1923), Index 10, under Bühnenmalerei.

p. 132 h o m e r , Odyssey XIX, 227-31, tr. E. V. Rieu (Harmondsworth [Penguin], 1945), 
p. 303. See H. L. Lorimer, Homer and the Monuments (London, 1950).

p. 134 p l a t o  o n  E g y p t i a n  a r t : See above, p. 126.
h e l i o d o r u s : Aethiopica III, 13. The passage is discussed and elaborated in

the appendix to Lessing’s Laokoon: see Gotthold Ephraim Lessings säm-
tliche Schriften, ed. Karl Lachmann and Franz Muncker (Leipzig, 1898), 
XIV, 420.

p h i l o s t r a t u s , The Life of Apollonius of Tyana, Bk. IV, Ch. XXVIII, tr. F. C. 
Conybeare (LCL, 1 9 1 2 ) ,  I, 4 1 3  (paraphrased).
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p. 138 p l a t o ’s  c o u c h : See above, p. 126.
P l i n y  o n  PARRHASios: “Parrhasius . . .  in liniis extremis palmam adeptus.

Haec est picturae summa subtilitas . . . Ambire enim se ipsa debet 
extremitas et sic desinere, ut promittat alia et post se ostendatque etiam quae 
occultat.” (Hist. nat. XXXV, 67, 68.) For comment, see B. Bandinelli, 
“Parrasio,” Critica d’arte (1938), p. 5; Karl Borinski, Die Antike in Poetik 
und Kunsttheorie (Leipzig, 1914-24), II, 50-54.

p. 139 A u s t r a l i a n  a b o r i g i n e s : M. A. McElroy, “Aesthetic Ranking Tests with Arn-
hem Land Aborigines,” Bulletin of the British Psychological Society, No. 26 
( 1955), P- 44-

E g y p t i a n  h i e r o g l y p h s : See the article by P. Lacau cited above for p. 112.
t i m a n t h e s : Pliny, Hist. nat. XXXV, 73. The description occurs also in Cicero,

Orator 74, and in Quintilian, Inst, oratoria II, xm, 12. It became the stock 
example of postmedieval writers on expression in painting.

p. 141 Qu i n t i l i a n : “. . . distortum et elaboratum in qua vel praecipue laudabilis est
ipse ilia novitas ac difficult as.” Inst. or. II, xm, 10.

a n e c d o t e s  : See Ernst Kris and Otto Kurz, Die Legende vom Künstler (Vienna,
1934)*

p. 142 f o r m u l a s  i n  Gr e e k  a r t : E. Loewy, “Typenwanderung,” Archaeologische
Jahreshefte, XII (1909), 243; XIV (1911), 1.

p. 143 f o r e s h o r t e n i n g  i n  M e x i c a n  a r t : An impressive example is the newly dis-
covered wall paintings of Bonampak: Augustin Villagra Caleti, Bonampak, 
la ciudad de los muros pintados (Supplement to Anales del Instituto Na-
cional de Antropología e Historia, III; Mexico City, 1949), to which Mr. P. 
Dark kindly drew my attention.

p. 144 P l i n y  o n  l y s i p p u s  : Hist. nat. XXXIV, 65.
Qu i n t i l i a n  o n  c o n n o i s s e u r s : “Polygnotus atque Aglaophon, quorum simplex

color tarn sui studiosos adhuc habet, ut illa, prope rudia ac velut futurae 
mox artis primordia maximis, qui post eos exstiterunt, auctoribus prae- 
ferant, proprio quodam intelligendi, ut mea opinio est, ambitu.” Inst, or. 
XII, x, 3.

b r e a k d o w n  o f  c l a s s i c a l  s t a n d a r d s : For a fresh assessment of late antique
currents, D. Levi, “L’arte Romana: Schizzo della sua evoluzione e sua posi- 
zione nella storia dell’arte antica,” Annuario della Scuola Archeologica 
Italiana di Atene, XXIV-XXVI, n.s. VIII-X, 1946-48 (Rome, 1950), pp. 229- 
304-

p. 145 t h e  i c o n : See E. Bevan, Holy Images (London, 1940), p. 145.
By z a n t i n e  c y c l e s : Otto Demus, Byzantine Mosaic Decoration (London, 1948; 

Boston, 1951), p. 145.
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Chapter V : Formula and Experience

p. 146 m o t t o : W. H. Auden, in The Collected Poetry (New York, 1945), p. 267. This 
quotation came to my attention through the kindness of Dr. Giorgio Tonelli.

t h e  p e r f e c t  c a n o n  : Erwin Panofsky, “The History of the Theory of Human
Proportions as a Reflection of the History of Styles,” in Meaning in the 
Visual Arts (New York [Anchor], 1955), pp. 55-107, with bibliography sup-
plemented on p. vi.

f r e d  c. a y e r , The Psychology of Drawing, with Special Reference to Laboratory 
Teaching (Baltimore, 1916).

p. 149 Ch i n e s e  t e x t b o o k : Mai-mai Sze, The Tao of Painting: A Study of the Ritual
Disposition of Chinese Painting, with a translation of the Chieh TzU Yiian 
Hua Chuan (Mustard Seed Garden Manual of Painting) 1679-1701 (2 vols., 
New York [Bollingen Series XLIX] and London, 1956; in 1 vol., 1963). See 
also Henry P. Bowie, On the Laws of Japanese Painting (San Francisco, 1911).

l e a r n i n g  t o  w r i t e : The Mustard Seed Garden Manual of Painting, in The
Tao of Painting, II, 323-24.

DRAW  FOUR LEAVES: Ibid., II, 328.
MOOD FOR IN SPIR A TIO N : Ibid., II, 3 2 7 .

p. 150 Ch i n e s e  c r i t i c a l  t e r m s  : An interesting discussion in William Reynolds Beal 
Acker, Some Yang and Pre-Yang Texts on Chinese Painting (Leiden, 1954), 
introduction.

m e d i e v a l  t r a d i t i o n a l i s m : Adolph Goldschmidt, “Das Nachleben der antiken
Formen im Mittelalter,” Vorträge der Bibliothek Warburg, I (1921-1922) 
(Berlin, 1923), 40—50. See also the writings of Julius von Schlosser re-
ferred to in the notes for pp. 23 and 68. For the bibliography of medieval 
patternbooks see Hans Huth, Künstler und Werkstatt der Spätgotik (Augs-
burg, 1923), notes 56, 57, 63.

v i l l a r d  f o r  Am a t e u r s  : I owe this suggestion to Professor Harry Bober.

p. 152 t h e  w i n d o w : Leone Battista Alberti, Della Pittura, ed. Janitschek, p. 79.

p. 154 Le o n a r d o 's  l a w  o f  g r o w t h : J. P. Richter, The Literary Works of Leonardo
da Vinci (2nd edn., London and New York, 1 9 3 9 ) ,  I, 126 (Nos. 394, 395); 
I have paraphrased and condensed Leonardo's notes.

LEONARDO THE M AKER: See above, p . 97.

p. 155 i n f l u e n c e  o f  p l a t o n i s m : Erwin Panofsky, "Idea," as cited for p. 100. The
fundamental text of this doctrine, Giovanni Pietro Bellori's lecture of 1664 
on “Idea,” is now easily accessible in Elizabeth G. Holt, A Documentary His-
tory of Art, II (New York [Anchor], 1958).
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p. 156 t e a c h i n g  m e t h o d s : The best account is in Joseph Meder, Die Handzei-

chnung; ihre Technik und Entwicklung (Vienna, 1919); see also Nikolaus 
Pevsner, Academies of Art (Cambridge and New York, 1940).

p. 157 M i c h e l a n g e l o , o n  a  d r a w i n g  i n  t h e  b r i t i s h  m u s e u m : Johannes Wilde,
Italian Drawings in the British Museum; Michelangelo and His Studio 
(London, 1 9 5 3 ) ,  no. 3 ir.

J o a c h i m  v o n  s a n d r a r t , UAcademia tedesca della architectural scultura £r pit- 
tura: oder, Teutsche academie der edlen bau- bild- und mahlerey-künste 
(Nürnberg, 1675), Book I, Part 3. The passage derives from the chapter on 
disegno in Vasari, Vite, intro., xv. For similar formulations see also Panof- 
sky, Albrecht Dürer (Princeton, 1943), p. 273. 

d r a w  “a  m a n ” : Max Liebermann’s teacher Steif eck used to say, “What you 
can’t paint out of your head you can’t paint at all.” Max Liebermann, Ge-
sammelte Schriften (Berlin, 1922), p. 42.

Dr a w i n g  b o o k s : Some more are listed in H. L. Bofersma, Kunstindustrieele
Literatur (The Hague, 1888), and in the catalogues of the great art libraries, 
notably those of Conte Cicognara (Pisa, 1821), Nos. 288-369; of the 
Österreichische Museum für Kunst und Industrie (Vienna, 1883), Section 
D, and of the Amsterdam Rijksmuseum (Amsterdam, 1934), I, 221-28. 

v o g t h e r r : See the List of Illustrations for the titles of the drawing books
discussed in this chapter. The bibliography of Vogtherr’s book is worth men-
tioning because it testifies to the enormous demand: after its appearance 
in 1538, the book was reprinted in 1539 and in 1540, twice in German, 
twice in Latin. There is also a pirated Antwerp edition with French and 
Spanish letterpress and new editions in 1545, 1559, and 1572. A facsimile 
was published in the Zwickauer Facsimiledrucke, 19 (1913).

p. 158 d ü r e r ’s  q u e s t : Erwin Panofsky’s article on proportion and also his Albrecht
Dürer, cited for pp. 146 and 157, above.

p. 160 c a r e l  v a n  m a n d e r , Den Grondt der Edel vry Schilder-Const, ed. Rudolf 
Hoecker, in Quellenstudien zur holländischen Kunstgeschichte, VIII (The 
Hague, 1916), 56 (II, 6-7).

p . 161 AGOSTiNO c a r r a c c i : Rudolf Wittkower, The Drawings of the Carracci in the
Collection of Her Majesty the Queen at Windsor Castle (The Italian Draw-
ings at Windsor Castle; London, 1952), p. 13.

p. 162 e u c l i d i a n  b i r d s  : “Havendosi per long’ esperientia di studio osservato d’entr’
a’ segreto della natura, che ciascuna cosa da Dio creata ha simpatia alle 
figure d’Euclide, si come imparai per esperientia dall osservazione ch’io feci 
all hora, ch’andavo alle scuole, mentre un mio compagno, naturalmente, et 
senz’ alcuno studio disegnava uccelli sopra la carta. Non sarä dunque fuori 
del nostro principio . . . il seguir la naturalezza di detto mio compagno, la
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quale sarà vera mascina, et vero modo per disegnar qualsisia uccello con 
ogni giusta proportione.” Crispyn van de Passe, La Luce del dipingere (Am-
sterdam, 1643), Part V, p. 1.

p. 163 b i r d s  a n d  e g g s : Sze, The Tao of Painting, II, 535.
J a p a n e s e  t r i c k  d r a w i n g s : The bird from the egg: Henry P. Bowie, On the

Laws of Japanese Painting (San Francisco, 1911), PI. XXII; Hokusai’s 
schemata: Jack R. Hillier, Hokusai (London, 1955).

r u b e n s : See Julius von Schlosser, La Letteratura artistica (Florence, 1956),
p. 644. Mr. Michael Jaffé is preparing a critical edition of the book.

p. 168 v a n  m a n d e r , Schilder-Const (cited above for p. 160), p. 56 (II, 5).

p. 171 p e t r u s  c a m p e r , The Connexion between the Science of Anatomy and the Arts
of Drawing, Painting, Statuary, etc. (London, 1794), p. 94.

p. 172 m o d i f i c a t i o n  o f  a n t i c i p a t i o n : J. R. Beloff, “Perception and Extrapolation/'
Bulletin of the British Psychological Society, No. 32 (May 1957), p. 44.

p. 174 Le o n a r d o ’s  s k e t c h i n g  m e t h o d s : See my article in Etudes d’art, cited above
for p. 97.

d e g a s : John Rewald, The History of Impressionism (New York, 1946),
p. 156.

m e d e r : Die Handzeichnung ( a s  c ited  ab ove for  p. 156), pp. 258—59.
Ly s i p p u s  a n d  Ca r a v a g g i o : Roger Hinks, Michelangelo Merigi da Caravaggio

(London, 1953), p. 32.
t h e  m o d e r n  d i l e m m a  : A searching discussion in Joyce Cary, Art and Reality

(New York and Cambridge, 1958), sections 7-10.
c o n s t a b l e : Leslie, Memoirs, p. 279.
Ch a r d i n : Charles Nicolas Cochin, “Essai sur la vie de Chardin,” in Docu-

ments sur la vie et l'œuvre de Chardin, ed. A. Pascal and R. Gaucheron 
(Paris, 1931), p. 5. The essay was not published in Constable’s lifetime but 
the parallel with his wording is striking: “Voilà, se disait-il à lui même, un 
objet qu’il est question de rendre. Pour n’être occupé que de le rendre vrai, il 
faut que j’oublie tout ce que j’ai vu, et même jusqu’à la manière dont ces 
objets ont été traités par d’autres.”

p o u s s i n : André Félibien, Entretiens sur les vies et sur les ouvrages des plus
excellens peintres anciens et modernes (Trévoux, 1725), IV, 81 (Entretien 
VIII, on Poussin) : “Il veut que lorsqu’il vient à mettre la main à l’oeuvre, il 
le fasse d’une manière qui n’ayt point encore executée par un autre, afin que 
son ouvrage paroisse comme une chose unique et nouvelle.”

p. 175 J o h n  c o n s t a b l e , Various Subjects of Landscape (London, 1832).
p a i n t i n g  a  s c i e n c e : Leslie, Memoirs, p. 323.
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p . 176 c o z e n s  a n d  c o n s t a b l e : Paul Oppé, Alexander and John Robert Cozens (Lon-
don, 1952), p. 70. One of a set of fifteen other copies by Constable after 
Cozens was included in the Exhibition of Works from the Paul Oppé Col-
lection at the Royal Academy of Arts (London, 1958); as no. 44 in the 
catalogue.

p . 178 c l o u d s : Kurt Badt, John Constable's Clouds, tr. S. Godman (London, 1950).

g o e t h e  o n  H o w a r d : Was sich nicht halten, nicht erreichen lässt,
Er fasst es an, er hält zuerst es fest;
Bestimmt d.as Unbestimmte, schränkt es ein,
Benennt es treffend!—Sei die Ehre dein!

The cycle “Howards Ehrengedächtnis” is in the section of Goethe’s collected 
poems called “Gott und Welt.”

Chapter VI : The Image in the Clouds

p. 181  m o t t o : Shakespeare, Antony and Cleopatra, IV, xii, 2-7.
p h i l o s t r a t u s , Life of Apollonius of Tyana, Bk. II, Ch. 22. My version is based 

on the tr. by F. C. Conybeare (LCL, 1912), I, 175-79.

p. 182 p r o j e c t i o n : See above, Ch. Ill, esp. note for p. 105.

p. 183 P a u l  o p p é , Alexander and John Robert Cozens (London, 1952), p. 167. The 
book contains a reprint of Alexander Cozens’ A New Method of Assisting 
the Invention in Drawing Original Compositions of Landscape, ist edn.,
1 7 8 5 -

p. 186 j u s T iN U S  k e r n e r , Kleksogmphien (Stuttgart, 1853).
i n k b l o t  r e a d i n g : O. L. Zangwill, “A Study of the Significance of Attitude in

Recognition,” British Journal of Psychology, XXVIII (1937), 12-17. 
p i c t u r e s q u e  m o t i f s : Christopher Hussey, The Picturesque (London and

New York, 1927). See also my article “Renaissance Artistic Theory and the 
Development of Landscape Painting,” Gazette des beaux-arts, XLI (May 
1953); reprinted in Essays in Honor of Hans Tietze (Paris and New York,
1 9 5 8 ) .

p. 187 s a m u e l  v a n  h o o g s t r a e t e n , Inleyding tot de Hooge Schoole der Schilderkonst 
(Rotterdam, 1678), p. 237.

p. 188 Ch i n e s e  b l o t t i n g : Ch’ên Yung-chih, quoted from H. A. Giles, An Introduction 
to the History of Chinese Pictorial Art (Shanghai and Leiden, 1905), p. 100. 

L e o n a r d o  d a  v i n c i , Treatise on Painting, ed. McMahon, No. 76.
L e o n a r d o ’s  m e t h o d : See m y  article “Conseils de Léonard,” cited above for

P- 97-
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p. 189 a y e r , Psychology of Drawing, as cited above for p. 146.
Le o n a r d o  o n  Bo t t i c e l l i : Treatise on Painting, ed . McMahon, No. 93.
t h e  s p o n g e : Pliny, Hist. nat. XXXV, 103.

p. 190 Al b e r t i  o n  o r i g i n s  : See his De Statua, as cited above for p. 105.
l u s u s  n a t u r a e : Jurgis Baltrusaitis, Aberrations (Paris, 1957), Ch. II. Many

examples in Michael Bernhard Valentini, Museum museorum, II (Frankfurt 
am Main, 1714), Ch. VII.

p e a r l s : Peter Stone, “Baroque Pearls,” Apollo (December 1958).

p. 191 p l a t o : See above, Chs. Ill and IV.
DISTORTED PROPORTION: Plato, Sophist 23, 236.
t z e t z e s , Chiliad xl, hist. 381, and viii, 193; quoted from Franciscus Junius, 

The Painting of the Ancients, p. 232; see also Jurgis Baltrusaitis, Anamor-
phoses; ou perspectives curieuses (Paris, 1955), p. 12.

p. 192 Ho r a c e , Ad Pisones (Ars poética) 361-62.
t h e  r o m a n c e  o f  t h e  r o s e , lines 19383-93; tr. Frederick S. Ellis (Temple 

Classics; London, 1903), III, 131-32.
Do n a t e l l o : Vasari, Vite, ed. Milanesi, II, 170-71.

p. 193 b a l d a s s a r e  c a s t i g l i o n e , II Libro del Cortegiano (1st edn., 1527), ed. Vittorio 
Cian (4th edn., rev., Florence, 1947), P* 69 (Bk. I, Ch. 28).

p. 195 Ti t i a n : Vasari, Vite, ed. Milanesi, VII, 452. Vasari's allusion to careless imi-
tators is probably aimed at Tintoretto, whose technique is later defended 
on similar lines in Carlo Ridolfi, Meraviglie d’arte (Venice, 1648). For the 
technical aspects, see Vojtéch Volavka, Painting and the Painter s Brush- 
work (Prague, 1954).

Gi o v a n n i  p a o l o  l o m a z z o , Trattato delVarte della pittura, scultura ed architet- 
tura, Bk. VI, Ch. LXII (1st edn., 1584; Rome, 1844), II, 446. 

c a r e l  v a n  m a n d e r , Schilder-Const, XII, 26 (p. 274 of the edn. cited for p. 
160).

p. 196 r e m b r a n d t : Arnold Houbraken, De Groote Schouburgh der nederlantsche
Konst schilder s en Schilderessen (1st edn., 1718; The Hague, 1753), I, 269. 

v e l á z q ü e z : Antonio Palomino de Castro y Velasco, El Museo pictórico, y
escala optica, Bk. Ill, Ch. Ill (1st edn., 1714; Madrid, 1947), p. 905. I am 
indebted for this reference to Mrs. Enriqueta Frankfort.

p. 197 TWO MANNERS:
Vedo un impasto, un sprezzo de penelo,
Un certo che inefabile, e amirando,
Che soto Vochio me va a bulegando 
Si che scovegno dir: questo el piu belo.
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In fin quelo xè un sforzo, un voler far 
Con tempo, con paciencia, e con amor:
E forsi anche a quel segno ogni Pitor,
Che habia bonochio ghe puol arivar.
Ma Variva a la maniera, al trato 
(Verbi gratia) del Paulo, del Bassan,
Del vechio, Tentoreto, e de Tician,
Per Dio, l’ècosa da deventar mato.

Marco Boschini, La Carta del navegar pitoresco (Venice, 1660), pp. 296-97.

p. igg m a r c o  b o s c h i n i , Descrizione del tutte le pubbliche pitture della Città di Vene-
zia, ed. A. M. Zanetti (Venice, 1733), p. 11.

r o g e r  d e  p i l e s , The Principles of Painting, tr. by a painter from Cours de pein-
ture par principes avec un balance des peintres (1st edn., 1709; London, 
1743), p. 156.

c a y l u s  : “La vérité de cette opération de l’esprit est fondée sur la nature. En
agissant ainsi, il flatte l’amour-propre de celui qu’il veut persuader. Loin de 
le dégoûter ou de le révolter par une répétition détaillée, il le traite en homme 
éclairé qui croit sentir et imaginer par lui-même ce qu’on vient de lui sug-
gérer.” Anne Claude Phillippe, Comte de Caylus, Discours sur la peinture 
et la sculpture, ed. A. Fontaine (Paris, 1910), p. 153. I am indebted for this 
reference to Mr. H. Lester Cooke. Similar reflections with regard to writing 
occur in Demetrius, On Style 222.

J o s h u a  Re y n o l d s , Discourses (1769-90; New York and London, 1928), p p . 
239-41 (Discourse XIV).

p. 200 J . e . l i o t a r d , Traité des principes et des règles de la peinture (Geneva, 1945), 
P- 97-

p. 202 t h e  l o a d e d  b r u s h : Maurice Grosser, The Painters Eye (New York, 1955),
pp. 66 ff.

n e w  f u n c t i o n  o f  a r t  : See my lecture on “Psycho-Analysis and the History of
Art,” cited above for p. 21.

c o n u n d r u m s  o f  m o d e r n  a r t : According to Jean Limbourg, in his introduc-
tion to the Catalogue of Works by Jean Dubuffet (exhibited at Arthur Tooth 
& Sons Ltd., London, April-May 1958), the “first principle” of that artist’s 
method is to appeal to the imagination of the spectator, “who will give to 
each painting the meaning he wants . . . that is why lazy minds are not 
attracted by Dubuffet’s painting; it leaves them to do half the work.”

Chapter VII: Conditions of Illusion

p. 203 M o t t o : Maximus Tyrius, Philosophumena, ed. H. Hobein (Leipzig, 1910),
pp. 123, 124; in Franciscus Junius, The Painting of the Ancients, p. 344.

p h i l o s t r a t u s  : See above, p. 181.
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p i c t u r e  r e a d i n g : Some bibliography in M. D. Vernon, A Further Study of
Visual Perception, pp. 28-40 and 262.

w i l l i a m  j a m e s , Talks to Teachers on Psychology and to Students on Some of 
Life's Ideals (New York and London, 1899), p. 159.

p. 205 i n f o r m a t i o n  t h e o r y : Colin Cherry, On Human Communication.
s e l e c t i v e  f u n c t i o n : D. M. McKay, “The Place of Meaning in the Theory of

Information,” in Information Theory, a Symposium, ed. Colin Cherry (New 
York and London, 1956), p. 219.

e x p e r i m e n t s  i n  s u g g e s t i o n : Vernon, A Further Study of Visual Perception,
p. 241; C. E. Osgood, Method and Theory, p. 640. A parallel experiment on 
the perception of heat is described by G. W. Williams, “Suggestibility in the 
Normal and Hypnotic States,” Archives of Psychology (1930).

p. 206 c u l t  i m a g e s : Bevan, Holy Images (as cited for p. 113).
Ze u x i s  a n d  p a r r h a s i o s  : Pliny, Hist. nat. XXXV, 36.

p. 207 t h e o n ’s  s o u n d  f i l m : Claudius Aelianus, Var. hist. II, 44. Delacroix com-
mented on this story in his Journal, May 16, 1857.

p. 208 Ch i n e s e  t h e o r y : Sze, The Tao of Painting, II, 250-51.

p. 209 b r u s h  s p a r e d  p e r f o r m a n c e : The Tao of Painting, I, 104.

p. 210 t h e  p a g o d a : Treatise attributed to Wang Wei in Shio Sakanishi, The Spirit of
the Brush (The Wisdom of the East Series; London, 1939), p. 71.

s h a d o w  An t i q u a : Raymond Cohn and Michael Estrin, 101 Ornamental Alpha-
bets (New York, 1956), p. 83.

s u b j e c t i v e  c o n t o u r : Osgood, Method and Theory, p. 232.
x r a y s : G. Spiegler, Physikalische Grundlagen der Röntgendiagnostik (Stutt-

gart. 1957), Ch. 7, with bibliography.
“b e l i e v i n g  i s  s e e i n g ” : I take this excellent formulation from M. L. Johnson,

“Seeing’s Believing,” in New Biology, XV (October 1953), 60-80.

p. 211 l i n e  o f  p a r r h a s i o s : See above, p. 138.
PHILO STRATUS : dvaXoyioc t c c ut c c , do Trai* Se i yap  KÄeTTTeaSai t o Os  0<p3aA|JOus t o Is  siriTriBeiois 

k u k Ao is  auvaTiiovTas. Imagines I , 4 .

w i l l i a m  Sh a k e s p e a r e , The B.ape of Lucrece, stanza 204, lines 1422-28. The 
similarity does not appear to have been noticed; the name of Philostratus 
does not occur in the rich bibliography to T. W. Baldwin, On the Literary 
Genetics of Shakspere’s Poems and Sonnets (Urbana, 1950). I hope to re-
turn to this problem elsewhere.

p. 214 t h e  Ca r r a c c i : R. Wittkower in Studies in Communication by A. J. Ayer and
others; intro, by B. If or Evans, Studies in Communication (The Communi-
cation Research Centre, University College, London, 1955).
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p . 215 DROODLES: Roger Price, Droodles (New York, 1953); see also Osgood, Method
and Theory, p . 214, and Arnheim, Art and Visual Perception, p . 33.

h i l d e b r a n d : Das Problem der Form in der bildenden Kunst, p . 5.

p. 216 w h i s t l e r  o n  f r i t h , after William Gaunt, The Aesthetic Adventure (Harmonds- 
worth [Penguin], 1957), p. 115.

p . 2 19 N i e t z s c h e : See Ch. II, p . 8 6 .

p. 220 t h e  f r a s e r  s p i r a l : Metzger, Gesetze des Sehens (2nd edn., Frankfurt am
Main, 1953), p. 18. I do not wish to imply that my remarks dispose of the 
mystery of this and similar illusions.

p. 221 Gi b s o n , The Perception of the Visual World, p. 65.
r o y  Ca m p b e l l , Broken Record (London, 1934), p . 27.
Va s a r i , Vite, ed. Milanesi, IV, 9 (Preface to Part III).
b a r b a r o  : “E la perfettione dell’ arte, fare i contorni di modo dolci, et sfumati,

ehe ancho s’intenda, quel ehe non si vede, anzi ehe l’occhio pensi di ve- 
dere, quello chegli vede, ehe e un fuggir dolcissimo una tenerezza nell 
orizonte della vista nostra, ehe e, et non e, et ehe solo si fa con infinita 
pratica, et che diletta ä chi non sa piü oltra, et fa stupire, chi bene l’in- 
tende.” Daniele Barbaro, in Vitruvius Pollio, I died libri delV architettura 
(Venice, 1556), Bk. VIII, Ch. V, p. 188.

p . 222 Ch i n e s e  t r e a t i s e : Attributed to Wang Wei, in Sakanishi, The Spirit of the
Brush, p. 71.

h e n r y  p e a c h a m , The Compleat Gentleman. . . .  To which is added The 
Gentlemans Exercise (London, 1634), p. 39. I have adopted the easier 
spelling of the London 1661 edition, p. 339.

p . 223 t h e  c o n s t a n t  p r i n c e , I, i, in The Dramas of Calderon, tr. Denis Florence Mc-
Carthy (London, 1853), I, 12-13.

p. 226 v e r n o n , Visual Perception, p. 130, after G. K. Adams in American Journal of 
Psychology, XXXIV (1923), 3 5 9 -

l e a f  o r  d o n k e y ? :  Vernon, Visual Perception, pp. 130-31. For a detailed dis-
cussion of similar experiments in the light of perceptual theory, see Je-
rome S. Bruner, Leo Postman, and John Rodrigues, “Expectation and the 
Perception of Color,” American Journal of Psychology (Austin, Tex.), LXIV 
(1951), 216—27, reprinted in David C. Beardslee and Michael Wertheimer, 
Readings in Perception (New York and London, 1958).

p. 227 r e a d i n g  a n  i m a g e  : A good introspective analysis in Jean-Paul Sartre, The
Psychology of Imagination (London and New York, 1950), p. 43. See also 
Karl Hofer, Über das Gesetzliche in der bildenden Kunst (Berlin, 1956), 
pp. 49—51, and G. T. Buswell, How People Look at Pictures (Chicago, 1935), 
on eye movements.
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a c t i v a t i o n  o f  p h a n t o m s : Vernon, Visual Perception, Appendix B.
r e c e n t  e x p e r i m e n t  o n  p e r s i s t e n c e : C. Fisher, “Dreams and Perception, the 

Role of Preconscious and Primary Modes of Perception in Dream Forma-
tion,” Journal of the American Psychoanalytic Association, II (1954), 389- 
445 -

p. 228 d i s c a r d e d  m i s r e a d i n g s  : Gudmund Smith, “Visual Perception, an Event over
Time,” Psychological Review, LXIV (September 1957), with bibliography. 
The two papers here quoted confirm the interesting introspective accounts 
of Anton Ehrenzweig, The Psycho-analysis of Artistic Vision and Hearing 
(London, 1953), without necessarily supporting his interpretation. 

p u z z l e  p i c t u r e s  : R. S. Woodworth and Harold Schlosberg, Experimental Psy-
chology, p. 716, with bibliography.

i m a g e  o f  p o i n t i n g  h a n d : E. E. Jones and J. S. Bruner, “Expectancy in Ap-
parent Visual Movement,” British Journal of Psychology, XLV (1954), 157- 
65. S. E. Kaden, S. Wapner, and H. Werner, “Studies in Physiognomic Percep-
tion II: Effects of Directional Dynamics of Pictures, Objects and of Words 
on the Position of the Apparent Horizon,” The Journal of Psychology, XXXIX 
(January 1955), 61-70.

Ph i l i p  a n g e l , Lof der Schilder-Konst (Leiden, 1642), p. 41. There is a dis-
cussion of this effect in Ptolemy's Optics, p. 55 of the edn. cited for p. 15.

p. 230 m o b i l i t y  a n d  s p a c e : Hans Wallach, D. N. O'Connell, and Ulric Neisser, “The 
Memory Effect of Visual Perception of Three-dimensional Form,” Journal 
of Experimental Psychology, XLV (May 1953), 360-68; and the interesting 
discussion in Metzger, Gesetze des Sehens, pp. 448-55. 

p o t e n t i a l  l i v i n g  s p a c e : For some historical consequences, see above,
pp. 137-39 and 152, and my review of J. Bodonyi, “Entstehung und Bedeu- 
tung des Goldgrundes in der spatantiken Bildkomposition,” in Kritische 
Berichte zur kunstgeschichtlichen Literatur, V (1932/33), esp. p. 74.

p. 231 r e m b r a n d t : Johann Plesch, Rembrandts within Rembrandts, tr. Edward Fitz-
gerald (New York, 1953).

p. 238 t h e  a m b i g u o u s  h a n d : See M. L. Johnson in New Biology, cited above for p.
210.

p. 239 m e t a l a n g u a g e : See A. Tarski, as cited above for p. 67.

Chapter VIII: Ambiguities of the Third Dimension

p. 242 m o t t o : “Naturalis quidem compositio visus res est mirabilis in casu suo qui
ordinate fit cum extensione sua, et sensibilitate quam exhibet videndi et 
discernendi diversitates subjectarum figurarum, quomodocumque posite fue-
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rint. Facit autem hoc velociter, sine tarditate aut intermissione, et utitur 
diligenti ratiocinacione cum mirabili virtute fere incredibili, et agit hec 
insensibiliter propter celeritatem suam. . . . Sensus ergo, cum non poterit 
videre subiectam rem eo modo qui ei convenit, cognoscit earn per manifesta- 
tionem ceterarum diversitatum. Et sic quandoque apparet ei res vere, et 
quandoque ymaginatio falsa. . . .” Ptolemy, Optics, Bk. II, 74 and 136, 
quoted after Albert Lejeune, ed., UOptique de Claude Ptolemee (Louvain, 
1956), pp. 50 and 81.

p. 243 PHiLOSTRATUS: See above, pp. 181-82.
r e c e n t  w r i t i n g s  o n  p e r s p e c t i v e : The criticism of traditional perspective

owes most of its impetus to the writings of G. Hauck, Die subjektive Perspek-
tive und die horizontalen Curvaturen des dorischen Styls (Stuttgart, 1879), 
and Die malerische Perspektive (Berlin, 1882). Its philosophical consolida-
tion is due to Erwin Panofsky, “Die Perspektive als symbolische Form,” Vor-
träge der Bibliothek Warburg (1924-1925). Panofsky's interpretation was 
developed and applied in John White, The Birth and Rebirth of Pictorial 
Space (London, 1957). The conclusions of these and other critics of pro-
jective perspective were challenged by M. H. Pirenne, “The Scientific Basis 
of Leonardo da Vinci's Theory of Perspective,” British Journal for the Phi-
losophy of Science, III: 10 (1952), and by Decio Gioseffi, Perspective arti-
ficial (Istituto di Storia dell 'arte antica e modema, No. 7; Trieste, 1957), 
whose historical and logical arguments cannot easily be bypassed.

p. 244 m . c. e s c h e r : See the Catalogue of the Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam, No. 118
(Autumn 1954), and L. S. Penrose and R. Penrose, “Impossible Objects: A 
Special Type of Visual Illusion,” British Journal of Psychology, XLIX (1958).

p. 247 He r b e r t  r e a d , The Art of Sculpture (New York [Bollingen Series XXXV:3], and 
London, 1956), pp. 66 f.

p. 248 l a b o r a t o r y  t r o m p e  l 'c e i l  : William H. Ittelson, The Ames Demonstrations in
Perception (Princeton, 1952), with further bibliography.

p. 2 4 9  p e r c e p t i o n s , n o t  d i s c l o s u r e s : A. Ames, Jr., “The Rotating Trapezoid,” in
F. P. Kilpatrick, Human Behavior from the Transactional Point of View 
(Hanover, N. H., 1952), p. 65. See also William H. Ittelson and Franklin P. 
Kilpatrick, “Experiments in Perception,” Scientific American (New York), 
185 (1952), reprinted in David C. Beardslee and Michael Wertheimer, 
Readings in Perception (New York and London, 1958), especially the con-
cluding paragraphs.

p. 250 “w e  c a n n o t  s e e  r o u n d  c o r n e r s ” : I owe this formulation to Mr. M. H.
Pirenne, whose article is cited above for p. 243.
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p. 252 a n a m o r ph o s is  : See Jurgis Baltrusaitis, Anamorphoses; ou perspectives cu-
rieuses (Paris, 1955).

p. 253 p l a t o ’s  p r o t e s t : In the Sophist, as cited above for p. 191.
t h e  v a u l t e d  s k y : Hermann von Helmholtz, Handbuch der physiologischen

Optik (Hamburg and Leipzig, 1896), III, No. 28, p. 673; No. 30, p. 775.

p. 254 pa r a d o x ic a l  r e s u l t s : See White, Pictorial Space (as cited for p. 243), Ch.
XIV, esp. pp. 209-10 and notes.

p. 256 t h e  m e l o d y  o f  p e r c e p t io n : James J. Gibson, “Visually Controlled Locomo-
tion and Visual Orientation in Animals,” British Journal of Psychology, XLIX 
(1958). A brief, well-illustrated discussion of the practical aspect is Roger 
Hinks, “Peepshow and Roving Eye,” Architectural Review (London), CXVIII 
(Sept. 1 9 5 5 ), 161-64.

p. 257 t h e  c u r v e d  s t r in g : Helmholtz, Handbuch (cited for p. 253), III, No. 28,
p. 686.

p. 258 a r g u m e n t  f r o m  a r c h it e c t u r e  : See Hauck, Subjektive Perspektive, cited
above for p. 243.

Le o n a r d o  o n  t h e  m ir r o r : Treatise on Painting, ed. McMahon, No. 432.
“o b s e r v in g  d if f e r e n c e s ” : Norman L. Munn, Psychology: The Fundamentals

of Human Adjustment (Boston, 1946), p. 331. See also above, Ch. V, p. 172.

p. 259 s iz e -d is t a n c e : A Babylonian example, Etana’s flight to heaven, in Schäfer,
Von ägyptischer Kunst, p. 84 and appendix, pp. 348-49; see also White, 
Pictorial Space (as cited for p. 243), pp. 127-28 and introduction. 

b a t h y s c a p h e : In a newspaper report on the British Association meeting in
Dublin in the autumn of 1957.

“t h Er e n e s s -t h a t n e s s ” : Ittelson, The Ames Demonstrations (as cited for
p. 248), pp. 21 ff.

p. 260 s u b j e c t -pr e d ic a t e  c h a r a c t e r : A., Prinz Auersperg, after Viktor von Weiz-
säcker, Der Gestaltkreis: Theorie der Einheit von Wahrnehmen und Bewegen 
(4th edn., Stuttgart, 1950), p. 87.

a f t e r im a g e s  in  s p a c e : See the discussion of Emmert’s Law in Woodworth
and Schlosberg, Experimental Psychology, pp. 487-88.

p. 262 t h e  g e s t a l t  s c h o o l : Arnheim, Art and Visual Perception, esp. pp. 205-6,
and Wolfgang Metzger. See also, however, the article by E. C. Tolman and 
E. Brunswik cited for p. 29.

p. 265 w il l ia m  h o g a r t h , The Analysis of Beauty ( is t  edn., 1753), ed. Joseph Burke 
(Oxford, 1955), pp. n o -1 1 .
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p. 2 6 6  c o n v e x  a n d  c o n c a v e : Hogarth, ib id . ,  p . 1 1 7 .

p l a t o , Republic X, 602D, tr. Paul Shorey (LCL, 1930-1935), II, 449. 
a m b i g u o u s  s t a i r s : A visual commentary is M. C. Escher’s lithograph Rela-

tivity, illustrated in the catalogue of the artist’s work (cited above for p. 
244), No. 29.

p. 267 YOSHio MARKiNO, When I Was a Child (Boston, New York, and London, 1912), 
pp. 272-74.

p. 268 j o h n  r u s k i n , Modern Painters, Vol. I, Part 11, Sec. I, Ch. II.
c a t l i n ’s  a c c o u n t : George Catlin, Letters and Notes on the Manners, Customs 

and Conditions of the North American Indians (London, 1841; New York, 
1842-1844), II, 190-94 in the British edition.

p. 269 t h e  s h a d o w e d  f a c e : For similar stories of misinterpretation, see Lucien Ar-
reat, Psychologie du Peintre (Paris, 1892), p. 80; Julius von Schlosser, 
Präludien (Berlin, 1927), p. 211; Schäfer, Von ägyptischer Kunst, p. 92; and 
Joyce Cary, Art and Reality (New York and Cambridge, 1957), p. 67. 

Ch i n e s e  t r e a t i s e : Attributed to Han Fei, d. 233 b .c ., in Shio Sakanishi, The
Spirit of the Brush, p. 19.

p. 270 l i g h t  f r o m  t h e  l e f t : Metzger, Gesetze des Sehens, pp. 377 fr.; J. J. Gibson,
The Perception of the Visual World, p. 99.

P- 272 e i n s t e i n  a n d  t h e  a m o e b a : K. R. Popper, “The Philosophy of Science,” in
British Philosophy in the Mid-Century (as cited for p. 28), p. 179. For 
further bibliography, see my Introduction, pp. 28 f . 

s t r a t e g y  : The term is used in the theory of games and applied to psychology
in J. S. Bruner, J. J. Goodnow, and G. A. Austin, A Study of Thinking (New 
York and London, 1956).

v a l u e  o f  s i m p l i c i t y : K. R. Popper, The Logic of Scientific Discovery (New
York and London, 1959), especially Ch. VII and Appendix VIII. My sugges-
tion to interpret the findings of the Gestalt school in this light converges with 
the conclusions of Julian E. Hochberg, “Effects of the Gestalt Revolution: 
The Cornell Symposium on Perception,” Psychological Review, LXIV (1957), 
reprinted in D. C. Beardslee and Michael Wertheimer, Readings in Percep-
tion (New York and London, 1958), especially n. 4 referring to Kohler’s ex-
periments with inverted vision.

v a u g h a n  c o r n i s h , Scenery and the Sense of Sight (Cambridge, 1935), p. 61. 
See also the passage in Helmholtz cited above for p. 253.

p. 274 t e x t u r e  : Gibson, Perception of the Visual World, especially Chs. V and VI.
s e r i a l  o r d e r s : Gibson, Perception of the Visual World, especially Ch. VII;

Hans Wallach and D. N. O’Connell, “Kinetic Depth Effect,” Journal of Exper-
imental Psychology, XLV (1953), 205-17; and the article by Gibson cited 
above for p. 256.
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p. 275 u n i t y  o f  p e r c e p t i o n  a n d  m o v e m e n t : Viktor von Weizsâcker, Der Gestalt-
kreis, as cited above for p. 260.

r e d u n d a n c i e s : Cherry, On Human Communication, Ch. V, section 4.

p. 276 t r o m p e  l ’œ i l  m u s t  b e  f l a t : J. E. Liotard, Traité des principes et des règles
de la peinture (Geneva, 1781; mod. edn., 1945), Ch. I.

p i c t u r e s  t h a t  f o l l o w  w i t h  t h e i r  e y e s : For early instances see above,
p. 113. The correct explanation of the illusion is already given by Ptolemy in 
his Optics, Bk. II, 133 (p. 7 of the edition cited for p. 242) : “Putatur etiam 
quod ymago faciei depicte in tabulis respiciat parum in aspicientes illam 
sine motu ipsius ymaginis, quoniam vera respectio non dinoscitur nisi per 
stabilitatem forme eiusdem visibilis radii qui cadit super depictam faciem. 
Visibilis ergo sensus non no vit hoc, sed respectio fit ad locum radii qui est 
propinquus axi tantum, quoniam ipse partes faciei aspiciuntur per radios 
visus qui sunt ordine consimiles. Cum ergo aspiciens elongabitur, putat 
quod ymago respiciat cum eo respiciente.” For recent discussions of the 
illusion, see W. H. Wollaston, “The Apparent Direction of Eyes in Painting,” 
Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society (London, 1924), and A. Neu- 
meyer, “Die aus dem Bilde blickende Figur,” Kunstchronïk, VII (1954), 287.

p. 277 Be r n a r d  b e r e n s o n : See my Introduction, p. 16.

p. 278 d a n t e , Purgatorio, X, 58-63.
a . c. q u a t r e m è r e  d e  q u i n c y , Essai sur la nature, le but et les moyens de limi-

tation dans les beaux arts (Paris, 1823), p. 128; tr. J. C. Kent: An Essay on 
the Nature, the End, and the Means of Imitation in the Fine Arts (London, 
1837), p. 147. The translation in the text is mine.

p. 279 Ma u r i c e  d e n i s , Théories (Paris, 1913).
b l a c k  m a n : Metzger, Gesetze des Sehens, p. 313; a similar design is discussed

in Gibson, Perception of the Visual World, pp. 181 if.

p. 280 c h i l d r e n  l e s s  p r o n e  t o  t h i s  i l l u s i o n : A. R. E. Chapanis, W. R. Gamer,
C. T. Morgan, Applied Experimental Psychology (New York and London, 
1949), P* 113-

k o n r a d  v o n  l a n g e : Das Wesen der Kunst (2nd edn., Berlin, 1907), pp. 383,
385.

p. 281 c u b i s m  a n d  s p a c e : For quotations and criticisms of some early formulations,
see Christopher Gray, Cubist Aesthetic Theories (Baltimore, 1953). The most 
consistent interpretation of cubism in these terms is Daniel Henry Kahn- 
weiler, The Rise of Cubism (New York, 1949). For a recent formulation of 
the cubist aim “to discover a means of representing space and volume with-
out recourse to illusionism,” see the introduction by Douglas Cooper to the 
catalogue of the Georges Braque exhibition at the Tate Gallery, London, 
1956, p. 10.
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p. 282 c u b is m  a n d  h il d e b r a n d  : Mr. Kahnweiler kindly told me in a letter, however,

that he did not know Hildebrand's book till later. He doubts if it was known 
to any of the early protagonists of cubism. 

c o n t r a d ic t o r y  c l u e s  : A description of some of these effects, which he terms
“iridescence,” is given by Winthrop Judkins, “Towards a Reinterpretation of 
Cubism,” The Art Bulletin, XXX (1948). 

s pa t ia l  in c o n s is t e n c y : The modern specialist in this game is M. C. Escher.
See illus. 210, and note for p. 244.

p. 287 a c t io n  p a in t e r : For an early interpretation see Harold Rosenberg, “The
American Action Painters,” Art News, December 1952.

Chapter IX: The Analysis of Vision in Art

p. 291 m o t t o : “Je näher die Hieroglyphe—und alle bildende Kunst ist Hieroglyphe
—dem sinnlichen Eindruck der Natur kommt, desto grössere Phantasie-
tätigkeit war erforderlich, sie zu erfinden.” Max Liebermann, “Die Phantasie 
in der Malerei,” Gesammelte Schriften (Berlin, 1922), p. 41.

p. 292 Ro g e r  f r y , Reflections on British Painting (London, 1934), pp. 134-35.

p. 293 f r o m  t h e  s c h e m a t ic  to  t h e  im p r e s s io n i s t : See my book The Story of Art
and the literature cited for pp. 87 and 117. For the bibliography of impres-
sionism, see the standard work by John Rewald, The History of Impres-
sionism.

p. 296 J o h n  RUSKiN, The Elements of Drawing, note to par. 5.

p. 297 b e r k e l e y : Boring, Sensation and Perception, pp. 5 ff., and above, Introduc-
tion, p. 15.

Cé z a n n e  o n  Mo n e t : Ambroise Vollard, Paul Cézanne (Paris, 1914), p. 88.

p. 298 b l in d  g a in in g  s ig h t  : The sources are collected in Marius von Senden, Raum-
und Gestaltauffassung bei operierten Blindgeborenen (Leipzig, 1932). For 
differing interpretations of this material, see Hebb, The Organization of Be-
havior, and Gibson, The Perception of the Visual World. 

s e n s a t io n  a n d  p e r c e p t io n : Boring, Sensation and Perception, pp. 12 ff.

p. 299 a l b e r t i : See above, citation for p. 152.
Le o n a r d o : Richter, The Literary Works of Leonardo da Vinci, No. 83.

p. 300 t h e  m ir r o r : See my Introduction, p. 6.

p. 301 a l l  t h in k in g  is s o r t in g : See Introduction, especially notes for pp. 28, 29.
“ph e n o m e n a l  s iz e  is  r e l a t iv e ” : E. G. Boring, “The Gibsonian Visual Field,” 

Psychological Review, LIX (1952), 246.
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p. 302 H e r b e r t  r e a d , Art Now (rev. edn., New York and London, 1948), Ch. IV.
h . TH O U L ESS, “Phenomenal Regression to the Real Object,” British Journal of 

Psychology, XXI (1931), 339~59; XXII, 1-30. 
c o n s t a n c y  a n d  m e d i e v a l  o p t i c s : See Hans Bauer, “Die Psychologie Al-

hazens,” p. 60, after Alhazen, II, 36, and Gezenius ten Doesschate, De Derde 
Commentaar van Lorenzo Ghiberti, p. 77; both cited for p. 15.

p. 303 o s g o o d , Method and Theory, p. 284.

p. 304 t r a n s f e r  e x p e r i m e n t : See Evans, An Introduction to Color, p . 149.

p. 306 s e e i n g  t h e  w o r l d  a s  a  p i c t u r e  : A famous description of this experience is
in Goethe's Dichtung und Wahrheit, II, Book 8; earlier examples in my arti-
cle on “The Development of Landscape Painting” cited above for p. 186. 

c é z a n n e ’s  a d v i c e : Cézanne’s Letters, ed. John Rewald (London, 1941),
p. 234. For the methods of art teaching in France, see Horace Lecoq de 
Boisbaudran, Lettres à un jeune Professeur (Paris and Abbeville, 1874); 
tr. L. D. Luard, The Training of the Memory in Art and the Education of the 
Artist (London, 1911).

p. 308 i l l u s i o n s  t h e  r u l e : Metzger, Gesetze des Sehens, Ch. VII.
“i l l u s i o n  n o  p l a c e  i n  p s y c h o l o g y ” : Boring, Sensation and Perception,

p. 238.
t h e  s p r e a d i n g  e f f e c t : Evans, Introduction to Color, p. 181. 
r u s k i n , Elements of Drawing, par. 152.

p.310 e i d e t i c  f a c u l t y : For bibliography, see Woodworth and Schlosberg, Experi-
mental Psychology, p. 722; applications to art history in G. A. S. Snijder, 
Kretische Kunst, Versuch einer Deutung (Berlin, 1936); a more skeptical 
evaluation in H. Schäfer, Von ägyptischer Kunst, p. 99. 

k e e p i n g  m a n y  r e l a t i o n s h i p s  i n  m i n d : L. S. Hearnshaw, “Temporal Integra-
tion and Behaviour,” Bulletin of the British Psychological Society, Septem-
ber 1956 (with bibliography). Winston Churchill, Painting as a Pastime 
(London, 1948; New York, 1950), p. 23, and Alfred H. Barr, Matisse (New 
York, 1951), P- 122.

p. 311 m o u n t a i n  r a n g e s : Metzger, Gesetze des Sehens, p. 153.
Cé z a n n e  a n d  t h e  p h o t o g r a p h : See above, note f o r  p . 65.

p. 312 Cé z a n n e : Meyer Schapiro, Paul Cézanne (New York and London, 1952).
Ro l a n d  f r é a r t  d e  CHAM BRAY, Idée de la perfection de la peinture (Mans, 

1662), p. 20.

p. 313 s t i m u l u s  c o n c e n t r a t i o n : Vernon, Visual Perception, p. 145.
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b r a q u e  o n  a m b i g u i t y : In statements made to John Richardson, The Ob-
server, December 1, 1957.

p. 314 k o n r a d  f i e d l e r : See above, note for p . 16.
m o b i l i z i n g  m e m o r i e s  o f  p i c t u r e s  : A good description in Konrad von Lange,

Das Wesen der Kunst (2nd edn., Berlin, 1907), pp. 456-57.
s i r  W i n s t o n  Ch u r c h i l l : See above, note for p. 38.

p. 315 r o g e r  d e  p i l e s , “Dialogue sur le Coloris” (1673), in Conversations sur la Con- 
noissance de la Peinture (1677), p. 61. I am indebted for this reference to 
Miss Jennifer Montagu.

t h e  p i c t u r e s q u e : Christopher Hussey, The Picturesque (London and New
York, 1927), and N. Pevsner, “Richard Payne Knight,” The Art Bulletin, 
1949.

c o n s t a b l e : Lecture in Leslie, Memoirs, p . 323.

p. 316 b e a u m o n t : See above, note for p. 44.
Ga i n s b o r o u g h  i n  e v e r y  h e d g e  : Constable in Leslie, Memoirs, p. 9.

p.317 Ga i n s b o r o u g h ’s  c o p i e s : Mary Woodall, Gainsborough9s Landscape Drawings
(London, 1939).

H e i n r i c h  WÖLFFLIN, Kunstgeschichtliche Grundbegriffe, p. 249.
Le s l i e  o n  c o n s t a b l e : C. R. Leslie, A Handbook for Young Painters (London,

1855), P- 274-

p. 319 a n  a s h : Leslie, Memoirs, p. 239.
c o n s t a b l e  o n  c u y p : Ibid., pp. 234-35.

p . 320 c o n s t a b l e  o n  l a n d s c a p e  p a i n t i n g : See above, p . 33.

p . 321 p o p p e r : See above, notes f o r  p p . 28, 29.
h e n r y  r i c h t e r , Daylight, a Recent Discovery in the Art of Painting, with Hints 

on the Philosophy of the Fine Arts and on that of the Human Mind as first 
dissected by Emmanuel Kant (London, 1817), pp. 2-3. For bibliography, 
see W. Schöne, Über das Licht in der Malerei, as cited above for p. 37.

p. 322 l e c o q  d e  b o i s b a u d r a n , tr. Luard: The Training of the Memory in Art (as cited 
above for p. 306), p. 301.

p. 323 m a n e t  a n d  Ra p h a e l : Ernest Chesneau, UArt et les artistes modernes (Paris,
1864), p. 190; Rewald, The History of Impressionism, p. 151. The fame of 
the print is attested by Freart de Chambray, who uses it to demonstrate the 
perfect composition. (See above, note for p. 312.)

p. 324 m a n e t ’s  t r i a l  a n d  e r r o r : There is a beautiful page on this aspect in Joyce
Cary, Art and Reality (New York and Cambridge, 1958), p. 86, that I would 
have quoted if I had known of it at the time of writing.
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o n e  t h i n g  a t  a  t i m e : See my lecture Raphaels Madonna della Sedia (Oxford, 
1956), pp. 22-23.

p. 326 Ci c e r o : See above, citation for p. 10. Constable chose the passage as a motto
for his Various Subjects of Landscape (London, 1832). 

a n d r é  m a l r a u x , The Voices of Silence, p. 279.
o r i g i n a l  s i n  i n  t h e  w a y  o f  t r u t h  : I owe this interpretation to K. R. Popper.

p. 327 g i b s o n , The Perception of the Visual World, Ch. 11.
t h e  j u m p i n g  s q u i r r e l  : N. Pastore, “An Examination of the Theory That Per-

ceiving Is Learned,” Psychological Review, LXIII (September 1956), 309. 
NATiviSM v e r s u s  e m p i r i c i s m : According to O. L. Zangwill, “Psychology,” in

The New Outline of Modern Knowledge, ed. Alan Pryce-Jones (New York 
and London, 1956), p. 173, it looks as if the nativists had scored an impor-
tant success with Sperry’s experiments on animals. See also Eckhard H. 
Hess, “Space Perception in the Chick,” Scientific American (New York), 195 
(1956), reprinted in David C. Beardslee and Michael Wertheimer, Readings 
in Perception (New York and London, 1958).

p. 328 b e r n a r d  b e r e n s o n , Seeing and Knowing (London, 1953).
j .  j .  g i b s o n , “The Visual Field and the Visual World,” Psychological Review,

LIX (1952), 148-51-

Chapter X: The Experiment of Caricature

p . 330 m o t t o  : Lewis Carroll, Alice in Wonderland, Ch. VI.
p l i n y  a n d  v a s a r i : See above, Introduction, p p . 1 1 - 1 2 .

p .  331 v a s a r i  o n  t i t i a n : See above, note for p . 195.
Re m b r a n d t ’s  t e c h n i q u e  : A. P. Laurie, The Brushwork of Rembrandt and His 

School (London, 1932), and Vojtech Volavka, Painting and the Painters 
Brushwork (Prague, 1954).

Ch i n e s e  f o r m u l a : See above, p. 209.

p. 332 v a n  e y c k ’s  t e x t u r e s : See above, note fo r  p. 220.
l o m a z z o , tr. Richard Haydock, A Trade Containing the Arts of Curious Paint-

ings, Carvings and Building (Oxford, 1598), p. 136.

p . 3 3 3  a l b e r t i , Della Pittura, ed. Janitschek (Bk. II), p . 1 2 1 .

p. 334 m a x  j. f r i e d l a n d e r , Von Kunst und Kennerschaft, p. 217. (Cf. tr., p. 238.)
r e a d i n g  f a c e s  : A famous experiment with schematic faces discussed and

interpreted in Egon Brunswik, Perception and the Representative Design of 
Psychological Experiments (2nd edn., Berkeley, 1956), pp. 100 if.
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m o n a  l i s a ’s  s m i l e : See George Boas, “The Mona Lisa in the History of Taste,” 
in Wingless Pegasus (Baltimore, 1950); for other examples (and some bib-
liography), see my article “Botticelli’s Mythologies,” in the Journal of the 
Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, VIII (1945), 11-12.

p.336 R. TÔPFFER : A vigorous interest in Tôpffer and Tôpfferiana survives in Ge-
neva, where Editions des Centenaire Albert Skira publish the Petite Collec-
tion Rodolphe Tôpffer, ed. Pierre Cailler and Henri Darel, with works by and 
on the artist.

p. 337 Ro d o l p h e  t ô p f f e r , Essai de physiognomie (Geneva, 1845); Œuvres com-
plètes de R. Tôpffer, ed. Pierre Cailler and H. Giller, XI (Geneva, 1945), 14.

p. 341 i n b o r n  r e s p o n s e s : See above, notes for pp. 101-103.

p. 343 c a r i c a t u r e : E. H. Gombrich and Ernst Kris, Caricature (Harmondsworth
[Penguin], 1940), and “The Principles of Caricature” (first published 1938) 
in Ernst Kris, Psychoanalytic Explorations in Art (New York, 1952), with 
bibliography.

F i l i p p o  BALDiNUCCi, “Caricare,” in Vocabulario Toscano delVarte del disegno 
(Florence, 1681).

p. 345 Ar n o l d  h o u b r a k e n , Be Groote Schouburgh der Nederlantsche Konstschilders 
en Schilderessen (1st edn., 1718; The Hague, 1753), I, 263-67. Houbraken 
derived his argument on expression from Giovanni Pietro Bellori, “Idea” 
(1664), in Le Vite de’pittori, scultori ed architetti moderni (Rome, 1672), 
p. 9; for translation, see above, note for p. 155.

p. 347 o t t o  b e n e s c h , Rembrandt Hermanszoon van Rijn, Drawings: A Critical and 
Chronological Catalogue (London, 1954), II, 113 (Cat. C 5).

Le o n a r d o  d a  v i n c i , Treatise on Painting, ed. McMahon, II, No. 415.

p. 348 Le o n a r d o ’s  d o o d l e s  : See my article on his grotesque heads, cited above for
P- 97-

l e  b r u n  : A dissertation on Le Brun’s theory and practice by Jennifer Montagu 
is in course of preparation at the University of London.

p.349 h o g a r t h : Draft for The Analysis of Beauty, ed. J. Burke (Oxford, 1955),
p. 185.

h o g a r t h  o n  c a r i c a t u r e : In the inscription on the print The Bench.

p . 351 c o z e n s ’ s y s t e m s : See Paul Oppé, Alexander and John Robert Cozens (Lon-
don, 1952).

Fr a n c i s  g r o s e , Rules for Drawing Caricatures (London, 1788).

p. 3 5 2  d a u m i e r ’s  l i k e n e s s : “Il se représentait continuellement lui-même, sans doute 
à son insu. C’était toujours son nez!—et quel nez en virgule! et ses petits
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yeux pénétrants et luisants comme les diamants.” Jean Gigous, Causeries 
sur les artistes de mon temps (Paris, 1885), p. 55.

p. 353 L e o n a r d o ’s  o b s e s s i o n : See m y  article on Leonardo’s grotesque heads, cited
above for p. 97.

P- 355 Ba u d e l a i r e  o n  d a u m i e r : “On the Essence of Laughter” (1855), in The Mir-
ror of Art: Critical Studies by Charles Baudelaire, tr. and ed. Jonathan 
Mayne (New York and London, 1955), pp. 159 if.

p. 356 Ro d o l p h e  t ö p f f e r , Reflexions et Menus propos dyun peintre genevois (Geneva, 
1846-47), Book V, Ch. XXXV. Gautier’s review (Revue des deux mondes, 
1847) was republished in Geneva, 1943.

P i c a s s o : “Pablo Picasso: An Interview” (1923), in Robert Goldwater and
Marco Treves, Artists on Art from the XIV to the XX Century (New York, 
I945)? PP- 416-17.

J a m e s  t h u r b e r , The Beast in Me and Other Animals (New York, 1948), p. 73.

P- 357 p s y c h o a n a l y s i s  : For a concise summary of the Freudian view, see Edward
Glover, Freud or Jung? (London and New York, 1950), p. 13. 

m o v e m e n t  a n d  i n t e n t i o n : Viktor von Weizsäcker, Der Gestaltkreis, Ch. I;
Colin Cherry, On Human Communication, p. 300.

P- 356 P a u l  Kl e e , On Modem Art (Über die moderne Kunst), tr. Paul Findlay (Lon-
don, 1948).

Chapter XI : From Representation to Expression

p. 359 m o t t o e s : Aristotle, Politics VIII, 1340A. John Ruskin, The Elements of Draw-
ing and Perspective, par. 135.

p. 360 n a t u r a l  a n d  c o n v e n t i o n a l  s i g n s  : See above, note for p. 87.

p. 361 p l a t o : Cratylus 434, tr. H. N. Fowler (LCL, 1939), p. 169.
s u n l i t  l a n d s c a p e s : See above, notes for pp. 37 and 321.

p. 362 p h o n e m e s  a n d  o n o m a t o p o e i a : Cherry, On Human Communication, espe-
cially Ch. III.

p. 364 s p e e c h  s o u n d  a n d  s p e e c h  s y n t h e s i z e r s  : Cherry, On Human Communica-
tion, Ch. IV (with bibliography), and D. B. Fry, “The Experimental Study 
of Speech,” in Studies in Communication, by A. J. Ayer et al. (as cited above 
for p. 214), pp. 147-67.
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p. 365 c o p y i n g : See above, Ch. II, pp. 75—77, and Ivins, Prints and Visual Communi-
cation, p. 61.

m o r e l l i ’s  m e t h o d : Ivan Lermolieff, pseud. (Giovanni Morelli), Italian Paint-
ers; Critical Studies of Their Works, tr. C. J. Ffoulkes, introd. A. H. Layard 
(London, 1892-93).

p. 366 v a n  g o g h ’s  c r i t e r i a : M. M. van Dantzig, Vincent? (Amsterdam, 1953).
s y n e s t h e s i a : For early studies see E. G. Boring, Sensation and Perception

in the History of Experimental Psychology, p. 49; for later studies, Charles
E. Osgood, Method and Theory in Experimental Psychology, pp. 642—46;
F. A. von Hayek, The Sensory Order, pp. 19-24. For synesthetic metaphors, 
see also Stephen Ullmann, The Principles of Semantics (Glasgow, 1951), 
pp. 266-89, and the same author's Style in the French Novel (Cambridge, 
1957), Ch. V (both with rich bibliography). An historical study is Erika von 
Erhardt-Siebold, “Harmony of the Senses in English, German and French 
Romanticism,” Publications of the Modern Language Association of Amer-
ica, XLVII (1932).

p. 367 ARCiMBOLDO: F. C. Legrand and Felix Sluys, Arcimboldo et les arcimboldes-
ques (Aalter, Belgium, 1955).

Wa s s i l y  Ka n d i n s k y , Über das Geistige in der Malerei (Munich, 1912); tr.: 
Concerning the Spiritual in Art (New York, 1947).

p. 368 m a t c h i n g : Reinhard Krauss, “Über den graphischen Ausdruck,” Beihefte zur
Zeitschrift für angewandte Psychologie, 48 (Leipzig, 1930), where the pos-
sibility of matching abstract design against concepts and moods is demon-
strated in a restricted-choice situation. This precaution is neglected in the 
discussions on “The Representative and Expressive Effects of Music,” in 
Leland W. Crafts and others, Recent Experiments in Psychology (New 
York and London, 1938), Ch. VIII. Results are accordingly negative.

p. 370 syne st he sia  and r e l a t io nsh ips: Gladys A. Reichard, R. Jakobson, E. Weiss,
“Language and Synaesthesia,” Word, II (1949).

“p i n g -p o n g ” : Peter H. McKellar, Imagination and Thinking (New York and
London, 1957), pp. 65-66, reports on experiments he made according to my 
suggestions. For a comparable procedure, see Osgood, Method and Theory, 
pp. 712-14.

c a t e g o r i e s  o f  a r t i s t s : For similar contrasts, see Max J. Friedländer, Von
Kunst und Kennerschaft, p. 44 (cf. tr., p. 50), where painters are paired as 
“warm” and “cool.”

p. 371 Ch a r l e s  e . o s g o o d , George J. Suci, Percy H. Tannenbaum, The Measurement 
of Meaning (Urbana, 1957).

m e t a p h o r s : See m y  paper “Visual Metaphors of Value in Art,” cited above
for p. 30.
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p. 373 J o n a t h a n  Ri c h a r d s o n , The Theory of Painting, in The Works of Jonathan
Richardson (London, 1792), p. 65 (coloring), p. 70 (handling). 

e x p r e s s i o n i s t s : See Bernard S. Myers, Expressionism (London, 1957), esp.
Ch. 4.

Vi t r u v i u s , De architectura, Bk. I, Ch. II.

p. 374 p o u s s i n ’s  l e t t e r  of Nov. 24, 1647, is translated and annotated in Elizabeth G.
Holt, A Documentary History of Art, II (New York [Anchor], 1958), pp. 
154-56. See also P. Alfassa, “L’Origine de la lettre de Poussin sur les modes 
d’après un travail récent,” Bulletin de la Société de Vhistoire de Vart fran-
çais, 1933, pp. 125-43.

P- 375 d e m e t r i u s , On Style 105 and 176. The theory is expounded and applied in 
Pope’s Essay on Criticism: “The sound must seem an echo to the sense.” 

c i c e r o ’s  c a t e g o r i e s : See Introduction, p. 10.
w i n c k e l m a n n ’s  link with the tradition of rhetoric: Heinz Weniger, Die drei 

Stilcharaktere, as cited for p. 10.

p. 376 “t h e  a r t ” : Leslie, Memoirs, p. 279.

p. 377 l a n d s c a p e  m o d e s  : See my article on “The Development of Landscape Paint-
ing,” cited for p. 186.

p. 378 d e  p i l e s , Principles of Painting (as cited for p. 199), p. 124.

p. 379 c i c e r o , Orator XXIII, 78. The same treatise, X, 36, also contains a comparison
of the contrasting manners of oratory with tastes in painting. 

s a l o m o n  g e s s n e r , “A Letter on Landscape Painting” (1st English edn., 1770). 
I quote from the edition of the Works I (Liverpool, 1802), pp. 180-89.

p. 380 r o o m  f o r  n a t u r a l  p e i n t u r e : Leslie, Memoirs, p. 15.
PASTORAL FEELING: Ibid., p. 132.
d e  p i l e s , Principles of Painting (as cited for p. 199), p. 125.
STYLES OF EXECUTION: Ibid., p. 156.

p. 381 g i f t s  a n d  s t y l e : Cicero, De oratore III, ix, 35. 
e . k r i s  : See above, Introduction, p. 30.
r u s k i n , Modern Painters, Part II, Sec. 1, Ch. 7.

p. 382 w. g i l p i n , Forest Scenery, quoted after C. Hussey, The Picturesque (London 
and New York, 1927), p. 124.

p. 383 W o r d s w o r t h , Poems (London, 1815). The first quotation comes from the Pref-
ace to “Lyrical Ballads,” Vol. II, p. 381, of the edition cited; the second from 
Vol. I, p. viii.
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s o u n d  o f  w a t e r : Leslie, Memoirs, pp. 85-86.
SLIM Y  POSTS : Ibid., p. 237.
w il l iam j a me s , Talks to Teachers on Psychology and to Students on Some of 

Life's Ideals (New York and London, 1899), p. 99.

p . 384 d u t c h  r u r a l  t r a d i t i o n  : Fisher on “Dutch Forest School,” Leslie, Memoirs,
P- 37-

“l i g h t s — d e w s ” : Ibid., p. 218.

p . 385 PICTURES TO BE AVOIDED: Ibid., p . 2 1 8 .

F U SE L I’S UM BRELLA: Ibid., p . IOO.

o n e  b r i e f  m o m e n t : John Constable, Various Subjects of Landscape (London, 
1832), introd.

s p a r k l e  w i t h  r e p o s e : Leslie, p . 123.
BRIGHTNESS w i t h o u t  s p o t t i n e s s : Ibid., p. 240.

p. 386 A LITTLE GOLD: Ibid., p. 247.
U N IT E  IM AGINATION W IT H  N A TURE: Ibid., p . 179.

p . 387 Ga i n s b o r o u g h ’s  l e t t e r : William T. Whitley, Thomas Gainsborough (Lon-
don, 1915), PP- 358- 59-

w i v e n h o e  p a r k : Leslie, p. 68.

p. 388 i n t u i t i o n  a n d  r e a s o n  : For a rational comparison between the achievements
of global perception and analytical thought, see Egon Brunswik, Wahrneh- 
mung und Gegenstandswelt (Leipzig and Vienna, 1934), pp. 127 and 224 ff.

e l i m i n a t i n g  f a l s e  r e s p o n s e s  : A similar function is assigned to scholarship
by T. S. Eliot in “The Frontiers of Criticism” (1956), in On Poetry and Poets 
(London, 1957), p. 114. I need hardly emphasize once more that this inter-
pretation tallies with the general methodology of this book derived from 
K. R. Popper, The Logic of Scientific Discovery (New York and London, 
1959)-

Retrospect
P-393  STORY OF ART: p p . 4 2 1 - 2 2 .

p. 395 SURREA LISTS: Ibid., p. 443.

p.396 r e l u c t a n c e  t o  r e c o g n i z e  a m b i g u i t y : An attempt to evaluate the degree
of this reluctance as a test for rigidity is Else Frenkel-Brunswik, “Intolerance 
of Ambiguity as an Emotional and Perceptual Personality Variable,” in 
Howard Brand, The Study of Personality (New York and London, 1954). 
For the philosophical aspects, see K. R. Popper, “Philosophy of Science” (as 
cited above for p. 28), esp. pp. 175-76. The applications to image reading 
were first brought to my attention by Dr. Gottfried Spiegler.
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A page n u m ber preceded  by an asterisk  
in d ica tes an illu stra tion . A page n u m ber  
fo llow ed  by n in d ica tes a note for th a t 
page; see pages 397-439  for the notes.

abbreviation, in , 112 & n, 171; see also  
simplification

abstract art, see nonfigurative art 
“abstraction,” 28, 102, 163; see also gen-

eralization
academy figure, 163-64 
accent, 364, 365-66
accidental forms, 182-91, 211, 231, 297, 

3 5 6 - 5 7 ;  in projective tests, 227-28 
Acker, W. R. B., 15071 
“action painting,” 287 
Adams, G. K., 22671; quoted, 226 
advertising, see posters 
Aelianus, Claudius, 20771 
after-images, 229, 260 & n  
Alain, [Daniel]: cartoon, *2, 3, 4, 9, 24, 

25, 29, 30, 306
Alberti, Leone Battista, 3771, 10577, 107, 

152 & 77, 190 & 77, 299 & 77, 333 & 77; 
quoted, 105-6 

Alcamenes, 191-92 
Alcestis, 125
Alexander’s victory over Darius (mosaic), 

*136
Alfassa, P., 37477 
Alhazen, 1577; quoted, 15 
Allen, Arthur B.: from G raphic A rt in  

E asy S tages, "147 
Allport, Floyd H., 2977, 6077 
Altdorfer, Albrecht: The V irgin  am id st 

A n gels, *217, *218, 219 
ambiguity: deliberate, 5, 217, 262-63, 266, 

283-86, 395; hidden, 29, 30, 236, 238, 
249-50, 254, 256, 258-87, 313-14, 328, 
329, 393-96 & 77; see also projection 

Ames, Adelbert, Jr.: chair demonstra-
tions, *248 & 77-49 & n> 250, 252, 257,

258-59, 268, 274, 276, 329; size-distance 
demonstrations, 259 & n, 270, 271 

“anamorphosis,” 252 & 77-53 
“anchorage,” 202, 228, 229 
Andokides amphora, *40 
Andrae, Walter, 12577 
Angel, Philip, 22877; quoted, 228 
angle of vision, 50, 52, 153, 256-57, 271, 

277, 294, 295, 296
animals: behavior, 50, 55, 101 & 77-2 , 327 

& 77, 341; representations of, 78-83, 
162-63

animation, 335 
Annigoni, Pietro, 6577 
Anscombe, G. E. M., 577 
anticipation: color, 226; and illusion, 57, 

58-62, 204-7, 220-21, 228-29, 235, 261- 
62, 276, 277, 280, 304, 328, 360, 373, 
385; in perception, 28, 89, 172, 186, 
204, 223, 225-26, 249, 275, 298, 301-3; 
in science, 320-21

Antioch: mosaic from, *41, *266, *283- 
*84, 285

Apelles, 57 & 77, 141 
Apollo o f P iom bino , *117 
Apollo of T enea, "117 
“appearances”: “discovery of,” 292-329, 

330; Platonic, 98-99, 116, 127; in stim-
ulus psychology, 260, 261 

archaic art, see pre-Greek art; primitive 
art

architecture: classic orders, 373-*74; cur-
vatures, 258 

Arcimboldo, 367 & 77 
Aristotle, 10077, 222, 35977; Politics, 

quoted, 359
Arnheim, Rudolf, 2 6  &  77, 2 7  & n, 87 & n, 

2 1 5 7 7 ,  2 6 2 7 7

445
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Arnoult, Malcolm D., 39n  
Arreat, Lucien, 26971
art: emancipation of, 115, 127, 141, 191, 

206, 211, 232, 278-81, 329, 342, 358; 
history of, 4, n-15, 16-25, 29, 62, 77, 
86, 117-19, 1 4 4 -4 5 , 148, 150, 247, 267, 
292, 313-20, 329, 330, 359, 376, 388, 
393-94; language of, 8-9, 24, 87, 90, 
133, 142, 186, 209, 239, 347, 349, 350, 
356, 358, 360, 376-77, 388, 389; see  
also Byzantine art; cave art; child art; 
Chinese art; classical art; Cretan art; 
cubism; Dutch painting; Egyptian art; 
German art; Greek art; Italian art; Jap-
anese art; medieval art; Mesopotamian 
art; Mexican art; narrative art; neo-
lithic art; nonfigurative art; pre-Greek 
art; primitive art; Renaissance art; Ro-
man art; twentieth-century art; Victo-
rian art

art criticism: academic, 4-5; Chinese, 
150 & n; classical theories of, 9-12, 
i 4 i , 3 7 4  

art nouveau , 21
art teaching, 12-14, 147-48, 156-69, 174, 

306-7
Ashmole, Bernard, 1 1 7 7 2  

associations, 28 
assumptions, see hypothesis 
Assur-bani-pal: lioness from palace of, 

*142
Atteneave, Fred, 3922 
Auden, W. H., 14622; quoted, 146 
Auersperg, A., Prinz, 26022 
Austin, G. A., 27222 
Australian aborigines, 139 & 22 
automata, 99 Sen 
Avenarius, Ferdinand, 6322 
Ayer, A. J., 21422, 36422 
Ayer, Fred C., 14622, 18922; quoted, 146- 

47, 189

background: transformation of, 230-32 
Badt, Kurt, 17822
Baldinucci, Filippo, 34322; quoted, 343-44 
Baldung Grien, Hans: T he Fall o f M an, 

*42, *43; detail, *44 
Baldwin, T. W., 21122 
Baltrusaitis, Jurgis, 19022, 19122, 25222 
Bandinelli, R. Bianchi, 7522,13822 
Bara, Guy: from T om  the T raveller, *342 
Barbaro, Daniele, 221-22; quoted, 22122 
Barr, Alfred H., Jr., 3722, 31022

Barry, James, 1222, 25; quoted, 12-14 
Bartlett, F. C., 77; “nonsense figure,” *74 

& 22; quoted, 303; transformations of a 
hieroglyph, *75

Bartolommeo, Fra, 169; drawings, *170 
Bassano, 197
Baudelaire, Charles, 355 & 22, 367 
Bauer, Hans, 1522, 30222 
Bayeux tapestry, *64, 68, 77 
Beale, Lester: poster, *264 
Beardslee, David C., 2822, 22622, 24922, 

27222, 32722
Beaumont, Sir George, 44, 46, 315, 316 

& 22, 383
Beazley, John Davidson, 11722 
Becatti, Giovanni, 1022, 1122, 2522 
Beham, Hans Sebald: profile, *166, 167 
beholder: and ambiguities, 238-41, 258- 

87; anticipation and consistency, 204- 
7, 226-32, 234-37, 242, 391; and artist, 
191-202, 232-34, 287, 291, 305-6, 326, 
331-32, 336, 370, 382, 389; imagina-
tion, 191-202, 203, 208, 278; inference, 
212-15; and late Greek art, 144-45; 
perspective and space, 243-57; projec-
tion, 208-11, 222-24; skill of, 195, 370; 
see also image reading 

Bellori, G. P., 15571, 34572 
Beloff, J. R., 17272 
Benesch, Otto, 347 & n  
Berchem, Nicolaes, 379 
Berenson, Bernard, i6n, 25-26, 277 & 72, 

278, 328 & 72; quoted, 16 
Berkeley, George, 15, 297 & n, 298, 326, 

3 3 0

Bernard, Emile, 306
Bernhardt, Karl Heinz, 11272
Bernini: caricature, *344
Bertalanffy, L. von, 2872; quoted, 28
Bettini, Sergio, 1822
Bevan, Edwyn R., 1 1 3 7 2 ,  1 4 5 7 2 ,  2 0 6 7 2 ;

quoted, 113-14 
Bible: Old Testament, 129 
Bieder, Joseph: poster, *56 
Bing, Gertrud, xiii, 2372, 10672 
Bischoff, K., 3971 
“blotting,” 183, 188 & 72 
Boas, Franz, 2222 
Boas, George, 12522, 33472 
Bober, Harry, 1577, 15072  
Boccaccio, Giovanni, 6 in ;  quoted, 61 
Bodonyi, J., 23022 
Boersma, H. L., 15772
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Boethius, 152 
Boldini, Giovanni, 202 
Book of Hours: Organ-Playing Angel 

from, 212, *214
books: drawing, 147, 152, 157-67, 348-49 
Borenius, Tancred, 372, 8772 
Boring, E. G., 1522, 4922, 29722, 29822, 30122, 

30822, 328, 36622; quoted, 301 308 
Borinski, Karl, 13822
Boschini, Marco, 19922; quoted, 197 & n, 

1 9 9
Botticelli, Sandro, 189 
Bowie, Henry P., 14922, 16322 
Brand, Howard, 39622 
Braque, Georges, 27, 313 & 22; Still Life: 

The Table, 281 & 22, *282 
Breuil, H., 107 
brightness, see light 
Brinckmann, A. E., 2322 
Britsch, Gustaf, 87 & n 
Bruce, James, 8122; quoted, 81-82 
Brücke, Ernst Wilhelm von, 4922; quoted, 

4 9

Brueghel, Pieter, the Elder: Dulle Griet, 
*103

Brunelleschi, 330
Bruner, J. S., 2822, 2922, 6022, 8822, 22622, 

22822, 27222; quoted, 29 
Brunhoff, Jean de: from Babar, *3 3 5 ;

facial expressions, 334-35» 336 
Brunstäd, F., 1922
Brunswik, Egon, 2922, 26272, 33422, 38822 
brushstrokes, 6, 195-202, 203, 222, 231, 

234, 331, 380; Chinese, 208-9; nonfig- 
urative art, 287 

Bryson, Lyman, 3022 
Burckhardt, Jakob, 17 
Burke, Joseph, 26522, 34922 
Burne-Jones, Sir Edward: Pygmalion and 

the Image, *94 
Bury, R. G., 12622 
Busch, Wilhelm, 337 
Bushmen: art of, 108 
Busiris vase, *135-36 
Busse, Kurt Heinrich, 10722 
busts, 60, 354 
Buswell, G. T., 22722 
Byvanck, Alexander W., 11622 
Byzantine art, 145

Cailler, Pierre, 33622, 33722 
Cairns, Huntington, 4622, 6622

Calderon de la Barca, Pedro, 223 & n, 
225; quoted, 224 

Caleti, Augustin Villagra, 14372 
Campbell, D. T., 88w 
Campbell, Roy, 221 & n 
Camper, Pieter, 17m, 172, 174; propor-

tions of the head, *171; quoted, 171 
Canaletto (Antonio Canale), 14, 197;

Campo San Zanipolo, *198, 249 
canon of geometric relationships, 146 & 

7i, 147, 156, 351
Cap Blanc: horse from, 107, *108 
Capp, Al, 336; cartoon, *229; the Shmoo,

*3 3 5 , 3 5 8

captions, 67-69, 74, 89 
Caravaggio, Michelangelo Merisi, 174 & 72 
caricature: history and theory, 343-44, 

348-58; see also faces 
Carmichael, L. C., 7472 
Carracci, Agostino, 161 & 72-62, 163, 214 

& 72; caricatures, *343; features, *162 
Carracci, Annibale, 161, 343; trick draw-

ings after, 214 & 72, *215, 230 
Carroll, John B., 9022 
Carroll, Lewis, 33072; quoted, 330 
Carter, B. A. R., xiii; diagram of perspec-

tive gates, *215; outline of hand, *238; 
pillars and columns projected onto a 
plane, *255

cartoons, 229; political, 344, 352; see also 
caricature

Carus, Carl Gustav, 19 & 72-20 
Cary, Joyce, 17472, 26972, 32472 
Castel Sant' Angelo, see Rome 
Castiglione, Baidassare, 19372; quoted, 

1 9 3 - 9 5

cat: how to draw, *7, 147 
categories, 28, 150, 238; of style, 10, 134, 

373-75, 376, 378-81, 383; see also clas-
sification

Catlin, George, 26772; Little Bear, 268-*69, 
270

cave art, 107-9
Caylus, Anne Claude Philippe de Tubières, 

Comte de, 199; quoted, 19972 
Celtic tribes : coin copying, 75 
Cézanne, 297 & n, 306 & 72, 312 & 72; Mont 

Sainte-Victoire, *65 & 72, 311 & 72 

Chambray, Roland Fréart de Chantelou, 
Sieur de, 312 & 72, 315, 323 & n; 
quoted, 312-13 

Chapanis, A. R. E., 28072 
Chapuis, A., 9972

447
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character: physiognomic, 340, 348, 349, 
350» 35i» 354; see also faces; style 

Chardin, 174 & n
Chartres: Cathedral of Notre Dame, *72- 

7 3

Ch’en Yung-chih, 188 & n  
Cheng, James, 84
Cherry, Colin, xiii, 3911, 88n, 20572, 27572, 

357*L 36272, 364*2 
Chesneau, Ernest, 32372 
Chiang Yee, 84-85 & n; Cows in  D erw ent- 

w ater, *84, 89
chiaroscuro technique, 43-44; see also  

light
Chicago: symposium on ancient art, 128 

& 22-29
child art: Arnheim on, 26, 27, 87; copy of 

W iven h oe Park, *292, 293-95, 299, 304; 
drawing of faces, 168- 6̂9; Fry on, 292; 
functions of, 119; Loewy on, 22-23; 
size and scale in, 303

children, 28, 99, 280, 338, 339; portrayal 
of, *166-68

Chinese art, 156, 222 & 72, 269 & 71, 329; 
expression through absence, 208-10 & 
n, 331; formula and spontaneity, 148- 
50, 152, 163; and projection, 188; Rus- 
kin on, 268; topographical portrayal, 
84-85

Chueh Yin: quoted, 149 
Churchill, Sir Winston, 3872, 52, 181, 

3 1 0 7 2 , 314 & 72, 394; quoted, 38-39 
Cian, Vittorio, 19322
Cicero, 972, 1 0 7 2 , 5772, 13922, 326 & 22, 37522, 

379 & 22, 38122; quoted, 10, 57 
Cicognara, Leopoldo, Conte, 15722 
Cimabue, 13; M adonna and Child En-

throned  w ith  A ngels and P rophets, *61 
Clairmont, Christoph, 13022 
Clark, Sir Kenneth, 6 & 22 
classical art: appeal to imagination, 191- 

92; end of, 144-45; formulas of, and 
medieval art, 150, 152; knowledge of 
ambiguity, 266, 283, 284; Riegl on, 18- 
19; theories of, 9-12, 15; Warburg on, 
24; see also Greek art; Roman art 

classification: artist’s reclassification of 
shapes, 306-7; capacity for, 101-4, 105, 
168, 225; Cozens’ schemata as, 178; 
fluidity of, 313-14; in image making, 
no, 148; in image reading, 236, 238- 
39; initial schema, 73-74, 79-80, 88; in 
nonfigurative art, 287; perceptions,

183, 297-98, 301, 302; and “spreading 
effect,” 308

Claude glass, 46 & 22, 53 
Claude Lorrain, 14, 44, 86, 315, 317, 379, 

387; The H erdsm an , *46; influence of, 
186-87; landscape drawing, *185; 
L andscape w ith  M oses and the B urning  
B ush , *377; The T iber above R om e, 
*185

clouds, 17822, 181-82, 190 
cloudscapes : Constable’s and Cozens’, 

*176, *i77-*78, 183, 351 
clues: and ambiguity, 29, 221, 265-67,

269- 70; capacity to interpret, 327; con-
tradiction of, in cubism, 281-85, 286; 
in facial expression, 336, 341-42, 345; 
in illusion, 328-39, 332; interaction of,
270- 75, 277-78, 280; in projective tests, 
227; in speech, 364

Cochin, Charles Nicolas, 174; quoted,
17422

Cohn, Raymond, 21022 
coins: copies of, *75 
Cole, F. J., 8122
Coleridge, Samuel Taylor, 280 
color, 271, 292; expectations, 226; local, 

48; relationships, 50, 52; rendering, 
37-38, 44, 46, 48; Ruskin on expressive 
value, 359; Ruskin on perception of, 
296-97; “spreading effect,” 308-11; see  
also synesthesia

columns: paradox of perspective, 254- 
*55) 256

comic strip, 229, 234; see also picture 
story

commercial art, see posters 
communication: context for, 368-69; ex-

pectation and observation in, 232, 233- 
34) 373; perception of symbolic mate-
rial, 203-5; through symbols, 385; the 
unexpected and, 376; see also informa-
tion; language

comparisons: Hogarth on comic, 350; in 
perception, 301-3, 308; systematic proc-
ess of artist, 315, 316, 321, 322-23 

concepts: “conceptual art,” 87, 118, 119, 
131, 139, 143, 156, 157, 223, 292, 293- 
96, 298; as initial schema, 73; Loewy 
on, 118; Osgood on, 371, 375; Platonic, 
97-98, 100-101, 126, 152; and truth, 
89-90

conjuring, 205-6
connoisseurship, 4, 144 & n, 199, 365-66
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consistency test, 230-32, 234, 238-39, 267, 
277, 282-85, 287

Constable, John: appeal to nature, 14, 33, 
4 4 , 4 8 , 5 3 , 1 7 4 , 1 7 5 , 3 1 5 , 380, 383; 
debt to tradition, 174-78, 183, 315-22, 
376-89; Fry on, 292, 315; Leslie on, 
317-18, 376, 383; personality, 318-88; 
Ruskin on, 317, 381; and science, 33, 
34, 48, 49, 1 7 5 , 3 1 9 , 322, 341, 383; 
works: Borrowdale, *316; cloudscapes, 
*176 & n-*78, copies after Cozens, 
*176-* 77, 183, 351 ; Dedham from 
Langham, *37; Dedham Vale, *36, *37; 
Hay Wain, 48; Salisbury Cathedral 
from the Meadow, *321; Valley Farm, 
*384, *386, *387; various subjects of 
landscape, 175 & n, 32612; View of 
Salisbury Cathedral, *47, 48; White 
Horse, 58, *59; Wivenhoe Park, * facing 
32, 33-38, 48, 220, 271, 291, 299, 321, 
329, 386-88; child’s copy of, *292, 293- 
95, 299, 304; experiments with, *304- 
*5; motif in, *317; sketch for, 232-^33 

constancy: in medieval optics, 302n; in 
perception, 50, 52, 56-57, 271, 274, 
300, 302, 303, 306 

constellations, 106-*7 
context: of action, no-11, 206-7, 232-37, 

239-40, 260, 270, 368-69; in speech,
363

continuities, 24, 88-89, 133, 314-20, 324, 
364; see also tradition 

contradictions: in cubism, 281-85, 286 
contrast, see light 
conventional signs, 87, 360-62 
conventions: in art, 24-25, 120, 135-36, 

148, 243, 247, 291-92, 298-99, 356, 360, 
367, 392, 393; in  expressing feelings, 
373-74; in language, 362-64; not in 
perspective, 253 

Conybeare, F. C., 13411, 18m 
Cook, E. T., 1411 
Cook, Margaret, 2811 
Cooke, H. Lester, 19911 
Cooper, Douglas, 28m 
Copernicus, 272
copying, 73-75, 147, 150, 157, 165, 174, 

307; Chinese habit, 84; Constable’s 
copies of Cozens, *i76-*77; of Greek 
art, 140-41 ; and individual style, 365- 
66; Platonic idea, 155; see also mimesis 

Cornish, V., 272 & n-74; quoted, 274 
Corot: View near Epernon, *47, 48, 58

Courbet, 355
Cozens, Alexander, 18311, 187, 188, 191, 

357; “blotting” method, 183-86; experi-
ments in facial expression, 351 & n; in-
fluence on Constable, 176 & 11-78, 319; 
from A New Method, *184, *185; from 
The Principles of Beauty, *350; sche-
matic sky, *176 

Crafts, Leland W., 36911 
Cretan art, 127, 142 
criticism, see art criticism 
Crivelli, Carlo: Madonna and Child En-

throned with Donor, *271; detail, *270 
Croce, Benedetto, 23
“cryptograms” of artist, 39-41, 58, 60, 

181, 299, 314, 320, 393-94 
cubism, 27 & n, 158, 281-85, 286, 312 
Curtius, Ernst Robert, 2in, 24 & n 
curvature, 253-54, 256-58, 329, 393; see 

also vaulted sky
Cuyp, Aalbert, 319 & n; Dordrecht in a 

Storm, *320

Dali, Salvador, 393
D’Alton, J. F., 9n, ion
Dante Alighieri, 2,78a; quoted, 278
Dantzig, M. M. van, 366n
Darel, Henri, 336n
Dark, P., i43n
Daumier, Honoré, 352 & n-54; Advice to 

a Young Artist, *55; Audience Pleased, 
"353; brushstrokes, 202; head, *354; 
Pygmalion, *94; two lawyers, *354 

Da Vinci, see Leonardo 
dazzle, 49, 57, 296 
Debussy, Claude, 367 
decorum, 349, 351, 358 
definition, theory of, 100 & n 
Degas, 174 & n, 214 
Deinse, A. B. van, 8on 
Delacroix, 207n, 352, 373 
Demetrius, ion, 375 & n 
Demus, Otto, ii3n, 145 &n 
Denis, Maurice, 279n; quoted, 279 
Denniston, J. D., ion 
Deonna, Waldemar, n8n, 12m 
depth: suggestion of, 44, 48, 230, 255, 

256, 261-65, 280, 360; see also fore-
shortening; size-distance relationship; 
space

detail: ambiguity in, 269-70; perception 
of, 222-23; representation of, 216-17, 
219, 228, 229, 232-33, 331-32
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diagrammatic art, see Egyptian art; 
schema

diligente style, 197 
Dionysius of Halicarnassus, ion 
diorama, 38
discovery, 48, 117, 314, 319-29, 355, 356- 

58, 382, 385
Disney, Walt, 336, 367; Dumbo, *335 
distance: beholder’s, 6, 191-200, 271; per-

ception of, 222-25, 228, 250, 334; ren-
dering, 19, 46; see also size-distance re-
lationship

distinctive features, 71, 120, 172, 302 
Doesschate, Gezenius ten, 1 5 7 7 , 302n 
Donatello: Herod’s Banquet, 212, *214; 

Singing Gallery, *193; Vasari on, 192 
& ra-93; “Eo Zuccone,” 94 & n, *95 

doodling, 340, 342, 348, 356 
Dou, Gerard, 196; Woman Reading, *197 
drawing, 53, 150, 174; American Indian, 

106-7; books, 147, 152, 157-67, 348-49; 
canonic schema, 146-48; Chinese, 148- 
49; egg-shape formula, 168-72; inter-
pretation, 267-68, 287; Leonardo on, 
154, 189; medieval, 150; microanalysis 
of, 365

drawn work, *39-40 
droodles, 215 & n 
Droz, E., 99n 
Dubuffet, Jean, 202n
Duccio di Buoninsegna: The Calling of 

the Apostles Peter and Andrew, *294, 
295; Madonna Rucellai, *13 

Duell, Prentice, 123n
Dura-Europos synagogue wall painting, 

*112, 113,144
Dürer, Albrecht, 68, 81 & 77, 82, 158, 

252; draftsman drawing a reclining 
nude, *306; lay figure, *159; man 
drawing a lute, 250-*5i; The Prodigal 
Son, 214, *215; proportions of a child, 
*166, 167; rhinoceros, *81, 82; study 
in proportions, *159

Dutch painting, 87 & n, 187, 196, 317, 
322, 384 & n 

Dvorak, Max, 21

Eastern Church, 113
Echternach Gospels: The Symbol of St. 

Matthew, *76, 77
Edward VI, King of England: anamorphic 

portrait, *252 
Edwards, I. E. S., 12m

egg-shape formula, 168-72 
Egyptian art, 127, 133; compared with 

Greek art, 142-43; conventions of, 112, 
128, 135-36, 150, 392; form and func-
tion in, 120-25; Greek interpretation of, 
i 34-36, 144; mutilated image, 139; 
Plato on, 126; Riegl on, 18 

Ehrenzweig, Anton, 27 & 77, 228n  
“eidetic faculty,” 310 & n 
Einstein, Albert, 256, 272 & n 
Eliade, Mircea, 12571 
Eliot, T. S., 38877 
Ellis, Frederick S., 18277 
Eng, Helga, 8777
Ensor, James: La Vielle aux masques, 

*355
equivalences, 326, 332, 358, 383; distin-

guished from likeness, 343-44; in lan-
guage and art, 361, 362, 363, 389; syn- 
esthetic relationships, 368-74 

Erhardt-Siebold, Erika von, 36677 
Escher, M. C., 26677, 28277; Autre Monde, 

*244 & 77, 274
Eskimos of Nunivak: magic tale, 111 & 77
Essex: Wivenhoe Park, *35
Estrin, Michael, 21077
“etc. principle,” 219-21
Euclid, 163 & 77
Euripides, 1 2 5 7 7 ;  quoted, 1 2 5 - 2 6  

Evans, B .  Ifor, 2 1 4 7 7

E v a n s ,  R a l p h  M . ,  2 6 7 7 ,  3 7 7 7 ,  3 0 4 7 7 ,  3 0 8 7 7 ;  

q u o t e d ,  2 6

evolutionism, 22-23, 108, JI9 
expectation, see anticipation; hypothesis; 

“mental set”
experimentation: Cezanne’s, 312; Con-

stable on painting as, 33, 175, 320, 382, 
385; Constable’s Wivenhoe Park as, 33- 
38, 48, 304; Cozens’ discovery, 351; 
with facial expression, 331, 333-58; 
impressionist, 49, 324, 391-92; with in-
complete images, 212-15; in interpre-
tation, 363; judging, 326-27; in light 
and texture, 331-33; in Leonardo, 348; 
meaning of, 391-93; and mimesis, 141- 
42; of nineteenth-century painters, 
321-24, 329; in representing inner 
world, 367-68; with shape and color, 
310-11; Topffer’s, 340 

experiments, psychological: after-images, 
26077; Ames demonstrations, *248 & 
77-49 & 77, 259 & 77; animal behavior, 50 
&  77, 101 Sen, 327 &77, 34177; Australian
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aborigines, 1 3 9  & n; constancies, 50 
&  71, 5 2  &  7 i ,  3 0 2 7 7 ;  drawing, 7 4 7 7 ,  1 0 7 7 7 ,  

3 6 9 7 7 ;  image reading, 1 3 9  &  n, 2 0 3 7 7 ,  

2 2 7 7 7 ,  2 2 8 7 7 ,  2 8 0 7 7 ;  memory, 7 4  &  t i ; 

memory color, 2 2 6  & ti; physiognomic 
perception, 2 2 8 7 7 ,  3 3 3 7 7 ,  3 6 9 7 7 ;  shape 
perception, 3 9 7 7 ,  7 4 7 7 ,  1 8 6  &  77, 2 0 2  &  

77, * 2 4 8  &  7 7 - 4 9  & w ; space perception, 
2 2 8  &  77, 2 5 9  & 77, 2 7 4 7 7 ;  speech percep-
tion, 3 6 4 7 7 ;  subjective contours, 2 1 0  & 
77; suggestibility, 1 6 8 ,  2 0 5  & 77; syn-
esthesia, 3 6 8 7 7 ,  3 7 0 7 7 ;  see also experi-
mentation; science

expression: of the age, 10, 19; and classi-
cal rhetoric, 9-10 & 77, 374-75; Con-
stable and, 376; in humorous art, 360; 
interpretation of, 388; and representa-
tion, 366-89; response to, 373; self-, 
352 & 77, 366, 381; Topffer on, 356; see 
also faces

expressionism, 355, 371, 373 & n 
Eyck, Jan van, 220, 332 & n; Music-mak-

ing Angels (Ghent altarpiece), 212, 
*213, *219 (detail)

eyes: adaptation of, 38; evil, 113; follow-
ing beholder, *113 & n, 276-77 & n; 
movement of, 22777; representation of, 
82-83, no, *161 ; see also “innocent 
eye”; retina; stationary eye

Fabian, Erwin: poster, 234-*35 
faces: and egg-shape formula, 168-69, 

171; facial expression, 30, 331, 333-58, 
360; propensity for seeing, 103-4, 342 

facsimile, 90, 304, 307, 310-11, 363 
familiarity: in illustrated reportage, 78- 

83; in nonfigurative art, 287; in projec-
tion, 208, 210, 240

Fantin-Latour, Henri: Portrait of Sonia, 
53» *54; Still Life, *273, 275-76, 281, 
3 0 3 - 4

Far Eastern art, see Chinese art 
feedback, 357
Félibien, André: quoted, 1 7 5 7 7  

Ferdinand, L.: Bacchic figure, * 1 6 5  

Ferri, Silvio, 1177 
Ffoulkes, C. J., 3 6 5 7 7

Fialetti, Odoardo, 161; eyes, *161 ; ears, 
*163

Ficino, Marsilio, 1 2 5 7 7  

fiction, 1 2 7 - 2 8 ,  1 4 5 ;  see also narrative art 
Fiedler, Konrad, 1 6 & 7 7 ,  3 1 4 & 7 7  

Findlay, Paul, 3 5 8 7 7

Fisher, C., 22777, 38477 
Fitzgerald, Edward, 23177 
flat surface: in cubism, 281, 284, 286, 

312; picture as, 253, 278, 279, 280; re-
lationship of objects projected on, 299- 
301, 306; and trompe l’ceil, 276 & n 

Fontaine, A., 19977
foreshortening, 117, 127, 137, 143 & 77, 

145, 154, 266, 300, 302, 360; see also 
perspective

forgery, 90, 307, 365-66 
formula: Chinese, 148-49; classical, 142, 

144; medieval, 23, 150; Renaissance 
sway of, 151-75; Richter on, 322; 
Schlosser on, 23; traditional, in draw-
ing, 147-48; Warburg on, 24; see also 
schema

Forsdyke, Edgar John, 128 & 77 
Forsdyke, Mary E.: copy after Constable's 

Wivenhoe Park, *292 
Fothergill, John, 2277
Fougasse [Kenneth Bird]: Accident or De-

sign?, *102,103 
Fowler, H. N., 877, 36177 
Francesca, Piero della, see Piero della 

Francesca
Frankfort, Enriqueta, 19677 
Frankfort, H. A. Groenewegen-, 123 & 77, 

124 & 77, 125
Fraser spiral, *220 & 77-21, 285 
French Revolution, 382 
Frenkel-Brunswik, Else, 39677 
Freud, Lucien, 9477, 96; quoted, 94 
Freud, Sigmund, 27, 28 & 77, 35777, 383 
Friedländer, Max J., 8777, 334 & 77, 365, 

366, 37077; quoted, 3 & 77 
Frith, W. P.: Derby Day, *216 & 77-17 
Fry, D. B., 36477
Fry, Roger, 29277, 294, 296, 297-98, 302, 

315, 326; quoted, 292 
function: in child art, 119; in Chinese art, 

150; in cubism, 286; in Egyptian art, 
121-25, 143-44, 150; in games, 120; 
Greek change in, 127, 144-45; in medi-
eval art, 152; nineteenth-century 
change in, 178, 202; in nonfigurative 
art, 287; and Platonic reality, 98-99; 
and potent image, no-11 

Fuseli, Henry, 385

Gaddi, Taddeo: Vasari on, 11  & 77-12  
Gainsborough, Thomas: compared with 

Constable, 386-87, 388; Cornard Wood,
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*319; drawing after Ruysdael, *318; 
Landscape with a Bridge, *47, 48; 
memory of pictures seen, 316 & n-17 
& n; Mrs. John Taylor, *201; Reynolds 
on, 199-200; The Watering Place, 316, 
*317

games: form and function in, 120; word, 
370-71

Games, Abram: poster, 234, *235 
Garger, E. von, 2in 
Garland, Robert: Chartres Cathedral 

(engraving), *72 
Garner, W. R., 28on 
Gaucheron, R., I74n 
Gaunt, William, 2i6n 
Gautier, Théophile, 356 & n 
generalization, 28, 100-1, 102 
German art: Vogtherr on, 157-58 
Gessner, Salomon, 379n; quoted, 379-80;

Woodland Scene, *378 
Gestalt, 310, 340
Gestalt psychology, 26-27, 262-63, 264, 

272 & n, 283; see also simplicity hy-
pothesis

Gibson, J. J., xi, 26 & n, 28n, son, 52n, 
74n, io3n, 22m, 256n, 270n, 274 & n, 
327 & n, 328n; quoted, 28, 328 

Gigous, Jean: quoted, 352n 
Gilbert, Stuart, 24n 
Giles, H. A., i88n 
Gilgamesh Epic, 129 
Giller, H., 337n
Gilpin, William, 382n; quoted, 382 
Gilson, Etienne, 4n, 54n 
Gioseffii, Decio, 243n '
Giotto di Bondone, 8, 16, 17, 62, 86, 292, 

293; The Last Judgment (detail), *212; 
Madonna and Child Enthroned with 
Saints and Angels, *61; Vasari on, 
11-12

Giovanni di Paolo, 197; The Annuncia-
tion, *261

“global” impressions, 310, 333, 334, 388 
Glover, Edward, 357n 
Godman, Stanley, i78n 
Goethe, 178, 3o6n, 336; quoted, i78n 
Gogh, Vincent van, 65 & n, 366 & n, 373; 

copy of Millet, *364, 365; Road with 
Cypresses, *241; and Steinberg finger-
print, 240-41

Goldschmidt, Adolph, ison 
Goldschmidt, Richard B., 68n 
Goldwater, Richard, 356n

Goltzius, Hendrik: Whale Washed Ashore 
in Holland, *80 & n

Gombrich, E. H., 7n, nn, i6n, 1 gn, 20n, 
2in, 24n, 3on, 44n, 57n, 87n, 97n, 98n, 
99n, ioin, I25n, I74n, i86n, 188n, 
202n, 293n, 3o6n, 324n, 334̂ 1, 3 4 3 ™, 
348n, 3 5 3 ™, 3 7 i™, 3 7 7 ™, 3 9 3 ™, 3 9 5 ™; 
quoted, 44, 391-93 

Gombrich, Richard, xiii, i25n 
Goodnow, J. J., 272n 
Goyen, Jan van, 189; landscape, *187 
“gradients,” 50, 57, 298 
Graf, Urs, 44; Standard Bearer, *45 
graphic art: notations, 42-44, 58; see also 

drawing
Gray, Christopher, 28m 
Gray, Henry: muscles of the neck, *83 
Greek art: canon of, 146, 351; correction 

of distortion, 258; light relationships, 
3, 40-41, 57; painting, 117, 138-139; 
revolution, 116-18, 122, 127-45, 392; 
Riegl on, 18; Winckelmann on, 375 

Grien, Hans Baldung, see Baldung Grien 
Groenewegen-Frankfort, see Frankfort 
Grose, Francis: on caricature, 351-52;

schematic heads, *351 8c n 
Grosser, Maurice, 202n 
Gruyter, Josiah de, 6sn 
Guardi, Francesco, 197; Campo San Zani- 

polo, *198
Guercino: drawing book, 161-62; ears, 

* 1 6 3

guessing, see hypothesis
Guiana Indians, 93n; tale quoted, 93
Gummere, Richard M., ion

habit, see “mental set”; motor habits 
Haeckel, Ernst, 68n 
Hahnloser, Hans R., 79n 
Haldane, J. B. S., 10m 
hallucination, 205-6; see also illusion; 

phantoms
Hals, Frans, 86; Malle Babbe, *196 
Hamlyn, D. W., 50n 
Han Fei, 26gn
Hanfmann, G. M. A., i25n, I2 8 n , 1 2 9  

8c n, 133, 137
Harding, Robert: London Transport post-

ers, 236, *237 
Hartel, Wilhelm von, i8n 
Hartmann, H., 22n, 28n 
Hauck, G., 243n, 258n 
Hauser, Arnold, 2in, iogn
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Haydock, Richard, 332 & n  
Hayek, F. A. von, 28 & n, ioon, 36671 
“H. B.” [John Doyle], 352; C obbett’s Lec-

ture, *353
hearing, 10, 204, 278, 362-63 
Hearnshaw, L. S., 31071 
Heath, James: rhinoceros of Africa, *81 
Hebb, D. O., 26 & n, 7477, 29871 
Hegel, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich, 19 & 72, 

24
Heliodorus, 134 & n
Helmholtz, Hermann von, 15, 3771, 25372, 

25772, 27472 
Hering, E., 226 
Hess, Eckhard H., 32722 
hieroglyphic signs, 125; art as, 291; mu-

tilation of images, 112, 139 
Hieron and Makron: T he Ju dgm en t of 

Paris (cup), *131
highlights, 281, 332, 345, 360, 385-86 
Hildebrand, Adolf von, 16 & n, 17, 18, 

22-23, 215 & 72, 282 & 72 

Hillier, Jack R., 16372 
Himmelheber, Hans, 11172 
Hinks, Roger, 17472, 25622 
Hirth, Georg, 3722 
historicism, 20-21 & n  
Hobbema, Meindert; V illage w ith  W ater-

m ill am ong T rees, 58, *59, 264 
Hobein, H., 20372 
Hochberg, Julian E., 27222 
Hodler, Ferdinand, 279 
Hoecker, Rudolf, 16022 
Hoefnagel, J.: from A rchetypa  studiaque, 

*230
Hofer, Karl, 22772 
Hofmann, Walter: poster, *265 
Hofmann, Werner, 1022 
Hogan, H. P., 7472
Hogarth, William, 26572, 26672; Charac-

ters and  C aricaturas, *349, 350; facial 
expression, 349 & 22-50, 352; false per-
spective, 243-*44; The Laughing A udi-
ence, *349; M arriage a la M ode, 338; 
quoted on ambiguity, 265-66, 267; 
quoted on drawing, 349 

Hokusai, 163 & 72 
Holbein, Hans, 174 
Holt, Elizabeth G., 15572, 374^
Homer, 127,129, 132 & 72 
Hoogstraeten, Samuel van, 972, 187 & n  
Hook, Larue van, 1022 
Horace, 192 & 72

Hottinger, M. D., 472
Houbraken, Arnold, 972; on Rembrandt, 

19622, 345 & 72-46, 347, 348 
Howard, Luke, 178 
Huizinga, J., 9972
humorous art: development of, 349-52, 

3 5 5 , 3 5 6 , 358, 360 
Hurlimann, Martin, 1622 
Hussey, Christopher, 4622, 18672, 31522, 

38222
Huth, Hans, 15022
hypothesis: and illusion, 259, 261-62; in 

image reading, 231-32, 269-72, 283; in 
nonfigurative art, 286-87; in percep-
tion, ix, 29, 249, 272-75, 298, 301, 303, 
327, 363; in projection, 210, 215-16, 
225, 227, 242; in science, 320-21

“iconic sign,” 98 & n, 361 
iconology, 9 & 72 
icons, 113,145
idea, Platonic, 100 & 72, 155-56 
“ideated sensations,” 277-78, 286 
Ikhnaton, 121 
illumination, see light 
illusion: character of, 5-7, 389; of depth 

and perspective, 44, 48, 230, 243-65; of 
eyes following, *113 & n , 276-77 & n; 
of infinity, 219-21, 280, 360; mirror 
image, 6 & n, 279, 300; optical, 12772, 
210 & 72, 220 & 72, *280 & 72, *307-8; 
revulsion against, 278-85; “spreading 
effect,” 308-11; trompe l’ceil, 206-7, 
248, 275-76; see also phantoms; trans-
formation

illustration: scientific, 68, 83, 311; and 
stereotype, 78-83; see also narrative art 

image: in accidental forms, 189-91;
anamorphic, *252-53; blurred, 221-22; 
in brushstrokes, 195-202; incomplete, 
m-13, 138-40, 208-19; “in the mind,” 
23, 66; negative and positive, 39-40; 
and origin of words, 360-61; potent, 
110-15, 138-39,143-45; “on the retina,” 
14, 66, 299, 310, 358; as schema, in 
Middle Ages, 173; selection, 256-57; 
synesthetic, 366-68, 370-71; “in the 
unconscious,” 358; vulgarization, 3, 8; 
see also perspective

image reading: adjustments in, 53-58, 
60-62, 64; ambiguity, 238-41, 39672; 
American Indian, 268 & n; anticipation 
and consistency, 227 & 72-32; Austra-
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lian aborigines, 139 & n ; beholder’s 
share in, 182-202, 221, 291, 391; com-
pared to situation reading, 270-75; 
Egyptian art, 122-23; Japanese, 267; 
Lange on, 280-81; as “perception of 
symbolic material,” 203 & n ; posters, 
234-37; problems of, 242-43; simplicity 
hypothesis, 262-70 passim; as testing, 
227, 314

imagination: of artist, 190, 193-95; of be-
holder, 191-202, 203, 208, 278; Con-
stable on, 386-88; Greek art and, 136- 
37, 141, 145; illusion, 204, 205-11, 
216-17, 246-47, 275, 277, 362; and 
image, 243; and incomplete image,
138,139

imitation, see mimesis 
“imitative faculty”: of beholder, 182-83, 

203, 208, 221, 278, 283, 341; see also 
imagination

impressionism, 14, 15, 49» 53» 82, 125, 
174, 202, 203, 214, 215-17, 292, 296, 
297-98, 311» 324, 326, 355, 391, 392 

India, 133
Indians, see North American Indians;

South American Indians 
induction, 320-31
inference: and incompleteness, 212-17; 

and perception, 15, 52; and speech, 
232; in stimulus psychology, 260 

information: and incomplete image, 211, 
216-17; and portrayal, 4-5, 68-73, 77» 
78-83, 85, 90, 121, 129, 376; and pro-
jection, 210-11, 221-22; in Wivenhoe 
Park, 295, 299

information theory, 28, 3971, 88 & n, 
205 & n

inkblots, 182-83, *186-87, 231, 357 
Inness, George: The Lackawanna Valley, 

66 & n-*67, 98 
“innocent ear,” 363, 364 
“innocent eye,” 14, 174-75 & n, 292, 296- 

300, 305, 308, 310, 313, 324, 326-27, 
393

“innocent mind,” 321 
innovation, see invention 
inspiration, 148-49,193 
intaglios, 112
intention: and accident, 356-57; fr°m 

context, 232; and style, 17 
interaction: of stimuli, 310-n, 313, 326; 

in style, 366, 381
interpretation: artist’s, 291, 304, 305,

313-14, 324, 391, 393; beholder’s, 5, 
221, 232-41, 242, 249, 277, 283-87, 
291, 298, 299; of perceptions, 105, 204, 
223, 225-26, 297-98, 303, 327, 328, 
363; in stimulus psychology, 260; truth 
of, 383; see also clues; hypothesis; 
schema

intuition, see “global” impressions 
invention: Cozens’ “blotting,” 183; in

Greek art, 141; in illusion, 11-12, 329, 
330-33» 334» 360; Leonardo on, 188-89; 
in modern art, 357-58 

Iphigenia : paintings of sacrifice of, 139- 
*40, 144

isolation: and image reading, 269-71;
and “spreading effect,” 308 

Italian art, 23-24, 164, 171 
Ittelson, William H., 24871, 24971, 25971 
Ivins, W. M., Jr., 27 & 77, 4277, 8377, 36577

Jackson, Holbrook, 2 5 7 7  

Jacobsthal, Paul, 9 9 7 7  

Jaffé, Michael, 1 6 4 7 7  

Jakobson, Roman, 9 0 7 7 ,  370 & 77 

James, William, 20377> 38377; quoted on 
interests, 383; quoted on perception, 
203-4, 205

Janitschek, H., 3 7 7 7 ,  1 0 5 7 7 ,  1 5 2 7 7 ,  3 3 3 7 7  

Japanese art, 163 & 77, 267-68 
Japonism, 2 1

Jericho: excavations, 109; skull from, 
*110, h i  

Jex-Blake, K., 1177
Jode, Pieter de: academy figure, *164;

drawing book, 1 6 3 - 6 4 ,  1 6 5  

Johnson, M. L., 2 1 0 7 7 ,  2 3 1 7 7  

Jones, E. E., 2 2 8 7 7  

Judaism, 1 1 2  &  7 7 - 1 3  

Judkins, Winthrop, 2 8 2 7 7  

Jung, Carl Gustav, 1 0 2  

Junius, Franciscus, 8 2 7 7 ,  1 1 3 7 7 ,  1 9 1  & 77, 
2 0 3 7 7 ;  quoted, 2 0 3

Kaden, S. E., 2 2 8 7 7  

Kahnweiler, D. H., 2 8 1 7 7 ,  2 8 2 7 7  

Kandinsky, Wassily, 367 & 77, 373 
Kant, Immanuel, 2 8 ,  3 2 1 7 7 ;  quoted, 63 

&  77
Kantor, Helene J., 1 2 8 7 7  

Karnak: reliefs from Temple of Amon, 
* 1 1 2 ,  * 1 3 5 ;  relief from Temple of 
Thutmose, *78 

Katz, D., 5 2 7 7
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Kauffer, E. McKnight: poster, detail, *285
Keats, John: quoted, 125
Keele, K. D., 8371
Kent, J. C . ,  278n
Kenyon, K. M., non
Kepler, Johannes, 272
Kerner, Justinus: inkblot, *186 &n
Key, Sidney J., 48n
Kilpatrick, F. P. 2 4 9 7 7

Kitson, Michael, 33n
Klee, Paul, 27; Old S team er, *263; The  

T im id  T ough, *358 & n 
Klein, George S., 28n
Kleiner, Solomon: R iding School in  Vi-

enna., *246, 247 
Klopfer, Bruno, 1 0 5 7 7  

Knight, Alick: poster, *264 
Knight, Richard Payne, 315 
Knipbergen, 187
knowledge: of beholder, 215, 221, 233-34, 

243, 261; “conceptual,” 154, 223, 225, 
292-93; and expressionism, 367-60; in-
ductive idea, 321; and perception, 15- 
16, 28, 204; and rendering facial ex-
pression, 340; trial and error, 272; of 
visible world and representation, 12-15, 
154-55, 296-314, 328-29; see also “in-
nocent eye”; seeing: and “knowing” 

Koch-Grünberg, Theodor, 106 & n  
Kohler, Ivo, 27271
Köhler, Wolfgang, 2677, 50 & n; quoted, 26 
Koller, H., iit i 
korai, 117
Kornmann, Egon, 8777 
kouroi, 117, 133 
Krauss, Reinhard, 36977 
Krech, David, 2877
Kris, Ernst, xii, 2277, 2877, 3077, 1 1 1  &  77, 

11577, 14177, 343 & 77, 381 & 77; quoted, 
30

K ritian  Boy, The, *117 
Kroeber, A. L., 1977 
Kronenberg, Bernard, 1 0 5 7 7  

Kuhlmann, F., 74 
K unstw ollen , see “will-to-form”
Kurz, Otto, 1177,  2 3 7 7 ,  h i  &  77, 1 4 1 7 7  

Kuy-Em-Snewy, *134

L a c a u ,  P i e r r e ,  1 1 2 7 7 ,  1 3 9 7 7  

L a c h m a n n ,  K a r l ,  1 3 4 7 7  

l a n d s c a p e  g a r d e n i n g ,  99 
l a n d s c a p e  p a i n t i n g :  a c c i d e n t a l  f o r m s  f o r ,  

183-88, 384j C a r u s  o n .  2 0 :  C h i n e s e ,

84-85; and new function of art, 178; 
and “objective truth,” 38, 63-66, 89; 
style and experiment in, 315-20; tradi-
tions in,377-81

Lange, Konrad von, 31477; on aesthetics 
of illusion, 280 & 77-81 

language: and classification, 313; com-
pared to art, 239, 361-65; and concepts, 
89 & 77-90 & 77; and constancy, 271; 
conventions in, 360-61; symbolism in, 
104, 111—12; synesthesia, 366-67, 370- 
71; see also hearing; rhetoric; speech 

Lascaux, 108 
Lashley, K. S., 10177 
Laurie, A. P., 33177
Lautensack, Heinrich: drawing book, 158, 

160, 165; schema of a running man, 
*165; schematic drawing, *159 

Layard, A. H., 36577 
Layard, George S., 6877 
learning, 28-29, 88, 101 & n, 272, 327; 

see also art teaching
Le Brun, Charles, 348, 349, 350, 351; 

schematic studies of expression, "348 
&  77

Lecoq de Boisbaudran, Horace, 30677, 
32277, 323; quoted, 322 

Leete, Alfred: recruiting poster, *113 
Legrand, F. C., 36777 
Lejeune, Albert, 1577, 24277 
Lemkan, Paul, 10577
Leonardo da Vinci, 83 & n, 9577, 96 & 77, 

9777, 169, 174 & 77, 191, 254, 258 & 77, 
277, 29977, 357; on accidental forms, 
188 & 77-89 & to; on artistic creation, 
94-97; B acchus (attributed to), *96; 
caricatures, *95; diagram of growth of 
trees, *155; Leda, *95; M ona L isa, 334 
&  77; noses, *347 & 77; R earing Horse, 
*173; on rendering faces, 347-48 & n, 
350, 3 5 3  & to; St. John, 96; schematic 
head, *170; and sfum ato , 221; sheet of 
studies, *231-32; T ra tta to , 165; and 
universals, 154 & n, 155; window 
theory of painting, 299, 300 

Leoni, M. T. Ronga, 1877 
Leslie, C. R., 1477, 3377, 3877, 4477, 4877, 

53to, 315TO, 31677, 31777, 31977, 37677, 
38077, 38377, 38577, 38677, 38777; quoted, 
3 1 7 , 3 1 9 , 3 7 6 , 383 

Lessing, G. E., 87, 13477 
lettering, 210, 262 
Levi, D., 14477
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Lévi-Strauss, C., 90n  
Lewis, Charlton, T., gn  
liebermann, Max, 15772; quoted, 291 & n  
light: adaptation to, 38; modification

through, 271, 294, 296; not matched 
with pigment, 38 & n, 39, 300, 320, 
361; in photography, 38; relationships, 
36-60; rendering of, 36-44* 46, 50» 117, 
127, 131, 195, 271, 322, 384-85; re-
sponse to, 50-52, 296-97; and shade, 
40-43, 265-70; symbolic meanings, 
371-72, and texture, 44, 220-21, 330- 
33; see also dazzle; highlights 

Limbourg, Jean: quoted, 20272 
Liotard, Jean Etienne, 20072, 27672;

quoted, 33 & 72, 200 
literature, see poetry 
Livia, house of, see Rome 
Locke, John, 15 
locusts, 79
Loewenstein, R. M., 2222, 2872 
Loewy, Emanuel, 2272, 25, 10072, 14272; 

on evolutionism in art, 22-23; on Greek 
art, 118 & 72 

Loga, V. von, 6872 
logicians, 67 & 72
Lomazzo, Giovanni Paolo, 19572, 33272; 

quoted, 195, 33̂
London: National Gallery, 53, 54 
London Passenger Transport signs, 235, 

*236, *237, *285 
Longinus, 381 
Loran, Erie, 6572 
Lorenz, Konrad, 101 & 72,10372 
Lorimer, H. L., 13272
Lotto, Lorenzo: A llegory, 371, *372, 374 
Louis Philippe, King of France: carica-

ture of, *344, 345 
Lowenfeld, Margaret, 11972 
Lowenfeld, Viktor, 1972 
Luard, L. D., 30672, 32272 
Lucian, 11372 
Luckiesh, M., 3772
Ludwig, Adrian, see Richter, Ludwig
Luini, Aurelio, 195
Luquet, G. H., 10772
lusus n a tu rae , 190 & 72
Lysippus, 144,174 & 72

McCarthy, Denis Florence, 22372 
Mace, Cecil A., 2872 
McElroy, M. A., 13972 
machine learning, 28, 88 & 72

McKay, Donald M., 8872, 20572 
McKellar, Peter H., 37072 
McMahon, A. Philip, 9572, 9672, 18872, 

25872, 34772
magic: caricature, 343; in Egyptian art, 

121, 123, 125; and potent image, no-
13, 138

making, 83, 93-115, 128; beholder's
share, 202; and finding, 109, 314; and 
matching, 29, 73, 116, 118, 141, 148, 
173, 186-89, 260, 287, 295, 296, 307, 
3 1 3 , 314, 320, 321, 324, 356-58, 393 

Malraux, André, 24 & 72, 62 & n, 7572, 8772, 
114 & 72, 326 & 72 

Malvasia, 214 
Mandelbaum, G., 2172 
Mander, Carel van, 16072, 162, 168 & 

72, 19572; quoted, 160, 195-96 
Manet, Edouard: A t the R aces, *216; 

compared with Frith, 216-17; Le D é-
jeun er sur l’herbe, *323 & 72-24 & 72; 

M adam e M ichel-Lévy, 53, *55 
m anieroso  style, 197
Mantegna, Andrea: V irtue C hasing V ice  

(detail), *190 
maps, 120
Marazza, Achille, 9772 
Markino, Yoshio, 26772; quoted, 267-68 
Masaccio, 62; Vasari on, 12 
matching: of color, 3872, 44; mosaic

theory, 307, 312; psychological, in 
reading expression, 368 & 72-70; synes- 
thetic, 366-67; see also making 

Matisse, Henri, 3772; quoted, 115 & 72 
matrix: need for, 376; and relationships, 

3 7 0 - 7 5

Maximus Tyrius, 203 & n  
Mayne, Jonathan, 1472, 35572 
Meder, Joseph, 15672, 174 & 72 
medieval art, 158, 192; function, 145, 

150-52, 392; illustrated reportage in, 
78-79; minimum schemata, 294-95; 
Schlosser on, 23; tradition of copying, 
75-77,150 & 72

medium: of language, 362; limitation of, 
36-38, 49, 66, 96-97, 211-12, 219, 221- 
22, 307, 370; and mental set, 85-86; 
need for, 146, 368; and rendering light, 
39-44; and symbolic relationships, 371- 
7 4

"melody of perception," 256 & n, 274 & 
72, 328
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memory: Churchill on, 38-39; drawing 
from, 74; and “eidetic faculty,” 310; in 
illusion, 5; images, 22-23, 146, 189; 
“memory color,” 226; in perception, 16; 
of pictures seen, 174-75, 314, 315-17, 
376; in projection, 200, 202, 204; in 
rendering facial expression, 347-49, 
350, 353; training, 32271 

“mental set”: defined, 60; and image 
reading, 60-62, 64, 106, 114-15, 122- 
23, 132-33, 1 3 7 -3 9 , 1 9 5 , 230, 286, 332, 
342, 360, 361, 368, 369; influence of 
medium, 85-86; of pictures, 306, 316, 
324; in language, 362-63; and projec-
tion, 186, 211, 227, 277; and style, 
85-86

Mereru-ka: tomb of, *123 & 72-24 
Merian, Maria Sibylla: snake, lizard, and 

electric eel, *230
Merian, Matthäus: N otre D am e, Paris, 

*71, 73, 230
Mesopotamian art, 127, 128, 142 
“metalanguage,” 239
metaphor, ion, 104, no, 313, 366n, 

371 & n
Metzger, Wolfgang, 52n, 22on, 262n, 

270n, 279n, 308n, 31m; size-distance 
illusion, *280 

Mexican art, 143 
Meyer, Max, i6n
Michelangelo Buonarroti, 62, 97, 157 & 

n; D avid, 165; drawing for Medici 
Tomb, *231, 232 

microcosm: painting as, 277 
Milanesi, Gaetano, nn, 37 n, 192 n, 

i95n, 22m
Millet, Jean François, 352; T he Cornfield  

(lithograph after), *365 
mimesis, 108, 139; Apollonius on, 181- 

82; classical theory, 11-12, 16, 28, 93 
& n; and color, 37-38, 44, 46, 48; 
“copy nature,” 174-75, 393-94; in draw-
ing, 146-47; and experimentation, 321- 
24; and facial expression, 345-46, 349, 
350; in Greek art, 93, 97-101 passim , 
116-18, 133, 135, 141-42, 144; and il-
lusion, 275, 298-99, 301, 310; inven-
tion and, 330-31; in language, 361, 
362-64; naturalism, 86-87; Neopla-
tonic, 155-56; and perspective, 247, 
253, 254, 256-57; and photography, 34- 
36; Plato’s rejection of, 97-98, 116 & 
n, 126-27, 138; representing infinite,

219; Riegl on, 19; selectivity, 314; shift 
away from, 341, 356-58, 360; and tradi-
tion, 317-20; see also “appearances” 

mirror image: compared to painting, 96- 
97; and curvature in seeing, 258; and 
illusion, 6 & n, 279, 300; and photog-
raphy, 36

modeling, 360; chiaroscuro technique, 43- 
44; in Greek art, 18, 40, 127, 131, 145; 
reduction of ambiguity by, 265-67; see  
also light: and shade 

models, 99; scale and relational, 253 
modern art, see nonfigurative art; twen-

tieth-century art 
modes, 374-76
Mondrian, Piet: B roadw ay Boogie-W oo-

gie, 367-*69, 370; P ain ting I, *368 
Monet, Claude, 49, 297 & n, 298, 355; 

R ouen C athedral, W es t Fagade, Sun-
ligh t, *51

“monitors,” 205, 225
Montagu, Jennifer, xiii, 31511, 34811
Morelli, Giovanni (Ivan Lermolieff),

365 & 7 2

Morgan, C. T., 28071 
Morris, Charles W., 68n, 98n  
Morris, William: quoted, 2571 
Morse, H. W., 4977
mosaic: of Antioch, *41, *266, *283-*84, 

285; and light gradations, 41; “mosaic 
test,” 119; “mosaic theory” of repre-
sentation, 307, 312; Pompeian, *136- 
*37; of San Vitale, 144, *145 

motif, 142, 299, 324; accidental forms as, 
183-91; Gessner on, 379; individual 
differences in rendering, 63-64; “pic-
turesque,” 186-87, 3i5; seeing in terms 
of paint, 305-6; selection of, 84-87, 
3 1 5 - 1 6

motor habits, 365
movement: in facial expression, 345-46, 

347; and intention, 357 & n; in percep-
tion, 16, 256 & 72, 274-77, 281-82, 327, 
329; rendering, 142, 215, 217, 228-30, 
270, 285, 328, 365, 392; in synesthesia,
366

Muensterberger, Werner, 2272 
Munch, Edvard: T he Cry, *355 
Muncker, Franz, 13472 
Munn, Norman L., 25972 
Murray, Peter and Linda, 1772 
music, 126, 358, 374; and synesthesia, 

367, 368, 369-70
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M ustard Seed G arden M anual o f P ain t-
in g ; illustrations from, *149 & 22, *209 

Myers, Bernard S., 373n 
Myron: D iscobolos, 141 
mythology, 93, 127-31,133

narrative art: Chinese, 150; death of, 
178; Greek, 129-33, 135-37; pre-Greek, 
128-29; medieval, 145, 150, 152, 294; 
Renaissance, 152-53; see also picture 
story

nativism, 327 & n; see also animals: be-
havior

nature, see mimesis
negative shapes, 112, 227, 285, 306
Neisser, Ulric, 230n
Nelson, Benjamin, 2122
neolithic art, 109 & n
Neoplatonism, 155-56
Neumeyer, A., 27672
Newton, Isaac, 272
Nicias, 11
Nietzsche, Friedrich Wilhelm, 219 & n;

quoted, 86 & n  
Nissen, Claus, 8322
nonfigurative art, 7 Sen, 263, 286-87, 373 
North American Indians, 268-69, 270, 

271
Northumbrian scribes, 77 
notation, see graphic art: notation 
“Nuremberg Chronicle,” 68-*69

observation: of Greek and Egyptian art-
ists, 141-43; related to purpose, 121; 
and relationships, 60, 61-62; in sci-
ence, 321; see also anticipation 

O’Connell, D. N., 23022, 27422 
Ogden, Robert Morris, 1622 
onomatopoeia, 360, 361, 362 & 22-63, 366-

67
Oppe, Paul, 17622, 183 & 22, 35122 
optical illusion, 12722, 210 & n, 220 & n, 

*280 & 22, *307-8; see transformation 
Oriental art, see pre-Greek art 
Osgood, Charles E., 3922, 5022, 5222, 20522, 

21022, 21522, 30322, 36622, 37022, 371 & 22, 
375

Ostwald, Wilhelm, 4922 
overlap, 211, 215, 281

painting: action, 287; amateur, 8; com-
pared to literature, 10, 374; compared 
to mirror image, 6, 96-97; compared to

photograph, 34-38, 66, 247, 311; dis-
tance from, 192, 195-99; facsimile 
making, 304; forgeries, 334, 365-66; 
and light relationships, 44-49; original 
appearance and restoration, 54-57; pro-
jection into nature, 322; rendering 
sound patterns in, 367-70; seeing in 
terms of, 305-7, 328; seen as a window, 
299-3oi; and sketch, 232-33; trompe 
l’ceil and reality, 275-76, 303-4; see also  
brushstrokes; image reading; seeing 

Palissy, Bernard, 115 & n  
Palma, 197
Palomino, Antonio, 196 & 22 
Pannini, Giovanni Paolo: T he In terior of 

the P antheon, *56
Panofsky, Erwin, 922, 2422, 4222, 10022, 

14622, 15522, 15722, 15822, 24322 
panorama painting, 253, 254 
Paolo, Giovanni di, see Giovanni di Paolo 
paradoxes, 239
Paris: Cathedral of Notre Dame, *71-72 
Parrhasios, 138 & n, 211 & 22; and Zeuxis, 

206 & 22-7
“particulars,” see Plato: “universals” 
Pascal, A., 17422
Passe, Crispyn van de, 162, 165; birds 

and schema, *164; chapter title of 
L um en pic turae, *169; ears, *163; pu tti, 
*166, 167; quoted, 16222,* schematic 
stag, *164 

Pastore, N., 32722 
Pathosform el, 24
patternbooks, 15022; see also drawing: 

books; formula
patterns: and optical illusions, 307; Riegl 

on, 17
Peacham, Henry, 22222, 228; quoted, 222-

23
peep show, 248, 252, 25622, 259, 276 
Peirce, C. S., 9822 
penny experiment, 302-3 
Penrose, L. S., 24422 
Penrose, R., 24422
perception, theory of, xi, 10-11, 14, 15 & 

22, 16-20, 26 Sc n ,  28 Sc 22, 29 Sc n ,  38 Sc 

22, 39 S e n ,  49 & 22, 50 & 22-52 Sc n ,  6 0  Sc 

22, 74 Sc n ,  8 8  Sc 22, 101 & 22-5 & 22, 172 
Sc 22, 186 & 22, 203 Sc 22-5 & 22, 210 & 22, 
220 & 22, 226 & 22-28 & 22, 248 & 22-49 & 
22, 256 & 22-62 Sc 22, 272 & 22-75 & 22, 298 
& 22, 301 Sc 22-10 Sc 22, 327 & 22-28 & 22,*
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see also experiments; hypothesis; Ge-
stalt psychology; simplicity hypothesis 

“permanent traits”: in facial expression, 
3 4 0 , 3 4 8  

Perselles, 188
perspective, 131, 274, 281, 330, 392; Fry 

on, 292; investigation of illusion of, 
243-59> 261, 267-69, 277, 299-301, 302; 
Renaissance, 153-54, 299 

Peto, J. F.: Old Scraps, *207, 276 
Pevsner, Nikolaus, 15612, 31522 
Pfuhl, Ernst, 4022, 13122 
phantoms: and anamorphosis, 252; Pla-

tonic doctrine, 8, 99-100, 126; in pro-
jection, 205, 210, 227-28, 235 

phenomenal regression, 302 & n  
phenomenal size, 301 & n  
Phidias, 141,191,192 
Philipon, C.: Les Poires, *344 
Philostratus, 13422, 181 & 22, 203 & 22, 

221, 243 & 22, 389; quoted, 134? 211 & 
22, 226, 260-61 

phonemes, 362 & 22-64 & n  
photography, 275, 307; compared to

painting, 34-38, 66, 87, 247, 311; com-
pared to topographical pictures, 69-73; 
false captions, 68; learning to read, 53, 
60; movie camera and sequential per-
ception, 256; snapshots and facial ex-
pression, 345, 347 

phrenologists, 340 
physiognomic expression, see faces 
Piaget, Jean, 28 & 22
Picasso, Pablo, 27, no; Baboon and  

Young, *104; papiers déch irés, *356 & 
22, 3 5 7 ; quoted, 356; Still L ife , *282 

Pico della Mirándola, Giovanni, 102 
“picturesque,” see motif 
picture plane, see flat surface 
picture story: development of, 336-41, 

3 5 0

Piero della Francesca, 254, 332 
pigment, see color; light 
Piles, Roger de, 31522, 37822, 38022; quoted, 

3 1 5 , 3 7 7 -7 8 , 380 
“ping-pong,” 370 & 22, 381 
“Pippa principle,” 364 
Piranesi, Giovanni Battista: Carceri, 244, 

*245, 267, 272, 283 
Pirenne, M. H., 24322, 25022 
Pissarro, Camille: B oulevard des lta lien s,

planetarium: and perspective projection, 
253, 254

Plato: on ambiguity, 266 & n; on appear-
ance and reality, 8, 97-98, 100, 116, 
126-27, i55> 191, 253; on Egyptian art, 
126 & 22, 134, 143; on Greek art, 127 & 
22, 138; on language, 360 & 22, 366-67; 
regular bodies, 162-63; universals, 97- 
98, 100, 152; works: C ratylus, 361 & 
22, 366 & 22; G reater H ippias, 116 & 22; 
L aw s, 126 & 22, 134, 143; R epublic, 
97-98 & 22, 116, 126 & 22, 127, 266 & 
22; S oph ist, 8, 191 & 22, 253; T im aeu s, 
162

Platonic frenzy, 287 
Plesch, Johann, 231 & 22 
Pliny the Elder, 1522, 11322, 13922, 221; 

history of art, 11 & 22, 14, 141, 144 & 
n, 330 & 22; on painting, 139, 189 & 
22-90; on trompe l’ceil, 206 & 22-7; quoted 
on brightness, 57 & n; quoted on paint-
ing, 138; quoted on Parrhasios, 13822; 
quoted on perception, 15 

poetry: compared to art, 191, 192, 313, 
377; development of, and art, 118, 128, 
129, 131, 133; role of “topos,” 24; sym-
bolic relationships, 374, 375; Words-
worth, 383 

Poilly, 165
police draftsmen, 89 & 22 
Pollaiuolo, Antonio, 16 
Pollock, Jackson: N um ber 12, *287 
Polygnotus, 11
Pompeii: mosaic, *136-*37; wall paint-

ing of Paris on Mt. Ida, 131, *132 
Ponsonby, Arthur, 6822 
“Pontic” vase, *130 
Popham, A. E., 8222 
Pope, Alexander: quoted, 37522 
Pope, Arthur, 3722
Popper, K. R., xii, 2022, 2822, 2922, 6022, 

8822, 10022, 32622, 39622; on observation 
and testing, 28, 29, 272 & 22, 321 & 21; 
quoted on historicism, 20-21; on sim-
plicity, 272 & 22

portrayal: of children, 167-68; Egyptian 
art as, 121; Greek art as, 142; Neopla-
tonism on, 156; “pathology” of, 74-85, 
293, 3J5> 384; schema and correction, 
88-89,17I-73

posters: brightness in, *56; cubistic de-
vices in, 284-* 85; interpretation and il-
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lusion in, 2 3 4 , * 2 3 5 , * 2 3 6 , *237; sug-
gestion of depth in, 2 6 i -* 6 2 , * 2 6 4 -* 6 5  

Postman, Leo, 2972, 22622; quoted, 2 9  
potential color, 2 2 6  
potential space, 2 2 9 -3 0  
Poussin, Gaspar, 3 1 5 -1 6 , 3 8 7  
Poussin, Nicolas, 174  & n, 3 1 2 , 3 1 5 , 3 7 4  

& 22; The Gathering of the Ashes of 
Phocion, *3 7 7

pre-Greek art: compared to Greek art, 
138, 142-44, 145; Greek attitude to-
ward, 134-35; Loewy on, 118; stereo-
typed character, 128-29, 132, 133; see 
also Egyptian art

Preissler, J. O.: schematic heads, *171, 
172

Prentice, W. C. H., 7422
prehistoric art, see cave art; primitive art
Pre-Raphaelites, 21
Price, Roger, 21522
primitive art: Fry on, 292; image mak-

ing, 107-11, 148, 391-92; insistence on 
classification, 293, 295, 302; language 
of symbols, 87; Loewy on, 22-23; Riegl 
on, 17; see also pre-Greek art 

prints, see graphic art 
probability, 205, 234, 269, 272, 373 
projection: into accidental forms, 182- 

91; of art into nature, 322; Daumier's 
rendering of facial expression, 353-54; 
as explanation of origin of art, 105-9; 
and illusion, 195, 199-202, 203, 208- 
11, 216-22, 227-32, 235, 238, 242, 277, 
331-32; vs. inference, 212; modern 
taste for, 385; and perception, 205-6, 
225-27

proportion: and facial expression, 342, 
351-52; and perspective, 191, 251, 252, 
253; in Rubens' putti, 167 

prototype, see schema 
Pryce-Jones, Alan, 327n  
psychoanalysis, 101, 357, 386; see also 

Ehrenzweig; Freud; Kris 
Ptolemy, 15 & n. 22822, 272; quoted, 242 

& 22, 27622; system, 272 
putti, *166-*67 
Puvis de Chavannes, 279 
puzzles, picture, 202, 214-15, 228 
Pygmalion: phase in image making, 109, 

h i , 128, 254; story of, 93-*94 
Pythagoras, 11 
quadratisti, 247

Quatremere de Quincy, A. C., 278 & 22-79 
Quintilian, 10 & 22, 13922, 144; quoted, 

25 & 22,141 & 22,14422

“rabbit or duck?'', *5 & 22, 238, 393 
Rabin, C., 8922 
Rackham, H., 1522 
radio transmissions, 204, 210, 225 
Ra-hotep: wall painting from tomb of, 

*122
Raimondi, Marcantonio: The Judgment 

of Paris, *323
Raphael, 17, 97, 317, 323 ,̂ 324, 350 
Rathe, Kurt, 11322
Ravenna: San Vitale mosaic, 144, *145 
Read, Sir Herbert, 24722, 302 & 22; quoted, 

247
reading images, see image reading 
reality, see mimesis 
Rebow, General, 386 
recession, see space 
reduction screen, 50 
“reflection": Hogarth on, 266 
“regression toward real object," 302 
Reichard, Gladys A., 37022 
Reid, Thomas, 6622 
Reitsch, W., 8222 
relational models, 253 
relationships: for artist, 306, 313, 365; 

in cubism, 284, 285; in image reading, 
345; light and dark, 38-60; in natural-
istic image, 323-24; of objects on a 
plane, 253, 300, 303-4; in perspective, 
257; power of holding simultaneously, 
310-11; symbolic, 370-74; see also Ge-
stalt psychology

religions: effect on art, 112-13, 128,
129, 144, 1 4 5 , 157-58 

Rembrandt, 169, 353, 370, 381; Artemisia 
or Sophonisba (detail), *332; brush- 
work, 196 & 22, 231 & 22; Calvary (de-
tail), *170; facial expression by, 345- 
47; Portrait of Jan Six, 331, *333; 
study for The Disciples at Emmaus, 
*346; The Young Haaring, *58 

Renaissance art: definition of perspec-
tive, 229; formula in, 24, 152-74; in-
vention in, 11-12, 392; portrayal in, 
79-81; realism in, 115, 141; recogni-
tion of beholder's share, 192-95; Riegl 
on, 19; suggestion of depth, 261; War-
burg on, 23-24; Wolfflin on, 17 

Reni, Guido, 161
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r e p l i c a :  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  v e r s u s ,  38, n o ,  

370; see also f a c s i m i l e  

r e s t o r e r s ,  53-57, 2 1 1

retina, 14, 66 & n, 257, 298-99, 310, 358;
see also “ s t i m u l u s  p a t t e r n ”

Revesz, G., 1 977
Rewald, John, 65 & n, 174™, 29371, 30671, 

3 2 3 7 1

Reynolds, Sir Joshua: on Gainsborough, 
199 & 77-200; Lady Elizabeth Delme 
and Her Children, 48, *54, 276 

rhetoric: and style, 9 & 7 7 -1 0 , 374- 75 , 

381
rhinoceros: renderings of, *81-82 
Ribera, Giuseppe, *frontis., *165 
Riccio, Andrea: box in the shape of a 

crab, 114, *115 
Richardson, John, 31477 
Richardson, Jonathan, 12 & 77, 371, 373 

Sen
R i c h a r d s o n ,  S a m u e l ,  338 
R i c h t e r ,  G i s e l a  M .  A . ,  1 1 7 7 7  

R i c h t e r ,  H e i n r i c h ,  6 3 7 7  

R i c h t e r ,  H e n r y ,  3 2 1  &  n; q u o t e d ,  3 2 2  

R i c h t e r ,  J .  P . ,  9 5 7 7 ,  1 5 4 ^ ,  2 9 9 7 7  

R i c h t e r ,  L u d w i g ,  6 3  &  7 7 - 6 4 ,  6 5  

R i d o l f i ,  C a r l o ,  1 9 5 7 7

Riegl, Alois, 17 & 7 7 -1 9 , 22, 24, 25, 27;
Sedlmayr on, 10 Sen 

Rieu, E. V., 1 3 2 7 7  

Rimbaud, Arthur, 367 
Risnerus, A. F., 1577 
Robbia, Luca della: Singing Gallery,

* 1 9 2 ;  Vasari on, 1 9 2 - 9 3  

Robert, Carl, 1 1 7 7  

Roberts, W. Rhys, 1077 
Rodin, 3 2 2

Rodrigues, John, 22677 
Rohracher, Hubert, 6077 
Roman art, 10-11, 18, 41, 57, 140-41, 

3 9 2

Roman de la Rose: quoted, 192 
Romano, Giulio, 2177
R o m a n t i c  p e r i o d :  l a n d s c a p e  p a i n t i n g

c o m p a r e d  t o  C h i n e s e ,  8 6 ;  a n d  s y n -

e s t h e s i a ,  367; v i e w  o f  a r t  h i s t o r y  i n ,  

19-20, 381
Rome: Castel Sant’ Angelo, 69-*70, 75;

house of Livia: wall painting, *208 
Rorschach, R.: inkblot test, *105 & 7 7 ,106, 

182, 183, 186, 358 
Rosenberg, Harold, 28777 
Rossi, Filippo, 1 1 7 7

Roth, Walter E., 9377 
Rousseau, Jean Jacques, 174 
Rowlandson, Thomas : illustration for Dr.

Syntax, *352
Rubens, 163, 16577, 317; nudes from 

Théorie de la figure humaine (spuri-
ous), *165; Portrait of His Son, *167, 
168

Ruisdael, J. I. van: copied by Gains-
borough, 317; The Forest, *318 

Ruskin, John, 1477, 3777, 26877, 269, 270, 
29677, 298, 302, 305, 30877, 317; on per-
ception, 14 & 77, 268, 300; quoted on 
color, 308-9; quoted on Constable, 381; 
quoted on expression, 359; quoted on 
“innocent eye,” 296-97 

Russell, J. Townsend, 10777

Sakanishi, Shio, 2 1 0  & n, 2 2 2  & n, 2 6 9 7 7  

Sakkara: mastaba of Ti, * 1 4 3 ;  tomb of 
Mereru-ka, * 1 2 3  &  7 7 - 2 4  

Sandrart, Joachim von, 1 5 7  & 77 
Sapir, Edward, 2 1 7 7  

Sargent, John Singer, 2 0 2  

Sartre, Jean-Paul, 2 2 7 7 7  

Sassetta: Meeting of St. Anthony and St. 
Paul, * 2 9 4

Saxl, Fritz, 2 3 7 7 ,  2 4 7 7 ,  1 0 0 7 7  

scale: in geographical illustration, 3 1 1 ;  in 
models, 2 4 3 ,  2 5 3 ;  and perspective, 2 5 0 -  

5 1 ,  2 5 3 ,  2 5 6 ;  and standard distance, 
3 0 3 ;  see also size-distance relationship 

Schäfer, Heinrich, 118 & n, 1 2 0 ,  1 2 3 7 7 ,  

1 2 5 7 7 ,  1 4 3 ,  2 5 9 7 7 ,  2 6 9 7 7 ,  3 1 0 7 7  

Schapiro, Meyer, 1 9  & 77, 2 2 7 7 ,  3 1 2 7 7  

Schedel, Hartmann: “Nuremberg Chroni-
cle,” 6 8  &  7 7 - 6 9

schema: accidental forms as, 183-91 pas- 
sim; beginning of all representation, 
313; and correction, see schema and 
correction; of child, 119, 168-69, 293- 
95; as image, in ;  traditional, 352, 
376, 384

schema and correction, 30, 116; in cave 
art, 108-9; compared to scientific 
method, 321 ; in copying, 73-75, 77, 
307, 365; in drawing, 147-48, 189; in 
Egyptian art, 121, 126, 142; for render-
ing facial expression, 349, 354; in 
Greek art, 118, 130, 141, 144, 145; in 
illustration, 78-83; in language, 364; 
in making and matching, 100; need 
for, 87-90, 146; new, 357; in percep-
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tion, 168, 271-72; and projection on a 
plane, 306; in Renaissance art, 152-55, 
158-74 passim

S c h l o s b e r g ,  H a r o l d ,  2 3 7 1 ,  5 2 7 7 ,  6 0 7 1 ,  7 4 7 7 ,  

2 2 8 7 7 ,  2 6 0 7 7 ,  3 1 0 7 7

Schlosser, Julius von, 1 1 7 7 , 2 3  & n, 6 0 7 7 ,  

6 8 7 7 ,  7 3 7 7 ,  7 5 7 7 ,  7 9 7 7 ,  1 5 0 7 7 ,  1 6 4 7 7 ,  2 6 9 7 7  

Schlosser, Katesa, 1 0 1 7 7 , 1 0 7 7 7  

Schmid, Frédéric, 977

Schön, Erhard: drawing book, 158; sche-
matic heads and bodies, *159 

Schöne, Wolfgang, 3 7 7 7 ,  3 2 1 7 7  

Schott, O., 3 9 7 7

science, 118, 331; “artificial perspective” 
as invention, 330-31 ; Constable on 
painting as, 33, 34, 48, 49, 175, 320, 
322, 382; and schema and correction, 
174, 175, 321; theory of, 320-31; use of, 
in art, 14, 15, 27, 312 

scientific explanation, 118, 342, 388 
scientific illustration, 68, 83, 311 
“screen”: in projection, 208, 210, 228 
Scriabin, Alexander, 367 
sculpture, 10, 11, 24, 358, 374; beholder’s 

view, 191-92; compared to painting, 
138; Greek, 116-17, 133, 134, 142; 
“mental set” for, 60; religious prohibi-
tion, 113; tomb, 124-26 

Seboek, T. A., 9077 
Sedlmayr, Hans, 20 & 77, 21 
seeing: “believing is,” 210 & n; and com-

paring, 258, 260, 301, 303; at distance, 
222-25, 301 ; faces, 103-4, 342; “history 
of,” 3, 16, 24; and “knowing,” ix, 13-16, 
25, 83» 89, 120, 172, 223, 292-93, 300, 
302, 328, 394; and learning, 12, 26, 
172, 293, 298, 326; in the mirror, 6, 
279-80; painter’s modes of, 2, 10-11, 
16, 19, 24, 64-66, 85-86, 156, 167-68, 
172, 178, 186, 241, 293, 296, 305, 306, 
312-13, 315-16, 322, 324, 382; pictures, 
influence on public, 53, 156, 168, 174 
&  77, 186, 241, 287, 306, 315, 324-36, 
328; subjectivity of, 2, 19, 24, 27, 49, 
89, 247-50, 298-99, 324, 326; see also 
ambiguity; anticipation; experiment; 
illusion; image; “innocent eye”; retina; 
transformation 

Seibt, Wilhelm, 3777 
self-expression, see expression 
Selfridge, O. G., 8877 
Seller, E., 1177 
Senden, Marius von, 29877

Seneca, Lucius Annaeus, 1 0  &  77 

sensation and perception, 298 & n; see 
also sense data

sense data: Berkeley theory, 297, 298: 
classical argument on, io-ii; conflict 
of, 278; Loewy on, 2 2 - 2 3 ;  and percep-
tion, 15, 16, 28, 172, 225, 298, 301, 392 

“servo mechanisms,” 88 
Sethe, 1 2 3 7 7

Severini, Gino: Dynamic Hieroglyph of 
the Bal Tabarin, *36 -̂70 

sfumato, 221-22, 392 
shading, see light; modeling 
Shadow Antiqua (“Granby Shadow”), 

*210
Shakespeare, 1 8 1 7 7 ,  2 1 1 7 7 ;  quoted, 1 8 1 ,  

2 1 1 - 1 2

shapes: ambiguity, 262-64, 393; Ames 
demonstrations, *248-52, 259, 264, 268, 
276; artist’s awareness of, 306; con-
stancy of, 52, 280; in cubism, 285-86; 
optical illusions, 307; and regression 
toward real object, 302-3; sequential 
test, 274-75, 329; style in, 365; sym-
bolic relationships, 371, 373-74; see 
also negative shapes

Sheppard, Raymond: from How to Draw 
Birds, *147

Shorey, Paul, 9 7 7 7 ,  9 8 7 7 ,  1 2 6 7 7 ,  2 6 6 7 7  

Short, Charles, 977  

Sibrie, J., 1 9 7 7  

Sickert, Walter, 306
signs, see conventional signs; comic strip;

symbolism 
“similes,” 23, 73, 313
simplicity hypothesis, 262-67, 272, 274,

329
simplification: development of, 3 3 1 - 3 3 ;  

in facial expressions, 334-36; formula 
as, 171

size-distance relationship, 243, 250-56 
passim, 259-60, 261, 270, 271, 274; 
“constancy of size,” 303; illusion, *280, 
304; and objects on a plane, 300-1 

sketches: interpretation of, 232-33; Leo-
nardo on, 189; in postmedieval art, 
173; taste for, 199, 385; Vasari on, 193 

sketching, see topographical representa-
tion

skill: of beholder, 195, 370; and choice of 
motif, 86-87; described, 357; develop-
ment of, 331-33; in Greek art, 133, 
144; in medieval art, 150; in postme-
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dieval art, 173; and style, 19, 21, 364- 
66, 376; vs. will, 65, 77-78 

Sluckin, W., 28n, 8877 
Sluys, Felix, 367n  
Smith, Gudmund, 22811 
Smith, William S., 123n  
Snijder, G. A. S., 31072 
sounds, see synesthesia 
South American Indians: drawings of 

constellation Lion, 106-*7 
space: art history's obsession with, 240, 

331 ; and cubism, 282, 283; in Greek 
art, 117, 137, 138, 139; illusion of, 
215, 229-31, 240, 259-60, 261, 264-65, 
280, 330-31, 332; never represented, 
240 ; and nonfigurativê art, 287; percep-
tion in terms of, 327; and perspective, 
2 4 3 - 5 7 ; and plane projection, 300-3; 
and texture, 274; see also distance 

speech: accent compared to style, 364, 
365; interpretation of, 204, 210, 225, 
232, 242; mimesis in, 362-64; “syn-
thesizer,” 364 & n, 365; see also lan-
guage

Spengler, Oswald, 20, 24 
Sphinx, 121
Spiegler, Gottfried, xii, 21077, 39677 
Spitz, René A., 8877, io3n 
“spreading effect,” 26, 308 & 77-*9, 310 
sprezzatura, 193-99 
Stabiae: wall painting from, *138 
statements: pictures and, 67 & 77, 68, 89 
stationary eye, 250, 254, 25677, 275-76, 

329, 3 9 3

Staude, W., 1 1 3 7 7  

Stefano: Vasari on, 11 
Steig, William: drawings, *358 
Steinberg, Saul: drawings, *238, *239, 

*240,*241
stereotype: in advertising posters, 235-37; 

in Egyptian art, of human figure, 121; 
in Greek art, 142, 144; in portrayal, 
69 & 7 7 - 7 3 ,  79-83, 364; in pre-Greek art, 
128-29; role of, 23, 24; as universal, 
172; see also formula; schema; “simi-
les”

S t e r l i n g ,  A l e x ,  6 5 7 7

stimuli: ambiguity of, 272; interaction of, 
310, 329, 388; in speech, 363 

“stimulus concentration,” 313 
“stimulus pattern,” 257, 260, 276, 302,

3 0 3 ,  3 2 9

Stone, Peter, 1 9 0 7 7

Storey, G. A., 6n
strategy in interpretation, 272 & n 
Stratton, Sheila: London Transport 

poster, *237
“stroboscopic effect,” 229 
Strong, Mrs. S. Arthur, 1877 
“structure,” 155
style: categories of, 9-10, 375-76, 378-81; 

concern of art history, 3-4; and Con-
stable, 376-88; conventions and, 291, 
315, 320, 342; function and, 120-23; 
individual, 87, 364, 365-66; and mental 
set, 60-62, 85-87; need for, 84; priority 
of projection, 90, 109; skill vs. will, 
77-78, 83; sprezzatura and, 193-99; 
and stylization, 64-65; theories of, 
9-30; see also rhetoric 

stylization: fallacy of, 66; and transfor-
mation, 64-65

subject-predicate character, 260 & n  
substance: artist analyzes, 307; vs. ac-

cident, 271,274 
Suci, George J., 37177
suggestion: in art, 38, 202, 277; in classi-

cal Greek art, 138-39; in conjuring, 
205-76; interaction with projection, 186- 
91, 204, 242; limits to, in incomplete-
ness, 214-15; in representing infinity, 
219; taste for, 199 & 77, 385 

Sung Ti: quoted, 188 
“superimposition,” 284-85 
surrealism, 395 & 77
“switching”: and ambiguity, 5, 236, 238, 

241, 249-50, 259, 262, 266, 327 
symbolism, 9, 60, 385; in advertising 

posters, 235-37; in child's copy of 
Wivenhoe Park, *292, 293-95; classifi-
cation and, 102-3; in Egyptian art, 
123-24, 134; form and function and, 
120; Fry on, 292; language of primi-
tives and children, 87; “perception of 
symbolic material,” 203-4, 205, 225- 
26; in primitive art, 110-12; “reality” 
and “appearance,” 99-100; structural 
relationships, 371-74; synesthesia, 367; 
Topffer on, 339

synesthesia, 366 & 77-71, 373-74 
Sze, Mai-mai, 149 & 7 7 ,16377, 20877

taboos: on image, 112-13, 115, 139, 143 
Tacitus, io; quoted, 1077 
tactile, see touch 
Taine, Hippolyte, 3 7 7 7
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Talbott Kelly, R. B.: Manx shearwater, 
* 1 3 9

Tamaro, B. Forlati, 1 8 7 7  

Tannenbaum, Percy H. 3 7 1 7 7  

Tarski, Alfred, 67n, 23971 
taste, 21, 30 & 71, 141, 144, 233, 385 
Tatum, E. C.: London Transport poster, 

235, *236
Tell eLAmarna, 121 & 71, 143 
Teniers, David, 317
Tenney, Gordon: photograph of Bingo- 

master, *300
tests: of perceptions, 16, 18, 28, 29, 225, 

227-28, 230-32, 270-78 passim, 281- 
82, 298, 301, 303, 304, 321, 327; of 
pictorial theories, 322, 326; psychologi-
cal, see Lowenfeld; Rorschach; see also 
trial and error

Teutonic tribes: coin copying, 75 
texture: representing, 43-44, 221, 281, 

331» 332-33, 360; as test of perception,
274

theater: illusion in Greek, 131; stage de-
signs and perspective, 246, 249-50 

Theon, 207 & n
“thereness-thatness” experience, 259, 301, 

3 3 4

Thiele, Georg, 10671 
Thiery’s figure, *284
Thouless, H.: experiment on perception of 

shape, 302 & 7i, 303-4 
Thurber, James: “What have you done 

with Dr. Milmoss?”, 356 & n, *357 
Thutmose III, King of Egypt, 78 & 71, 83, 

121
Ti, mastaba of: relief from, *143 
Tiepolo, G. D.: Holy Family Passing near 

a Statue, 226, *227, 230 
Timanthes, 139 & 7 7 - 4 0  

time: and Byzantine church cycles, 145; 
compensation for, 345-46; Constable 
on, 385; and Egyptian art, 124-25 & n; 
in narrative art, 138

Tinbergen, Nikolas: dummies of stickle-
backs, *101 & 7 7 ,10377 

Tintoretto, 197
Titian, 197, 199; Shepherd and Nymph, 

*194; The Three Ages of Man (detail), 
*194; Vasari on, 195, 331 

Tolman, Edward C . ,  xi, 2 9 7 7 ,  2 6 2 7 7  

tomb art, see sculpture 
tone, see light

Tonelli, Giorgio, 14677 
Tooly, Raymond: London Transport post-

ers, 236, *237
Topffer, Rodolphe: on facial expression, 

336-342, 348, 350, 351, 352, 355, 356 
&  77; from Le Docteur Festus, *336 &
77, * 3 3 7  & n> *338; from Essay du 
physiognomie, *340, *341; “M. de Vert- 
pre”(? ), *339

topographical representation, 63-64, 68- 
7 3 , 147, 3 i 1, 3 i 5 , 386-88; Chinese, 84- 
85

“topos,” 24
touch: as test of perception, 16, 18, 20, 

274, 278, 281-82, 327 
tradition: and academic teaching, 12-14, 

161, 163-64; art history on, 17-18, 23, 
24-25; in cave art, 108-9; in Chinese 
art, 148-49; through copy, 75-77; domi-
nance of, 156-57; Egyptian, in Greek 
art, 143, 144; eighteenth-century, 87, 
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